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Summary Report on the Workshop on Grammar

and Semantics of Natural Languages

The workshop on Grammar and Semantics of Natural Languages was held

at Stanford University under the general chairmanship of Professor Patrick

Suppes; Professors Jaakko Hintikka and Julius Moravcsik collaborated in

the organization, and Dr. Elizabeth Gammon served as workshop coordinator.

The purpose of the workshop was to bring together authorities from several

different disciplines, each of whom is working in the area of natural lan-

guage analysis. The hope was that through intensive and reasonably tech-

nical discussions of the issues involved in developing adequate grammars

and semantics of natural languages, the participants would exchange ideas

not only within but across disciplines. The major disciplines represented

were linguistics, philosophy and psychology.

The workshop was held in two sessions; the first session met on

September 17-19, 1970, and consisted mainly of the presentation of papers.

The second session met approximately two months later on November 20-21.

The reason for the two sessions was to allow the participants time to

reread the papers presented at the first session and to prepare comments

on them for discussion at the second session.

Nineteen people were invited to present papers and five others were

invited as participants. Both sessions were open to the Stanford community

in general, so most of the meetings were attended by forty or fifty people.

The following is a list of the invited participants, their affiliations,

and the titles of the papers they presented.
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Participants who presented 122212

Miss Joan Bresnan
Department of Linguistics and

Foreign Languages
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr. Chung-ying Cheng
Department of Philosophy
University of Hawaii

Mrs. Teresa M. W. Cheng
Department of Linguistics
University of Hawaii

Professor John M. Dolan
Department of Philosophy
The Rockefeller University

Professor Joyce Friedman
Department of Computer and

Communication Sciences
University of Michigan

Dr. Elizabeth Gammon
Instructional Services
Riverside County School System

Professor Henry Hamburger
School of Social Sciences
University of California at Irvine

Professor Jaakko Hintikka
Department of Philosophy
Stanford University

Professor David Kaplan
Department of Philosophy
University of California

at Los Angeles

Professor Donald Knuth
Department of Computer Science
Stanford University
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"On Sentence Stress and Syntactic
Transformations"

"On the Problem of Subject Structure
in Language with Application to

Late Archaic Chinese"

"A Proposal Concerning Oxestion-words"

"Translation, Rationality, and
Complexity"

"Computing and Case Grammar"

"A Syntactic Analysis of Some
First-Grade Readers"

"Identifiability of Transformational
Grammars" (with Wexler)

"Grammar and Logic: Some Borderline
Problems"

"DTHAT"

"Examples of Formal Semantics"



(Participants who presented papers, continued)

Professor Richard Montague
Department of Philosophy
University of California
at Los Angeles

Professor Julius Moravcsik
Department of Philosophy
Stanford University

Miss Arlene Moskowitz
Department of Linguistics
University of California

at Berkeley

Professor Barbara Hall Partee
Department of Linguistics
University of California

at Los Angeles

Professor Stanley Peters
Department of Linguistics
The University of Texas at Austin

Dr. R. W. Ritchie
Vice Provost for Academic
Administration

University of Washington

Professor Patrick Suppes
Department of Philosophy
Stanford University

Professor W. C. Watt
School of Social Sciences
University of California

at Irvine

Professor Kenneth Wexler
School of Social Sciences
University of California
at Irvine

"The Proper Treatment of Quantifi-

cation in Ordinary English"

"The Problem of the Semantics of
Mass Terms in English"

"The Concept of Unit in Child
Grammar"

"Intensional Isomorphism and Deep
Structure"

"On Restricting the Base Component
of Transformational Grammars"
(with Ritchie)

"On Restricting the Base Component
of Transformational Grammars"
(with Peters)

"Semantics of Context-free Fragments
of Natural Languages"

"Late Lexicalizations"

"On the Insufficiency of Surface
Data for the Learning of Trans-
formational Languages"
(with Hamburger)
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Special Observers

Professor Herbert H. Clark
Department of Psychology
Stanford University

Professor Charles Ferguson
Chairman, Committee on Linguistics
Stanford University

Dr. Charles Fillmore
Center for Advanced Study in

the Behavioral Sciences
Stanford

Dr. William Kruskal
Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences

Stanford

Dr. Elizabeth C. Ti'augott
English Department
Stanford University

Those participants who needed motel reservations stayed at Hickeys

Hyatt House in Palo Alto. The meetings were held on the Stanford campus,

those for the first session in the lecture room of Polya Hall and those

for the second in the seminar room of Ventura Hall. Four cars were rented

to be shared by the participants for local transportation.

The programs for the two sessions were as follows:

September Session

Thursday, September 17

Morning Session, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Chung-ying Cheng

Elizabeth Gammon

On the Problem of Subject Structure in
Language with Application to Late Archaic
Chinese

A Syntactical Analysis of Some First-Grade
Readers

Afternoon Session, 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

John Dolan

David Kaplan

Jaakko Hintikka

Translation, Rationality, and Complexity

DTHAT

Grammar and Logic: Some Borderline Problems



)

Friday, September 18

Morning Session, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Teresa Cheng

Joan Bresnan

A Proposal Concerning Question-words

On Sentence Stress and Syntactic Transformations

Afternoon Session, 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Patrick Suppes

Richard Montague

Julius Morcvcsik

Semantics of Context-Free Fragments of
Natural Languages

The Proper Treatment of Quantification in
Ordinary English

The Problem of the Semantics of Mass Terms
in English

Saturday, September 19

Morning Session, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

H. Hamburger - Identifiability of Transformational Grammars
K. Wexler

K. Wexler -
H. Hamburger

On the Insufficiency of Surface Data for
the Learning of Transformational Languages

W. C. Watt Late Lexicalizations

Afternoon Session, 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Joyce Friedman

Barbara Hall Partee

Arlene Moskowitz

Computing and Case Grammars

Intensional Isomorphism and Deep Structure

The Concept of Unit in Child Grammar
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November Session

10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Friday, November 20

Discussion led by D. Knuth, followed by
discussions of papers by P. Suppes and
E. Gammon

Discussions of papers by J. Dolan,
J. Hintikka, D. Kaplan, R. Montague,
J. Moravcsik, and B. Partee

Saturday, November 21

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Discussions of papers by C. Cheng, T. Cheng,
Hamburger-Wexler, and A. Moskowitz

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Discussion led by S. Peters and R. Ritchie,
followed by discussion of papers by J. Bresnan,
J. Friedman, and W. Watt

A summary of each of the papers presented is given below. The complete

papers as well as comments on them written by the other participants will

appear in a volume of the proceedings to be published by D. Reidel Publish-

ing Company.

Professor C'eng presented a discussion of the distinction between

subject and predicate, and then showed that based on this distinction

subject-predicate structures in Late Archaic Chinese can be systematically

illustrated and logically explained. He suggested such an explanation for

the subject structure involving four levels of analysis; the levels con-

cern the presence or absence of ontic subject and 1'gical subject in the

deep structure and the presence oi7 absence of grammatical

subject and topic or comment in the surface structure. The application

of this analysis to Late Archaic Chinese was illustrated with several

examples.

Dr. Gammon presented some probabilistic grammars for two first-grade

readers. She explained the difficulties involved in writing such grammars
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for a large and irregular corpus and showed how some of the difficulties

could be handled.

Professor Dolan discussed the problems of translation from the stand-

point of Quine's Word and Object.

Professor Kaplan discussed denoting phrases, especially the word

"thee when used with a physical gesture such as pointing. He examined

the viewpoint that some or all of the denoting phrases used in an utterance

should not be considered part of the content of what is said but should

rather be thought of as contextual factors which help interpret the actual

physical utterance as having a certain content.

Professor Hintikka discussed applications of modal logic which he

felt to be of mutual interest to linguists and logicians. In particular

he discussed the use of "possible worlds" to elucidate the semantics of

modality and pointed out sane of the misccnceptions linguists have held

in using this approach.

Mrs. Teresa Cheng challenged the structuralist's assumption regarding

the completeness and autonomy of a sentence. She then discussed some

possible motives and constraints for transformational operations and

related this to a proposal concerning the central role played by ques-

tions in the semantics of natural language.

Miss Joan Bresnan, showed that if the Nuclear Stress Rule of English

is ordered within the transformational cycle after all of the syntactic

transformations, many apparent exceptions to some of Chomsky's and Halle's

assertions are predictable because the stress patterns of certain syn-

tactically complex constructions reflect those of the simple sentences

embedded within them in deep structure. This preservation of basic stress

pattern through the syntactic derivation provides a new method of deter-

mining underlying grammatical representations and deciding questions of

syntax. Miss Bresnan discussed the consequences of this for linguistic

theory, in particular Chomsky's lexical versus transformational hypothesis.

Professor Suppes combined the viewpoints of model-theoretic semantics

and generative grammar and provided a formal definition for the semantics

of context-free languages. He then applied the results to some fragments

of natural languages, particularly to the corpus of speech of a young child.

7
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Professor Montague presented in a rigorous way the syntax and semantics

of a particular fragment of a certain dialect of English. The fragment was

made as simple and restricted as possible while accommodating many of the

more puzzling caues of quantification and reference.

Professor Moravcsik explored the semantics and syntax of mass terms

and discussed the issue of how an adeqvate treatment could be incorporated

into a general theory of English. He provided a comparison and oome

criticisms of the proposals for the semantics of mass terms which have

been given by Quine and by Parsons and then presented a proposal of his

own and showed how it met the criticisms he raised.

Professors Hamburger and Wexler presented two joint papers. The

first extended a formal theory of language learning to transformational

components; learning procedures which are psychologically more suggestive

than those previously studied were shown to yield positive results under

formally specified conditions. The second paper discussed the concept of

identifiability in the limit with special reference to transformational

languages on a given base. Counterexamples, that is, context-free grammars

for which the set of transformational languages is not identifiable, were

also exhibited.

Professor Watt presented facts about certain English words (similar

to Postal's "Anaphoris Islands") which, on the whole, support the view

that those words are more naturally treated in a "Trans:rormationalist"

grammar than in a "Lexicalist" one. The words appear to be the result

of late rather than early lexicalization; that is, they appear to be

inserted near the surface instead of at a much deeper level corresponding

to the last stage of the generation of the base phrase-marker.

Professor Friedman described an application of a computer model

.)f transformational grammar based on Chomsky's Aspects to a grammar

bEwed in part on more recent theories, in particular the lexicalist and

case theories. The computer system is one written at Stanford a few years

ago and described in the CACM, June 1969, and Friedman et al. (forthcoming).

The grammar is the UCLA English Syntax Project grammar, written primarily

1-1 Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee and described in a two-volume unpub-

lished report.
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Professor Partee investigated the mutual relevance of some formal

semantical notions developed by Carnap and the natural-language syntactic

theory developed by Chomsky and suggested some possible modifications of

each. The problem considered was the analysis of sentences whose main

verbs take as objects or complements sentences or propositions, and in

particular, the question of how closely the meaning of such a renten'a

is tied to the linguistic form of the embedded sentence.

Miss Arlene Moskowitz discussed an approach tc the study of language

acquisition data in terms of units appropriate to the child's dynamic

linguistic system. She described the application o' her ideas to both

phonology Pcquisition and syntax acquisition.

Professor Knuth discussed the way in which meaning may be assigned

to a string in a context-free language by de:ining attributes of the sym-

bols in a derivation tree for that string; the attributes can be defined

by functions associated with each production in the grammar. He then

examined the implications of this process some of the attributes

are "synthesized," that is, defined solely in terms of attributes of the

"descendants" of the corresponding nonterminal symbol, while other at-

tributes are "inherited," that is, defined in terms of attributes of the

"ancestors" of the nonterminal symbol.

Professors Peters and Ritchie presented a joint paper in which chey

investigated the effects of placing various restrictions on the base com-

ponent of a transformational grammar as defined by Chomsky. They showed

that by utilizing the so-called filter function of transformations the

descriptive power of transformational grammars can be preserved unreduced

even when their base components are subjected to drastic restrictions.

There was much animated discussion of the papers especially by the

philosophers and linguists. One of the most useful comments for reaching

across disciplines was a coml)arison Barbara Partee made of Montague's

scheme for syntactic and semantic analysis with one a linguist might mal.e.

Overall, the workshop served its purpose of bringing about an exchange

of the most recent ideas concerning the syntax and semantics of natural

languages both within and across the disciplines of linguicbics, philosophy

and psychology.
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On sentence stress and syntactic transforraLticns

Joan W. Bresnan

Massachusetts institute of Technolosy



Abstract

If the Nuclear Stress Rule of English is ordel,ed

within the transfonnational cycle after all of the

syntctic transfor:aations, nany apparent exceptions to

Chomsky and Halle (1968) are predictable, for the stress

patterns cr certz...in syntactically co:plex constructions

reflect those of the simple sentences embedded uithin them

in clean structure. TbL D.,e_cervat.:on of basic stress

provies a now

r:1 3L-v

tions and decidins ci-.estOns o2 syntax, which is illust-r-ted.

__r.us L,..2.0 theory, in particular

tha IcY.ical vs. transfor.7.ational hypotheses (Cho.7.slv to

a2pear), are discusser%.2:



On Sentence Stress and Syntactic Transfor:riations

Joan W. Bresnan

Mc-sPchusetts Institute Tecnology

Perhaps the fundamental insight of generative

thonology is that ho'reolon,c.:11 .oh:,nomena are predicua,,le

irom zra-n-,atical representations by a system of ordered

rules. These re1D-esentations arc themselves

17predictable3--that is; generablegiven the base and

transforational com-ocnents. .1. Vt....:7; Vs.)

adva.n3c,
_ - -

po..er GC the 'ohc.lolo,-y t;h:: sa..1:o time

-o-oves a new source of in-Pomatien about syntactic

re7;resentations. Tf. 1-115- 5S cor-nect it nas_ ,,..__
14: ! 414A4.

theory. "" _ wale to a1SCUSSCa

is the Nuclear Stress 2ule (XS R).

The WS2 is a cyclic rule applyinz after all rules

pffectin7: the st.P.ess of individual lexical items; it is

form.ulated as fol'os; 1

NS? ' 4 1 / L X Y Z J

where may contain no and where ranses over major
V
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For the moment I shall inore this detail in the

c-col4cation of N. It is clear that this rule results

in primary stress on the rihtmost constituent in

This is, in general, the 'normal intonation

fo an Enrrl'sh sentence. There ares however, well-known

classes e'-- ,-.. to tnic, Final anaphoric

pronouns do not ,^-.. s-a,11v receive -cna l.-..-
t

1
Helen teachs it.

1
teachea.s it,

clo final inasfinit- prono=s receive

stre:is normally:

The bOlr bought 3c:e

:7'h3 boy bou:,_, soe .

oven -I 1- definite

receive no 1-stress:

T 1 e a wman who _.._-_..1,_, at karw o ate,

and he avoid:, tho

In what fol'ows I will assume that by some means or

other anaphoric and i*ndefinite elements are not ,,ssi,zned

....

........try-, .... . --. 0 r.t. . ::: -rt -.., :.-.-....- . . r , will 4 CrAn -,...1 ^ ' 'et tt. - - ....1- ..... - -," n"'. ... .... ....: . 'r Zr V - ....; ....: .:.. , ...., - ...... - : 1 ... :.... - .:..." - a," .. ..: to "I::
st ..... .._ t

of items WIli3I'l are not re'evant to the point at issue. .:

Now t: stress atterns of cerzin syntactically

complex constructions a.c,Dea,- to violata the zeneral
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Note first that if transforaticns cycle on the noaos

I'? an.:1 S (Chosky b.,It not VP, the above :....ssumtion

tails that NS I: a*D.D1'es not on VP within S; but only on

N? and S (and any oth-,r t:.ansor....lationally cycled node).

Secondly; tho above assu7.-tion entails that una NSF. is

cyclic. I t.rill now verffy the above claim.

First I w111 derive (ic) and (Id); (Ia) and (lb)

but ,1"-vo"!ve an addi.L,onc,

C - .....
g 3.
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In the derivationcf case III I have bracketed the examples to reflect

the phrase structure rule

- COMP S,

is Q, the interrogative morpheme. This rule is justified inwhere COMP

Bresnan (to appear). I have omitted the corresponding bracketing from the

preceding cases because it plays no role there. I shall derive (Ina) through

(Ind).
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J
the o3J:5c,, o Is the "nterroTative

'Jro.:loun wh.E.-.t. (which I am assumin to be derlved from

tho...lzh this is riot a nsoessary .=ssu:nr)tion for

the ocint at issuo); 1Dronolms, it should bs.recalled,

do not receive -orLma-y ste. Thus the ve-b -eta*.ns

pIlmary stress.
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I-, 5 , ". :: :.;.. 4 i .1 r 415:(;---.: 6.,
t .
, 1-----74,- the full N''' object of ,,.:6,:i.tten recelves prims,ry
?:

t.

i,
stress, cousins; the st7.ss on :eritten to be lowered.

r,

6

The difference in stress between (TITa) and (TTIb)
.

simol,,,,
i'

r.,..,^-,J. Co. .1.%-.+ V.-) i-',-,.,se.,... --..., ,,,i,,,,-,,,,,,,,, ,-...,,,,,,,,,stress...,..,.. s.......: ^ ,....i. ,..-,,, betweenl..,..- t.I.,,,,.....\.

sentences ebadded ir them:

1..
i Helen had written sor.lathLn:7.,
t

Helen ho.O. ;ten
...
1_, 6- r:(77 P"AIvThe sate 4' --"".:; of0 u -
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r".

The analysis z7,iven in case III correctly prcdicts

t existence of a stress difference associated with

the two readinzs of sentences like

The tc,rable shows wh,t suffein men can create,

T.'ne readinss may be indicated as

. 1 .

The ri.,:raole shows w,',1t (f:inz men) can create:

'OcraYe ShO'SS (what 4.-Iffer'...nz) men can create.

These exa:.1-2iss a,e exactly analoous to those of case III:

tic -orononal object whf:,t Ti: rits the verb to retain

1rY ft11'. s . . . ) :. ::h; - -.

.7".sere

7n : a.nd 7T, ferc..lee

c obje-t of the

verb: if so, the verbal st-es was lowered; if not, the

1. 4

3:7'SZ 12 '3:10 what ofobjact

the ver!) if 7.)cnomina' .7.1 verb 1,:et primary stress;

if a full object the verbal stress was lowered. Now in

,- of

or fullaffects CCint:/i1.2S of alst4ves just

as it does cuestion2: C I 64. Or *we

33
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This fact wou'id :ead one to Predict that the difference

between 7)71. to 17.1..ra c'n.4 pla.r.s to lave is reutraliTed

when the head is pronor;:ns'.1. In other words, there

should be a stress contrt between the relative clause

constructIon of case'T--C.:Te h Pins to le.ve--and

the type of cnstetion with a prorominal headtiif14;5pit4tcho4
hernt cut 414-.1g...-=':

A
C:acre n-.,3-set:7-L.r.r.. to 1;e2ave.

L2..,CLACL 4v1
2

a relative would receiv e. verbal pri,r.ary stress by itself--

T ±1 -a T.:an c.,..te

--the cor:-e.Ipn:iin- relatLve .r.*a2 verb.?.1 pri7.Lry stress:

He's .a 7:an I

";;;:c .Loative. f ..,, is

(csrtain, I like...

.

str=.7, ffec
Waves

::an iberation,

th,n the zetece is

un.aer7;t.:,cd az bein7 about a con ..;har

sense, about the

, the sentece is, in a
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All of the cases discussed involve the movement or deletion of verbal

objects rather than subjects. The reason is that since the NSR assigns

primary stress to the rightmost element, only cases in which the underlying

rightmost elen.ent has been affected by transformations can provide crucial

evidence. Thus both the ordering hypothesis advanced here and the previously

proposed ordering can account for the stress in

I asked whose children bit Fido,

the man whose children bit my dlg

a desire to eat

But only the new ordering hypothesis accounts for the stress in

I asked whose children Fido bit,

the man whose children my dog bit

fo1od to eat

In the latter examples the underlying objects have diverged from their original

rightmost position, where they had caused the verbal stress to be lowered during

cyclic application of the NSR.

The ordering hypothesis expresses the fact that the stress patterns of

certain syntactically complex constructions reflect those of the simple sentences

embedded within them in deep structure. This preservation of basic stress

pattern through the syntactic

- -



1.: C.
derivation provides a new method for detarminins under -

lving grammatical r.,--orsent.7..t'Ions and deciding questions

of syntax. -To illustrate this method, I will consider

the following cuestion. It has beal. proposed (most

recently by Ends (1970).but earlier by Lees (1960))

that certa1ri infinitival cool emonts should be derived

from dee'e structure VP 's 1,athe- than S's. .Suoose this

propes:1 is a--.)o Ied to the analysis o' certain

ad2ecfe comIcnt constructio. The question is

construction la ike

F;;;;-

thers is ',30 oolva this

unsrlyin = stuaents::to

n-1

. I .2. t the

1.3 _ _ : r n-.

11C,"':"..:a". "".. 7 "

cyclic iiransformation a2 z.t Insertion to ol-c,

4-Vt. <
It Wf-11 for so, students to

be i c'ass on time-,

one cannot aay

-4,14'41 'r tn-re to be e.L,

studen.ts in class on time,

2.5



Compare cases which are truly sentential:

The administration is eager for there to be at

least some students in class on time.

The commander left directions for there to be a

soldier on duty at all times.

It wouldn't surprize me for there to be countless

revolutionaries among the secretaries.

Second, the for complementizer of a true sentential complement allows many

types of objects which the preposition for after hard does not:

Emmy was eager for that theorem on modules to

become known.

*It was tough for that theorem on modules to

became known.

It would surprise me for a book on Hittite to

please John.

*It would be tough for a book on Hittite to please

John.

Third, the complement of hard, tough, a bear, a breeze, and similar predicates

does not behave as a sentential constituent under S Movement: compare a true

sentential complement- -

It is surprising [for a women to act that way s]

[For a women to act that way s] is surprizing

--with the complement of hard or tough:
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S
It is hard for a woman to act that way.

*For a woman to act that way is hard.

It's tough for students to gran, chis concept.

*For students to grasp this concept is tough.

It is a difficult syntactic prublflui to determine the correct analysis

of for constructions. The above ordering hypothesis provides new evidence

bearing on this problem for hard and the other adjectives of this construction

are subject to a transformation which affects the object of the complement. to

produce such sentences as

This theorem was a breeze for Emmy to prove.

Given that transformations do not cycle on VP, the hypothesis advanced above

results in exactly the right stress contours for these sentences if the

11
complement is represented as PP VP.' To illustrate, suppose that the figure

9 shows a permissible deep structure for that theorem was tough to prove

ignoring details:
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As noted there is no cyci on VP, so not until S will any rules apply. At

that point the object of prove is shifted, yielding the derived structure

shown in figure 10.
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Less maintains a clear distinction between the ambiguous class (good; his

type 7) and the unambiguous class (hard; tough his type 8), but some speakers

may class certain of the latter with the former, permitting sentences like 9

(hard )

)

For John to please Mary is (easy )

)

(difficult )

The possibility of both VP and S complements for these adjectives accounts

for the following paradigm:
(good )

(Xa) *Such things are not ( ) for there
(appropriate )

to be children involved in.
(good )

(Xb) It is not ( ) for there to be
(appropriate )

children involved in such things.
(good )

(Xc) Such things are not ( ) for children
(appropriate )

to be involved in.
(good )

(Xd) It is not ( ) for children to be
(appropriate )

involded in such things.

The fact that (Xa) is ungrammatical is precisely what is predicted from

the analysis given there. For good and appropriate may take both S and

VP complements. Object
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Shift can apply only to VP complements, as shown .in n.8,
and There Insertion can apply only to S complements. The
presence of there is (Xa) and (Xb) forces the 'S interpretation'of the complement in both (Xa) and (Xb) and hence the shifted
object in (Xa) is ungrammatical.1°

I have discussed adjectives which, like tough, take only(PP) VP complements as well as adjectives which, like 0-00take both (PP) + VP and S. It should not be surprising to
discover adjectives taking (PP) + S, and indeed that is justwhat we would expect if VP is, with S, a possible complementgenerated in phrase structure: the Phrase structure rules will
specify VP as an alternative

choice wherever S is specified,as in the rule

VP --> ... (PP) ( {v31
One adjective which displays the Possibility PP + S is ;rood:

For Nary to learn karate would be good for her.
It woule. be good for Iary for her to learn ::arate.

In fact, one would predict that Object Shift cannot apply tothese example, since a full S follows
for ir...s,Xy, and this

prediction is borne out:

*Karate would be good [for
:qarypp) [for her to learns].

Karate would be good [for Ilarypp) [to learn ]VP
The ungrammaticality of *Karate would be 7.-,00cl. for EarY for her tolearn is another crucial test in favor of the formulation ofObject Shift given here.
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To conclude, it is because both the easy to please and

the passive construction have richtward primary stress that

I have ordered the ITSD after all transformations on each

cycle. This ordering Euarantees that on a given cycle

Object Shift or Passive ma:, apply before the ?ASR:

1
John ti has seen by :Lary.

1
John was hard to see.

Note that the same applies to Noun Phrases: the passivization

of nominals (Chomsky to appear) also precedes the 1:Sit:

1
the enemy's destruction of the city

1
the city's destruction by the enemy

On the other hand, within a derivation question Pormation ani3

Relative Clause :Formation .Nast aPply after the _:SR has affected

the simnle S's embedded in interroative

1
That books has Helen written?

1
I wonder what books Helen has written.

1
Here's a book for you to read.

This orderinz3 follows auto atically

0,13

50
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of the transformational cycle and the analysis of syntactic

structures given, in which there is a simple S embedded within

interrogatives as well as relatives (Bresnan to appear). That

Question Formation and Relative Clause Formation actually do

apply on the transformational cycle is shown in Appendix II

by independent syntactic arguments.

Some Consequences

The ordering of the usa proposed here has interesting

consequences for linguistic theory. The most immediate

consequence is, of course, the inadequacy of a basic assumption

of genera ti phonology (Chm2sky and Halle:15):



21.1,;lish

Inv3lvin many

levzis of' st.:ers... iz, cleT.r even from

a sl.:.;3y.ff.cf.al :,ase cor.toz

2;oma by t:la surf:0a

ne
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Instead it appears twat the stress contours of English sentences

are determined in a simple and regular 1..ly by their underlying

syntactic structures. Further, because prosodic stress rules

like the IISR require prior assignment of word stress, the latter

must occur either on deep structure or in the lexicon.11 But if

word stress is assigned prior to the syntactic transformations,

then it follows automatically that E1-1.7-y.1=iWn1.1 transformationally

attached affikes are stress-neutral.
12

For example, the primary

stress on the verb derive is unchanged by the affix kg but

shifts when ation is affixed:

1
deriving

1
derivation

This would follow if inc;, but not at? on, were attached to derive

by a syntacte trs,nsfOr;:lation. But this is exactly what Chomsky

(to appear) argues on independent sy_itactic and senantic grounds:

his lexicalist hynotheSis states that gerundive nominals like

Wanda's deriving the answer

--which are productive and sentencelike--are created by syntactic

transforation, while derived nominals like

Wanda's derivation of the answer

--which are restricted and noun-like--are created by lexical rules.

Because the NSR apnly on the first syntactic cycle, and

because word-stress assi,:nnent precedes prosodic stress assiritTent,

all lexical insertion must occur on or before the first trans-

femational. cycle. If there is some level in derivations at which

all lexical insertion converges, then deep structure, in the sense

of Cho:,s:-:y (1965) exists. Now the asignment of word stress
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prior to prosodic stress simply follows from the principle of

the phonological cycle (Chomsky and Halle 1968): in other words,

the stress of the whole is a function of the stress of the parts.

Therefore, it is a consenuence of the ordering hynothesis

presented here to.;:ether with the principle of the phonological

circle that the lexical hynothesis Q..00sky to annear) is correct

ittrid that deer structure exists.

Tho,e grammarians who accent the transformational hypothesis

(see Chomsky (to appear) for references) must either reject the

stress ordering hypothesis presented here or the principle of

the phonological cycle. Let us see vat is entailed in the

latter course. One concrete way of rejeetirg phonological

cycle is to elaim that the F,SR assigns stress to nonterminal

symbol:: only and that word stress occurs sulosevent'Lly.13 this

proposal implies that prosodic stress does not depend in any way

on lexical iLforLation, but only on syntactic confi5urations.

Yet, as we hb.v:, seen, the nR must 'know' whether it is ap-olyinE

to a pronoun or to a fully specified lexical noun -phrase in

order for the systematic difference between such pairs of examples

as these to be explained:

Helen detests miso1Eynists.
1

Helen detests them.

1
The parable she-Js (what suffering) men can create.

1
The parable shows what (suffering men) can create.

(Because the ordering hynothesf.s entails that pronouns are in

deep structure, it is interesting to observe that recent work

has shown inenendently that they are present in deep structure
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and not created transfcmationally: see, for example,

Jachendoff (1969), Dougherty (1969), and Bresnan (1970).)

The same is true of semi-pronouns like people, thinrrs:

1
1 like people.

1
There are many people I like.

Similarly, thb derived stress contours of sentences containing

anaphoric and nonanaphoric noun phrases differ:

2 3 1
John knows a wonmn.

2 1 3
J.,hn avoids the woman.

Different stress contours are nroducc.d by the ITSR as a function

of the diffe-cence in stress between 9.na7horic and nonanaphorf.c

lexical itel2s. It is hard to see ho:; this dePendency of stress

contour on the stress level of individual leNical items can be

explained if the phonological cycle/is given up.

Another interesting consecluence of the ordering hypothesis

is this: 3nglish is not a VSO (Verb Subject Object) languae

in the sense of cCawley (1970) .14 The reason is just this:

!GcCawley proposes that English has underlying VSO word order

throughout the transformational cycle and converts to SVO
second

(Subject Verb Object) only by a postcyclic

rule. In NcCawley's system intransitive verbs would precede

their subjects throughout the cycle, and thus zet reduced stress

by the cyclic ainlication of the NSR. Instead of

2 1
Jesus wept.

the incorrect contour

1 2
*Jesus wept. 55



would result as the normal English intonation. On the other

hand, if VicCawley's verb-second rule were cyclic, his arguments

for underlying VSO order in English would disamear.

We see that the stress ordering hypothesis provides a kind

of 'naturalness condition' on syntactic derivations: the formal

properties of surface structures cannot diverge too greatly from

those of deep structures without destroying the relation between

syntax and prosodic stress. In a sense, it is natural that a

close relation should exist between sound and syntactic

structure; after all, languages, unlike the countless logics and

'logical languages' invented by philosophers, are spoken. It is

not surprising that i,:cCawley's system, explicitly modelled on one

kind of no tat- used in sy:tholic logic, proves to be an

inadequate eyntaetic basis for a descriPtion of English stres-is

contours.



11,

+3

Having sketched these consequences for linguistic theory, I would finally

like to consider three problems for further research.

The first problem concerns sentences like

This theory was believed by George to have

been thought by Paul to have been refuted

by Jim.

It is possible that such sentences derive from an underlying form close to

fs George believed [s that Paul thought

[s that Jim refuted this theory Si Si Si

by a sequence of operations indicated in Figure 13 note the derived stress

contours.
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Evidently, these syntactic processes can be repeated indefinitely:

This theory was expected by Dave to have

been believed by George to have been

thought by Paul to have been refuted by Jim.

This theory was said by Haj to have been

expected by Dave to have been believed by

George to have been thought by Paul to have

been refuted by Jim.

In such a way the derived subject this theory may receive stress indefinitely

weak compared to the verb. This result is clearly wrong. Therefore, if the

syntactic derivation of such sentences is correct, it appears that same

convention limiting iterated stress reduction is needed. Just this conclusion

is argued independently in Bierwisch (1968). Further research on the form and

scope of the stress reduction convention is necessary; if stress reduction is

limited, the observed variation can be effected by 'rhythm' rules, e.g. [2221] -

[2321].

A second problem may lie in the formulation of the Nuclear Stress Rule

itself. The problem is seen when there is more material than one Noun Phrase

to the right of the verb. Compare these examples:

1

Peter used a knife.

1
Whose knife did Peter use?



4-6

Peter sliced the salami with a knife.

Whose krife did Peter slice the salimi with?

The first pair, but not the second, is explicable from what I have proposed

so far. Here are further examples like the second pair:

1
Mary found a car on Thursday evening.

1
On what evening did Mary find a car?

1
Mary gave a book to Peter's children.

1
Whose children did Mary give a book to?

What book did Mary give Peter's chil1 dren?

Recall that the effect of the NSR is to lower stress on every element

to the left of the rightmost primary stress within the appropriate contexts.

The above examples suggest that perhaps all primary-stressed items to the

right of the verb--and not just the rightmost--should retain primary stress

until the late application of a rhythm rule. This conjecture is illustrated

in Figure 14.
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The third problem
16

is to account for the following contrast:

(A) The Jones made'plans for dinner.
1

(B) The Jones made clean for dinner.

As it stands, plans for dinner is the predicted stress contour;

the problem lies with (B). Note that when a pronoun is used

for clams, the stress shifts rightward:.

The Jones made them for dinner.

Further, plans for dinner but not clams for dinner is a constituent:

Plans for dinner were made .by the Jones.

*Clams for dinner were made by the Jones.

It appears that the formulation of the ItSR may have to take into

account certain kinds of prepositional phrases.

Althougli the Problem nosed (3) is still unsolved, the

basic principle that stress natterns are preserved through

syntactic derivation still holds: comnare (A) and (B) with (C)

and (D):

(C) The plans we made for dinnernner didn't come off.

2
(D) The clams w

1
e made for dinner didn't come off.

Therefore,vas in the preceding cases, this problem concerns the

proper formulation of the :SR rather than the orde,ing hypothesis:

once the nrinciple for applying stress to (B) is found, the

ordering hypothesis will predict (D) .
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(Y) Maryi is tough [pp for Johni][s hej please heri] by two obligatory

deletions--Object Deletion, affecting heri, and Equi-NP Deletion, affecting

hti. See Postal (1968a) on the latter transformation. Object Deletion will

be written almost exactly as Object Shift is stated is n.8:

[ NP Pred (PP)[V* NP]] -1 2 3 4 0
S 1 2 3 4 5VP

The PP in (Y) would account for (2); a new constraint that the subject

of the complement take the object of the preposition as antecedent will take

care of (1), since there cannot be an underlying subject and cannot replace

anaphoric pronouns; and (3) will follow from the pruning of the embedded S

after Equi-NP Deletion. This solution requires, of course, that Equi-NP

Deletion be cyclic (contra Postal 1968a) in order to derive Mary is believed

ever one to be tough for John to lease Object Deletion must take place

before the cyclic passive rule; and Equi-NP Deletion must precede Object

Deletion so that S will prune to VP.

It is quite striking that this method of preserving a sentential

complement for adjectives like easy uses only the bare verbal skeleton of

the sentence: subject and object are obligatorily deleted pronouns, so that

the postulated underlying S has no trace in any surface form derived from

the proposed deep structure (Y).
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Appendix II

I have shown that it is possible for the I:SR to be

ordered within the transformational cycle, but I have not actually

shown that it is necessary. For I have assumed without explicit

justification that Relative Clause Formation and Question Formation

are cyclic transformations. If these transformations were not

cyclic one might think of ordering the rsR after the entire

transformational cycle but before the nostcyolic transformations,

taking the latter to include Relative Clause Formation and

Question Formation. 17 There are two kinds of evidence against

this alternative. First, all of the stress evidence indicates

that the rsa does not precede Imoun -ooEtcyclic trans-7o-r.mations;

for examl)le, we do not have

1 2
*Away ran Fido.

but rather

2 1
Away ran Fido.

The former would result if the ?SR preceded the postcyelic

transformation which prenoses 2. ay. Likewise, we do not have

1 2 3
*Seldom does John sing.

but rather

2 3 1
Seldom does John ns.

MIKX7arciniariZ7a):25Ea

Yet the former mould result if the ITSR preceded the postcyclic

transformation which fronts soldom.18 (See 3monds (1970) on both

of these transformations, Directional Adverb Proposing and ::ogative

Adverb Proposing.)



Second, there is syntactic evidence that Relative

Clause Pormation and Question Pormation are indesd cyclic

transformations. Because of the consequences for linguistic.

theory of the cyclicity of the NSR, I will demonstrate here

that Question Formation (QP) and Relative Clause Pormation (RCP)

are cyclic transformations. The matter is of some intrinsic

interest as well.19 From this demonstration and the fact that

the NSR precedes these transformations while following other

cyclic transformations, it can be concluded that the NSR is

indeed cyclic, applying after all the transformations an.olying

to each cycle.

As preparation, observe that there is a transformation

which perfor::s o2erations like the following:

Mary has studied little and yet :ary has accomplished

a great deal. --->

Nary has studied little and yet accomplished a great deal.

This transfornation, which I will refer to as Right Conjunct

Reduction, may be thought of as deleting material in the right

conjunct 4hich repeats that in the left.2° The conjuncts may be

full sentences, as above, or noun phrases:

The trees in Northern California and the trees in

Oregon are similar. --->

The trees in Northern California and (in) Oregon are similar.

The argument I will sive consists in showing that there are

derivations in which Right Conjunct Reduction may follow an

application of QP and derivations in which it may precede an

application of QP. To show the latter it will be necessary to



use a transformation which I shall call Postposins. This is

an optional rule which postposes certain complements to noun

phrases, relating pairs like these:

The news fro: Italy was the ssme. -

The news was the same from Italy.

The results on the virus were parallel. -

The results were oarallel on the virus.

The stories about her are similar.

The stcrios are similar ::bout her.

Such a transformation is neeaea to cert:,in peculiarities

in the distribution cf prepositional :?hrases. ?or examole, the

impossibility of

*That was the same froT Italy.

Is explained by the unzr:..mmatic.=1ity of its scurce under Pcstposing:

*Mat from Italy was the sane.

Prepositirmal phr:,.ses which can be genertei to the risht or

predicates are not excluded by such T rencmlnal subjects:

That is the same in France.

They were similar during the occu.pati':n.

Postposin .eresf.rves structure (Erlcnas 1970), so that if

a preposition::.1 phrase alre:.dy cccupies im-nodite post-predicate



5-V

Position, the rule does not apply (i.e. since a ncde is moved

by a structure pr;esavin2; rule only into a place where the same

node can be generted by the base, the transformation does not

apply if the glace is already filled):

Some things about France are quite si-m ilar to those

you mention about Ensland.

*Soma things are quite similar to those you mention

about Enzland about France.

*Scme things are ouite slmilar al)out l?ranoe to those

you mention about

Cf. Some thi-^7- L prance.

(The last sentence should be imagined i i a conversatinal context,

Con=rnn ..hat,;. .,'cu 11?,ve lust loser e? En,;71anda T can

add that so:ne thins are o'ui 5e c1.7711r 'ocut F-ance.)

Their rg;sults on that virus ware pT:rallel to ours

on the ohsre.

*Their results were parallel to ours on the phase on

that virus.

*Their results were parallel on that virus- to ours on

the phag-e.

A second useful fact about Postposins may be inferred usins
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the fact that it is structure preserving. We have seen that the

sentence

Their results on that virus are similar to our results

on thephage.

cannot undergo Postposings because there is already a prepositional

phrase in immediate Post-predicate position:

*Their results are similar to our results on the phase

on that virus.

Now suppose that the post -great cite phrase is removed by 0:

To whose results on the ph-ge are theic results on

that virls similar?

If it were in general possible for Postposing to follow Pi then

these un2Tammatical strim---s would result:

To whose results-are their results on that virus similar

on the pha:-p9

To whose results en the phage are their results similar

on that virus?

The conclusion is that Postposinl:; precedes QF on any cycle.

A final fact needed for the ensuing argument is that Right

Conjunct Reduction precedes Post.)osing on any cycle. Consider
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the following lirivations, in which Right Conjunct Reduction

precedes Postousing:

The facts about him and the facts about her were

virtually identical, but he got the job.

The facts about him and (about) her were virtually

identical, but he got the job.

The facts were virtually identical about him and

(about) her, but ha got the job.

The wines from the eastern regions of France and the

wines frcrA the western regins cf Gemany are quite similar.

The wines from the eastern rezions cf Franca and (front) the

western regions of Ceniany are :luite similar.

The wines are quite similar from the eastern regions cf

France and (from) the western regions of Ger:Dany.

For Postposins to precede Risht Conjunct Reduction in such cases,

there would have tc be a step like this in the derivation:

The facts about him and the facts about her Yere,

virtually identical, but he of the job.

The facts and the facts were virtually identical about

him and (about) her, but he got the job.

As shewn,.Postoosing would have to separate the nrapositional
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phrases from their conjoined subjects; but this.opertion is

in.general

The rumors about Adele and the gossip concerning Jean

were similar.

the rumors and the gossip were similar about Adele

and concerning Jean.

Therefore, takinz the second and third facts top;ether, we have

this ordering on any cycle:,

sight Conjunct Reduction

PostposIng

(Q?

---Sutnote thst there are two situations that may arise in deep

structur. The e Triy be a sin =la interrotive S contFtinin.7

conjoined nodes embedded within it, or there may be two

interrogatVe S's contalned within a conjoined structure.

In the latter case we would expect Fight Conjunct Reduction to

follow "el if 124? were cyclic, and tnis is just what iw:Jpoens.

To procede with the arzument, note that Si -lint Conjunct Seduction

must apoly after QP in tlis derivatic'n:

(a) I wonier what strange sights you'll see in my country

and what stranze sights I'll,see in your country.
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(b) I wonder what strange sights ygu'll see in my country

and I'll see in'your country.

QF has already applied to (a). If Right Conjunct Reduction

only preceded QF in derivations, (b) would not be generable.

For to apply prior to QF, Right Conjunct Reduction would have to

delete the material between the verb and prepositional phrase

which has not yet been fronted. by QF: but this orieration is in

general impossible, producing ungrammatical strings:

*You'll hit some great spots in my country and I'll

hit in ycoar Country.

Conjunct Redu-2,tic,n may only delete re7)eated m.cf.teris1.1 at the

extreme of the conjunct. This est,lbli.shs th?.t Right Conjunct

Reduction must follow 0 to derive (b).

On the other hand, Conjunct Reduction must also ba able to

precede ZF within a derivation.

and ouestion:

Consid,,r the following assertion

(pre said that some things about France and sot things

about Italy were similar.

(z) .:hat thins did he say were similar about France and

(about) Italy?

Wcannotbetakellasabsseformforasons ,that
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show Postposing to be a transformation. For example, this

sentence certainly has no reading like (y) V;

*He said that they are similar about France and (about) Italy.

Therefore, (z) must have an application of Postposing in its

derivation. Now we already knots that Postposing cannot follow

QF, so it must precede QF in the derivation of (z). Right Conjunct

Reduction must in turn precede Postposing in the derivation of (z),

for otherwise Postposing would have to detach pre-oositional

phrases from conjoined subjects, an coeration which has bean shown

to be impossible:

He said th9t what things about Pr..ance and what things

about Italy were s'milar?

*He sai:f. that what-thin:se and Ct things were similar

about France and .3:bout Italy?

But this meens that Right Conjunct Reduction must precede in

the derivation of (z):

He s.:id that what things abcut France and whslt things

about Italy war? similar?

He said that what things ?bout 7rance and (about) Italy

were similar?

He said that what thing wero similar abut France and

(about) Italy? -- 73



(po

What things did he say were similar about France and

(about) Italy?

We see that both sentence (z) and the sentence

What things about Franc and Q(ut) Italy did he say

were similar?

are derived by applying :light Conjunct Reduction and then QF;

the only difference is that in (z) the optional. Postpesing rule

intervenes after. Right Conjunct Reduction and before. QF. We used

Postoosing merely as a means ef iforeln;,:' Right Con junc'i

Reduction to apply before ZF in this derivation.

From the demonstration that there is a derivation in which

Right Conjunct Reduction must precede and a derivation in which it

must follow Us I conclude that bet:: are cyclic transftie.ns.

Let us turn now to Relative Clause Formation (HCF). see

at once that an argument exactly-oarallel to the last can be

formulated using a sentence analogous to (z) tc show that Conjunct

Reduction can precede RCF--

The things that he said were quite similar about France

and (about) Italy were these.

--and a sentence analozous tc (b) to th.it Conjunct 2eductIon
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may follow RCF--

67

, There are many strange sights that you'll see in my

countr:/ and (that) I'll see In yc:4r country.

RCF is not only 4c11c, it is DIP-cyclic. That is, its

domain of application is N? rather than S, just as I have assumed

in the stress derivations. This formulation is syntactically

necessary to derive 'doublX relatives', such as

The men she has met that she likes ore all artists.

The only solutin I've found satisfies me is this.

Each ,ex.:=.mole contAns twc relatives out :7:nly on ?or the

first there would be Era under127 ins :epresentation (,..oughly) like

that shown in Fisure 15. (I c..ake no stand here on whether

relatives come from the Determiner j r deep structure; if so, then

'the tranAform.F:tion which shifts them to the risht (-)7 the head

must be :'r- cyclic to produce the confi:uration in Figure 15.)

If 30? applies to NP, the derivation is easily accomolished by

first applyins 30? to NP
1
and then N?. Otherwise the sentence

cannot he derived withcut letting cyclic tr,;nsforzat'cns reapoly

on the same cycle.

7L
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Det N

1 In she has met -P
2

she likes NP1

C

Figure
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Notes

This is the preliminary formulation given by Chomsky

and Halle (1968:17), though later they collapse the NSR

with another rale. If the 'proposal of this paper is

correct, the NSR should remain as first formulated. The

statement of the rule in Chomsky and Halle (1968) omits the

condition on Z which guarantees that only the rightmost

primary-stressed vowel received 1-stress by the NSR.

2 This rule is tentatively stated in C.ncnsky and Halle

(1968:115-117) as a word-stress rule; the./ note that it

could be generalized to such cases as I am considering

here. I an assuming that the NSR may apply to any phrase

node, including VP, in isolation.

3 Under the latter reading the sentence is generic, and

may be paraphrased (approximately) as

A (=any] man I like fmust lbelieve...

Some examples of the general types I have been discussing

are given in Bolinger (1963) as counterexamples to the

observations in Newman (1946). As I have shown, these are

only apparent counterexamples to the theory of generative

phonology. A very few of Bolinger's examples- mostly

idiomatic, e.g. money to burn -remain unexplained.

4
This is not an exhaustive alternative in that, if VP

and S are both available as underlying complements, one

would expect a full range of possible subcatcgorizations



for Adjectives: VP, S, PP 4 VP, PP + S, etc. These

,possibilities are compactly expressed in the rule

VP = >... (PP) ({r} ).

In fact, as will become clear, all of these possibilities

are realized with various adjectives. But there do exist

predicates'which clearly resist S complements, including

PP + S complements:

*For John to accept this view would be tough (for him).

*It would be tough for John for him to accept this view.

*For us to solve that problem was a bear (for us).'

It was a bear for us for us to solve that problem.

Cf. That problem was a bear for us to solve.

In Appendix th I the possibility of 'preserving, an S analysis

for tough, a bear, and other predicates by deriving their

PP + VP complements from PP + S is discussed.

Note that it is immaterial here whether the complement

is conceived as originating in subject position or at the

rightmost position in VP. See Emonds (19(0) for a general

argument in favor of the latter view.

5 There Insertion places the expletive there is subject

position before certain indefinites:

There will be a son of the nobility present.

There Insertion, is cyclic, since it may both follow and

precede Passive in a derivation. It follows Passive in this

derivation:
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While you watch, a pig will be roasted. ->

While you watch, there will be a pig roasted.

(The latter sentence must be carefully distinguished from)

?While you watch, there will be a roasted pig.

?While you watch, there will be a pig that is roL,sted.

In these examples, Passive has not applied to the main

sentence.).

There Insertion precedes Passive in this derivation:

proved that mercury was in the bottle. >

proved that there was mercury in the bottle. >

Thera was proved to be mercury in the bottle.

6
The problem lies in determining the correct criteria

to distin;uish among the many possible analyses. The S

Movement criterion is probably the best type for determining

simple sentencehood.

7 The connection between this type of construction and

the ordering hypothesis advanced here vas brought to my

attention by Joan Maling.

8
Object Shift may be (tentatively) stated as follows:

(s Fired (PP) [vp V* (P) NP ])

where V* represents an arbitrarily long string of Verbs.

This formulation would permit derivation of

John is easy for Bill to please.

John is hard for Bill to even try to please.

John is hard for Bill to even begin to try to please.

but not

*You arc tough for me to believe that Harry hates.
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2 *Harriet is tough for me to stop Bill's

looking at. (Postal 1968:109)

Postal (1968:102) states that Object Shift (his 'Tough Movement') transports

an NP into subject position only from an 'immediately lower clause'. This

statement leads him to both awkward complications of the rule and ad hoc

theoretical elaborations. While Postal's version states that Object Shift

may not occur across more than one S-bracket, the version of the rule given

here states, in effect, that Object Shift may not occur across gg S-brackets.

There is therefore an empirical difference between these two versions, and

the crucial evidence is presented in paradigm (X) of this paper. The evidence

there, as the reader will note, crucially favors an 'intrasentence' version

of the rule over any 'cross-sentence' version; that is, any version like

Postal's will incorrectly predict that (Xa) is a grammatical sentence.

9
One such speaker is Postal (1968:25) who writes:



one must observe that the whole

construction involves a subtle structural

ambiguity of a not understood type. A

string like:

3.(8) It was difficult for Tony to rob

the store

has two different Surface Structures:

3.(9) a it was difficult for Tony

(to rob the store)

b it was difficult (for Tony to

rob the store)

The difference in meaning is real though

subtle. The first seems to associate the

difficulty directly with Tony personally.

The second allows for a more generic

attribution of difficulty. The difference

shows up clearly in two variant pronunciations.



10

The sentence John was good to leave is itself ambiguous: John may

be understood as the one leaving (It was good of John to leave) or the

one left (It was good to leave John). Corresponding to these readings

is a differnce in stress:

JOhn wAs go2 od to lea1ve (John is subject of leave)

Jghn was god to leave (John is object of leave)

The former is probably transformationally derived from

.t was ggod of John to lea1 ve.

Of Jax, is probably a PP complement to good: the stress on good of John

in iF)lation suggests that it is the Compound Rule which is applying.

The Compound Rule (Chomf-ky 2n..1 Halle 1968:17) results in the chara,:terstics

initial stress of English compounds: blabcOrd is produced by the Compound

Rule while Mick bird is produced by the NSR. Thus we would have a derivation

like that in Figure A 16.
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Notice that to avoid the derivation of *Mary was good of John

to leave by Object Shift from It was good of John to leave Mary,

either the prepositional phrase for NP must be distinguishable

by the rule from of NP, or else the infinitive must in these

cases be an unreduced sentelce at the point where Object

Shift would apply.

11
Since the ordering hypothesis entails that some

phonological rules apply in deep structure or the lexicon, it

is natural to ask whether all phonological rules so apply.

It is clear that the rules of 'external sandhi' in some

languages, affecting segments across word boundaries, must

apply on surface structure, for two words which have separate

locations ili deep structure may be contiguous in surface

structure and und'3ergo sandhi. Such rules of 'external'

_phonological phenomena are analogous to the postcyclic or

lasttc-Jclic syntactic rules, in that both apply after the

cyclic rules. Prosccl.Lc rules; such as the NSF, are analogous

to cyclic transformaticns in a way that the ordering hypothesis

makes clear. Word:- internal rules affecting stress or

segmental phonology (see Chomsky and Halle 1968) are analogous

to rules of derivational morphology and doubtless interact

with them. YUrther research pursuing the para5lel

of p%onoozical and syntactic rules and their interacUons may

prove interesting.

12
Arlene Berman first pointed this consee.uence out to me,

and Noam Chomsky called the further conseqence for the

lexica list hypothesis to my attention.
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11

'15

This formulation was suggested to me by James' D. McCawley.

This consequence, was called to my attention by James McCawley.

The problem posed by the dative was pointed out to me by

'Frank Heny.

16 This problem was pointed out to me by Peter Culicover.

17 This alternative was susgested to me by James McCawley.

18 have excluded the transformation Topicalization from

discussion because topicalized sentences seem inherently

emphatic or contrastive: John I like; John I lfk(!. It is

likely that many postcyclic transformations, because they

create so'`- called stylistic inversions, are closely connected

with contrast and emphasis.

19 Br.caLse relative and interrogative clauses have special

properties which prevent certain kinds of interactions with

Nmany of the be';-t1.. ter known cyclic transformations, it is

difficult to prove from rule`-ordering arguments that RCF and

QF are cyclic. (See .2,oss (1967) for an e:position of some of

these properties and a proposed explanation.) In Postal

(1968a:26-27) an argument is prep ntcd that 1WH Q Movement'

is not cyclic. Postal's argument is actually addressed to

a version of QF unlike th^t assumes here. Here, QF is a

nomplementize-Substitutioli Transformation in the sense of

Bresnan (to appear): QF scans a S on every S-cycle, but only

applies wh:in its structural-description is met- -that is, when

the S is complementized by WH [=Q]--and then QF substitutes

the first eligible question word for ',TH. (See Bresnan

(in preparation).) For example, the structural description
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of QF is met only at S2 in the following example, and so

QF actually applies only on that cycle:

is John asked me [0 WH you thought [0 he liked what))]]
3 ')2 1 "0

The derived sentence is John asked me what you thought he liked.

Now the version of QF Moh Postal assumes permits the

following kind of derivations:

John asked me WH you thought he liked what.-->

John asked me WH you thought that he liked.->

John asked me that you thought he liked.

The question word (in this case, what) is brought to the front

of every S until it reaches WH, or IQI. Postal notes that

since QF optionally proposes prepositional phrases--

Who did you speak to?

To ifoom did you speak?

--this version of QF would allow prepositions to be ,strandea,,

producing ungrTamatical strings; fr)r example, in addition to

the grammatical sentences

Who did she thin!, sou spoke to?

To'whom did she think you spoke?

an ungrammatical string like this would result optionally

*Who did she think to you spoke?

by fronting the entire phrasc to whom on the first cycle, but

fronting only who on the next cycle. Because QF, under the

version I am assuming, moves question words only into (and

never from) WH complementizers, Postalls 'stranding' argument

does not apply. 3ut even the version of QF Postal assumes

is not refuted by his argument, since the feature [4-h] could
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be assigned either to NP or to PP (Prepositional Phrase),

and whichever node carried the feature would be shifted by

QF throughout the derivation. (This possibility was

mentioned to me by Noam Chomsky.)

20
If Right Conjunct Reduction merely deleted material, the

derived constituent structure would be wrong, for when

the news from France and the news from Italy is reduced,

from France and from Italy behaves as a prepositional phrase

constituent under the PostpRsing rule, which will be discussed:

The news is similar from France and from Italy.

*The news from France is similar and from Italy.

For discussion distinguishing various kinds of conjunct

reduction rules see Kuno (to appear) and the references cited

there.
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On the Troblem of Subject Structure in Language

With Application to Late Archaic Chinese

Chung-ying Chen
University of Hawaii

In current research on the grammatical structure of classical

Chinese, efforts have been made to describe elementary constituents

and their types and levels in reference to specifically chosen

data.
1

Unfortunately, there appears to be two basic defects

in this approach. First, in regard to the usefulness and adequacy

of the categories which are used to lharacterize the language,

there is no independent justification. Second, this approach

--seems to lend itsilf only to syntactical - formal conLiderations o2 the

surface data, and fail to bring out the properties of the language

as a system for communicating knowledge, information or meaning.
2

To overcome the basic defect mentioned above, first

of all, we should posit an overall theory in which gram-

1Cf. Studies made by W.A.C.H. Dobson: Late Archaic Chinese,
University of Toronto Press., 1959; Early Archaic Chinese, University
of.Toronto Press, 1962; Late Han Chinese, University of Toronto Press,
1964; Chou Fa-kao: Chung Kuo ku-tai yu-fa, Chia() chu,Eien
(A Historical Grammar of Ancient Chinese, Part I, Syntax), The
Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica. Special Publications,

no. 39, Taipei: 1961; Wang Li (ed.): Ku-tai han-yu (The Ancient

Chinese), vol. I, Part 1 and Part 2, Peking: Chung Hua Book Co., 1962, 1964.

2lndeed it is that in the study of classical Chinese, as in
the study of other classical languages, we are dealing with a body of
codified documents, with no immediate living speech corresponding to its
content. Yet, this does not mean that we should not analyze the

structure of the given data with a view to their actual function and .

use in communicating a subject matter.
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matical categories are well defined. Secondly, we should

treat sentences not simply as isolated items in a dis-

course, but instead as well-defined parts whose meanings

and forms have an organic relation to other parts of the

discourse. Thirdly, we should consider sentences as.

having more than one dimension of structure, namely,

that of the surface syntax.

In the analysis of the subject-predicate structure

of classical Chinese there is want for adequato and well-

dofined criteria for dotorming thA various types of

subject-prodicote a..ructures. This is due to the ab-

sence of a general theory to e%plain the purposes of

the analysis.

In this paper I shall start with general considera-

tion of the distinction between subject and predicate

and proceed to a relevant application of such stinc-

tion to' any language. Once we have made this clear,

it ie only a co:ollary to show that subject-predicate

structures in Late Archaic Chinese3 can be systematical-

ly illustrated and logically explained. Specifically,

I shall confine myself here tc the analysis of the sub-

ject structure in language while leaving the treatment

of the predicate structure to a separate article.

I. Philosophical Distinction between Subject and Predicate

Linguistic forms cannot be separated from all the

3The use of the term is due to W.A.C.H. Dobson, first
op. cit.
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uses to which they can be put. Among all the uses of

linguistic form; .the most important and basic one is

that for saying (or stating) hot., things are. For this

purpose, n linguistic forms are capable of being as-

serted--which means that we are able to make reference

to things or processes in the world we live in and we

are able to say things about them. Our ability to make

reference to things dept.-Ids upon our ability to iden-

tify particular cases as well as the general types of

things, and our 'Ability to say things about things

depends upon c- ability to recognize the properties,

general and particular, of things and the relations of things

to other things LIcluding transference

between the particular and the general is exactly how

eisertive and communicative fLnction of larvlage

is achieved.

As noted by Szrawson5 among others6 there is a cop-

4Austin prescribes That two types 01 convention
are necessary to the possibility of our saying things
about the world: descripti:a conventions correlating
words with generafU7FtTh of thihgs anddgmonstrative
conventions correlating words as uttered on particular
-occasions with particular nitL,tions to be found in
the world. Cf. his paper "Truth," Philosophical Papers,
Oxford: The Clarendon Press!, 1961, pp. d9-90.

51n the introduction of the book Philosophical Lo-
gic, edited by him, Oxford University Press, 1967, P. 4.

6For example, Gottlob Frege, Philosophical Wri-

t'
tInge, (Peter Geach and Max Black, eds.) Oxford:

ackwell, 1952. Willard V. O. Quine: Word and 01.dect,
Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1960.



tain asymmetry which essentially characterizes. the refer-

ential and predicative functions of tho linguistic form.

In predications wo attach some selected characteristics

to a particular thing (referent), whoroby excluding

all other possible characteristics that may be usod to

describe that particular thing. The reason is that the

stock of all possible characteristics may contain some

mutually incompatible elements which cannot be used at

the acme tiii to characterize a particular thing. While

W6 cannot always include all possible predicates (char-

acte,"Istics) of one Vaing at the same time, we can al-

vays refer to many things under a single predicate

(characteristic) Lae sarre time. This asyinuivz.ry is

a logical criterion Li which wo can distinguish a thing

It;om a characteristic tIld hence between referrze and

rrochtation. Because we Are able to refer to ma.y

things under a single predicate, we can make not only

particular statements but also general statements of

either universal quantification or oxistential quanti-

fication. Because we are able to attach certain char-

acteristics to a particular thing, we can make informa-

tive statements and conceive our linguistic formsas a

potential device for understanding the world.
7

The above account provides a ground for us to dis-

tinguish two basic functions of linguistic forms, namely,

7It is in this sense that our statement can be true
and false and our language is basically referentially
involved.
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the referential function and the predicative function.
8

The linguistic form with the referential funcLlon can be

called a logical subject, and the linguistic form with

the predicative function can be called a logical predicate.

The object which a logical subject stands for, i.e., the

object to which a linguistic form is referentially dir-

ecte4 can be called the ontic subject, whereas the

characteristic or characteristics of the antic subject

which is predientod in the ilniointic form, can be

called the ontic predicate. Several thine. rim hi* noted

in regard to this distinction.

First, the referring expression of our sentence

in general may ne merely refer, but also contribute

to the characteri atien of the types of situation osten-

subly identified. Similarly, the predicative exprees.on

of our sentence may not merely predicate or ascribe

characteristics to the referents but also include refer-

ential elements designating the temporal and spatial

location of things. For gencru purposes we do not

need to consider referring expressions r purely ref-

8
There are other criteria for separating the ref-

erential from the predicative parts of a sentence. They
are all related to this one and in fact equivalent to
it. Frege has indicated that subjects are complete
or saturated in a certain sense, i.e., in the sense that
the thought of it is completely sensible. On the other
hand, the predicates are incomplete or unsaturated in
the sense that they will not indicate anything about the
world unless they are "filled" with (and therefore
are used to say about) things in the world.

C

G.

Frege's essay "On Sense and Reference," in Philosophical
Translations from the Writings of Gottlob Frcge; Oxford:
Blackwell's, 1952; P. Geach in his book Reference and
Generality, Chapter 2, and his paper "Assertion," Philo-
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erential, for that moans that they must be considered

as variables of quantification. They can be considered

as referring to individuals or particulars understood

or specified in a pnrticular universe represented or

presupposed in the discourse.

Secondly, referring expressions such as proper

names and definitu descriptions can be crlsiLlered to

be semantically LIeningful, oven though tiey are ref-

erential. They are referential and their predicative

features reed not concern -i if these are understood

in relation to either extralinguistic or linguistic or

both contexts, the linguistil context being the dis-

course in which thelaWITMEMI occurs. The extralin-

guistic context involves such things as the intentions

and assumptions of the writers or speakers, and the

circumstances to whiqh the speech or writing is intended

to apply. 9
In other words, referring expressions are

referential in so far as they are so over a semantically

specifieble discourse and context. Consequently, the

referents (or the ontic subjecti)of referring expres-

sions is always categorized according to the discourse

and context."

no. 4, 441-45.
op te'fifv% 1965, points out that we can

negate a singular proposition by negating its predi-
cate but not by negating its subject. The reason clearly
is simple and related to the asymmetry noted here: i.e.,
whereas predicetes have complementaries and contradic-
tions, subjects do not have these at ell.

9Cf.. J.L. Austin, How to Do Things with Words, N.Y.:
Oxford University Press, 1965, regarding the conditions
of successful use of a sentence. 9
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Thirdly, even though we can identify ontic sub-

jects with actual or presupposed things and facts in

the world, we do not have to assume existence of ano-

ther kind for predicative expressions, namely things

or facts other than the oiojects of referring expressions.

Since controversies and technical difficulties are in-

volved in developing a full theory of this, we simply

maintain, along with Quine, but generally in opposition

to Frege end Church, that ontic predicates are ontic

subjects characterized in certain ways. Therefore at

the lowest level the logical predicates can be said to

have a divided reference (in Quine's terminology), be-

cause they can be applied to many individuals. The

ontic predicates, in contrast to cntic subScts, are

therefore ways in which things are understood once

these things are identified as ontic subjects in a dis-

course.

II. Deep Structure and Surface Structure of A Language

If we assume that an ideal linguistic form is the

logically simple (in whatever logical sense of simpli-

city) form for performing the functions of reference and

"It is the same with the pure quantification vari-
ables to be defined in a discourse. In other words,
for ordinary language, we can regard proper names as
equivalent to quantificational variables of many sorts.
This however will not prejudice our attitude toward the
issues of eliminability of singular terms between Quine
and Strawson. Cf: W.V.'s°. Quine: Word and Object, Cam-
bridge: MIT, 1960; P.F. Strawson: Individuals, N.Y.:
Anchor, 1963.
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® predication, then we have a good reason as well as

a good motivation to distinguish between the deep struc-

ture and the surface structure of a language. The deep

structure of a language can be said to consist of those

ideal linguistic forms which can perform the functions

of reference and predication with greatest logical sim-

plicity. The surface structure, on the other hand, con-

sists of linguistic expressions (phonclogical or mor-

phological) which exhibit the deep structure forms

but which however often results from various combinations

of the deep structure forms for pragmatic considera-

tions. In this sense the surface structure of a langu-

age is logically more complicated,even though pragma-

tically more facilesthan the deep structure, and is de-

rived from the deep structure by way of transformations.

Methodologically, we need transformations (or rules

of transformation) if pro: went to pre$621Ve Mae correlation

btitweirrAosurface-Structirs Sentenae: And awl coTresponding

-manstituent.deep.Atta-mtUl'e ,sentence or,0011Xspces.;fFor in the

surface structure a given actualized sentence produced

in the learning or use situation does not exactly cor-

respond simoliciter to idealized linguistic forms Waich

exhibit the functions of reference and predication and

their interconnections in the deep structure.
11

This

11The rules of transformations are logical possi-
bilities, not real laws, which we can adopt to analyze
the surface structure sentences to make their functions
of reference and predication explicit and clear under
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distinction between deep structure and surface struc-

ture of a language has been made quite clear in Chom-

skyls work.12 Chomsky posits the deep structure of a

language for the purpose of accounting for real struc-

tunadifferences of sentences with apparent structural

similarity such as found in the pair:

I persuaded John to leave.
I expected John to leave.

or for uniquely determining the meaning of structurally

ambiguous sentences such as:

Flying planes can be dangerous. 11
I learned the shooting of lions. -1

Deep structure is also used to account for structural

relations such as those between passive voice and active

voice and between questions and statements.

Although the above are valid reasons for making

a distinction between the deep structure and the surface

structure of a language, it is to be noted that our

reason for such a distinction is a more fundamental
G,

one. For us the deep structure is CO logical struc-

ture which fulfils An ontological purpose and therefore

con liA-Eralicrivir of simplicity. In other words,
the deep structure is the simplest model of a language
whose surface structure can be derived through a simple
set of rules of transformation.

12See Foam Chomsky: Aspects oftheTheory of Syntax,
Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1965, 16-1d, 64 ff. Also
Jerold J. Katz: The Philosophy of Lansuaae, New York:
Harper and Row; 1966, 131 ff, 13ö ff; P. Postal, "Un-
derlying and Superficial Linguistic Structures," Har-
vard Educational Review, vol. 34, no. 2, 1964

13The first three are taken from N. Chomsky, op.
oit. 21-22.
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is not merely part of a formal scheme. It is in fact

an interpretated scheme, interpretated in terms of things

and their characteristics with full consideration for

reference end predication underlying every linguistic

expression.

Specifically, our scheme differs from Chomsky's

in two respects: 1) The semantic component in Chomsky's

scheme is separated from the syntactic base component,

whereas in our scheme they are intimately integrated.

2) As we shall seeseven though a sentence in its deep

structure may differ from its derived counterpart in

the surface structure, they share in common the same

ontologicri significance. Becausc; of this, the lin-

guistic forms in the deep structure are intimately re-

lated to their uses in the surface structure. They are

therefore not to be correlated merely by logically sim-

ple rules of transformation. In fEct, they are corre-
fraWrAtVtenet. 4+ dem) stvu 4,k4vc.

lated by tithe ontological signifieanoe of theksentence

which is preserved after the application of transforma-

tions. Rules of transformation apply only to the syn-

tactic component or form, while they leave the seman-

tic ccmponent or meaning intact.

With the referential and predicative functions

properly assigned to the ontic subject and ontic predi-

cate respectively, we can adopt Chomsky's NP and VP

to respectively designate our purely formal logical

subject and logical predicate. According to Chomsky,



a formal definition of logical subject and predicate is

as follows:

1) Subject of: /-NP, S7
2) Predicate of: / 7-VP, S

In order to apply these definitions of the logical sub-

ject and logical predicate to our case it is necessary

for us to formulate a principle governing the context

of the deep structure with respect to the whole dis-

course. The principle is this. The VP occupying the

position of a lo-Lical subject in the deep structure

must appear at least once in the surface structure

as exhibited by a well-defined discourse. The same

holds for VP which occupies the position of a logical

predicate. We can call this principle the verifica-

tion principle for the deep structure. Chomsky does

not seem to have ever made explicit such a principle.

In terms of the verification principle for the

deep .1s-tti.uc t urd "., as well as the basic consider-
...

ations for the communicative, i.e.,referential and predi-

cative functions of language, the deep structure can

be conceived as an ideal form-meaning composite under-

lying the actual expressions in the surface structure.

This concept of deep structure represents a deviation

from Chomskyls original formulation of deep structure

with some significant consequences. Clearly one conse-

quence, inter alia, is that syntax is no longer separated

14Chomsky: Ibid., p. 71.
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from the semantics of reference and predication in the

deep structure of a language. In this senso this devi-

ation-is in fact an improvement.

Now let us proceed to characterize the content

of the surface structure. In the first place, we shall

not forget that a sentence. in the surface structure,

like one in the deep structure, is only part of a dis-

course, related to linguistic and extralinguistic con-

texts. Ir other words, sentences are used to.perfbrz'oer-

tain various functions in the surface structure on the

basis. of the referential and predicative function.
15

We will confine ourselves to the fact that a sentence

in the surface structure may differ structurally from

its oorresponding sentence in the deep structures.

These differences arise primarily as a result of ex-

pressing our thought under various pragmatic considers-
.

tions. For example, we use sentences in the passive

voice for accentuating. the reverse relation of action,

or for describing actions without presupposing know-

ledge or reference to their agents. Furthermore, we

use impersonal pronouns, such as "it" in English as

a dummy grammatical subject to indicate something which

we are familiar with, but which we cannot definitely-

and precisely specify , or to represent a state of af-

fairs which can be or will be specified in another con-

text, temporally or logically prior to the given one.

15Here we shall not enumerate such functions. See
Austin, op. oit.
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We make deletions of subjects or predicates in a dis-

course or linguistic dyldkoi extralinguistic contexts

when there is no practical risk of confusion and/or

there is a gain in simplicity.

In our present discussion we cannot give explana-

tion for all the grammatical and syntactic features

of sentences in the surface structure. Suffice it be

recognized that all the grammatical paraphernAliatn

the surface structure are either pragmatically or con-

texually justified or both. This implies that when

ttiore are more or less items in the surface structure

than in the corresponding deep structure, it is assumed

that they are added or subtracted for pragmatic reasons,
or

but not for logical las ontological reasons. How large

these discrepancies are and to what extent as well as

in what ways between the deep structure and the surface

structure depend on individual languages. One can of

course always assume a universal or very general deep

structure for all languages, as Chomsky appears to do.

If we adopt this assumption, we can perhaps compare

different surface languages in terms of the underlying

universal deep structure. Thus, perhaps one can say

that whereas the surface structure of. English appears

to add more than necessary in the corresponding deep

structure, the classical Chinese (wen in in general)

tends to reduce what is needed in an adequate descrip-

tion of the deep structure by way of deletions and so on.
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Two Characteristics of. Sentences in the Surface Structure

If we can grasp the distinction between the deep stru-

cture and the surface structure of a language in the sense

we have intended above, we can now proceed to make dis-

tinctions in regard to the r.!:nface structure alone. These

are the distinctions between a grammatical subject and a

grammatical predicate on the one hand and the distinction

between topic and comment on the other.

A good way to explain the distinction between a gram-

matical subject and a grammatical predicate is in terms of

the phraso-structure markers NP and VP. The NP in a sur-

face structure sentence of the form NP.I.VP is always a gram-

matical subject, whereas the related VP is always a gram-

matical predicate. Whether this corresponds to a deep

structure distinction is another question. It is not neces-

sary that this does. In other words, we assume that we

can identify the Szt1P+ VP construction in the surface

structure without assuming that the NP is in fact logi-

cally referential o4 the VP is in fact logically predi-

cative. For NP and VP in the surface structure can be

related in all sorts of ways. In general, perhaps we

have to assume certain formal criteria for making the

the grammatical distinction in question. These formal

criteria will make reference to the transformation rules

by which they can be shown to be formally related to the

underlying logical structure. For example, one formal

criterion for a full sentence in Chinese (ancient as well
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all modern) is that the only noun phrase which physi-

cally precedes the verb phrase is always the gramma-

tical subject.

Now as to the topic-comment distinction, Chao

Yuan-ren has explained it as a distinction between the

subject-matter to talk about and the remarks said about

the subject-matter. 16
In these general term's, the topic

And oommont distinntion 'mem.% to corronron4 to tho dis-

tinction between reference and predication. But in

fact, a topic is more broadly conceived than a refer-

ence: for any expression, complete or incomplete, can

be a topic, but not every expression in fact is ref-

erential, nor any comment in fact is predicative with

respect tc a given topic in the sentence. The distinc-

-tion between topic and comment however bring out some

surface connections between linguistic items in sentences.

These various surface connections remain to be ana-

lyzed in terms of different categories.

At this point, one might wonder what purpose will

be served in drawing a distinction between topic and

comment apart from providing a basis for further ana-

lysis. However, in order to give a full significance

to the distinction in question, we may suggest that the

comment represent5the focus of attention or an act of

16See Chao Yuan-ren, A Grammar of Spoken Chinese,
preliminary edition, University of California Press,
1965, 90 ff. Chao contrasts the distinction between
topic and comment on the one hand and actor- action
distinction on the other.
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knowing and tho topic represents the background in

which tho focus is related to other things (points)

of interest. Construed in this way, the distinction

between topic and comment therefore pertains to sen-

tences (or language) in actual use, and consequently

Is olodoly linked to extralinguistic factors such as

the awareness of the speaker or the listener. It is

in the consideration of the context of use, the topic

can suggest, even though it doos not fully symbolize,

the grammatical or logical subject of the sentences for

which the comment is grammatically or logically rele-

vant.
17

In so far as a topic suggests the logical sub-

ject alidgdti the grammatical subject, and the comment

on the topic servos as the center of interest or focus

of attention in the speech situation, a topic can be

called a psychological or epistemological subject,

and relative to this, a comment can be called a psy-

chological or epistemological predicate, 1.e.4 that

part or speech on which the point of message or infor-

mation falls.
18

17Cf. A.M. Maclver, "Demonstrations and Proper
Names," in Philosophy and Analysis, edited by Mar-
garet MacDonald, -OxfordT3:570-iiiTirl, 19549 26-32.

18In this regard, we note that Chao Yuan-ren dis-
tinguishes topic from the "logical subject" in the sense
of our psychological or epistemological subject. On
the other hand, we do not make such distinction, but
instead we define implicitly topic in terms of psycho-
logical or epistemological subject, and distinguish it
from the logical subject in the deep structure of a

1 5
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According to a suggestion by Chao, 19 the psycho-

logical or epistemoloical predicate in a sentence can

bo brought into a prominont place in the sentence by

"constrastive prosodic strosp," or by magnified length

and pitch range. Indeed tho psychological or epistemo-

logical predicate can be indicated also by acts of non-

speech such as gestures or other tokens. This indicates

thtt topic and comment in the sense of psychological

or epistemological subjects and predicates sometimes

can be rerealo,only in actual speech situations. But

since ancient Chinese, which we are going to deal

with, is codified in nonphonotic script, we might adopt

the convention that (1) the beginn:.ng position of a sen-

tence is always reserved for the topic of the sen-

tence and the rest for the comment, and (2) in case

of a minor sentence,2° the whole sentence is a comment.

IV. Four Levels of Analysis of the Subject Structure

In the above we have aeon that a language has two

21

lan ects*Aa1470. Chao's characterization of the "logi-
cal subject' corresponds to Cook Wilson's characteri-
zation of the same. Cf. Cook Wilson, Statement and
Inference, vol. I., Oxford: Clarendon press, 1926,
119 ff. Quoted in Chomsky, Ibid., 163, Cf. also Chao,
Ibid., 102 ff.

19Chao, op. cit., 103.

2°A minor sentence is not of the subject-predicate
form in 'the surface structure, Cf. Chao, op. cit., 77.
See also section 5.

2 1By the very nature ofacommentlacomment demands
attention and therefore exposition. A topic, on the
other hand, is often suppressed in known linguistic con..
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levels--the deep structure and the surface structure.

The deep structure sentence is an idealized reconstruc-

tion of a corresponding surface dtructure sentence in

the light of the consideration of tho whole discourse

and in accordance with the linguistic functions of re-

ference and predication preserved ina logically simple

form. It contains therefore the ontic subject and the

ontic predicate on the one hand, and the logical subject

and the logical predicate on the other. The surface

structure mentonc° is a natural language sentence in

its actual use conforming to a pragmatically-oriented

grammar. In terms of this graumar, it can have a gram-

matical subject and a grammatical predicate. In terms of
and 4 t4r-1te,vvk

its use for communication, it can have a topic4the psy-
ukabl-tei

----eb.ologicaliepistemologicalkpredicate).

It is clear that these four lovols of the subject

and predicate structure distinguished above are inter-

related and interdependent. We muse realize that the

answer to the question as to exactly hcw these four le-

vels are related completely depend upon individual lan-

guages. In English writing (not in speech), for example,

the grammatical subject is almost a must and can be al-

ways identified in the relevant linguistic discourse or

contest. On the other hand, in Chinese, the grammatical

J ,

ma ..111

texts -or f!x0Allinguistip Ithich knewledge
of the topic is prosuppoSed or the topic is in fact
etrpngly..auGgastedi.
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subject is not necessarily identifiable in the con-

text. In other words, it is logically (not just prag-

matically) disrcnsable, end this is the basis of the clas-

sification of what I call essentially sub ectless sen-

tenco3.22 Of course, we point out that in the analysis

of the subject structure in any language, the ontic sub-

ject and the antic predicate are always presupposed.

They are to to determined through consideration of the

whole discourse and possible extralinguistic factors

under whici the language was or possibly was used.

Now once we have determined the ontic subject and

the predicatrJo we can proceed to determine, on the evi-

dence of the given discourse, what the logical subject

and logical predicate are, i.e., those linguistic ex-

pressions (or forms) which stand for (or symbolize.)

the ontic subject and the logical predicate. In this

sense, the logical subject and the logical predicate.

coincide with the ontic subject and the ontio predicate

by the semantical relation of "designating" and "being

true of. Given the determination of these we can of

course proceed to ask whether a given surface sentence

in the discourse coincides with ar- deep structure sen-

tence. The answer is that the logical subject and the

logical predicate need not be the same as the grammatical

subject and .the pised:icatievNehthrrare this% t hat; the

logical subject-expression and the logical predicate-

expression need not be the same as the grammatical

. .

22For clarification of this, see later discussion.

lfq _
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subject-expression and the grammatical predicate- ex-

pression. One has to inquire into how the surface sen-

tence is derived from the deep structure sentence by

transformation rules.

Just as the logical subject and predicate need

not be the same as the surface grammatical subject and

predicate, one can see that the grammatical subject and

predicate need not be the same as the topic ane comment

or psychological/epistemological subject and predicate.

For each pair is specified according to a different and

distinctive criterion and there is no contradiction nor

incompatibility in their being different. This only

shows how the various aspects of a sentence must be re-

vealed in a rich theory.

In the light of the above analysis, it is clear

that for a full midArstanding of a sentence, it is neces-

sary that we should look into its subjoot-predicate struo-

ture on these four levels: the ontic and the logical

in the deep sLructure and the grammatical and psycholo-

gical/epistemological in the surface structure. To ana-

lyze this structure. one can begin with the surface struc-

ture distinctiors and work into the deep structure dis-

tinctions, or one can proceed reversely. A linguistic

specification of a sentence in regard to its subject-

prediOate structure must be therefore four-valued: in

terms of the values of the ontic subject and predicate, the.'

Ink.3.11Alatoiz."11:gg.

of the grammatical sub.

199
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ject and predicate, and the values of tile psychelogicW

epistemological subject and predicate. The valuoa

of the ontic subject and prediate are the actual objects

and attributes determined by the discourse. The values

of the logical subject and predicate are the subject-

expressionsand predicate-expressiomstanding for the pre-

determined ontic subjects and predicate; the values of

the grammatical subject and predicate are the subject-

expressinnEand prodinnto-qxprossionsintroduced by trans-

formation rules; finally the values of the psycholo-

gical /epistemological subject And prdientn ArA thA

linguistic expressions which serve to provide a back-

ground of knowledge and at the same time to introduce

new itemso: informaUon as the focusgs. of .attention.

An important point about the four-level charac-

terization of the subject-predicate structure is this.

Whereas the ontic subject and predicate in the deep struc-

ture are always present (this is due to our assumption

of the basic assertive or communicative functions of

our language), and the psychological/epis.:emological sub-

ject and predicate in the surface structure are also al-

ways present (this is due to the fact that the topic-

comment structure is a necessary condition for the ac-

tual use of a sentence), the logical subject and predi-

cate in the deep structure and the grammatical subject

and predicate in the surface structure are knot always

present. In other words, a sentence must to analyza-
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ble with regard to a pair of specifiable ontic subject

and predicate on the one hand and a pair of specifiable

topic and comment on the other, it need not be analyza-

ble with regard to a pair of specifiable logical subject

and predicate and/or a pair of specifiable grammatical

subject and predicate.

The foregoing point may appear to be surprising.

But in tho light of the following foota, nnr nimprisei
#64. Vne. -ft.t0;en foirvt

need not prevent ua from porceiving la) truth!: (1) J

the topic and comment need not coincide with the gram-

matical subject and predicate or the logical subject and

predicate and vice. versa. (2) The ontic mlbject and predi-

cate are different in kind from tho logical subject and

predicate. (3) The logical subject and predicate need

not coincide with the grammatical subject and predicate.

(4) No logical subject-expression and logical predicate-

expression need be evidenced in the given discourse, even

though they can be suggested, (5) The grammatical subject

and predicate can be deleted or added through certain

transformation rules. On the basis of these facts,

it is natural to explict that either the loc'ical subject

and predicate or the grammatical subject and predicate

or both may be missing (and therefore theoretically dis-

pensable) from the given sentence. On (4) alone, due to

considerations of the verification principle, the logical

subject could be absent. On (5) alone, due to considera-

tions of transformation, the grammatical subject could
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be absent. On both (4) and (5), both the logical anti-

leatsancilthecgrammtOical subject could be absent. To

say this however is not to say that language activity

may not fulfil its intended purpose of communication.

The reason why it does not consists in the fact that

the deep level of the deep structure and the surface

level of the surface structure of a language always

provide a framework in terms of which reference, predica-

tion, and therefore communication, can be understood and

indeed reconstructed.

Because of the possible absemae of the logical or

the grammatical subjects or both from a given sentence,

we oar' generally describe the subjecp structure of a

sentence in terms of the four levels and by noting whether

it has or has not a logical or grammatical subject, or

has both%or neither.

Summarizing the above,. ... . .

vels of . .. analysis of the

tence can be represented"as'

1111WW.-.

our.ra, scheme of up four A.-

subject .structure of a sen-
,.,

f011ows:

L
DEEP STRUCTURE _ISURFACE STRUCTURE

evels
CM° logical grammati- --i-Or--n.c-37

Cases subject subject cal subject comment

Case I .1. 4. 4 4.

Case II .1. .1. +

Case III .1.
.

4. 4.

Case IV 4. .
. .

4.

.1
1

Gi.3..a the case that the logical subject and the



grammatical subject are prosent in the analysis of a

sentence, we face another question the answer to which

is essential for specifying the subject structure of the

sentence. Tho question is whether the existent logical

subject coincides with the gi-....=atical subject, whether

it coincides with the topic, and finally whether gram-

matical subject in fact coincides with topic. If we

let L stand for thormsence of the logical subject, L

for the absence of the logical subject, 0 the presence

of the grammatical subject, thethe absence of the gram-

matical subject, T the presence of topic or comment.

We have the following eight possible cases in the Annly-

sis of the subject structure of A sentence:

Case I: (L, G, T)

sub-case G= T
sub-case L T.G+
sub-case iii: L1G: T
sub-case iv: G T, T# G

Case II: (L, G, T)

Case III: (C, G, T), Bub-case G ietT; sub-case ii: G#T

Case IV: (C, G, T)

The question may be raised as to why Case II does

not admit of sub-cases i) ii) L 4T, The reason

for this is that in the absence of the grammatidal sub-

ject, T will always, -.be identical with the grammatical

predicate and hence will not serve the purpose of ref-

erence. This means that it cannot coincide with L.

One can also note the rarity of Case I, sub.4aeeiv, i.e.,

the case of (L, G, T) where G #T, T TL, L *G. This
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rarity can be explained as a result of the presence

of very strong transformation restrictions.

Since the classical Chinese, particularly Late Ar-

chaic Chinese, to which we shall apply our analysis, is

rich with the subjectless sentence, we shall note

here a distinction between the relatively subjectless

sentences on the one hand and the essentiAlly nuhjoct-

lAns gAntonnno on the other:

1) Relatively onbjootlAss sAntonees are those

whose grammatical subjects are understood in a lin-

guistic context and are normally identifiable in pre-

ceding sentences in a connected discourse. The gram-

matical subjects are deleted by a deletion rule. They

do tot'laak logical subjects, for on the verification

--principle, the deleted grammatical subjects cal be

regarded as being present in the deep structure as

logical subjects.

2) Essentially subjectless sentences are those

which have no grammatical subjdcts as well as no logi-

cal subjects, but whose ontic subjects can be identified

in the immediate extralinguistic contexts of their use.

There are no certain definite terms or definite des-

criptions in the preceding or succeeding linguistic con-

texts to identify their logical subjects. Yet one

may "reconstruct" their logical subjects as terms or

expressions referring to something or everything or any-
.

thing of certain categories. Hence the essentially sub-
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jectless sentences are of two kinds:

i) Their ontic subjodts are "something" of a certain
rawre.rs 4

category and hence are equivalent to blno indefinite des-
r 1 e-s 4A- vo%-.4 4

criptions or Uthib variables of existential quantifica-

tion.

ii) Their ontic subjects are "everything" or "any-

thing" of a certain category and hence are equivalent
ny....ito of' itoxks. °(-

to imam variables of implinit univnrcatal rinAntifiontion

of various scopes.

It is clear that the relatively subjectless sentences

belong to case II, whereas the essentially subjectiess
.

sentences belong to case nr. These two kinds of the sub-

jectless sentences have not been distinguished in stu-

dies on the grammar"bf the-tlassica:uCiainese..23

V. Application to Late Archaic Chinese

We will now apply the above theory of the subject-

structure to the analysis of the subject structure in

the Late Archaic Chinese. This will not only serve

the purpose of clarifying the subject-structure of Late

Archaic Chinese, but will illustrate the usefulness of

the general theory presented above.

23E.g. Chou Fa-kout'op.'cit., 6 rf, and W.A.C.H.
Dobson in his Late Archaic Chinese, fail to make this
distinction and therefore fail to 'appreciate the intri-
cacy and significance of the distinction. The reason is
simple, they do not have a sufficiently rich theory
to characterise the various aspects of the subject-struc-
ture of a sentence in the classical Chinese.
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Za, all :the following eAlettples, shall. nct.t. stylis-

tic eccentrictties, their semantical characteristics as

well as their general frequencies in the classical texts.

Case I (L, G. T),

Sub-case i: LogGI=T, most frequently instantiated.

'i 1 At k 5Pli 4142, /IQ ;g1 )

Chan tzu pu. yu
..

pu cha
Superior man not worry not fear
The superior man does not worry nor fear. (The Analects,

12.4)
tj (the superior man)

2) A 1 t (I4 4 )
Menfstzu olden Liang Hui Wang
MengTzu see Liang Hui King
MenVezu saw King Hui of Liang. The Mencius, 1.2)

4- (Men3Tzu) L =G

3) 4 --,
, ql,

Jen, nei yeh, fei wai yeh; yi, wai yeh,
Benevolence, internal, not externals righteousness, external,
Benevolence is internal not external; righteousness is

.

fei nei yeti,
not-internal.
external, but not internal. (The Melcius, 11.4)

= (benevolence) = L =G--= T
(righteousness) )= L =G.

Sub-case AT, fralquently instantiated.

1) *
Shui huo,
Water fire,
I have seen

4 AL 16- Ji; STk. 4!
wu chien tao erh ssu c10 yi, wei
I see step and die, not
men stepping on water add fire to

gr2 FeJ
fen erh ssu the yi
benevolence and die.

jPOW,

chien tao
see step
die, but,

IFT e-ti

have not seen men stepping on benevolence to die. (The Ana-

k (water and fire )= T4 (I)= L=G
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2)

3)

1)

3)

./.
A.,

Wan chlonr,;
Ten thousand carriages
In the caso of a state

.
l'i.)

....,c.,,:k, ti

£ --rt"..--.... ' %d 7)C /El;

chih kuo, shih ca chin che,
state (kin3dom), kill its ruler,
of ten thousand carriases, the one

pi chlien ch'eng chih chia.
must ten hundred carria3e family,
who will kill his ruler must be rf;.om 7 a family of ten
hundred carriages. (The Mencius, 1.1)

i=( (a state of ten thousand carriages) =T
who will kill his ruler)=L=G.g.L (the one

Yeh tsai Yu yeh
Rude Yu
Yu is rude.

( ,7,4)

The Analeets, 13.3)

(rude )= T
(Yu)= L= G

Sub-case .04G sitT, not frequently instantiated.

Tao shu
7k. -F Gil V4)

chiang wei tien hsia lieh
The art of Tao will be the world break (destroy)
The art o: Tao will be broken by the world. (Chuang

Tzu, "On the viorld")
1: (the world )-= L

1.1...gi(the art of Tao) =G=T

Wu chtang chien hsiao yu to fang chih chia
I always see laugh at great way masters
I should always have been laughed at by the Masters of
the Great Way. (Chuaner Tzu, "The Autumn Flood")

(the Masters of the Great Way)=L
-t,(I)=G=T

h /12 nt`4e,

Lao li che chih yu jen
Labor force persons govern at men
The bodily workers are governed by others. (The lehmacids, 5.t,.)

.

A.(rsome 7 men) =L4 p Tthe bodily workers )== G= T

Imo, MI."
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Sub-case iv: GiPT, TX L, L=AG rarely instantiated.

This case is very rare in Late Archaic Chinese, And per-

haps rare-in' any language, as we have pointed out earlier.

The reason for this is that the existence of an instance

of the case depends upon the reversion of anpassiveef tLo

voiee which is already indirect. But conceivably we

could have a sentence of the form !:; u171.).

-L Pi.=a,("How Pen CHeng-kua was killed by the King of CA")

where I;(now)=T, 7,i1/41-.7,E (The King of Clii)= L, 4.& (Pen

Ch'eng -kua)= G. the closest actual example which I have

found in the classical texts is the following:

4"d 4- (g (AA)&2-

("In the past, Lung Feng was beheaded; rthe heart of7
Pi Kan was out open; rthe bowels of7 Chiang Hung was

cut open; rthe body of 7 Chi Hsa was made to rot,"IChuang

_Tzu, "Opening Brief"), where the logical subject in

each constituent sentence has to be supplied on the ba-

sis of the verification principle for the deep structure.

Case II (L, 1T, T), frequently instantiated.

Consider the sentences taken from /iN;31:(The

Mencius, 3.2)

1-112 t ri 7 T. fi
fei eta chen pu shih
not his ruler not serve

If /any ruler 7 is not his type of ruler, (Pei Yi
will not serve

7
/him?.

tg .4k E1.27 T,

Lei edi min pu shih
not his people not command

If (any peoplej is not his type of people, /Pei Yij
will not command /them 7.
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x-2'7 i(:a /-2 7 :it
ch'ih yi chin
well-governed too advance

If stato7 is well-governed,/-Yi Yin 7 will ad-
vance [-himself to an office.7
r2fAL r2 7

luan yi chin
_put of order too advance

If / a state 7 is out of order, /-Yi Yin7 will too
adVlince /Mil-T.1801f to an office27

1-3 771 1±r3 7 911 1+
kto yi stab tse shih
can become an official then become an official

When /Xung Tzu7 found it possible to become an official,
/-Kung Tzuj would become an official.

_/`37 17 %./. r37 aij
k'o yi chiu tse chiu
can stay long then stay long

If /-Kung Tzu7 found it possible to stay long, he would
stay long.

f14- V'
chieh ku sheng jen yeh
all ancient sage

/-Pei Yi, Yi Yin, and Kung Vzu 7 were all ancient sages.

f57 , '134 /3.7 4.4 "ri,

. Nai so yuan, .tse -hslieh-KUng Tzu yeh
As to what is wished, then learn Kung Tzu
As to what I w4 to be, I wish to follow 'rung Tzu.

The brackets ri 7, n 7, /-3 7, /-47, /-57, in these

sentences without grammatical subjects, indicate the pre-

sence of logical subjects which can be located in the

immediate or immediately enlarged contexts of the dis-

course. In fact they are explicitly isdefitified by

Mencius. Thus these sentences are relatively subject-

less and have the type of subject structure (L, U, T),

whereby /-17 =q041 (Pei Yi) = L, 722= fp, (Yi Yin)==L,

[3J = 3L Ming Tzu)=L, /It 7 ftl 4-1,
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(Pei Yi, Yi Yin, Kung Tzu)=L, (I =Menj

Tzu)=:L.

Case III (E, G, T)

Sub-ease i: VrT, fronquently instantiates.

Yu pleng chih yuan fang lai, pu yi lo fu?
Have friend from distance come, not also delightful
If a friend comes from afar, is that not a delightful thing?

(The Analects, 1.1)

Here the sentence is of the form (S +Pi) 4 P2 or (S*NP

+VP].) VP2. Hence it does not have the logical sub-

ject in the defined sense, but it has the grammatical sub-

-7? -6.

ject and the topic which is )4 "41 0 17) (there

is a friend coming from afar).

2) -k111 k ')
Fu wei ping ping shih yi pu ping
Only sick sick thus not sick
Only when one is sick of /"one's 7 s4ckness
not sick. (Lao Tzu: TaO-Te China, 59)

/when one is sick of _Cone's.) sick-

ness) is not the logical subject of the whole sentence,

but the grammatical, subject and the topic of the sentence.

3) it -;7 3.. ex.
-k /4;)

Kuo erh pu kai shih wei kuo yi
Fault and not correct, this called fault
If one has faults and does not correct them this is then
called a rreal7 fault. (The Analects, 15.30)

411(thisr is a grammatical subject as well as a topic. It

is not a logical subject, nor is its referent Qt. 4e

'r (having faults without correcting them)1the logi-

cal subject of the sentence in the defined sense.

Sub-case ii: Ol#T, not frequently instantiated.

is (one 7
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1)

wr32.

Ta taai yao chih woi chtin yoh
Groat Yaol s act as ruler
Great Is [the way in which 7 Yao acted as a ruler.

(Tho Analects, 8.19)

b- 4.9 g (rthe way in which 7 Yao acted as a ruler)

= Go

(greatt )= T

2) A. ot 0
1

! ,4 k vt-L

yi wu pu fo meng chien Chou kung
Long I not twain dream-see Chou duke.
Fir long I have rlot dreamed of Duke Chou. (The Anglects, 7,5)

441i, OA ,:;(2hat I have not dreamed of Duke Chou)==G
(for long) := T

Both examples mre of the sentence form Pi +(S +P2) or VP1

(NP VP2) whore (S + P2) or (NP+ VP2) is the grammatical

subject and P1 or VP1 is the topic.

Casa IV (I:, T), frequently instantiated.

Case II we have dealt with the relatively subject-

less sentenced. In the present case (Case IV) we will

deal with essentially subjectless sentences. In con-

nection with the examples of Case II, we can see that

the bracketo rig 7, 1-1" 7, 4721_7 which represent the

missing graimmatical subjects are not to be located in

the immedigte or immediately enlarged contexts of the

discourses Hence the related sub-sentences are eseen-

tially sUbjectless. These sentences are understood in

the context to refer to something or some class of

things cf a certain c ategory. Thus, /-11 7 sr any ruler,

Z-1"...7.: any people, ('2'7=1 any state or the world,



Other types of examples of Case IV are the following:

A 17-.1 1-4 7.!4-
,:.1.

1
/ 4--- -' ;:r. T.-Z Ci.) .Jilf., A if),

Yil wo kung tiler., sui chi wo ssu
Ri lin I public field, and roach I private
Rain over my public field, and so over my private one.

(The Book of:,..PoOtric,:-)Smdller-,-Oddni: t1Larg.e.t:Fi.e/V;).,:!..; Fis--.

vT) (rain over).:-- T
iks ,i.,; 0 (my public field) =-- locative.

2) 1 A I.T7 )1- 14-

Keng chi en, to yti hstieh
Keng-chien big rain snow
In the year of Keng-chi en, rthere was 7 a big snow-
storm. (The Annals of Spring and AutuFin, "Duke Yin, Ninth

Year)

k(in Keng Chen year) = T
%:47 ([there was 7 a big snow-storm) =comment

3)
(.4 SA-1 Ny.,T77)

Yu 'long chih yuan fang lai
Have friend from afar come
There is a friend comlng from afar. (The Analects, 1.1)

.

" (yu) has the function of changing a definite terra
such as 'IPA° into an indefinite term... But this trans-
formation does not determine a grarna:Ltical subject for
the sentence to which it belongs, For Epparently neither
" noril tifl

Si

or can be condidered 130 the ;rammati-

cal subject of the sentence. One might argue that 11:h

itFi determines a logical subject. But then the difficul-
ty is that this apparent logical subject is not "rea-
lized" in any grammatical subject. Here we simply

decide 'chat sentences of -t.k yu/wu type simply are
essentially subjectless. Their ontic subjects are to be
referred by indefinite descriptions such an I) npi

The tcpic as well as the comment of 3) is thz,
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the whole sentence as it stands.

Instances similar to 3,) cap be multiplied, for example, 4).

+) !-=`, iff k .> /. al IL) (1 3- 1p ;...._L )

0 _. L (i, 4 ..r...-9-1-?: ±-1)

Wei yu Jon erh yi ch'i chlin the ych
Not have benevolence and forget his parents .

There is no person who is benevolent but who forgets
his parent;.' (The Mencius, 1.1)

1'4) 4-:- (: no person who is benevolent) = T

fir. ::r A , N.4-9 P) t f .V:., , k 4 .1) " V ,

Wei ndng sh'h Jen, yen n8ng shih kuei
Not able serve man, how can serve ghosts
If /-one 7 is not able to serve man, how can one serve
ghosts? TThe Analects, 11.12)

tA

tt

1 ,i/1h A. .. ([one7 is not able to serve man) :--t-' T
J

7) 4- -kv ± S- 4-11. ;"- 7 ( ifi.-) ..R Z 1.. )"../ a .

8)

Fei fu jen chih wei tfung erh shui wei
Not that man grieve who should
If /I 7 do notgrieve: for that man, for whom should I
trievol (The Analects, 11.1)

;* 11 z $914 ( if do ngbigrime for that
man) T

Of course, in this instance one might consider "I"

(referring to Kung Tzu himself) as understood in the

context of saying and thus there is an implicit logical
e

subject of the sentence. ThAk possibility of this in-

terpretation applies to the following instance:

9) di.7 11. Ak 4, vc 1 t
Yu yeh cHien chteng chih kuo, kto shih chtih
Yu one thousand carriagas state, may let govern
Yu /-is such a person that `J a state of a thousand

1i1)
chi fu yeh
its military system.
riages may put him in charge of its military system.

(The Analects 5.1i)
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4.4

Both xi? (Yu) and 11. 1.0a state of a thousand

carriages) can be regarded as topics.



A Proposal concerning Question-words

Teresa M. Cheng

University of Hawaii

The past few decades have witnessed the develo,aent

of an approach to linguistics which aims at a linguistic

theory adequate to account for the data on observational,

descriptive, and explanatory levels. This approach often

begins with Saussure's distinction between lanque, the

abstract language system, and par9le, the actual speech iil
i f

daily use. Chonsky, recapitulating the Saussurian dichotomy

in terms of competence and perfowance, claims that linguist-

ics is properly the study of intrinsic competence, to be

expressed as a formal system which would generate all and

only those sentences acceptible to a native speaker of the

language, which in turn is assu med to have come from an

ideal, homogeneous speech ccomunity. Mich discussion has

been directed toward competence and performance, the native

speaker's judgment, and the homogeneity of the speech

community and x do not intend to give a coverage of the

arguments hero. However, in connection with the preseht

study z shall examine the role of sentence which is the

output of a gramar and supposedly the most fundamental



unit of linguistic analysis. In Section 1 of this paper

the assumed completeness and autonomy of a sentence as

commonly hold by the structuralist is duly (and overduly)

challenged.

With an understanding that grammar is a set of rules

mediating between thought and speech and correlating sound

and moaning, we aro Concerned ahout the nature of grammatic-

al rules. Ith a belief that tho need for communication

is basically the same for all human beings and that meaning
111 4

can be formulated into an absolute system, we require the

set of grzz:znatical rules for each individual language to

perform the function of deriving the particular from the

universal, i.e., to generate a set of utterances whose

structure is unique for every language concerned frovia the

universal semantic deep structure which is comparable to

a formal logical system. !;hat, then, motivates and

constrains such transformational operiVaions that give us

the superficial structures found. in actual speech? Can

we e;-zplicitly state the conditions under which a thought

takes shape in the forms of a' particular language? We

shall try by way of a critical e=mination of current

practice in the area of transformational constraints to

find an answer to our questions.



Thirdly, in connection with my study of case relation,

topicalization, and anaphoric processes for Chinese and

Zmis, a Formosan altoriginal language, I become convinced

that questions, whether explicit or implicit, play a

central role in the semantics of natural languages. Ques-

tions ask for information; questions are goal -oriented. For

a language to be a true com-aunicative system, it should

demonstrate a sequence of stimuli and responses which would

lead to interactions of ideas and e=hange of information. '

If it is possible to discover a semantically justified

univerml syntactic theory, and if it is posSible to relate

the deep structure to surface forms by means of grammatical

rules, then somewhere along the lines of Fillmore's case

grammar one should include question-words as part of the

base component. The justification for doing this would

become self-evident as we take up this issue with e: maples

in section 3. For the time being it suffices to say that

the inclusion of question-words in the lase component would

not only facilitate semantic interpretation on the grounds

of language universals but also offer a possible solution

to some problems concerning the derivational prccedure from

the base to the surface structure.
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1. The structuralist's concept of a sentence.

In his Introduction to Theoretical Linnuistics, Lyons sums

up Bloomfield's definition of the sentence as follows:

the sentence is the naxinum unit of cxa:,a.aatical descrintion

to which the structuralist 's notion -of distribution is not

annlicable. In other words, a sentence is distributionally

independent except for some 'practical connexion' with other

parts of the discourse.

With this definition in mind, let us omraine the so-

called 'derived' sentence. For exam.)1e, sorit!ZAces

4

the use of pronouns are considerod 'derived' i;ecause their

understanding depends on the hearer's ability to substitute

for the pronouns the correct nouns or noun- phrases previously

given, explicitly or implicitly, in the context. If we

should extend this mode of reasoning, a proper. noun like 'John'

would be just as meaningless as a pronoun unless the existence

of that particular individual na:aed John and vane knowledge

of John's being are presmnposed. The same argument applies

also to common nouns with definite articles. To further

pursue this issue, one would arrive at the point that all

sentences are derived from one's ontological carcaitments.

Even though this is logically sound, it is nonetheless

linguistically irrelevant to pursue presu9wsitions that
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cannot be formally defined in terms of the tmlediate context.

One way to attack this problem is to avoid it. The notion of

completeness is restricted to completeness in formal characteri-

zatic. Fo:'7 instance, pronouns may bo regarded as constituting

a formal cu.;egory or a closed claSSibf lexical items which can

participate in sentence generation regardless of their referents.

One can say then the 'derived' sentence mentioned above :Ls

grammatically complete though in want of additional infoxlult.Zi.on

from the context in order to be completely meaningful.

Another way of looking at the *problem is to assume that

for each so-called 'derived' sentence there is an underlying

form which is both syntactically and semantically complete,

and that, through transformational processes that trim off

redundant elenents, it has lost its autonomy and become

dependent on the context. Redundancy of form and meaning,

therefore, can be attributed to as being the distributional

constraint that operates beyond the boundaries of an otherwise

'autonomous' sentence. By the same token, a so-called

'elliptical' sentence can also be said to result from the

application of transformations that trim off redundancies

occurring both in the underlying form and the previous lingui7;tic

context. The natural conseuuence is that the trimmed sen-

tence becomes apparently dependent on the context for a



completeness in both meaning and form. For example, the

utterance John's. occurring after the question Whose car

are you rjoinc7 in? can be said to have structurally derived

from a longer utterance We are going in John's car.

through elliptical, transformations.

ixcording to Y. R. Chao (1962;), the category of

sentences is subdivided into 'full' and 'minor' sentences.

The category of minor sentences includes those utterances

which can be understood only in terms of 'xternal'

elementS in their linvistic and/or situational context.

Corresponding to each minor sentence is a full sentence

to which the minor sentence can ):e epanded and by which

the minor sentence can be paraphrased. In order to account

for these minor sentences which constitute a.good portion2

of our everyday speech, we must teke into account the

anaphoric or elliptical transformations and the 'external'

structural and situational ele:ctents which motivate and

condition the application of these transfo;..-olations, Xt

seems that within this theoretical framework the under-

lying form is always rinor and more uniform in structure

and has a Claim to universality such that there is a

built-in explanatory power for se7aant5.c interpretation

and disambiguatio+hile the surface form obtained after

the application of transfor%!aations tends to obscure
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'Ittam4:4myAimg.Aztpse structures, and may even result in

ambiguity. It would seem that the theory contains an

ideal structure which is degenerated in actual speech

events. Thus we come to the conclusion that sentences

are independent only by their very definition within

the theory and their in actual practice sentence boun-

daries are crossed over and sentences are no longer

self-sufficient.

We.nay even raise the question whether sentences

are truly self-sufficient in the base co:aoonen1=. In

view of processes such as conjoining, embedding, pronaainal-

ization, and ellipsis related to the 'elliptical' or 'minor'

sentences ms7ntioned aove, we )now that the general meet:Lee

has been such that wherever structurai or semantic infor,la-

tions are lacking in the surface data edu..zmies, or 'fillers'

are used to fill in the gap between what is ideal and what

actually occurs. It would be interesting to ask where and

how do we get the inforlaation which requires the use of

dummies. It is begging the question to provide the dua.aief;

first on the basis of semantic considerations and then

claim syntactic autonomy on the basis of these

structures. Even Chonsky's later pronosal (l93E0 concerning

'intended referent' and the use of 'inde%' doc::s not see:a

to have escaped this circularity.
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The interpretation of an utterance would then be de-

pendent on its derivational history with the P-marker and

derived P-markers as well as the transformational rules

involved on one hand and on the supplied indices for the

intended referents, if any, on the. other. .:Et seems to

ire that structural indices are actually constraints on

transformational operations. In other words, if the intro-

duction of structural .indices are semantically motivated,

then by the simple law of transitivity the application of

transformational rules arc also semantically moLivated in

the cases concerned: It would be sheer ostrich-like

obstinacy for a structuralist to refuse to see that the

assumed sentence autcnolay and syntactic autonow are only

smoke-screens Created to protect himself from confronting

the nebulous areas of discourse analysis and swantics.

Here I tend to agree with Fillmore that it is coubt-

ful whether there is a 'level' of syntactic description

discoverable one language at a time on the basis of pure-

ly syntactic criteria. In the following discussion in

favor of question-wol .s.in the base component I am braving

the criticism that was directed before toward Fillmore's

case grvym.r (1965, 1968) that it is too strongly motivated

by semantic considerations. I only hope tat this would

reveal certain linguistic universals in semantics.
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2. Constraints on transformations.

As I was saying, sentences depend on their derivational

history fox, their interpretation. The derivational, history

of a sentence consists of a P-marker., ,a derived P-marker,

and \relevant transformational rules and their order of

application. It is commonly held that transformational

rules can either be obligatory or optional. Within the

system or partially ordered transfontational rules an

optional transformation can either be by-passed or taken

up as its turn comes.

By allowing otionality for transfor!aational rules

it is assumed that there are synonvmous elternations by

which un can =press the same idea. This kind of alterna-

tion is generally known as sLylistic variation. To borrow

an e*ression from phonology, stylistic variations are

considered 'free variations' since the change in form

is not accompanied by a change in meaning.

However, it is also assumed for all transformations,

optional or .bbligatory, that no change of meaning occurs

after transformational operations. Does it follow that

the transition frma the base for.a to the surface form is

also a matter of stylistic variation? The answer is 'Yes'.

It is precisely a matter of stylistic variation that deter-

mines interlanguage difference:se ;Thatever interianguage
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that are observed can be construed as reflections of the

universal semantic deep structure. Obligatory transforma-

tions, we may say, are obligatory only when we consider one

language at a time.. A transformation neceSsary to derive

the surface form in language A may not be reauired in language

D. Within a language, it follows, the set of obligatory

transformations is sufficient to characterize,its basic

structures as coni:rasted with those of another language.

Together with the base com)onent obligatory transformations

form the core of a gramlar. As for soptionalitrans-

formations within a language, it should be understood as

the freedom to choose frcra two more comneting structures.

During the derivational proeess one must make the choice,

and ace the choice is mi:de, the transfor;Aational rule must'

be anAied.

Hence, the diehotwy of 'obligatory' and 'optional'

tranriformations is is not real and the toriainologv is

quite misleading. It sceis to imply that structures gener-

ated by obligatory transfor.aations are more.basicthan

those generated by optional transfor:aations. The ider

of a kernel sentence which assuaes ono of the several

alternations to be more basic than the others is no longer

held by Chomsky though ho still stresses the im:)ortaoce

of structural relatedness in the :.s')ects of the neory of



antax (1965). Moreover, Fillmore'S case gramar has

successfully demonstrated that the so-called lac:.ive,

voice is not any more basic than the 'passive'. 'Subject'

interpreted as an aspect of the surface structure

whereas in the deep Structure we only have 'case' relations.

,.:ase relation and the 1:P-complement holding such relation-

ship wlth the verb may get focused ulpon and becaae struc-

turally marked as the subject of a sentence. This can be

likened to the figure against the ground. This process

of bringing out the figure we shall call subjectivalization

or topicalization. Theoretically, all case relations ht.ve

an equel chance, semvntically if not statistically, of

being focused upon and cast as the subject of a sentence.

We are obliged to choose among these ;possibilities and

hence their corresponding forms when we are producing an

utterance. It is to be stressed that the keyword here is

not soptionality'i rather, it is 'selection'.

We may ask a related question whether these candidates

for Selection are indeed synonymous alternations? Yrom

my knowledge of the use of 'passive' forms in Chinese,

Englisn, and Japanese --to mac: just three co::.mon lanv.ages

relevant to this issue, the passive st;:ucture seems to

carry with it solae Connotations not convoyed by the active

form. For e;w:x.ple, the passive marker b%1 and its variants

c:ei, and ai of Mandarin Chinese a11n co-occurs with vex
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which imply undesirable consequences. In Chinese we would

say Tit 'He was beaten up.' but not *Ta i shil.ng.le.

'He was given a k6ward., Similarly, Eng1ich 'get' co-occurs

with a class of verbs im:A.ving adversity or undesirable events

as in 'get killed', °get blamed', 'get fired', 'get broken',

etc. (It was suggested during one of the meetings of our

Generative Grantilitr SC:US:ACM Groun at

Hawaii that 'get married, also belongs

hz for passive for :as in Jaoancse, they

of suLmissiveness,

of resoonsibility.

paroivity, and even

the University of

to this category)

convey the feeling

an intended evasion
I I

In a report given by 2::.. 1:liyalzavia-72.0\-7a::d

(1968) The Japanese passive is an adversitive passive.

When a person is making the statc.aent that X cra kita

visited me.' he nay he neutral or fay..):abln to X's visit,

but when he says ;; ni.korareta 'I was visited by X.' he

means that X's visit is not welmaed. When conbined with

the causative, the passive seuas to indicate co.:aplete

passivity and free don fron responsibility. This is NIA1

illustrated by the frequent e;:pre-sion us,ld by husbands

going home late to their rives: nmasareta 'X was made to

drink.'

To returid to case grviamar which has, incorporated the

choice of 'active' and 'oassive' in the haze con?onent, it

is hard to believe that an agent-focu2ed sentence has



exactly the same moaning as its object-focused counterpart

or its instrument-focused c3unto9art. One may argue that

focusing is only a matter of attertion shifting, a difference

in the degree of emohasis. Km,eyer, a shift of attention

often reduces the background. Ls a result, the distribution

of information becomes essentially different. The hits of

information carried by these synonyouSt sentences do not

match onr, another. This can be shown by the results of

anaphoric processes. The portion of a sentence not in focus:

may be partially or wholly deleted but.not the pl5y;tion in

focus. This implies that once a certain figure it' Cast in

focus the ground sort of fades, and that the deletable

portion of information is not as essential as the focused

pWelabn The structural configuration is different; the

Gestalt is different; the infonnation conveyed and

eventually the neWceived meaning is different. If we would

like to stick to the clain that transformations Co not affect

moaning, then we would have to incorporate focus and emphasis

into the base co: anent just like what is done with negation.

It is the transfo=ational merator 17EG that carries the

meaning of negation and not the surface forias, say 'not'

and the ailiary 'dd in Snglish. moanings of these

words are only to facilitate lexical insertion and they

have nothing to add to the.se.:lantic interpretation already
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carried by the function-word NEG. Hence it is only a

transition of form without change of moaning that is in-

volved when lexical itaas are introduced. In this theory

we are more concerned with formal, structural saaantic

interpretation of utterances in terns of function and

categories than W:Lth the mmbership.of these functional

or categorial classeS.

Still we have the problem of selection and trans-

formational constraints to deal with. If we are to com-

pletely eliminate 'ootional, transll'onaation and ;place the

burden of selection of alternative structures 'on the base

component, we would like to know ho.: one of the several

possible transformational operators is chose n hre sentences

randomly genreated out of all the possible combinations of

syntactic categories and transforTaations? Or are there

statable reasons for making one choice rather than the

others? Obviously there are situational motivations. The

production or percel)tion of sentences involve at least two

parameters, nafftely, the structural °vial:tete,: and thesitua-

tional parameter. One may wish to add a statistical para-

meter since some for.rts are indeed 'favored, and have hischer

frequency of occurrence. ror e;:zza.ole, given the choice of

agent-focus and object-focus constructions, Chinese favors

the forfaer and uses the latter only with a sense of adver-
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sity and undesirability, whereas in 1:nis and Tagalog object-

focus61 constructions are nore frequently use and do not

limit themselves to verbs implying undesirable consequences.

Nominalization of verbs is very frecuently used in Amis.

Utterances like Ira -al a.

1")

.

2 2.

'The ladder is what the van vv:es to ..7oncvr.. the cat.'
1 4 2 5

constitute ap?roximately 3O. of sentences involving

verbal constructions. Indeed such constructions arc

' structurally similar to equational constructions involving
it

two EP's like u ina aku kina el(Aerly )ers.ln
4 -7

is inv poth-.1r.' That sapaj-nla is an N1 ? is marked by ktip
2 1

article used to introduce a focused ZP. In Bnglish gerunds

or verbal nouns are used much less frequently than in Znis.

In Chinese such constructions are not used at all. L. word-

for-word translation of: the :nglish gerundial e::.oression

such as 'his leaving' to On e or 'my ty,ing'
.

ca-z) .are terribly awkward i not unacco...)tnle mtoressions.

How we can e:cpress this sort ef linguistic favoritis of

individual languages in our present theory is beyond the

::ow let us return to an =amlna-scope of the present l'a*ler.

tion of the structural and situational .)arameters.
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Structural constraints on tranforinations are given

in the form of 'structural description' (SD) of the input

to the transformational rule, but this device is quite

inadequate. For instance, it is incapable of =pressing

structural relatedness and redundancy which is the primary

motivation for processes li%e embedding, proncoinalisation;

and deletion. Eventually labeled brac%eting and indice43

are msed. Conditions under which the tr.v.:1:_fortaE:tion does

not ap2ly are siliply listed after the structural descrip-

tion of the input tree. For the purg=e of illustration,

she.11 cite :loss' statont of tha conditions for prono-

minalization*

Given the folloT.:ing D:

!

X, ... ...1g01 .'. J. *. :r:. ....P7102. '...71{ 02.1AG

2 3 4 5

2 3
1:4

5

1 [ 2 3 4 5

41.e.

Oa

The following conditions apply:

(i) 2 = 4

(ii) That the E;tructural change in :,. su7lject
to no conditions

That 7cac:::1;ard prenoln:.11s;!.tion'i on : =/ per-

raissa:Ae if the in tar.: 2 is a ,gs.rt of the
su:;ordinate c1a.,1.se which does not conti_in the
lip .i.il ter.a 4.

1! /
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This presentation, accurate as it may be, is far from being

elegant. i;hat is happening is that when efforts are made

to simplify the base component the trans' oraational system

inevitably has to become more com.olicated to acco::.odate the

varied surface structures. P..scuminu a universal smantic

base comnonent to be desirable, our.task IS to improve on

the present convention for c:rpressing transformational

constraints. nis is indeed no easy tan:: and should 7e

the subject of further studies conparable in si:?.e and sco:pe

to oss' Ph.D. Dissertation on constraints on variables.

Our concern here is the situational !Parameter which

4

is the mor.3t difficult to trace in structural terms. Xn

order to incoriporate linguistic and situational conte:rts

fQr actual connected discourse, the pro:Diem or presu;p2osi-

tions is raised. If we are to tramitato communictiOn in

action, our node,. should be able to indicate a chain of

stimuli and resoonses. gra!anatical lf,mice should have

a taa.aory to hold the previouS lincuistic conte: rt as val

as some vital information of the 1-,ersons and situation in-

volved. Duringtco=unicative process the ma:tory is con-

stantly scv!,tied to find c2a.,)s in inforaation which woulid

motivate the ne::1: speech cct. There seaas to be no uo!per

limit to the me-mry as the su7pjects wa can 'cal% about are

open-ended. Ecx7ever, we may ourselves to one sunject-

matter at a tt:-.:e zme. consider onl'7 the k.:,:mr.teliate cont=t.
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We can then scan our relatively small mcvlory and sec what

further info=ation can be given or asked for. I propose

to build the imaory just the sa:ae way as the base co.a..)onent.

The cells in the base com.)onent arc matched one by one with

the infonaation stored in the corresponding cells in the

icteraor-7. When a cjV:2 LO found, we try to supply the inforiaation.

The gaps of information would be representeft by the presence

of question-words in the cells. :70 shall see in the following

discussion thnt a stimulus-response model as pronosed here

is not only coa:Jonsonsical but that it hel.-;s to dissolvo

certain oro7cilurts concerning re.;:erence and presuositions.

3. Question-ords in the ::x.L!e Com.)ncnt.

In the use of language it is clear that an ez:plicit quer;tion

in the conversation would condition the content and structure

of the answer. The forms of the questions are weil-defined.

In Chinese, a 'yes -no' question has the for...11 while

question-words l%e en6i who', sh,.?)ni.:1 . $

whom' should be ale to get us the desired focused structures

for our answers. :Then ananhoric processes are applied.,

the part directly resnondinej to the question-word is

generally preserved. There are also cuestion-words or

0;:pressions which would elicit as thoir :;.es1):51ses sentnences

8

/with verbal constructions. are: my) snonne ':That

does X Co', chenll shi '-That is goirig on?' or 'What happeneds
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The :..)ase conponent of a gratar is actually a system of

questionords. We have qucstionords to rel.,lace all the

najor categories and constituents, Ly the use of various

ouostion-words gralatical functions of these constitlxnts

can also :-Je. exressed. Z. logical v!ay to use the langui,e

in connected Cismylrso is to scan_ti;:e ncoory and find the

piece of inor.!::atiol.: want to ol.ah.orate Upon or a cZ'.*0 in

Xn the f.or.Aer case

redundancies :ii and we have thu :notivations to Croct

part of the inforx....tion. e latter caso the c; v:.)

receives s.z)ecial attention tho motivation

for topicali2ation and ex:al/basis. ":;o:Aetimes. two or Pore

gans may be um:S.-ilea and r..ay even sufacc with the question-

words in Consider Rosr; ' 7.Z' Ctpl. C :

Who is buvicd 7"17ere is tro!,:no-.:11

Ross finds it difficult to state oactly what are. the origins

of this particular sentence. lie pro7:eol has in mind

sentence-conjoining in the fora of 'res:?sc:.ivelyi. rn our

schezae it uould :De very simple to give the origin such a

sentence. The two cells and tho interrelations are

the infomation gap that we are trying to
8

. ,

In the no workshop I shall work out in detail the

use of cuestion-words in sentonce'gen6ration and the const;:aillt::

they imnose on the rules of transfi)K:aatIont
, .
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1. Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the attempted applica-

tion of a computer model of transformational grammar (based on

Aspects) to a grammar based in part on more recent theories, in

particular the lexicalist and case theories. The computer system

is one written at Stanford a few years ago and described in the

CACM, June 1969, and Friedman et al. (forthcoming). The gram-

mar is the UCLA English Syntax Project grammar, written pri-

marily by Stockwell, Schachter and Partee and described in a two-

volume unpublished report and, we understand, some forthcoming

publications.

The main part of the paper describes our attempt to mesh

these two projects. First, it may be in order to comment on why

this seemed to be an interesting thing to do.

a. Historical background

The design and programming of our computer system for

transformational grammar was carried out, at Stanford, in the

two years September 1966 - August 1968. At UCLA, for a period

slightly longer at both ends, the same sponsor (The Air Force

Electronic Systems Division) supported the project on the Integra-
Transformational

tion of/Theories on English Syntax. One idea in having the two

concurrent projects was that the linguistics project would write



a grar.imar, and that our Computer Science 1), oject would con-

struct some programs which would be in some: ..ay usr:ful as aids

to the linguistics project (and hence, to other projects in which

grammars were being written).

As it turned out, there was some interaction between the

two projects. We exchanged memoranda and working papers,

and in the spring of 1968, when our program: were essentially

complete, one of the members of the UCLA group came up on

two occasions and ran some simple grammars. These gram-

mars were small and preliminary, and while they embodied

some of the ideas which were to be the basis of the final version,

they were not convincing evidence that we could in fact accept

the kinds of grammars we had set out to work with.

Notice that there is an obvious problem in writing com-

puter programs to accept grammars -- that is, the notion of

what a grammar is can change more rapidly than computer pro-

grams can be written. A good recent example of this occurs in

Joan Bresnan's paper [ 1 ]; if her elegant argument about the

nuclear stress rule in phonology in fact influences the way in

which people write phonological rules, then of the current phono-

logical rule- and grammar-tester programs, those which do not

also handle syntax are immediately unable to treat stress, and

those which currently handle syntax 4.id phonol-)gy in serial may



be subject to major revision. This will depend of course on the

details of the particular program -- the Bresnan suggestion might,

in some possible worlds, be handled with no program changes.1

In view of this history, it is not unnatural to be curious about

whether the final UCLA grammar could be accepted by our pro-

grams.

Another reason for the attempt to translate and run the

UCLA grammar is that it is the largest formal transformational

grammar of English available. This immediately makes it im-

portant, and would justify trying to put it into computer form.

The computer form makes it much more accessible for purposes

of teaching and experimentation.

So much for reasons for wanting to try to put the UCLA

grammar into our computer system. I will now describe very

briefly the form of the UCLA grammar, and then give a quick

sketch of what a computer syste:n for grammar looks like. Then

I will discuss in detail two specific aspects of the computer sys-

tem which directly affect the way we implemented the UCLA

grammar.

1 We intend to investigate the question of which of the possible

worlds is the actual one for our grammar-system and hope to be

able to comment on this in November.
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b. The UCLA grammar

The UCLA grammar [6 is a large (I,2 transformations),

relatively formal grammar, accompanied by a two-volume de-

fense. It draws linguistic insights from a vaiety of sources

and unifies them by presentation in a lexicalist-case framework.

It is not the purpose of this paper to comment on the adequacy of

the grammar as a grammar of English, nor to criticize it in any

way. 1 We take the grammar as given, and use it as an example

in an investigation of how to represent case.

As a brief in'roduction to the v.ICLA grammar, we give

a short sample derivation. The derivation begins by phrase

structure generation of the tree 2 ot Figure 1.

1 For a critical study of parts of the UCLA grammar, see

Friedman and Myslenski [M-11].

2In the tree representation used throughout this paper, daughters

of a node are written to the right with left-most daughters in the

highest position. Numbers indicate internal node numbers in

the computer representation.
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Points to notice about the base tree are first the case structure,

and second the somewhat unusual generation of feature specifica-

tions in the phrase structure component.

After lexical insertion, with verbs inserted before nouns,

a possible result for this base tree is:
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The first transformation which applies to this tree is

PREP-SPREAD, which moves the preposition over onto the first

preposition from the complex-symbol of the V dominating

puzzle (that feature is not shown in the tree above because, as

we shall see later, in the computer system it was implemented

differently).

The case placement transformations then apply. UOBJ

(Unmarked Object) selects the proof as the object and adjoins it

as right sister of the verb puzzle. The corresponding preposi-

tion over is chomslcy-adjoined to the right of puzzle. ACTSUBJ

(Active Subject) selects the girl as subject and adjoins it as left

sister of MOD. The corresponding preposition (node 13) is

erased.

The final step in completing the derivation is AFFIXSHF

(Affix Shift), which chomsky-adjoins the tense marker to the

verb.

The resulting tree is given below. Its terminal string is

The girl puzzle PRES over the proof.
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c The computer system and its use

We have treated the UCLA grammar within a computer

system designed to accept transformational grammars and to

generate sentences according to the rules of the grammar. The

computer program runs on several different computers, including

both IBM and CDC machines. The user of the program prepares

a computer readable version of a grammar, according to specifi-

cationS provided. He also provides as input to the program in-

formation about the types of output which he wants. He may ask

to see completely random trees, or, at the other extreme, to

see the result of transforming a particular base tree which is al-

ready provided with its lexical items. Within this wide range,

the system makes it possible for the user to obtain trees which

relate to any particular aspect of the grammar of his current

concern, be it a particular transformation, or a particular lexi-

cal construct. The user also specifies to the program the

amount of output desired, both the number of runs for each input

specification and the amount of intermediate output in a deriva-

tion.

The program assists the linguist by providing examples

of derivations within the grammar. It is not an exhaustive tester,

nor are probabilities attached to the rules.

155
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The system is definitely not intended to be used for evalu-

ation of a grammar written by someone else; it is meant to help

the writer of a grammar. In completing the formalization of a

grammar to the point where it is comprehensible to a computer

program, there are inevitable decisions which will affect how the

grammar works, so that it is no longer entirely the responsi-

bility of its original authors. The translation process, if done

independently of the authors, may well distort their intentions --

(For example, there is more than one interpretation of the in-

struction "Attach node 2 to node 4" -- is this as sister, daughter,

and so forth).

Examination of computer-generated derivations is bound

to turn up problems both in individual transformations and in in-

teractions of rules. The similarity between a large grammar and

a large computer program suggests that it is unlikely that a con-

sistent grammar can be written (particularly with more than one

author) without extensive computer testing. (We computer pro-

grammers can't do it -- how could they be able to?) There will

be bugs. It is reasonable only to ask whether the bugs can be

repaired without doing violence to the structure of the grammar

-- to ask that a grammar be initially bug-free is asking far too

much.
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2. The Computer Model

We turn now to a more detailed examination of the model

which underlies the computer program. After some brief corn-

ments on the model as a whole, we will examine the process of

lexical insertion and the use of n-ary features in the phonologi-

cal component. Once these two aspects of the model are under-

stood, it will be easy to see how the case grammar was imple-

mented,

The model includes lexical insertion, phrase structure

generation, and transformation. The computer model is based

on an interpretation of the model in Chomsky's Aspects. How--
ever, it does not follow Chomsky in all his decisions. In a

number of cases we have offered broader alternatives, and al-

lowed the user to agree with Chomsky as one possible choice.

An example of this freedom is in the order of lexical

insertion. We did not want to turn away users who want to in-

sert verbs first, and serve only noun-first linguists_ indeed,

it seemed that one might want to be able to try either alterna-

tive. So we require the user to specify as an input to the pro-

gram (that is, as part of the grammar) the order of lexical in-

sertion. He can agree with Chomsky if he likes. (Actually, it

is hard to construct an example where it matters. )
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A recent major modification to the model is its extension

to include a phonological component, based in part on the system

given in Chomsky and Halle's Sound Pattern, The program

changes needed for phonology n-ary features and variables over

feature values were extremely convenient in our translation of

the UCL4 grammar.

a, Lexical insertion

After the generation of a phrase structure tree, the next

step in the generative process is the insertion of lexical items

into the tree. Each lexical item is characterized by various un-

analyzable explicit ieatures and also by contextual features,

which are analyzable as structural descriptions. These struc-

tural descriptions are matched against the tree to determine if

the lexical item is suitable for insertion at a particular point.

If so, certain side effects of the insertion, indicated by the con-

textual feature, are performed as the item is inserted.

To illustrate the use of contextual features, we give as

Figure 4 a simple lexical component. The illustration, which

is not to be taken too seriously, shows how inserting a verb

such as drink, which requires a liquid object, constrains the
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"ILLUSTRATION OF LEXICAL COMPONENT"
P1RASESTRUCTURE

VP = V (NP) .

NP = (DET) N .

LEXICT"S6
CATEGORY V N DET .

INHERENT
ARSTRACT ANI;;ATE COUNT HUMAN

.CONTEXTUAL
V1 = <vP/,: dl+LIguino>,
V2 = <VP/<

NI-1-11111D1>>.
TRANS = <VP7 NP >>,

= <NP< DET >>,
ANIIISU3J = <S <O NP<f; NI+ANIMATEI> VP<_ f7;>#>,
NANI :ISW3J = <SO NP<?; NI+ANIMATEI> VP<_ %>0>,AMOR.) = <VP< upc; NI+AHIMATEIM,
'.!ANI;103.1 = <VP! NPC; U1 -AUIIL
AIISTJRJ = <VP< NPC; N1-A;;STRACTI>>>

.RULES
1+COUNTI => 1+CJiln(J NI,
1+ABSTRACT1 => 1+C'):1MON -AU IflATEI,
1.011J11'CII => 1+ANrIATEI,
I+LIQUIDI => I-ANIMATE -ARSTRACTI>>>,
I+ANIMTEI => 1-ASTRACTI .

ENTRIES
SINCERITY VIRTUE I+N -COUNT +ASSTRACTI
30Y I+N +COUNT +HUMAN'
GEORGE RILL 1+N -COMON -COUNT +1W ANTHE 1+OETI
EAT 1 +V +V2 +TRANS +ANIWSURJ +NA3STUBJ1

I+V -TAMS +ANINSUJ1
FRIGHTEN I +V +TRANS +ANI1-;03J1
ROOK 1+ -LIQUID -ANWATE +COUNT'STUFF I+N +COMOil
REER I+N +COI;MON +LI,U1D1
DRINK 1+V +V1 +AN1r;SUP,J1
BEAK I+V +V2 +ANIi1GUSJ +NANIMOBJ +NARSTO3J1

$EnDLEx

Figure 4
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later 1 selection of the object noun to one which is not marked

-LIQUID, while selection of break constrains the object to one

which is not marked +LIQUID. At the same time the object noun

takes the appropriate value of the feature LIQUID. In Figure 6

we show the complex symbols associated with the object noun after

lexical insertion is complete. The example uses the vague noun

stuff, which is marked in the lexicon as +N and +COMMON

only. The underlying phrase structure for the sentence is

1

f.

NIP N

\\INT.- V

..\NP DET

Figure 5

One of the consequences of this model of lexical insertion is that

the class of possible sentences is independent of the order of in-

sertion of V and N. We insert verbs first because it is more

efficient to do so.
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In sentence (1), the verb drink is selected. Drink is marked in

the lexicon as I+V +VI +ANIMSUBJI. V1 and ANIMSUBJ are

both contextual features. The definition of the first of these is

V1 = ( VP/ NI+LIQUID.1). It specifies that a word with this

feature must be inserted only in a VP, where it must immedi-

ately precede an N which is compatible with the feature

+LIQUID. Since the verb is inserted before the noun, the fea-

ture +LIQUID is added to the otherwise initially empty com-

plex symbol for the N, as a side-effect of inserting the verb

drink. The feature 4-LIQUID is added at the time drink is in-

serted, and will thus force the subsequent choice of a noun to

be compatible with the feature +LIQUID. (Had a noun already
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been present, say by being specified on ir,pn, the selection of

drink would be possible only if the noun were compatible with

+LIQUID. ) Once the feature specification +LIQUID is inserted,

the specifications -ANIMATE and -ABSTRACT follow auto-

matically by a redundancy rule in the lexicon. Insertion of the

verb drink also has a side-effect on the subject noun: the con-

textual feature specification +ANIMSUBJ forces the subject

noun to be +ANIMATE.

In contrast to sentence (1), sentences (2) and (3) give

different sets of features for the object stuff.

Figure 6

COMPLEX SYMBOLS AFTER LEXICAL INSERTION

(1) GEORGE DRINKS THE STUFF

l+N - ABSTRACT. -ANIMATE +LIQUID +COMMON'

(2) BILL BREAKS THE STUFF

p+N -ABSTRACT -ANIMATE -LIQUID +COMMON'

(3) GEORGE FRIGHTENS THE STUFF

I+N -ABSTRACT +ANIMATE +COMMON'

The use of contextual features and side-effects suggests

itself as a way of handling prepositions in case grammar without

a PREP-SPREAD transformation and without adding any new
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mechanism to the system. Just as drink marks its subject as

+ANIMATE and its object as +LIQUID, so might a verb, say

rely, mark its neutral preposition with a feature selecting

uniquely the preposition on.

b. Features in phonology

The fact that there is a small number of cases immedi-

ately suggests that case be treated as an n-ary feature, like

stress in phonology. In the UCLA grammar there are 7 differ-

ent case features, +ESS, +DAT, ..., 4-PART, and presumably

also some implicit redundancy rules to guarantee that no node

is marked for two different cases. An n-ary feature expresses

just this situation: if CASE is an n-ary feature with 7 possible

values, then, by very basic conventions, no node can be marked

for two different cases, since that would be to have two values

for the same feature.

As the treatment of the UCLA grammar developed, we

found the n-ary features to be extremely valuable in this and

other ways. To show how this came about we first describe the

parts of the system which we used.

i) n-armor features

In the purely syntactic versions of our computer system,

the values for features were only the two signs + and -, and the

1E2
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unspecified value (roughly 4-) indicated by F, Phonology rules

require the use of numerical feature value m and of variables over

those values. These are the "n-ary featurdF" to which we refer.

To handle n-ary features, the syntax of transformational gram-

mar was modified, 1 so that (1) values mr.ly be either signs or in-

tegers, (2) there are variables over feature values, and (3) re-

strictions allow numerical comparisons of featurf!. values.

Numerical values are most important for the stress rules.

A good example of the notation of our system is the auxiliary re-

duction rule, here somewhat simplified:

TRANS AUXRED "AUXILIARY REDUCTION".

SD % 1' (ALPHA)STRESS (' C) ' (BETA)STRESS I %,

WHERE (ALPHA>I3ETA) & (BETA< 4).

SC I -STRESS MERGEF i.

This rule applies whenever there are two stressed elements, pos-

sibly separated by a consonant (IC). If the stress value of the

first is greater than that of the second, and the second is less

1The new syntax rules for value are:

4. 08 value ::= sign 0 integer a * a 0 (prefix)

4. 09 prefix ::= sign-prefix a integer-prefix

4. 10 sign-prefix ::= opt[ ] variable

4. 11 integer-prefix ::= variable opt[ sign integer ]
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than 4, then the first becomes unstressed,

ii) variables over feature values

The AUXRED transformation ill13:3trates also the use of

variables over feature values. ALPHA and BETA are used as

the variables. We see that they can be compared with one an-

other and with integers. Simple arithmetic is also possible.

For example, in one stress adjustment rule we find the change

1(ALPHA+1)STRESSI MERGEF 2. This will add one to the value

of ALPHA and then store the result as the STRESS value of

node 2.1

iii) phonological abbreviations

The phonological component of a grammar contains a set

of phoneme definitions. These phoneme definitione are used in

printing a tree in which the phonemes are represented internally

only in terms of features. The internal representation, needed

for the phonological rules, is fully expanded. However, when a

tree is printed out, only the abbreviation is seen. For example,

the output form of the tree for courage displays for node S only

the letter E with the feature specifications -TENSE, -STRESS

which are not part of the complex symbol that E abbreviates.

1 More precisely, the node corresponding to the term numbeLcd

2.in the structural description of the rule.
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PHONEMES
. .

L. = I-CCt'S +VCC -HIGH i3ACK -IAN -ANT +MUNN
17-CCNS +411C -Hl;-,H +HACK 4-1_01,4 -ANT f PUJNO.1.1_
(-Ci\S 4.4CC -HIGH -0A6K 7A1T -RouN91.

tBACK_.+CUm +ANT
C = l-CCNS +VCC -HIGH -BACK -ANT -I:OuN.01.
UH_ =I -LLNS_ ...f (JACK._ 7.LOW..77.ANT _7ROuN01
EH = I-CCNS +4CC -HIGH -BALK -LGW -ANT -ROUND'
R +CCNS 4A0C -AN1 +COR +viII CEO -STR Iu +CONTI,
S = I+CCNS -4CC +ANI +CCR -VOICED +STR TO +CONT I ,
J = I +CCNS -,CC -ANT +CGR +VOICED +STR TO -CCNT I
K I +CCNS -4uC -ANT -CUR -VOICED -STRIO -CUNT I,

.j+CCNS -GC -ANT -CCK +VGI
$END

Figure 7

Phoneme Definitions

S 2b 3K
--- 4 C.

5 14

7G
8

L. R C

4 0. 1-TENSE --S.TRE$.S1
6 G) I-TENSE -5TRESSI
7 G +DER I
8 E I -TENSE E SS

Figure 8

Output tree for courage
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3. Application to Case Grammar

At this point we have sufficient background to explore the

use of the aspects of the system described above to the represen-

tation of case grammar.

a. Case nodes and the CASE feature

Following UCLA, we introduce case nodes in the expan-

sion of the nodes PROP and NOM; the rules are:

"4" PROP = V (ESS) (NEUT) (DAT) (LOC) (INS) (AGT) .

"7" NOM = (NOM (S), N (NEUT) (DAT) (LOC) (INS)

(ACT) ).

"5" ESS = PREP NP .

NEUT = PREP NP .

AGT = PREP NP .

The first representational' problem arises with rule 5, which UCLA

states not simply as above but as:

ESS PREP NP
[-FESS] [+ESS]

NEUT . PREP NP
[+NEUT] [ +NEUT]

This rule cannot be transformed directly into our phrasestructure

notation. Instead, we introduce the contextual features VCASE

and NCASE which will put case features on the case nodes, and
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the transformation FPLACE (which is the first transformation)

which moves the case feature to PREP and NP appropriately.

Thus in the list of inherent features, under n-ary features, we

have a feature CASE . In the contextual definitions we define

VCASE = ( PROP ( (ESS I 1CASE I )(NEUT I 2CASE I )

(AGTI6CASEI )) )

NCASE = ( NOM ( (ESS I 1 CASE I )(NEUT I 2CASE I)

(AGT 16CASE I)) )

and we add the redundancy rules

I+VI = I fVCASEI

I+NI = I+NCASEI

which will mark every verb for VCASE, at the time of lexical

insertion. Consequently as soon as the verb has been inserted

in the tree, the case nodes will contain the CASE feature with

the correct value.

The CASE feature is moved onto PREP and NP by

the transformation FPLACE:

"FEATURE TRANSFORMATION"

TRANS FPLACE I AP..CC

SD % * I (ALPHA)CASEI (1PREP 2NP) %

SC I (ALPHA)CASE I MERGEF 1, I (ALPHA)CASE I MERGEF 2

This transformation is the only one in group I and is applied

throughout the base tree before any other transformations are
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applied. It matches an arbitrary node (*) which has a specifica-

tion for the feature CASE and has the daughters PREP and NP.

The structural change marks the PREP and NP with the same

CASE specification as the parent node.

in the UCLA grammar the value of the feature CASE is

represented as a subscript on C:

S.I. X
{.1%N r} C.[PREP NP] X c. [PREP NP1 X

+C. -.OBJ 1

J

The CASE feature would allow us to state this structural de-

scription as

SD % * I (ALPHA)OBJI * I (GAMMA)CASEI (PREP NP) %

* I (ALPHA)CASE I ( PREP NP) %

(page 864)

b. N-ary features for object and subject selection

The SD above also illustrates the n-ary feature OBJ

which selects the correct case for Object (an n-ary feature SJBJ

also exists). The feature specification written by UCLA as

+C. -.OBJ is for us the feature specification jOBJ, where j is

an integer. (This appears to be a true n-ary feature because

CLA never uses - C. -.OBJ. )

In the LEXICON entries are marked for OBJ and SUBJ.

For example, accuse, which makes DATIVE the object, is 3013J;

contain, which takes locative subject, is 4SUBJ.
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c. Features for prepositions

As we interpret the UCLA grammar, there arc four dis-

tinguishable types of occurrences of prepositions. Certain oc-

currences (1) are "real" and "meaning - bearing'". These are

selected from the lexicon. Other occurrences (2) are predictable

from the verb and case. For example, laugh takes at for the

NEUT case, and puzzle takes over for NEUT. Some occur-

rences (3) of of, for and by are inserted by transformations

(other. than PREP-SPREAD). Finally, other occurrences (4)

are predictable from CASE alone, unless the default choice

has been overridden earlier in the derivation.

In the UCLA grammar a transformation PREP-SPREAD

inserts the prepositions in the second group above. It is argued

that PREP-SPREAD must occur after GERNFACT (gerundive,

non-factive) because type (2) prepositions must not be selected

by that rule. We have restated GERNFACT to distinguish be-

tween "real" and other prepositions, and thus do not need

PREP-SPREAD. The choice of preposition for a particular case

can be stated as part of the case frame feature, and the PREP

will at lexical insertion time be marked with the correct speci-

fication i PRP. For example, laugh has the contextual feature

+ (PROP (NEUT ( PREPI1PRPI%))AGT)). This specifies

that its case frame requires an AGT and may optionally contain
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a NEUT. If it contains a NEUT, the corresponding PREP will

be marked IPRP.1

The n-ary feature PRP has one value for each word

which can occur as a preposition of type (2), (3) or (4) above.

In the course of a derivation, prepositions (2) and (3) do not ex-

plicitly appear as terminal symbols but are carred as the PRP

feature on PREP.

in discussion of an earlier version of this paper, David Benn4tt

pointed out that this view of prepositions may be somewhat/sim-/
plistic, a^ there seems to be a continuum from verbs which

take only one NEUT preposition (rely on-)--rbs which have

a small class of possibilities (laugh at, laugh over), to verbs

which are free to take any "real" preposition. 'Several possi-

bilities suggest themselves as solutions to this

problem: one might provide several complex symbols for laugh,

each with a different preposition selection. Or, one might use

a feature, say DURATIVE, to distinguish between the two, as-

signing laugh the specification *DURATIVE in the lexicon, so

that the system will select either + or - at the time of lexical

insertion, and including redundancy rules which imply that if

laugh is +DURATIVE, over is selected, if -DURATIVE then

at is selected.
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A final transformation PREPINS creates corresponding

terminal nodes fer PREP's which remain. If PRP occurs

(type (2) or (3)), its value determines the preposition; otherwise

(type (4)) the value of the CASE feature decides.

PHONLEXICON
PHON

AT
OF
TO
FROM
WITH
BY
OVER

$ENDPHON

1PRP
2PRP
3PRP
4PRP
5PRP
6PRP
7PRP

"POST-CYCLIC TRANSFORMATIONS"
TRANS PREPINS V OB AACC

SD % IPREP %, WHERE TRM 1.
SC IF < 1 INC1, I (ALPHA)PRPI >

THEN < (' I (ALPHA)PRPI ) AFIDE 1 >
ELSE < IF < 1 INC1 I (BETA)CASE! >

THEN < (' I (BETA)PRPI ) AFIDE 1 ».

After PREPINS the terminal preposition nodes have the

feature PRP but do not have the decoding of it as an actual

preposition. But this is supplied from the PHONLEXICON by

the same process as that which supplies letters in place of phono-

logical complex symbols. Thus the tree may remain
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...J011:!

PRO( V -- --PIIZZ LE

PP.F.P I 7PNP I

!IP ...THE PROOF

but whenever it or the corresponding sentence is printed, over is

substituted for [ 7PRP], by a decoding from the PHONLEX1CON.
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4. Representation of Lexica list Theory

The UCLA grammar is a lexicalist-case grammar. We

have discussed our implementation of the grammar in the compu-

ter system from the point-of-view of case. It remains to dis-

cuss the formal implications of the lexicalist hypothesis. Here,

in contrast to case, we did not really make a serious attempt to

capture the lexicalist aspects of the grammar. Nonetheless we

did consider those points which would need to be handled in a

thorough treatment. We present them here, as a possible basis

for later work.

a. Choice between V and N in transformations

Many of the UCLA transformations have structural de-

scriptions of the form

where what is meant is that there is either an N or a V which

has the subanalysis given in the square brackets. In our notation

this cannot be so simply stated since the obvious translation

(V, N) (

is not syntactically well formed. In the system, a structure

cannot have a choice as head element. Thus, the above must be

stated in the equivalent form
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( ), N( ))

It should be noted however that the UCLA vriteri-lents of the form

above point to a somewhat spurious generalization, since they

are generally accompanied by rather strong conditions to distin-

guish cases acceptable for V from those ;Acceptable by N. The

need for these conditions makes our required form seem less

offensive.

b. Distinguished role of the sentence symbol

In the system the sentence - symbol S is distinguished in

several ways; i) it is the only recursive qyrnbol in the phrase-

structure, ii) the phrase-structure genenition routine will not

introduce an S unless it is explicitly called for by the skeleton,

iii) the analysis routine will not search below an S unless the

S is explicitly given in the structural description.

The parallelism in a case grammar between S and NOM

suggests that they should be treated alike in all three respects.

i) In stating the phrase-structure for the UCLA grammar it was

necessary to repeat several times the expansion rules for NOM.

This would be unnecessary if NOM as well as S were recursive.

If this were true, then ii) would also need to be extended to NOM

to avoid oversize generations. iii) A technical error in the UCLA

grammar arose from the failure to notice that one of the implica-

tionh of the lexica.ist-class hypothevis is that a cat node following
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a V may not be the case for that V, but rather a case node as-

sociated with a NOM under some other case node [see M-11].

For example, in the tree below, the structural description

X NP X AGT X

1 + PASS 1

selects the AGT under the first NOM, not the (intended) one

immediately under the PROP.

PROP V 1+PASSI

NP

PREP

NOM

AGT

where C. is eith.:r DAT or LOC. This would cause trouble

were it not ruled out by extra-grammatical arguments. (The

documentation of the grammar indicates tlr t every +PASS

verb requires an ACT. ) However, there are transformations

of the grammar which do fail for this reason.
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c. Cycling in the control program,

The system is designed BO that the traffic rules need not

be limited to cycles on S only. (See Nagaia and Smith [M-7]

for an example of cycling on NP). The UCLA document does not

consider cycling at all, but the form of the lexicalist theory sug-

gests that the standard LOWESTS cycle should probably be re-

considered in favor of cycling on both S and NP.

d. X, 3C and X

The use of PROP, NOM, etc. in she UCLA Lrammar is
=designed as a representation for Chcr sky's X, X and X, where

X is a variable taking the values V and N. The present nota-

tion does not automatically display the relationship between PROP

and V as Ti and V. A feature representation could do this:

VI 2 BARS, Vil BAR, Vi.0 BAR. It woulri be interesting to see

how this change of notation would affect the statement of the

transformations.

177
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TABLE 1

Utterance Count

Text Pre-Primer Primer Reader Total

Ginn 85S 1343 1925 4126

Scott-Foresman G)8 l040 1450 3128

Totals 1496 2383 3375 7254
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TABLE 2

Parts of Speech in Corpus

Part of
Speech Abbreviation Example Containing more than 1 Word

adjective A pretty
adverb ADV fast

article T the

common noun N house ice cream

conjunction C and

copulative
verb CV is

interjection I oh
interrogative
adjective IADJ which

interrogative
adverb IADV how

interrogative
pronoun,
objective
case IP(2) whom

interrogative
pronoun,
subjective
case IP(1) who

intransitive
verb IV go

locative L here

modal 1i can

negation not

number u&ed
in counting NBR one

preposition J into

pronoun,
objective
case P(2) .him

pronoun,
subjective
case P(1) he

proper noun G Betty Mr. Green, Frisky Kitten

rejoinder R yes all right, thank you

relative
pronoun,
objective case RP(2) whom

relative
pronoun,
subjective case RP(1) who

salutation S hello Good day, Happy birthday
sound Z zoom
subordinate
conjunction CON that

"to" used with
infinitives 0 to

transitive verb TV
vocative 1

eft
Mr. Green Frisky Kitten

Examples of Types
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TABLE 4

Statistics for Utterance Types under Original Classification

Text
Total Number

of Types
% of Types with
Frequency >5

$ cf Types with
Frequency > 1

Ginn Pre-Primer 250 10.4 45.2

Scott-Foresman
Pre-Primer 277 8.3 28.9

Pre-Primers Combined 454 10.1 39.9

Ginn Primer 664 5.0 28.8

Scott-Foresman Primer 666 3.3 19.1

Primers Combined 1185 4.6 26.3

Ginn Reader 1099 3.3 25.8

Scott-Foreaman Reader 1096 1.6 12.8

Readers Combined 2015 2.9 21.i
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TABLE 10

Rewrite Rules of the Noun- Phrase Grammar

NP P

NP

NA' (T) + (IAA+Ai) +N

NP-+A+A+A+N

TABLE 11

Rewrite Rules and Parameters
of the Noun Phrase Grasialhr

Rewrite Rule: Parameters

Rule-lhoice
Probabilities Probabilities

NP P Al

NP G A2
B21

NP -.(T) + (fAtAl) + N A
3

Bl
1 B22

B12 823

.N7-4A+A+A+N A4

186
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TABLE 15

Comparison of Total Chi-Squares for Noun - Phrase Grammar

Text
No. of Phrases
Accounted For

Total
Chi - Square

Degrees
of Freedom

Ginn Pre-Primer

Scott-Foresman

772 .5 1

Pre-Primer 672 2.3 0

Pre-Primers Combined 1444 1.3 1

Ginn Primer 1664 52.2 2

Scott-Foresman Primer 1482 42.6 1

Primers Combined 3146 95.3 2

Ginn Reader 3081 81.5 2

Scott-Foresman Reader 2651 177.5 2

Readers Comlined 5732 247.6 2

All Comb:,,n1 10322 316.8 2

188
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TABLr 16

Observed and Expected Frequencies, Chi-Square Contributions, and Total
Chi-Squares for each Section of the Corpus for Noun - Phrase Grammar

OBSERV.

GINN PRE-PRIMER

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

230 230.0 .0 P
254 254.0 .0 G

76 73,4 .1 N
23 24.2 .1 A+N

8 9.3 .2 A+A+N
121 123.6 .1 T+P
42 40,8 .0 T+ON
17 15.7 .1 T +A +A+iI

I 1.0 A+ A4 A+ N

1 1.0 RESIDUAL

772 772.0 .5 TOTAL

DEGREEF OF FREEDOM

ROM - F ). a ^2 tAN PRE -PRIMER

OBSERV. ExPFt:T. CHI**2 SOURCE

424 424.0 .0 P
132 132.0 .0 0
33 36.3 .3 N
24 20.0 .8 A+N

4 4.7 A+A+N
36 32.7 .3 T+N
14 18.0 .9 T+A+ N
5 4.3 T+A+A+N

9 9.0 .0 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0
0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 .0 RESIDUAL

672 672,0 2.3 TOTAL

0 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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TABLE 16 (continued)

PRE-PRIMERS COMBINED

08SERV. EXPECT. CHI * *2 SOURCE

654 654,0 .0 P
386 386.0 .0 G
109 110.9 .0 N
47 42.9 .4 A+N
12 14.2 .3 A+A+N

157 155.1 .0 T+N
56 60.1 .3 T+A+R
2? 19.8 .2 T+A+A+N

1 1.0 A+A+A+N

1 1.0 RESIDUAL

1444 1444.0 1.3 TOTAL

1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

CINN PRIMER

08SERV. rAPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

727 727.0 .0 P
286 286.0 .0 0
86 130.8 15.4 N

123 92.8 9.8 A+N
56 41.4 5.2 A+A+N

227 182.2 11.0 T+N
99 129.2 7.1 T+A+N
43 57.6 3.7 T+A+A+N
17 17.0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 .0 RESIDUAL

1664 1664.0 52.2 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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TABLE 16 (continued)

SCOTT-PORESMAN PRIMER

08SERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

7Re. 784.0 .0 P
220 220.0 .0 G
63 98.2 12.6 N
110 85.5 7.0 kfN
43 32.3 3.6 A+A+N

153 117.8 10.5 T+N
7R 102,5 5.9 T+A+N'
28 38.7 3.0 T+A+A+N
3 3.0 A+A+A+N

3 3.0 RESIDUAL

1482 1482,0 42,6 TOTAL

1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

08SERV.

PRIMERS r14B:ITED

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

1511 1511,0 .0 P
506 506.0 et

149 229.4 28.2 N
233 177.8 17.1 A+N
99 73.7 0.7 A +A +N

380 299.6 21,6 T+N
177 232.2 13.1 T+A+N
71 96.3 6.6 T+A+ON
20 20.0 .0 A+,+A+N

0 .0 RESIDUAL

3146 3146.0 95.3 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

191
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TABLE 16 (continued)

GINN READER

08SERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

1143 1143.0 .0 P
473 473.0 .0 G
215 297,5 22.9 N
238 185.6 14.8 A+N
103 72,9 12.4 A+A+N
556 473.5 14.4 T+N
243 295.4 9,3 T+A+N
86 116,1 7.8 T+A+A+N
24 24.0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 .0 RESIDUAL

3081 3081.0 81.5 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

SCOTT- FORESMAN READER

08SERV, EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

997 997.0 .0 P
323 323.0 .0 G
239 359.2 40.2 N
370 27R.1 30.4 A +N
97 68.7 11.6 A+A+N

430 309,8 46.6 T+N
148 239,9 35.2 T+A+N
31 59.3 13.5 T+A+A+N
16 16.0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 -.0 RESIDUAL

2651 2651.0 177.5 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

192



TABLE 16 (continued)

READERS COMBINED

OBSERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

2140 2140.0 .0 P

796 796.0 .0 G
454 659.4 64.0 N

608 457.5 49.5 A+N
200 145.2 20.7 A+A+N
986 780.6 54.0 T+N
391 541.5 41.9 T+A+N
117 171.8 17.5 T+A+A+N
40 40.0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 .0 RESIDUAL

5732 5732.0 247.6 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

ALL COMBINED

OBSERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

4305 4305,0 .0 P
1688 1688.0 .0 G
712 1000.7 83.3 N

888 677.0 65.8 A+N
311 233.3 25.9 A+A+N
1523 1234.3 67.5 T+N
624 835.0 53.3 T+A+N
210 287.7 21.0 T+A+A+N
61 61.0 .0 A+A+A+N

0 RESIDUAL

10322 10322 316.8 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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TABLE 37

The Grammar for Statements with Verbs

I.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7..

8.

9.

Rewrite Rules

Statements with single subject,
predicate, and no embedding:

8 -9(1C 1.+NP +VP +NP,m. 1.40. 1.2,1 k,

R

8 -II! C +NP
1.vm
491+VPi,e(VM)+(K)

11(s (vm) + VP +NP +
1.92 k,2k,1,2

8 4 (VM)+VPi92+(VM)+(K)

s NP +VP +VM4NP
1491 i9i 4/92

S

8 -,C+VM+NP +VP
i,J

s -,NPi,j,i+VPix(VM)+A+

S -.VP
1,2

+VM+A+K

Parameters

Rule-Choice Within-Rule-Choice
Probabilities Probabilities

single

192 VM Al
+(iq

A2

014 A3

A4

A
5

A6

A7

Al2

A13

Bl
1

B21

B12 B22

B13 B23

B31
S32 2.41

B51
S33 B4

2 B52

B34

B6
B21

12
2

B23

B61 B41 B5

B6
2

B4
2 B52

B21

B91 B2
2

B92 PP_ P23

195



II.

10.

11.

12.

13.

77

TABLE 37 (continued)

Statements with compound subjects or
compound predicates:

P )+11KS -4 VP
1 2

+C+VP
1 2

4-(N
i 2 k,, kl, vM

/

S -4 NPi,j
, 1
+VP

i,j+C+VP j+(NP1, 2
) + (VM)

S -4(VM)+NPiojoi+C+NPiscol+VP24.4(Npmono2)+(VM)

S -4 (VM)+(NPI 1)+VPi +NPIc42+C+NP171 n2+(VM)

where j al 2 if NPitivi is deleted

Statements with embedding:

S -4 (VM) +(NPi4,1)+VPiti+NPittio2+VP3+(VM).

where j = 2 if NPiojoi is deleted

6 -4 ( NPi j ,1)4VPisjf6Pk, 42+VP3+1411m, n,2+(VM)
where j =2 if NPiojoi is deleted

A
8

A
9

A
10

A
11

A
15

A16

161

B6
2

B6
1

B6
2

B6
1

B6
2

B71

872

B72

B71

B7
2

B8
1

B8
2

B8
1

B8
2

1181

1382

B2
1

B2
2

B2
3

641

B42

B4
1

B4
2

B4
1

B4
2

B4
1

B4
2

Bt
1

B42

2 B8
1

B10
1 :1112

16. S (NPio4191)0Pi944. {Np " NP VPm et:11 A17
B8
2

B10
2 B113k,i,2) m'n'l )

where j a 2 if NPisjoi is deleted

17. S -4 (VM)+NPis i+VPi, j+0+VP3+(NPko 42)+(VM)
A B61 B71 B41
18

B6
2

B7
2

B4
2

P
18. S -4 NP +VP +NP +0+VP +

N
11411°2

A
19i,j,1 i,j ivis2 3 (INP

Mon,2
+VP

3 )4. (VM)

19. S - +NPi,j,1 +C +NPk,t',1 +VP2,L+0 +VP3 +VM 420

20. S -oNPi411+VPioj+VM+0+VP3 421

21.
S nil j 14."1 40 +VP3+NPk 2+VP3

422

22. S -4 NPiojo1 +VPiti+A+0+94(VM)

8121
B4

B322 1

B 123
B4

2

B41
A
14 B4

2
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TABLE 37 (continued)

23. s -, NP
i,j,1

+VP
ilj

+CON+0+VP
3 A23

B13
1

B71 'B4
1 B13

224. S -oNP
i,j,1

+VP
ilj

+(NP
kli,2

HVM)+CON+NP
mln,1

+ A24
B72 B142 B13

3

({VP11101+VM9

VP
Mtn

in NP
isj,k

= i = 1,2 = number

j = 1,2,3 = person

k = 1,2 = case

in VPi = i = 1,2 = number

j . 1,2,3 . person

VP
3

> infinitive form (verbs lacking infinitive form
may not be used)

Obligatory transformations:

1. If "VM" is an adverbial phrase of location or direction (for example: here,
up, away, then up, off to the store), or if "VM" is one of these descriptions:

----"hippity-hop", "faster and faster", "swiii7, "swish, swish", "hop, hop",
"splash, splash", "left foot first", "right foot first", and if "VP

i
"

is a form of "to be" or one of these verbs of locomotion: ,j

"walk", "jump", "go", "run", "come", "roll", "buzz", and if NPisill / P, then

(C)+VM+NP
ilj,1

+VP
'14

+... -.)(C)+VM+VP +NP +..
ifjp1

2. If "VM" is "so" and "VP
i i

" is a form of "to be" or "to do", or is: "can",
s

"could", "may", "will", "shall", or "must", then

VM4NP +VP4 -,VM+VP +NP
11 1 iti itiol

3. If "VP
i j

" is a form of "to be", then
l

...+VP
ilj

+NPkli,2 +... isj
+Npk

161
+...

4. If "NP
14,1

" is "what + NP", then

...+ NPi,j11 +VPi,j11 + NP }col!,2+... -4 +Npk
2
+NP

ilj,l
+VPi,j+...

5. If "VP
to./

" is a form of: "to wish", 'to think", "to say", "to guess", or

"to know", then

'14,1
+VP

isj
+NPk2 +VP

3
+... -# ...+NP +VP +NP +VP +...14,1 14 kat]. ka

197
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TABLE 41

Comparison of Total Chi-Sq
for the Grammar for Statements

uares
with Verbs

Text
No. of Statements

Accounted For

Total
Chi-Square

Degrees
of Freedom

Pre-Primers Combined 1072 364.7 2

Gann Primer 892 249.6 8

Scott-Foresman Primer 636 254.2 7

Primers Combined 1528 478.3 26

Ginn Reader 1387 406.3 25

Scott-Foresman Reader 835 206.0 15

Readers Combined 2222 729.2

All Combined 4822 1644.0 61

1°9
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1.16

TABLE h2 (continued)

MERV,

ALL COMBINED

CHI**2 SOURCEEXPECT,

653 668.1 .3 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)
31 54.6 10.2 NP(1)+VP+NP (2)+X

363 324.3 4.6 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VM
47 45.3 .1 C+NP(1)+VP+NP(2)

3.7 C+NP (1 )+VP+NP (2)+X
23 22.0 .0 C+NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VM
88 81.0 .6 VPHAP(1)+VP+NP(2)

1 6.6 4.8 VM4 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+X
38 39.3 .0 VH.NP CD+ VP+NP(2)+VM

108 223.8 59.9 NP(1)+VP
601 354.0 172.4 NP(1)+VP4VM

3 54.7 48.9 NP(1)+VP+X
7 86.5 73.1 NP (1 )+VP+VM+X

20 6.5 27.7 R+NP(1)+VP
1 10.3 8.4 R+NP(1)+VP+VM
0 1.6 R+NP (1)+YP4-X

I 5.3 3.5 EXPECTED FRED, LESS THAN 5,0

0 2.5 It+ NP (1 ) +VP+ VM+X
26 27.1 .0 C+NP (1)+VP
59 42.8 6.1 C+NP(1)+VP+VM

0 6.6 6.6 C+NP(1)+VP+X
2 10.5 6,9 C+ NP(1)+VP+VM+X

268 164.0 65.9 VPH.NP (1)+VP
240 259.5 1.5 VM+ NP (1)+VP+VM

17 40.1 13.3 VM+NP(1)+VP+X
2 63.4 59.5 VPH- NP (1) +VP+ VM+X

124 126.9 .1 VP+NP(2)
34 10.4 53.9 VP +NP(2) +K
27 61.6 19,4 VP+NP(2)+VM
18 12.9 2.0 VPHVP+NP(2)
3 1.1 VM4 VP+NP (2)+X

13 6.3 7.3 VM+VP+NP(2)+VM
95 214.5 66.6 VP

253 339.2 21.9 VP+VM
221 82.9 230.0 VP+VM+X

3 8.4 3.5 VM+ VP+ VM+
156 52.4 204,7 VP +K

4 5,3 .3 VP1+ VP+X

4, 21.8 14.5 VM+ VP
23 34.4 3.8 VM4- VP+ VM

13 13.0 .0 NP(1)+VP+VM+NP(2)
7 7.0 .0 NP (1 )+ VM+ VP+ VM
9 9.0 .0 C+VM+NP(1)+VP

28 52,5 11.4 VP+C+VP
72 38.2 30.0 VP+C+ VP+NP (2)
25 25.5 .0 VP+C+ VP+VM
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TABLE 42 (continued)

8 4.3 VP+C+ VP+X

11 7.9 1.3 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

3 18.5 13.0 VP+C+VP+NP(2)+VM
6 3.1 VP+C+ VP+ NP (2) 0

23 11.2 12.4 NP(I) +VP +C +VP

13 8.2 2.9 NP (1 )+VP+C+VP+NP(2)
13 17.7 1.3 VP (1 ) + VP+C+VP+ VM

1 12.9 11.0 NP(1)+VP+C+VP+NP(2)+VM
0 23.6 7.8 NP(1)+C+NP(1)+VP
19 17.2 .2 NP (1 )+C+NP(1)+VP+NP (2)
12 27.2 8.5 WP(! )+C+NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VM
39 37.3 .1 NP(1)+C+NP (1 )+VP+VM
21 2.4 VII*NP(1)+C+NP(1)+VP

27 5.5 83.7 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

4 1.7 NP (1 )4-C+NP (1)+VP+NP (2)

2 2.6 NP (1 )+C+NP (1 )+VP+NP (2)+VM

9 3.8 VINIAP(1)+C+NP(1)+VP+VM

15 8.3 5.4 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

15 10.0 2.5 VP+NP (2) FC+NP (2)

0 15.8 15.8 VP+NP(2)+C+NP (2)+VM
33 11.5 40.4 NP (1 )+VP+NP (2)+C+NP (2)
6 18.2 8.1 NP (1 )+VP+NP (2)+C+NP (2)+VM
0 1.0 Vii14011P+NP (2)+C+ NP (2 )

1 1.6 VP* VP+NP (2)+C+NP (2) +VM

6 1.2 (1 )+VP+NP (2)+C+NP (2)
0 1.8 VM*NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+C+NP.(2)+VM

7 5.6 .3 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

62 63.2 .0 NP (1 )+VP+A

10 14.0 1.2 NP(1)+VP+VM4-A
6 5.2 .1 NP(1)+VP+A+1(
0 1.1 NP(1 )+VP+VM4.A+X

31 30.7 .0 NP( 1 )+VP+A+VM
12 6.8 3.9 NP (1 )+VP+VM4-A+VM
5 5.0 .0 VP+ VM.I. A+X

7 7.7 .1 NP (1 )+ VP+A+0+VP
13 12.3 .0 NP (1 )+ VP+A+0+VP+ VM

42 20.4 22.8 VP+NP(2)+VP
32 32.3 .0 %/HAP (2)+VP+VM
15 23.5 3.1 NP (1 )+VP+NP(2)+VP
29 37.2 1.8 NP (1 )+ VP+NP (2)+VP+VM
0 2.1 VI* VP+ NP (2) + VP

0 3.3 ;Alf VP+ NP (2)+ VP+ VM

1'

0 6.5 6.5 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0
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TABLE 42 (continued)

0 2.4 VM4NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VP
7 3.8 Vii4-NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VP+VM

7 6.2 .1 EXPECTED FREQ. LOSS THAN 5.0

18 11.2 4.2 VP+NP(2)+VP+NP(2)
15 17.7 .4 VP+NP(2)+VP+NP(2)+VM
15 12.9 .4 NP(I) +VP +NP(2) +VP +NP(2)
14 20.3 2.0 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+VP+NP(2)+VM
21 24.6 .5 VP+NP(2)+NP(1)+VP

2 5.5 2.2 VP+NP(2)+NP(1)+VP+VM
0 2.0 VP+NP(2)+NP(1)+VP+0+VP

39 28.3 4.1 NP(I) +VP +NP(2) +NP(l) +VP
5 6.3 .3 NP(I) +VP +NP(2) +NP(I) +VP +VM
2 2.4 NM )+VP+NP(2)+NP(1)+VP+0+VP
5 8.9 1.7 VP+RP(2)+NP(1)+VP
8 2.0 VP+RP(2)+NP(1)+VP+VM

10 6.4 2.1 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

0 .7 VP+RP (2)+NP (1 )+VP+0+VP
7 10.2 1.0 NP(1)+VP+RP(2)+NP(1)+VP
I 2.3 NP(1)+VP+RP(2)+NP(1)+VP+VM
4 .9 NP(1)+VP+RP(2)+NP(1)+VP+0+VP

33 59.6 11.9 NP(I) +VP +0 +VP
92 43.4 54.5 NP(I) +VP +0 +VP +NP(2)
31 68.6 20.6 NP(1)+VP+0+VP+NP(2)+VM

110 94.3 2.6 NP(1)+VP+0+VP+VM
9 6.1 1.4 %/M AP (1)+VP+0+VP
7 4.4 VM+ NP (1 )+VP+0+VP+NP (2 ).

12 8.3 1.7 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

0 7.0 7.0 VM+NP(1)+VP+0+VP+NP(2)+VM
9.6 .2 VM+ NP(1)+VP+0+VP+VM

25 17.0 3.7 NP(I) +VP +NP(2) +0 +VP
21 10.1 11.9 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+0+VP+NP(2)

0 .0 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+0+VP+NP(2)+VP
19 27.0 2.3 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+0+VP+VM

5 15.9 7.5 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+0+VP+NP(2)+VM
0 .0 NP(1) +VP +NP(2) +0 +VP +NP(2) +VP +VM
5 5.0 .0 NP(1)+C+NP(1)+VP+0+VP+VM
5 5.0 .0 NP(1)+VP+VM+0+VP
9 9.0 .0 NP(1)+VP+0+VP+NP(2)+VP

5 5.0 .0 NP(1)+VP+CON+0+VP
0 2.9 NP(1)+VP+CON+NP(1)
5 2.9 NP (1 )+VP+CON+NP (1 )+VP

5 5.8 .1 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

6 1,6 NM )+VP+CON+NP(1)+VP+VM
0 2.1 NP(1)+VP+NP(2)+CuN+NP(1)
0 2.1 2 e(1)+VP+NP (2)+CON+NP (1)+VP
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TABLE 142 (continued)

6 5.8 .0 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

0 1.1 NP(1)+VP+NP (2)+CON+NP (1)+VP+VM
8 4.6 NM )+VP+VMS.CON+NP (I )

8 5.8 .9 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS. TH4N 5.0

R 4.6 NP(1)+VP+VM000N+NP(1)+VP
1 2.5 NM )+VP+VM+CON+NP(1)+VPORI

9 7.1 .5 EXPECTED :'REQ. LESS THAN 5.0

5 3.4 NP(1)+VP+HP(2)+VM4CON+NP(1)
0 3.4 NM )+VP+NP(2)+VM+CON+NP(1)+VP

5 6.7 .4 EXPECTED '7REQ. LESS THAN 5.0

0 1.8 NM )+VP+.1P (2)+VPI*CON+NP (1 )+VP+VM

0 2.0 RESIDUAL

4022 4822.0 1644.0 TOTAL

61 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

2
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TABLE 47

The Categorial Grammar for Noun Phrases

Rewrite rule: a -4a/p,
Premises from which derivations are possible: n

Premises from which no derivations are possible: p, g

Primitive categories: n

Categories: n (noun)
g (proper noun)
p (pronoun)

t (article)
n/n (adjective)

Obligatory transformations:

a) If "n" is "something", n/n,n -4 n,n/n
b) If "n/n" is "what" or "all", t,n/n,n.4 n/n,t,n
c) If "n/n

1
" is "what" or "all", to/n,n/n2,n -4 n/nipt,n/n2,n

Optional transformation: Any statement derivable from "n" may begin with
an article, "t".

Parameters: A
1
-A

3'
premise choice parameters

S
1
-S

2,
stopping parameter

T
1
-T

2'
optional transformation parameter

2: 7
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TABLE 48

Derivations from the Categorial Grammar for Noun Phrases

Type Derivation

P g

N n

A+N n-4n/no

A+A+N n-on/n,n--on/n,n/n,n

T4-11 n + transformation

T+A +N n-4n/n,n + transformation

T+A+A+N n -on/n,n -on/no/no + transformation

A+A+A+N n n -4n/n,n/n,ri -0n/n,n/n,n/n, n

Theoretical
Probability

A
2

A
3

ohs Os NT
1'0/ 1 2 2

A1(11)311S2N-1T2

(NNs 2s N-2
1'2/ 1 2

T
2

A ()s Os NT
1 0 1 2 1

11 1

ls

2
N-1T

Al(11)512S2N-2T1

A ebs 3s N-3T
d 1 2 2
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TABLE 50

Observed and Expected Frequencies, Cbi-Square Contritutions,
and Total Chi-Squares for each Section of the Corpus for the

Categorial Grammar for Noun Phrases

GI NN PRE-PRIMER

08SERV . EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

230 230.0 .0 P

254 254.0 .0 G

76 70.6 .4 N

23 31.1 2.1 A+N
.9 A+A+N

121 117,7 .1 T+N
42 51.8 1,8 T+A+N
17 9.5 5,9 T+A+A+N

1 .6 A+A+A+N

1.6 RESIDUAL

772 772.0 11..3 TOTAL

3 DEGREES OF' FREEDOM

OBSERV,

SCOTT-FOR ESMA N PRE-PRIMER

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

424 424.0 .0 P
132 132.0 .0 G

33 36.9 .4 N

24 19.4 1.1 A+N
4 4.2 A+A+N

36 33.2 .2 T+N
14 17.5 .7 T+A+N

5 3.8 T+A+ A+ N

9 8.1 .1 EXPECTED FREQ. LESS THAN 5.0

0 .5 A+A+A+ N

0 1,0 RESI DUAL

672 672.0 2.5 TOTAL

2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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TABLE 50 (continued)

PRE-PRIMERS COMBINED

MERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

654 654.0 ,0 P

386 386.0 .0 G

109 108.1 .0 N

47 50.2 .2 A+N
12 9.7 .5 A+A+N

157 150.3 .3 T+N
56 69.7 2.7 T+A+N
22 13.5 5.4 T+A+A+N

1 1,0 A+A+A+N

1 2.5 RESIDUAL

1444 1444.0 9.1 TOTAL

3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

GI NN PRY MER

08SER V. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

727 727.0 .0 P
286 286,0 .0 G

86 130,4 15.1 N
123 107,3 2.3 A+N
56 36.8 10.0 A+A+N

227 170.7 18,6 T+N
99 340.4 12.2 T+A+N
43 48.1 .5 T+A+A+N
17 6.7 15.7 A+A+A+N

0 10.5 10..5 RESIDUAL

1664 1664.0 85.0 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FR EEDOM

211
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TABLE 50 (continued)

OBSERV.

SCOTT-FORESMAN PRIMER

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

784 784.0 .0 P
1 220 220.0 .0 G

63 103,0 15,5 N
110 R2.8 8,9 A+N
43 27.7 8.4 A+A+N
153 121.8 8.0 T+N
78 97.9 4.1 T+A+N
28 32.8 .7 T+A+A+N
3 5.0 A+A+A+N

3 12.0 6,7 RESIDUAL

1482 1482.0 52.3 TOTAL

4 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

OBSERV.

PRIMERS COMBINED

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

1511 1511.0 .0 P
506 506,0 .0 G
149 233.3 30.5 N
233 190.1 9.7 A+N
99 64.6 18,4 A+A+N

380 292.5 26.2 T+N
177 238,3 15.8 T+A+N
71 80.9 1,2 T+A+A+N
20 11.7 5.9 A+A+A+N

0 17.5 17.5 RESIDUAL

3146 3146,0 125,1 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

212
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TABLE 50 (continued)

OBSERV.

GI NN READER

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

1143 1143.0 .0 P
473 473.0 .0 G
215 296.3 22.3 N
238 210.6 3.6 A+N
103 62.4 26.5 A+A+N
556 452.1 23.9 T+N
243 321.3 19.1 T+A+N
86 95.2 .9 T+A+A+N
24 9.9 20.3 A+A+A+N

0 17.4 17.4 RESIDUAL

3081 3081.0 133.9 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

SCOTT-FORESMAN READER

(MERV. EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

997 997.0 .0 P
323 323.0 .0 G
239 376.3 50.1 N
370 259.0 47.5 A+N
97 74.3 6.9 A+A+N

430 317.4 40,0 T+N
148 218.5 22.7 T+A+N
31 62.7 16.0 T+A+A+N
16 11.4 1,9 A+A+A+N

0 11.4 11.4 RESIDUAL

2651 2651.0 196.6 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

213
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TABLE 50 (continued)

OBSERV,

READERS COMBINED

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

2140 2140.0 .0 P
796 796.0 .0 G
454 671.5 70.4 N
608 470.1 40.4 A+N
200 137.1 28.8 "k+A+14
986 770.5 60.3 T+N
391 539.4 40.8 T+A+N
117 157,4 10.4 T+A+A+N
40 21.3 16.3 A+A+A+N

0 28.6 28.6 RESIDUtL

5732 5732.0 296.1 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

MERV.

ALL COMBINED

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

4305 4305.0 .0 P

1688 1688.0 .0 G
712 1011.0 88.4 N
888 714.5 42.1 A+N
311 210.4 48.1 A+A+N
1523 1208.4 81.9 T+N
624 854.0 61.9 T+A+N
210 251.5 6.8 T+A+A+N
61 33.0 23.7 A+A+A+N

0 46.2 46.2 RESIDUAL

10322 10322 399,3 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

1
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TABLE 50 (continued)

OBSERV.

ALL COMBINED (N:5)

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

4305 4305.0 .0 P
1688 1688.0 .0 G
712 1003.1 84.5 N
8R8 726.0 36.1 A+N
311 210.2 48.4 A +A +N
1523 1198.9 87.6 T+N
624 867.7 68.5 T+A+N210 251.2 6.8 T+A+A+N
61 30.4 30.7 A+A+A+N

0 41.4 41.4 RESIDUAL

10322 10322 403.9 TOTAL

S DEGREES OF FREEDOM

OBSERV.

ALL COMBINED (N=7)

EXPECT. CHI**2 IRCE

4305 4305.0 .0 P
168! 1688.0 .0 0
712 1016.5 91.2 N
P8c1 706.5 46.6 A+141
311 210.5 48.0 A+A+N

1523 1215.0 78.! T+N
624 844.4 57.5 T+A+N
210 251.5 6.9 T+A+A+N
61 34.8 19.7 A+A+A+N

0 49.6 49,6 RESIDUAL

10322 10322 397.7 TOTAL

5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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TABLE 50 (continued)

OBSERV.

ALL COMBINED (N:8)

EXPECT. CHI**2 SOURCE

4305 4305.0 .0 P
1688 1688.0 .0 G
712 1020.6 93.3 N
88R 700.6 50.1 A+N
311 210.4 48.1 A+A+N
1523 1219.9 75.3 T+N
624 837.4 54.4 T444N
210 251.5 6.9 T+A+A+N
61 36.1 17.1 A+A+A+N

0 52.2 52.2 RESIDUAL

10322 10322 397.5 TOTAL

.5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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1.

0 This paper extends a formal theory of language learning to transfor-

mational component°. Learning procedures which are psychologically more

suggestive than these previously ntsdied are shown to yield positive

results under formally specified conditions. Part 1 iutroduces the general

class of problems to be studied; part 2 states and discusses various

possible assumptions; and part 3 is a forral proof fora pe icular case

of interest.

1 Introduction

A formal theory of langusse learning has been proposed (Gold, 1957),

in which the learner is presented wIth a sequence of data nO, must guess,

after each datsm, what language of a given class he is encountering. He

is never told eilether his geese is correct but if his guessing sequence

conserges, he is said to succeed. More specifically, if his procedure must

in all cases lead to a correct gueze sooner or later, and then stay correct,

then the procedure "identifies-in-the-limit" that class of languages.

Note that the problem facing the learner (child, programepluscomputer,

or Turing machine) is to select a language from a class of languages. If

the class consists of a single language, then the learner can, trivially,

succeed instantly sieply by always guessing that lea/gunge, even though the

language iteeif is exceedingly com:stex. Thus it is maningless to ask

whether a particular leuguage is identifiable; we ask only about classes.

If the data are only the co-:sect seetences, then Gold shows that

there is no learning procedure for any of the classes of languages commonly

studied in connection with natural language. That is, the ccntext-sensitive,

context-free and even the finite-state gralesers.all of which have been

proposed as models of the base for transformational grammar correspond to

22o



2.

languav clauses Vetch are not learnable in this sense. On the other hand,

for the so-called "informant" preeeatation scheme which also includes all

possible inutences of nonsentences, labeled as such, the above cleaves and

even the class of primitive recursive languaaes ie identifiable in the limit.

In view of the premlnent role of transformational geenrdee in current

linguistic research we huge investigated the identifiability of a certain

clese of treeeformational mappings. It is necessary in chin context to

speak of mappinees, not lengunges, in order to Indicate precisely what the

learner is required to aecoeplieh. If we ask only that he select a language

from a class, tEen we falSt be satisfied if he gives us a correct representa-

tion of the set of surface etring, with no indication of which of them goes
1,0

with which base phraseellarkee. I?or example, the learner might provide a

"snrfaee gre az" vhich generates all and oelj the surface strings. To

accept such a result is to ignore a tenet of transformational theory that

the mapping of particlar deep structures to perticular utterances is part

of lingeistic ccapetence.

In this connection we introduce the notIon of mode ate eguivalenee.

Two transforeational components ene moderately equivalent with respect to

a given base greener iff for each phrase-marker of the base the two respec-

tive derived structures (obtained by transforniue the hese phrese-marker

with the two component s, respectively) have the geme teeninal string. This

definition diC:ere from strong eqainalence in that the two derived pm's need

not be identical, and it differs from weak equivalence in that the mapping

end not just the serfece language is preeerved, as discussed in the preced-

ing peragreph.

To select the correct meber of a class of Temappings it is sufficient

to specify one tie bur of the set of moderately equivalent T-co mponentb which
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accomplish that mapping, just as, in the cope of, sty, cfl's it is euffident

to specify one of the weakly equivalent cfg's that generate it. We shall

deal only with procedures in which the learner guesses at the mapping by

guessing a T-conponent, and therefore tae` the terra grammar-class and

napping class interehangeably.

No mention'hasbeen mode of the learning of the bee. It is of course

possible to seek conditions under which both the base and the T-component

can be found, but attention is here restricted to the T-component. That is,

we make the assumption, discussed in the next section, that the base is known

to the learner iron the outset.

Let T be a class of trensformationel mappings, I a schemaof informa-
I

tion presentation, C a critesion convergence ar learning, and P a learning

procedure. We Geek quadruples <T, I, C, Pe such that T is learnable in

sense C by applyimg P to information about T of form I.

There is a vast array of positive and negative results which can be

obtained along these lines, some of which are trivial and others of which

are nontrivial but uninteresting. Interestinguess of the results depends

on adequacy of T as a model of natural, language; the strength of C; and the

plausibility of P and I, judged by implications for human development,

simplicity, efficiency, or as a starting point, subjective reasonableness.

P is of part!c.ular interest since it can be regarded as a theory of

learning, though it is premature to seriously seggeet any of the P's looked

at so far as such. Certain results can be obtained using enumeration proce-

dures, but if taken as medels of hue= language learning, they have bizarre

implications, discussed in the next section.

222
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2 Discuseion of Assumptions

In the preceding section we noted that our interest would be in

quadruplet consisting of a grampar (or mapping) clsos, a presentation

scheme, a learning criterion and a procedure. The results cited from Gold

show that learnabil :ty depends crucially on the data presented as well as

on language class. We note in 2.2 below that even a chenge in the kind of

data aeouence, with no change in the claeo of data can have a striking

te

effect on what procedure nay he used. Such differences in procedure are

not of importance in proofs of Turing machine capability, but nay bear

importantly on ehe' plausibility of a modal for human language acquisition.

Learnability may also hinge on what criteria are used. Some,plreliminary

studies in that area have been =de by Feldman (1969), but it is not one

of our principal concerns here. The four subsections which follow deal

---Yeapaeti7ely with the four aspects mentioned in the first sentence of this

section.

2.1 The Glees of TrnasforNutional C=4=1"

The base grammar is taken from the.cless, called eCFG, of context-free

grammars in which the start symbol, 5, is an essential recursive element.

That is, recursion occurs only through 5, so that any two occurencen of a

non-terninal symbol on the SErile path of a base phraae-varker rust be sepa-

rated by an S.

Gold also shows ouch a revile, but the restriction he places on the
data sequence is scJare and the result is therefore of diminished interest.
Gold recognizes thio in referring to that presentation scheme is "anomalous
text." Men citing Gold's reeults we implicitly eaclude this case.

223
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5.

The transfornational component Is first applied to sub trees dominated

by bottcm most S'n in the base phrase7a=her. Other S-do nated sub-Mann

are transformed only after all those within them have been transformed. A

singulary transfeamation Is one which refero only to aodes dominated by

no S other than the root-S of the subtaee being transformed. A binary trans-

formation may refer -o nodes dominated by at moat one S other than that

root S, in the subtaee being transformed. Only singulaay and binary tram-

foroations are allowed. Uhen a binary traneformation takes nodes out from

under an S those nedea must, under certain coaditices, be marked as ineli-

gible for future tazasforming. The partioulav conditions are motivated by

specific studies Engliah and are also used in the proof of idantifiability.
Y.I

All transfoaaatione are ohligatory. Onl:, one transformation may apply

at any given lcael. That is, in order to taaasforla an S-de rainaoad subtree,

check whether ther: la acca proper analycia of that sub tree, conaisting only

of currently eligible nodes, ohich fits tLe structure/ description of one

of the transformations in the Tacomponent. if so then the structural change

indicated by the taansformatioa is carzicat oat; if not, no change is made.

In the principal than cm it is aanaaad t'aat there will naoer be tuo trans-

formation which both are applicable at the na-aa point and vhich give con-

flicting results. The saae result can alee be shown in the case where there

is a precedence caclering over trannforva:Lions so that whichever applicable

tranefoamation coaaa earlier In the ordering is the one which in used. A

slightly EGYe CanIUZ inarrIng paoceeuaa ie used in the lattar case.

Seqaential roppiication of tore than ola transforaation at thn same

levc/ is not alloua. rormally this requircaant is a restriction on the

class of T-coovonsats since it has been shown (Ginsburg and Parten, 109)

that there are naquanaes of transformations which aahieve atauctural changes
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unattainable by a single tranaformatioa. Still one might put forth an

empirical claim that such situations do not occar in natural language. But

if we are going to hriag in linguiatia considerations then it muse be admit-

ted that descriptions o2 natural language will be complicated enormously by

this assumption. For eaaaple, suppoae in sona language there is a passive

transformation, T , and a queetion transforaation, Ty. Further imagine that

there are passive questions which can be formulated by applying both T and

Tq succesaively at the same level. Although it may be formally possible to

create a new transformation by composition of T and T(1, such a move would

be counter to tha aim of economy of description. In fact, it has been argued

that pessivieation itself is appropriately described as a coMposite of two

siapler transfotmationo (Chomsky, I968).

Soma parts of tha foregoing description of the class of grammara are

based on properties suagested by transforaatioaal linguista in other con -

Lento; acma nre not. Of particular inteeest are the restrictions on node-

raising noted above ani azde precise. in section 3. Those have not bean

mentioned in previoaa work but app:,,.ae to be true at least for English. If

our observation is eubatantiated it pill mean that tha formal study of

acquisition boa provided an 5.111.4ight into the required language structure.

2.2 The Information Pranaatatioa Seheme

Learning traaaforaaeional graaaar appearo iratuie.ve.ly to be a formidable

task, one requiring a rich inforantion aosrce. Moreover, to reatrict.the

learner tawoylaing only with euaface strings or evea with sentential and

non-seutantial stringo distinctively labeIod (Gold's "informant") is to

deprive him of resourcan available to children and linpists. The fact that

a child's first words refer to the objects and scenarios ("bye-bye", "allgone")

225
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of his experience is ample procf that he attends not merely to utterance

but to weaning as well. As for the linguist, there is a reason whir the

Rosetta Stone was such a big find. That is, even if one is equipped with

distributional analysis, it is helpful to have meaning available.

On the formal aide, since the class of transformational grammars includes

the clans of fag's, identifiebility from surface strings alone is impossible.

Furthermore, Peters and Ritchie (1970) have shown that the addition of a

certain class of trensforeationsto even a ample finite state base yields

the power of a Turing machine. This result, together with Cold's, shows

that this class of T-grams is not /earnnble even from an informant. It

is thus necessaey eithey to decreeee the pewee of T-coeponent or to increase

the richness of the information source, or both, if T-- grammar is to be learn-

able according to our Criteria. We have done both: the restrictions on the
1114

T-component eee described in the preceding subsection; here we describe the

enriched information.'

We assume that the base gree.ear is known to the learner at the outset.

The universal base hypothesis not be defended here; we only note that

it is consistent with our assumption. Another interpretation.of.rthis assunp-

Lion might be that although the base. is not present at the start, to particu-

lar transformatiou is learned only after the related portion of the base is,

learned. Certainly kernel sentences, which are "closer" to the base, seem

to be learned before non-kernel sentences.

The Information presentation consists of a sequence of ordered pairs.

The first element of eaCh pair is a base phrazeemarker, while the second is

a surface string. If one believes in generative sewantice, then ouch infor-

mation is meaning - plea - utterance. It scans doubtful that the

receives cs input the precise meanies of each sentence as it is spoken,

independently of the utterance.

Even for our restricted version of T-gremmar, the associated language
class is not identifiable in the licit from surface strings ([feeler and
Hamburger, 1970).
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We may alternatively suppose that the child learns from responses to

his own output. To make this notion clearer, suppose that in order to

communicate a child first formulates an idea and then translates it into an

utterance. If the idea constitutes a base phrase-marker and the translation

is accomplished by using a not-yet perfect transformational component, then

the resulting utterance may be close enough to the correct one (which would

have resulted from using a correct T-component) so that an adult can figure

out what is intended and supply the correct utterance. Tir:s adult utterance

would then be the second member of the ordered pair making up a datum; the

first being the base pm.

A possible objection to the idea of correction by adults is the conten-

tion by observers of children that corrections are ignored. lvidence cited

for this position is typically that children repeat errors soon after bein;

corrected. Thin: objection can be answered in several ways. If the error f.s

the result of wing a wrong transformation (arising from, say, a previous

over-generalization) then our procedure can result in the rejection of Na

transformation used. If the child picks the wrong one to throw cut, then

he will still err on that sentence, thcugh in a different way. Also, unless

the repetition is a eentence identical to the first, the child may have

acted on the correction but done so by hypothesizing a transformation of

too limited generality. Thus "repeated errors" nay not really be repeti-

time from the viewpoint of the childs' developing grammar.

Amore fundamental objection to the idea of correction by adults is

that, if taken seriously, it requires that a theory of correction be pre-

cisely stated. That is, we must specify just how it is that adults convert

a child-sentence into the appropriate adult-sentence. In a way this proposal
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converts the problem of how a child learns adult language into the comple-

mentary problem of how an adult learns a child language. We may escape this

circular reasoning by ouppooing that the latter problem, which is easier

than the former, is done at /east partly by the "input" method described

above. In this way, adult and child would share the computational burden.

The presentation scheme consists of choosing a dots m pair from the set

of all correct datum pairs according to a fined probability distribution.

Each pair has a fixed non-zero probability of occurrence regardless of how

of tea it has appeared previously. This kind of scheme appears to run counter

to the notion of corrected output, discussed above, in which the learner

determines what datum comes next by picking a base phraseemarker. However,

if the learner requires a particular datum, he can use the strategy of

waiting until it appeees again. For each datum the probability of this

strategy failing forever is sero. Conversely if he is allowed to determine

the order of presentetien he can choose to do so randomly.

A probabilistic information source iesures that any particular datum

will always appear: again, so it is utmecessary to save all previous data.

This is certainly a desirable coauevence for a model of human learning.

Although a child may retain sore data in raw form for chile, it would

ceatainlybe unjustified to require retention of all data throughout learning.

2.3 Criterion

Probabilistic presentation requires a probabiliseic criterion of learning.

A language class is identifiable iu the-limitewith-probability-1 with respect

to a probabilistic presentation echemo if there exists a learning procedure
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such that for any member of the claee there is a eubset, of measure 1, of

the set of preaentation sequences, for which tlal procedure identifies-in-

the-limit the languege.

2.4 Froceelure

2.4.1 Comperison Entrileration

The learning procedure introdeced here affers from enumeration in at

least three ways, all of tihich are related to its plausibility as a model

of human learning. First it dons not require storage of all previous data;

this aspect wee diecuseed at the end of 2.2.

Second and most importantly, it does not engage in the wholesale reject

of T-components. With the advent of each new datum, there io'a computation

based solely on that datum together wit0 the currently hypothesized set of

tranaformations, The result of that computation is to reject a single trans-

formation frcm the hypothesized set, to add a new one to it or to leave the

set unaltered. ("New" here simply means "not currently a member;" the added

transformation nay have been hypothesieed and discarded previously). The

procedure actually specifies several candidates for hypothesization (adding

to the currently guessed set) and several for rejection, the choice among

alternatives to be made probabilistically. Since the probabilities can be

assigned in a variety of ways we actually have a family of procedures; so

different allowable methods of assigning probabilities may be thought of as

heuristics, any of which will yield identifiability, some being more effiCient

than others in certain situations. Whatever the probabilistic scheme, we

emphasize theta datum can affect only a single rule, not as with enumeration,
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reject an entire component only to neemino a new component chomen aebitravily

from an a priori enumeration scheme untelated to any of the data prevented.

A third objection to enumeration which in overcome by the procedure

used here has to do with the discovery of inverted morpheme. A learner,

even if he has the base evermar, has no knowledge of the cet of inserted

morphemes at the outset.. Thus he cennot acteally construct an enumeration

of T-componeets unless he makes no :te essumption about what that net in.

Since the set differs for different natural languages, it is not reasonable

to suppose that knowledge of the exact set is part of the learner's initial

information.

Two alternative aseemptions suegest themselves, both of them uncatis-

factory though for different reason:. First we might aseuee:initial know-

ledge of the class of ell morphemes which could possibly be inserted in any

language. This would amount to knowledge of a universal discrete phonologl.-

cal alphabet, ass ling cne eeists. The enueeration would then include all

componeata consisting of transforentions calling for insertion in all pos-

sible ways of all passible combinations of morphetes, each morpheme consis-

ting of any possible sequence of phoeseee taken from the universal phono-

logical alphabet. The reader may Judge the plausibility of this procedure

for himself.

Another possible solution to the morpheme discovery problem for an

enumeration procedure is to begin by using en enumeration with the set of

inserted morphemes aesueed tc be empty. Thereafter, each time a new taorphame

is encountered in the date, that morpheme is added to the net of iteerted

morphemes and a new enumeration of T-componenta is begun with this vegmanted

morpheme class aesumed to be correct. It can be seen that this procedure
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1.2.

makes no use of my information gleaned from data prior to the presentation

of tha laot morpheme, except to extract the correct eet of morphemeo. (Note

that its computation lord duri.n3 this period is no lighter than normal since

it never knows whether the period is over).

The procedure used here incorpoentc new morphemes into trensformations

In the game way that it handles permutution, deletion and copying. Any

transformation which is hypothesized mu3t he eppliceble to the current dettea,

and we will nee that eventually data appear for which some possible hypoth-

eses insert that morpheme. The identifiebiliey proof of course ehows more

then that morphtmes find their way into the Tcomponent. But that aspect is

emphaeized in this connection to compare our method to enumeration. The

point is that we handle morphemes in n straightforward integToied part of

.the procedure, ithout making a special liet 2or them and restarting the

procednre each time a new ono appears.

2.4.2 Description of Enocedure

The procedure operates on each cuccoxsive datum to produce a set of

transformations which may be hypothesieed cad a set which may be rejected.

It then Chooses one re.udcnly from ameng them and adds it to or removes it

from the current component. The "current component", which constitutes the

cnirent guess, is the cot of all current transformationz, together with a

fixed (a priori correct) cat of meta-rules concerning application.

The base phi:nee-meeker which constitutes the first half of each datum

is transformed according to the current Tcompoaent. If the resulting

derived phrastenarker hart a terminel string identical to the correct surface

otring given ao the second half of the input dame, then no change is made
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in the clrrent component. This insures that when the correct napping (that

is, the correct '!component or any component moderately equivalent to it) is

found, no further changes rill be made. It will then be neceeenry only to

show thet the expected value of the time at which the correct mapping is

fouad is finite.

If on the other hand the cement component ensigns to the Input hese

pheace-narker a vrons, surface string or if the component is ambiguous in its

treeteeent of that phrase-marker, then the operation of the component up to

the point of error discovery is examined. Error in this connection is said

to be discovered at the lowest point in the pm where enbiguous application

is encountered or else, in the case of a wrong derived string, nt the top ref

the phrase-marker. 'Zech Application (up to that point) of Ore current compo-

nent to en Sedoeinaeni subtree =mints either of no transforming oz else

the application of a single trasafoelestion. Any transformation which has

been applied is a caedidete for rejection. For each 8-dominated subtree

Vetere no tranefote.etion was applied, create candidate hypotheses by using

the hypothesieer E(p,t) were p is tliet 8-dominated cubteee, t is a terminal

string and U(p,t) coenists of all poosible treneforoations which traneform

p into a phreze-marker with terreinal string t. The terminal noting t to be

used is the correct etriace strin2., a, ac part of input, whenever p is

the sebteee which is the entire derieeel phrase-learher (that is ,hen working

at the top level). Otherwise, a "string-preserving" transformation is

bypothesived; that is, t is taken to be the terminal string of p.

Thio is 'not the allowable embigeity of many pheaceemarkers napping to
a sieele surface otring, but meth; r its converse, which for oblieAtory T's
is not allowable.
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The particular spacificatioas of this procedure, though reasonable,

are not obviotu or more ratural than many others one could envision. They

are not motivated by aey direct attempt to model what might be human proce-

dures. Whet is claimed for them, rather, is that taken together they achieve

formal learning without eehlbiting the undesirable characteristics cited for

enumeration.

3.1 Outline of Proof

The varioes possible current compeneato ere reseeded as states of a

Markov chain and the various probabilities of moving from one state to

aeoeher are investigated with a view to putting lower bouada on some of theme.

It was noted eeelier thee once an acceptable component (one ioderately

equivalent to the correct ono) becomes the cuerent coeponent it is always

guessed thereafter. In the proof this is re-phrased as the statement that

---any-acceptable coeoonent corresponds to an absorbing state. It is then

shown that there is a path from any possible current component to some

acceptable component, such that the path is shorter than some pro-assigned

uppee bound and such that each step of the path has probability greater

than sere pre-assigned is at bound. We now state this foreally. Let Q be

the set of statea coeeeepondiug to passible current conpcnents. Let A be

the set of states corresponding to acceptable cemponente. Then
--e

(3p) (:3) (VqeQ) (3aEA) (3r5 k)

(34x9 429 qr_1(Q) (gqi+114i) it P9

for 051 5 r-1, where qo ie gand qt, e a).
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Not all sets of allowable traneformetions constitute possible current

components. According to the meta-rules we are impcseng on transformational

components, if two transformations have the same structural description then

either there is a datum for which they conflict or else one of them in super -

*
Owes. it is thus a desirable trait of the procedure used here that it

can never have two such transformations. This follows frcm the fact that

hypothasizationo are always bared on (pertially transformed) phrase-markers

to which no ctoeat transformation applies.'

The use of only singulary and binary transformations together with the

restrictions on raising results in a bound on the number of operationally

distinguishable proper analyses of phrase- -markers even though there are

infinitely many base- and derived- phrnse-marLers. It follows that there

is also a bound on the numher of structural descriptions which fit these

proper analyses. This latter fact together w:Lth the considerations of the

preceding paragraph gives a bound on the size of the current component.

A crucial and complicated piece of the argument is to show that any

component which makes some mistake must rake one on some datum of degree

less than some pre - assigned value. The details of the proof of this point

appear to provide no particular linguistic insicht. We conclude from it

that any non-acceptable cceeponeet will be revealed as such by one of a

fin:? to set of data, hence with lower-bounded probebility. That finite set

of data is the set of all data with base phrase-marker of degree Zees then

a particular pre-assigned value which is determined solely by the given

base component.

We have been speaking up to this point of acceptable colaponents. At

this point we arbitrarily single cut some particular acceptable component

7.;

"deeirable" with respect to the class of T-components as defined.
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and henceforth
*
call it the "correct component." At an arbitrary point in

time let the current component be any possible non-acceptable component.

Than, as assereed above, there is a lower bound on the probability that the

next datum is both incompatible with the current component and of degree less

than some upper bound.

From boundedness of degree it is shown that the number of transforma-

tions which the learning procedure puts forth as candidates for rejection

or hypothesication is boended. Among the candidates for rejection and

hypothesization there may he one (or more) which is a candidate to cove the

"right" way with respect to the component we have singled out as "correct."

That is perhaps (a) one of the candidates for rejection is not in the

correct component or (b) one of the candidates for hypothesization is in
4t 4

the correct component. Working up from the bottom of the phrase-marker,

the first S-dominated sub-phrasa-marker which is handled incorrectly

gives rise to the first maistaken structure (partially-derived phrase-marker).

at ,one hand if this first mistaken structure arriees from application of a

transformation then that transformation is a candidate for rejection (so are

all other traneasrmations used on the datm). Cn the other hand if the

first mistaken, structure is a result omission, there being no applicable

transformation even though the correct component contains an applicable

transformation, T, then there are two possibilities: either T is string-

preserving with respect to the particular sb-phrase-maeker- or it is not.

We could jest as well have eiegired it out at the outset, by phraeing
the problem as one of fiedieg either the correct component or ,one moderately
equivalent to it, instead of saying we would look for a capping. The
locations are equivalent.
**

If there are mistakes in several non - overlap ping sub-phreseemarkers
then none is uniquely "first" but any of them will do for this argument.
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If it is, then T is a candidate hypotheeis, accorUing to the procedure; if

not then there is another datum, of lower degree then the one being considered

(hence also with probability exceeding the lower bound), which is also

incompatible with the current component. This lower-degree datum is the one

whose base phramemarker is formed from that of the original datum (which

we have been dealing with up to this point) by taking the S-node being con-

sidered together with all the nodes it dominates. This new datum is handled

correctly by the current component right up to but not including the top

cycle, at which point the correct component el:pile° T, thereby altering the

terminal string whereas the current conponent has no applicable transforma-

tieu and hence trust give an incorrect surface string. The hypothesization

operator is applied to give an candidate hypotheses all trams:formations

which give the vame string that T gives at this point. T must be one of

these, no T is s candidate hypothesis. As noted shove, the nember of all

candidate alterations of both types will be shown bo&tded. Thus if cendi-

dates are equi-probeble, there is a lower bond for their iedividual probn-

bilities.

In summary to this point, there are lower bounds on the following

probabilities: (a) that a datum will occur which reveals the unacceptability

of the curreet component (i6 iadeei it is unacceptable), (b) that any particu-

lar alteration specified as a possibility by the procedure will be made, and

(c) that for some datum as described in (a) come alteration in the right

direction will be among the specified eltevatiens. Taken together these

imply a lower bo.rnd on the probability that the next datum results in a step

toward the designated correct.component.

It is not necessary to assume equi-probability.
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AB noted earlier, there is a bound on the size of current components.

At an arbitrary point in time let the current component be C and let the

fined correct cowpcnent be C
t

(t for "true"). Whet we hove argued is that,

with lower-bounded probability either a member of et-C (oet-difference) i.e

hypothesized or a member of C -Ct is rejected. This continues to be the

caoe until. either C
t
or some other acceptable component is reached. The

time to reach Ct in the event that no other acceptable component is reached

first is equal to the size of (Ct-C) U (C -Ct), and is therefore bounded

by the sum of the size of Ct and the bound on the size of possible current

components. The otatement () has thou been extablished and it follows

that we can put a bound on the expected value of the total time taken to

"converge," that is, reach an acceptable state. Finally, the probability of

identifiability-in-the-limit meat be 1 for if there were non-zero probability

of non-identificbility then the expected "convergence" time wculd be infinite.
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I Jaakko Hintikka

Grammar and Logic:

Some Borderline Problems

Recently it has been claimed by generative semanticists that "the

rules of grammar are identical to the rules relating surface forms to their

corresponding logical forms" (G. Lakoff, 1970, p. 11). Even apart from

such sweeping claims, a certain convergence of interest is unmistakable

among logically minded linguists and linguistically minded logicians.

Examples are offered by much of the recent work of several participants

of the present meeting.

Much of this convergence of interest has taken place in the area

which logicians know as modal logic (in the wide sense of the word in whit'

it includes, e.g., the logic of propositional attitudes) and in the study

of the behavior of these modal terms in ordinary language. Thus Lakoff

writes: "It seems to me that recent developments in modal logic, together

with recent developments in linguistics, make the serious study of natural

logic possible" (op. cit., p. 124), "natural logic" being for Lakoff tan-

tamount to "the empirical study of the nature of human language and human

reasoning" (op. cit., p. 126).

It seems to me that in modal logic and its applications we indeed

have a promising field for the interaction of logical and linguistic view-

points. A major reason for this promise is precisely the one Lakoff men-

tions, viz. recent developments in modal logic, especially the development

of a satisfactory semantical theory of modality (in logicians' sense of

semantics, of course). At the same time, it seems to me that much remains
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to be done and even changed in this area. Some of the logicians' insights

Dave apparently been partly overlooked by linguists. Some of these in-

sights may even serve to disprove certain claims by linguists or at least

bring to light major difficulties in them. In particular, in this direction

we may perhaps discover serious difficulties in some of the more sweeping

theses of such linguists as Lakoff.

In the present paper, 1 shall try to illustrate these points by dis-

cussing somewhat tentatively a couple of problems arising from those aspects

of natural languages which correspond--in some rough sense--to the phenomera

modal logicians have studied.

First, it seems to me that the most germane idea in the last fifteer.

years' work in modal logic, viz, the use of "possible worlds" to elucidate

the semantics of modality, has not been brought to bear by the linguists on

their problems in its full strength. This idea is as simple as it is

fruitful.1
/

According to it, to understand a modal notion is to understand

a certain relation--we may call it an alternativeness relation--on a set of

possible worlds. In the case of propositional attitudes, this relation is

relative to a person. For instance, in the case of necessity, the alternatives

to a world W may be thought of as those possible worlds which could be realized

instead of W. Then a necessary truth in W means truth simpliciter in all

these alternatives. Likewise, alternatives to W arising in considering

what a person a believes--we may call them doxastic a-alternatives to W --

arc the possible worlds compatible with everything that a believes in W.

Then it is true in W that a believes that E if and only if 2 is true in all

these alternatives.-
2/

These exnmples show how we may obtain truth-conditions for modal
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statements. Putting the main point very briefly and somewhat crudely, by

stepping from a world to its alternatives the truth-conditions of modal

statements can be reduced to truth-conditions of non-modal statements.

And in view of the importance of such truth-conditions it is only to be

expected that on their basis we can easily explicate a good deal of the

behavior of modal notions.

The advantages of this approach are nowhere more clearly in evidence

than i.n dealing with questions of reference. If all non:redundant use of

modal notions entails the consideration, however tacit, of several pos-

sible worlds, then for each singular termlinguistics might prefer speaking

of nouns and noun phrases here-we ipso facto have to consider its several

references in these different worlds. This E.hows at once that there is

nothing strange in the failure of such so-called laws of logic as the

substitutivity of identity in modal contexts. Clearly two singular terms

"a", "b" which in the actual world pick out the same individual and hence

make the identity "a = b" true de facto may fail to do so in alternative

worlds, and hence fail to admit of interchange salva veritate in a context

containing modal terms.

Likewise, the law known as existential generalization can only be ex-

pected to fail, for a singular term "a" may very well make a statementsay

"F(a)"--true and yet fail to allow any foothold for maintaining that

"(Ex) F(x)" is true, i.e., that "F(x)" is true of some definite individual

x. This may happen when "a" picks out different individuals in the dif-

ferent possible worlds which we are considering i.n "F(x)", assuming that

it contains non-redundant modal notions.

All this is old hat to most logicians and to some linguists. It can
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all be given an explicit logico-semantical formulation, which neverth(less

would neither add much to nor detract much from the central theoretical

ideas just adumbrated.

An informal remark might illustrate further the naturalness of this

approach. Some of those linguists who have in fact seen the advantages of

the idea of considering several "possible worlds" have occasionally tried

to got away with a simpler scheme. Instead of considering, say, all the

possible worlds compatible with what a believes, they have tried to con-

sider a's "belief world", that is. the world as a believes it to be.

The only thing wrong here is that unless a is supremely opinionated, his

beli.::fs do not specify completely any particular world, but rather a dis-

junction (as it were--usually it would have to be infinite),bf descriptions

of several such worlds. To specify "the world as it is believed by a

to be" is not to describe any one possible world, but rather a set of pos-

1151-6-wcirlds. However, these are precisely the doxastic a-alternatives

to the actual world. Hence to specify these is to specify what a (actually)

believes.

Now assuming that our possible-worlds semantics is at all like the

true story of the "logical form" of our modal statements, some interesting

conclusions are immediately suggested by it.

For instance, consider the role of what has been called by, gram-

marians coreferentiality. It is exemplified by the dependence of the ad-

missibility of a derivation of

(1) John lost a black an yesterday and Bill found it today

from
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(2) John lost a black pen yesterday and Bill found a black pen today,

possibly by way of

(3) John lost a black pen yesterday and Bill found the black pen today.

(I am stealing these examples, and others, from Partee (1970).) Consideration

of more complicated examples already led Postal (1968) to realize that the

reference (or co-reference) in question cannot be one that obtains in the

actual world. However. it is not very easy to tell precisely what else it

could be. For instance, it is sometimes said that what counts here is some

kind of identity relative to the "speaker's mental picture of the world".

Apart from the vagueness of such characterizations, this particular formula-

tion is demonstrably insufficient, for what matters is in some cases the

"mental picture"--whatever it may look like--, not of the speaker, but of

some other person. A simple case in point is offered by

(4) John lost a black pen yesterday and Bill believes that he has

found it today.

One reason, why (4) cannot be dealt with in terms of coreferentiality in

the actual world or in the kind of world the speaker is assuming is that

the speaker may know that Bill is mistaken in his belief and has not found

John's pen--and perhaps has not found anything at all

Yet all these troubles arc predictable--and solvable--as soon as it

is acknowledged that in modal contexts more than one possible world is in-

evitably at issue. For then we cannot even speak meaningfully of corefer-

entiality except relative to the specification of some particular possible

world or class of possible worlds. For instance, what makes the difference

in (4) is the identity (or the coreferentiality of the corresponding terms)
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of the black pen John lost yesterday with the one Bill has found today in

Bill's doxastic alternatives to the world (4) is dealing with. By sys-

tematically using the possible-worlds idea. the theory of coreferentiality

can be freed from the looseness of "mental pictures" and other similar

largely metaphorical paraphernalia.

Likewise, we can at once appreciate a fact which prima facie can

be fitted into the coreferentiality framework only by mild violence, viz.

the fact that "coreferentiality may. hold independently Of refercntiality".

By this paradmical-sounding statement I mean such things as e.g., the

fact that we can say

(5) John wants to catch a fish and eat it for supper.

even when John is not assumed to be angling for any particular piece of

seafood. (According to the coreferentiality theory, the occurrence of "it"

in (5) presupposes coreference.) Prima facie. all talk of coreference is

here vacuous, for "a fish" in (5) does not (on the so-called non-referential

interpretation of (5)) refer to any particular submarine beast rather than

another, and hence apparently cannot i.e said to refer to the same (or a

different) fish as any other term. Yet the sense in which the coreferenti-

ality idea applies here is transparently clear on the possible-world ap-

proach: in each possible world compatible with John's wants he catches a

fish and cats that fish for supper. The fact that in different possible

worlds different specimens of fish undergo this fate does not spoil this

coreference in each world, considered alone.

There remains the pre')Iem, however, of formulating the precise rules

for this kind of coreferentiality in English. Part of the difficulty here

is due to the fact that the account just given presupposes, logically
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speaking, that in such pairs of Sentences as

(5a) John was trying to catch a 'Ash. He wanted to cat it for supper.

"it" is within the scope of the operator tacitly introduced by "was trying".

This does not seem to be the case in any grammatically natural sense of

"scope". Here it is very hard to sec the connection between "logical form"

and "grammatical form" of the sentences in question.

This difficulty seems to be due to the way in which quantifying

expressiats operate in ordinary language. What goes on there is prima facie

quite unlike ordinary quantification theory. where the scopes of the

several quantifiers are the main determinants of logical structure. What

happens is, rather, that ordinary language uses- -for reasons that are

likely to be quite deep--for the purposes of quantificatiori.scopeless

3/ 4/
("free") terms not completely unlike Hilbert's e-terms. What matters.

here is not the respective scopes of these terms. for they are typically

maximal (comprising as much discourse as belongs to one and the same

occasion), but rather the order in which they are thought of as being in-

troduced. There seems to be a fair amount of data concerning in effect

the grammatical Indicators of ths order. However, the study of "natural

logic" seems to have been hampered here by the absence of an appropriate

logical framework. Linguists and linguistically oriented logicians should

here pay much more attention to such unconventional reformulations of

quantification theory or Hilbert's ctheory.

One of the indicators sometimes used in ordinary language for this

purpose is simply the order in which the complex terms appear in ordinary

language. Since this is affected by the passive transformation, this

transformation affects in an important way the meaning of the sentence in

question. Chomsky's example (Aspects p. 224) "every one in this room knows
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at least two languages" vs. "two languages are known by everyone in the

room" illustrates this point. T do not see any evidence for Chomsky's

claim that an ambiguity between these is latent in the former (or in its

"deep structure").

Here we are already approaching a group of problems which has

recently exerci..,ed both philosophical logic4.ans and linguists, viz. the

ambiguity between what have been called by Donnellan (1966) the referential

and the attributive use of certain singular terms, especially definite

descriptions. It is exemplified by the ambiguity of

(6) John wants to marry a girl who is both pretty and rich.

Here it may be that beauty and wealth are among John's desiderata for a

wife in general, or it may be that John is keen on marrying some particular

girl who happens to have these desirable qualities. The former is the

lttribut_iye reading.o1 (6), the latter the referential reading. For the

historically minded, is may be pointed out that the distinction between

the two reading belongs to the older stock of a logician's trade. In the

Middle Ages, the referential reading would have been said to yield a state-

ment de re, the attributive a statement de dicto.

The possible-worlds semantics at once shows what the distinction

amounts to under any name. Consider a statement which contains a singular

termsay "b"--and also some modal otions. These notions imply that we

are in effect considering several possible worlds over and above the actual

one. Now such a statement can often he understood in two different ways.

It may be taken to be about the individualstypically different ones- -

which the term "h" picks out from the several possible worlds we are con-

sidering. This yields the de dicto statement. However, it can also be
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taken to be about that particular individual--eonsidered of course as a

citizen of several possible worlds--whom the term "h" picks out in the

actual One. This results in the de re statement. For instance,

(7) John believes that the richest man in town is a Republican

may mean that in each possible world compatihle with John's beliefs the

description "the richest man in town" picks out a Republican. It may also

mean that John has a belief about a particular person. who as a matter of

fact is the richest man in town, viz the belief that lie' is Republican.

Letting bound variables range over (well-defined) individuals (in

the logical sel!se of the word). as Quine and others have persuasively argued

that we'd better do, we may symbolize the two statements ap follows:

(8) F(a) (de dicto)

(9) (Ex) (x=a & F(x)) or alternatively

(x) (x=a F(x) (de re)

Some philosophers of language. e.g.. Quine (1956. 1960) have described

the ambiguity as a contrast between two interpretations of the verb in

question, an opaque and a transparent one. The former is supposed to yield

the attributive and the latter the referential reading. Our analysis of

the situation shows that these cannot be considered as two unanalysable

senses of the verbs in question. In fact, in (9) the so-called transparent

sense is analyzed in terms of the opaque one (plus quan ifiers). As to the

assumption of the ambiguity of the verb in question, we just do not nec4

that hypothesis. Later it will be seen that speaking of two senses of the

verb in question is misleading for another reason, too.

Likewise, the contrast between two apparently irreducible uses of

definite descriptions postulated by Donnellan seems to me completely
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unnecessary, for an analysis can be given of the two uses which does not

presuppose any irreducible ambiguities or irreducible contents between

different ways of using the expressions in question.

This account of the ambiguity at once suggests several conclusions

which do not all agree with what the linguists have said of the subject.

First, the de dicto--de re ambiguity (if it may be so called) is

unlike many other types of ambiguity in that the two senses coalesce in

the presence of simple kinds of further information. What this information

is, is shown by our semantics. The difference between a statement about

the several references of a term "b" in certain possible worlds and a state-_

ment about the individual actually referred to by this term "b disappears

as soon as "b" picks out one and the same reference in all these worlds.

Depending what these worlds are. this may amount to a simple factual as-

sumption concerning the people in question. For instance, the two readings

of (7) collapse if the phrase "the richest man in town" picks out one and

the same man in all of John's doxastic alternatives to the actual world.

But this, obviously, means nothing but John's having a belief as to who the

richest man in town is. And of course it is obvious that if John has such

an opinion, the difference between the two interpretations of (7) indeed

does not matter.

This power of simple factual assumptions (which of course usually

cannot be made) to dissolve the de dicto-de re ambiguity by making the two

li senses coincide seems to me an interesting phenomenon which distinguishes

this type of ambiguity from many others. (No factual assumption can

apparently eliminate, say, the ambiguity of "flying planes can be dangerous"

without ruling out one of its two senses.) It is beautifully accounted for)
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it seems to me. by the possible-world semantics.

Secondly, our semantical theory shows that the de dicto-de re

ambiguity is present only in a context where we have to consider several

possible worlds (including the actual one). Typically. but perhaps not

quite exclusively, these are contexts involving (non-redundant) modal

notions in our wide sense of the word.

Now it has recently been claimed that. on the contrary..the de

dicto-de re contrast can be present in non-modal contexts. Since a couple

of interesting methodological points are involved in this question, I shall

comment briefly on it. Mrs. Partee claims that'such sentences as the

following:

(10) John married a girl his parents didn't approve of.

(11) Bill caught: a snipe.

(12) The man who murdered Smith is insane.

exhibit the same ambiguity as (6) or (7).

For instance. (12) is said to he ambiguous because "either the

.speaker is asserting of a particular individual, referred to by the defi-

nite noun phrase, that that individual is insane; or the speaker is asserting

that whoever it is that murdered Smith is insane--i.e., the definite noun

phrase gives a characterization of an individual not necessarily otherwise

known, and the sentence asserts that whatever individual'is so character-

ized as insane". However, there is no reason, it seems to me, why the

speaker should be asserting one of these things as distinguished from the

other. Whoever utters (12) is merely claiming that the person who as a

matter of fact murdered Smith is insane, and the question whether the speaker

has in mind some particular candidate for that role need not be as much as
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raised.-
5/

The fallacy involved here seems to he the following. From the

fact that a sentence can be split into a disjunction of several sentences

by evoking some further feature of the speech-situation in questions, it

does not follow that it is ambiguous. Or. to put the same point in more

linguistic terms, from the fact that an expression exhibits on ambiguity

when imbedded in a certain kind of context it does not follow that it is

ambiguous when considered alone.
Y

To illustrate this claim, let me point out that the same fallacy

is exhibited by George Lakoff's recent claim (1970. pp. 12-14) that the

sentence

(13) That archaeologist discovered nine tablets..

(jot
is ambiguous in that it can "mean" that the archaeologist discovered a

group of nine tablets or that the tablets h2 discovered totalled nine in

number. The trouble here is brought out by asking: Why should such pos-

sibility of a further description of the feats of one archaeologist make

(13) ambiguous? Any sentence could be shown ambiguous by parallel arguments,

it seems to me. The point to which Lakoff is trying to get at is presumably

that if someone's beliefs concerning one archaeologist are explicitly evoked,

a distinction has to be made. Thus Lakoff may perhaps be right in thinking

that another example of his, viz.

(14) Sam believed that that archaeologist discovered nine tablets.

is ambiguous between what he calls the group-reading and the quantifier-

reading. However, this does not in the least go to show than (13) is

ambiguous. Lakoff's claim is merely another instance of the same fallacy

7/
as Mrs. Partee's.

The further reason Mrs. Partec gives for the alleged ambiguity of
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such sentences as (10) (12) is that when they are imbedded in an opaque

context, they exhibit the referential-attributive ambiguity. Hence, the

argument seems to go. they cannot on their own be partial to one reading

(presumably to the referential one). The mistake involved here is again

demonstrated by the possible-worlds semantics. It shows that it is not

the case that such non-modal sentences as (10) - (12) for some reason have

to be given the referential rather than attributive reading. Rather, the

very distinction referential vs. attributive does not apply to non-modal

contexts. Hence Mrs. Partee's argument presupposes that her opponents are

assuming the referential reading of non-modal sentences, whereas the true

moot point is whether the distinction applies to such sentences in the

first place.

Another point which the possible-worlds semantics serves to bring

out is that the referential-attributive contrast has much less to do than

---Toeopie---commonly assume with the relative emphasis on the naming of a par-

ticular object in contrast to describing it. Rather, the importance of the

descriptive element in the de dicto interpretation is secondary, derived

from a deeper feature of the situation. According to the de dicto inter-

pretation, the statement in question deals with the several individuals

which a noun or noun phrase picks out in several different possible worlds.

Since they are not (manifestations of) the same individual, we often--but

not always--have to rely on their descriptive characteristics to pick them

out from among the members of the world in question. They are mot automat-

ically picked out by the general criteria we have for identity of one and

the same individual in different worlds.

Although the descriptive element is therefore often quite important,
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it is not uniformly so. As soon as it can be assumed for any reason

whatsoever that a singular term picks out a definite individual from each

of the worlds we are considering, however different these individuals may

be, we have an opening for the attributive reading, even though the

singular term in question has little descriptive content. It has been

claimed (Parsee (1970)) that "names are almost always used referentially,

since they have virtually no descriptive content". Questions of frequency

aside, there nevertheless is no difficulty whatsoever in finding examples

of the attributive use of names. For instance, consider the following:

(15) Sherlock Holmes believes that the murder was committed by Mr. Hyde,

althOugh he does not know who Mr. Hyde is.

Here a de dicto reading is the only natural one. Since Sherlock

Holmes is assumed not to know who Mr. Hyde is, his belief can scarcely be

said to be about any particular person. (In the different worlds compat-

ible with his knowledge and presumable even with his beliefs, Mr. Hyde

will be a different person.)

Notice, moreover, that (15) does not amount to saying that Sherlock

Holmes is looking for a man called Mr. Hyde, for he is not at all interested,

say. in Hyde's namesake in Manchester with a perfect alibi. Hence, we

cannot in this way give "Mr. Hyde" in (15) a normal descriptive content.

By the same token. a wid class of sentences in terms of names admit

of a de dicto reading. assuming that they contain words for knowledge,

belief, memory, wishing, hoping. wanting, etc.

Such observations strongly suggest, incidentally, that much of the

terminology in this area is misleading. This is the case with the terms

"referential" and "attributive" as well as (though to a lesser degree) "de

re" and "de dicto".
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Mistaken emphasis on the descriptive element in the attributive

(de dicto) use of nouns and noun phrases has apparently led to a misclas-

sification of some interesting examples. For instance, we read that the

following sentence "seems unambiguously non-referential":

(16) Since I heard that from a doctor, I'm inclined to take it seriously.

Insofar as the de dicto-de re distinction is here appliCable at all, the

presumption seems to me to be that a de re (referential) reading is being

presupposed here rather than the de dicto (non - referential) one. For

whoever utters (16) is surely likely not to have in mind some definite

person from whom he heard whatever he is there said to have heard. In

other words, (36) is naturally taken to be equivalent to sclohing like

(17) Since the man from whom I heard that is a doctor.

I am inclined to take it seriously.

which shows that we.are dealing with a de re reading here.

A point which 1 can raise but not answer here concerns a possible

moral of the de dicto-de re ambiguity for such claims as Lakoff's concerning

the near-identity of grammar and "natural logic". This claim is trivial

if it only extends to the identity of some grammatical and logical phenomena.

Moreover, there are surely features of grammar (in any reasonable sense of

the word) which have little logical interest. Hence Lakoff's thesis has a

bite only if it is taken to claim that all or at the very least all really

interesting features of the logical behavior of ordinary 1anguage can be

turned into "rules relating surface forms to their corresponding logical

forms".

Another restraint that is needed to make Lakoff's claim relevant is

the following. The thesis must presuppose some idea what the rules of

2.
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grammar are independently of the requirement that tt'y match (or can be

interpreted as) rules of logic. For if there is no such independent

criterion, Lakoff's thesis can be satisfied trivially, simply by taking

some suitable formulation (if any of the relevant aspects of logic and

postulating grmmnatical relations and rules to match these. The real

question, it seems to me. is not whether this is possible, but whether such

an attempt to satisfy Lakoff's thesis is likely to produce results that

have some independent grammatical significance.

My modest proposal here is to use the de dicto-de re ambiguity as

a test case for such theses as Lakoff's. If they are correct, this ambi-

guity must be possible to account for in the usual way in grammatical terms.

If my diagnosis of the situation is correct, we have here a widespread and

clear-cut phenomenon whose explanation in grammatical terms would be of

considerable interest. Because from a logical point of view we can see

the unity of the different manifestations of the ambiguity, according to

Lakoff's thesis we presumably ought to be able to give to it a unified

grammatical treatment.

I have no proof that such a treatment is impossible. As far as I

can see--and here I may very well be mistakenthere nevertheless are some

definite difficulties confronting any attempt to account for the ambiguity

in a satisfactory manner in ordinary grammatical terms. In an old-fashioned

terminology, we might say that here linguistic form perhaps does not match

logical form.

As I said. I have no strict impossibility proof here, and I do not

believe that such a proof is possible until some explicit restraints are

imposed on the grammar which is supposed to account for the ambiguity.
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However. some indications of the nature of the problem can be given. Part

of the aim would have to be to derive all sentences of the form

(18) a knows (believes, remembers, hopes. wishes, intends, etc.) that p

where nouns or noun phrases occur in 2 in more than one way. One way is

presumably some more or less straightforward imbedding of 2 in the "knows

that" context. However, it is far from clear what the other derivation

might look like. Moreover, it does not suffice to provide just one alter-

native derivation, for when several nouns or noun phrases occur in 2 , we

often face (ceteris paribus) a choice. for each of them, whether to inter-

pret it de dicto or de re. (Thus n nouns or noun phrases occurring in 2

may create 2n-fold ambiguity.) .

incidentally, this suggests that it is misleading to attribute (as

Quine among others had done) the ambiguity in question to the verb which

serves to express the propositional attitude in question, unless we are

prepared to countenance such strange consequences as. e.g., that the number

of readings of the verb in question depends on the number of nouns and

noun phrases in the imbedded clause. Hence Quine's analysis of the situ-

ation appears very suspect.

A fairly obvious candidate for 'the role of an intermediate stage of

the desired derivation would be something of the form

(19) a knows (believes etc.) of b that he ---.

or of one of the'similar parallel .or more complicated.' forms. It is in fact

true that (19) is prejudiced in favor of the de re interpretation much more

firmly than the corresponding construction

(20) a knows (believes, etc.) that --- b

Hence the choice of (19) rather than (20) may very well serve to signal that
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the speaker is opting for the de re interpretation.

However. it is not clear that (19) cannot itself be ambiguous in

the same way as (20). An example of the attributive reading of a sentence

of the form (19) is perhaps offered by the following:

(21) It is believed of Jack the Ripper that he killed

more than thirty women.

thought of ee being uttered in a context where complete ignorance of--and

complete doxastic disinterest in--the identity of Jack the Ripper is being

presupposed. (Would anyone find (21) at all strange if uttered in such

circumstances? I doubt it very much.) If so, the alleged possibility of

deriving (20) from (19) scarcely serves to explain why (20) is ambiguous.
jot

The fact, registered above, that the two senses involved in a de

dicto-de re ambiguity will coalesce as soon as a simple factual assumption

is satisfied also seems to militate against any simple-minded attempt to

account for it in terms of two different derivations of the ambiguous

sentence. It is hard to see how this latter type of duality can be made

to disappear by changing certain facts about the world.

The problem is thus to account in grammatical terms for the two

features which distinguish the de dicto-de re ambiguity from typical

structural ambiguities. These features are (0 the collapse of the dif-

ferent senses into one wherever certain simple kinds of factual information

are present and (ii) the dependency of the number of sense on the number

of singular terms (nouns and noun phrases) in the sentence in question or

in some part of it.

It is perfectly possible to account for these interesting phenomena

in a sufficiently sophisticated logical and/or grammatical theory. For
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instance, there is no difficulty'in explaining (ii) in Montague's formal

grammars. However, in such cases the question of independent grammatical

interest of the account can perhapl be raised.

Moreover, certain widely accepted grammatical' theories do not seem

to admit of an adequate account of (i) - (ii). For instance, if ambiguities

of this kind are to be explained by reference to pre-transformational (i.e.

deep structure) base components and if this base component is to be obtained

in the simple way assumed e.g. by Chomsky (see e.g. Aspects, pp. 67-68,

120-123, 128), T cannot see any hope for explaining (ii)by means of alter-

native ways of obtaining the base component. Furthermore, it is even

unclear what an account of (i) would look like in terms of typical con-

temporary grammatical theories.

What is likely to even be more important here, there does not seem

to be any independent grammatical reason for postulating a derivation of

(20) from (19). Yet we saw that such reasons are needed to prevent LakofC's

thesis from degenerating into a triviality. I cannot help finding it very

unnatural to think of (20: as being derived by so circuitous a route as

(19). Of course, this may be merely due to my ignorance of 'zrammatical

theory. But even if this should turn out to be the case, the onus of proof

is very much on thv generative semanticists. If thy cannot supply one, or

some alternative account of the situation, we have here a counter-example

to their claims.

A final word of warning is perhaps needed here concerning the further

complications into which the possible-word semantics leads us. Or perhaps

-- hopefully - -we rather ought to speak of the complexities it helps to

unravel. I have spoken rather casually of this or that individual's making
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his or its appearance in the different possible worlds we are considering.

In reality, the criteria by means of which we actually do this--thats,

cross-identify or tell of members of different possible worlds whether

these are the same or differentare not unproblematic. at least not for

philosophical purposes. Although luckily our possible-worlds semantics

enables us to pose some very interesting qUestions here. it is not even

completely clear what structural properties the "world lines" have that

connect the different "manifestations" of "roles" of or "counterparts" to

or one and the same individual with each other. One such structural

question is of A particular concern to the stibject matter of this paper.

This is the question whether a "world line" may split when we move from a
i

world to its alternatives. If this question is answered affirmatively, we

cannot any longer speak light-heartedly of tEe individual (considered as

a member of a number of alternative worlds) which a term (e.g., a noun

phrase) picks out from the actual world. For if splitting is admissible,

there may be in some of the alternative worlds several "manifestations of"

or "counterparts to" to this individual. What that would mean is that

the whole de dicto-de re contrast becomes messier. Or. more accurately

speaking, the de re reading becomes considerably less sharp.

Can we rule out splitting of world lines (of the kind just mentioned)?

This question is of a considerable importance to many philosophers of logic

and of language, but unfortunately there is nothing remotely like a con-

sensus concerning the answer. Rather plausible arguments both Era and

con can in fact be found in the literature.

Here I cannot survey these arguments. It may nevertheless work

while to recall the fact--which I have pointed out elsewhere-.8/ -that a
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prohibition against splitting Is essentially tantamount to the most plausible

version of the famous principle of the substitutivity of identity which

Quincy and others have made the cornerstone of their interpretation of the

logic of modal notions. If the prohibition against splitting cannot be

upheld, Quint. is in serious trouble even on a relatively charitable inter-

pretation of leis views on modality and reference.

In contrast, allowing world lines to split would not tell in the

least against the possible-world semantics as such. It would merely show

that some of the phenomena that can he studi:d by its means exhibit

complications that at first do not meet the eye.

The only constructive suggestion I want to offer here is that what
b.I

looks like splitting is often an indication of something quite different.

It often indicates that more than one overall principle of cross-identifica-

tion is at work.

9
Elsewhere7

/
1 have studied some Such contrasts between different

methods of crossidentification in some detail. I do not think that I

exaggerate if I say that they turn out to have a tremendous philosophical

interest. The reason why I mention them here is that recognizing the

frequent presence of different principles of cross-identification is highly

relevant to the theory of reference as it has been employed by linguists,

especially to some of the puzzle examples that have been bandied around

in the literature. Suffice it here to point out that the logic of

McCawley's wll-known example becomes crystal clear from this point of view.

I mean of course the sentence

(22) I dreamt that I was Brigitte. Bardot and that I kissed me.

Here it is abundantly clear that in the speaker's dream-worl6s (worlds

2E.9
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compatible with what he dreams) there were two counterparts of him. It

is also clear that they are counterparts in .a different sense. What

precisely the two respective senses are is not specified by the example

and may be difficult to spell out in detail. It is fairly clear, none-

theless, that the distinction participant-observer, employed by some

analysts, does not give us much mileage hero, althouth it perhaps points

to the right direction. However, the outlines of the two cross-identifi-

cation principles used in the example are clear enough. One of the speaker's

counterparts is the person whose experiences he has in the dream-world, the

other. is the one who is like him by some less exciting criteria.

Much work remains to be done cnncerning different kinds of princi-
,;

pies of cross-identification. For one thing, it has not been worked out

what consequences the presence of the methods of cross-identification has

grammatically. I believe that the contrast is not expressed in English

very systematically, although in a somewhat smaller scale it has some

clear-cut linguistic counterparts. (See my analysis of the direct-object

constructions in the papers mentioned in footnote 3 above.) These counter-

parts largely remain to he further investigated. It may be the case, as

Lakoff has urged, that for this purpose the usual simple-minded metho6 of

referential indices, first proposed by Chomsky, is insufficient, though

no hard proof to this effect has been given. (Lakoff's analysis seems to

me misleading in any case in that: he speaks of a person's splitting into

several in anothe'r possible world. The presence of two different methods

of cross-identification is nevertheless a phenomenon which cught to be

sharply distinguished from the splitting of individuals under one and the

same method.) However, they do not reflect in the least on the possible-

2r:1)
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worlds semantics, which on the contrary gives us excellent methods of

analysing the situation. And since th possible-worlds semantics which

I have informally sketched h^ry can easily be turned into an explicit

treatment of this part of logic b y means of an explicit axiomatization, I

cannot agree with Lakoff's claim that "svinlmlic logic . . is of no help

here" (1968, p. 5), t!lough Lakoff may provide a way out for himself be by

speaking "symbolic logic of the traditional sort". Traditional or not,

a satisfactory logical account here does not fall with the use of

referential indices.

Since T have been criticizing many of the specific things logically

minded linguists have recently said, let me end by reiterating that I find

their direction of interest not only worthwhile but also diStInctly prom-

ising. The corrections I have tried to offer t' their claims are calculated

to illustrate this promise rat)cr than to delract from it, I am especially

deeply indebted to the authors whose detailed remarks 1 appear to be

criticizing most, viz. t George Lakoff and Barbara Hall Partee.



Notes

1. Probably the best brief account of this approach is still to be found in

the original papers by Saul Kripke. Cf. also my Models for Modalities,

Kaplan (1969), Kanger (1957), and the writings of Montague.

2. This account is in need of a major qualification, however, for as it stands

implies that we all believe all the logical consequences of what we

believe, that having inconsistent beliefs entails believing everything,

plus all the awkward parallel conclusions for other propositional attitudes.

The problem arising here is discussed by Barbara Hall Partee in her con-

tribution to the present meeting. I have outlined a solutionto the problem

in other papers, especially in "Knowledge, Belief, and Logical Consequence",

A'atus vol. 32 (1970) and in "Surface Information and Depth Information",

Information and Inference, ed. by Jaakko Hintikka and Patrick Suppes, Syntnese

Library, D. Reidel Publishing Co., Dordrecht, 1970, pp. 263-297.

3. See David Hilbert and Paul Bernays, Grundlagen der Mathematik I-II, Springer -

Verlag, Berlin, 1934-39.

4. I recall that Paul Ziff used to make the same--or at least closely related--

point in discussion already some twelve years ago.

5. Notice that there is no ambiguity in the truth-conditions of (10 - (12).

For instance, (10) is true if and only if .John's bride actually was not

approved of by his parents, quite independently of the specificity of the

speaker's knowledge of who that girl is.

Notice also the interesting difference between what is claimed by Partee

about (10) and what in fact happens in (6). Hero, it is suggested, it



makes a differ,nce whether the speaker has in mind a particular girl or

not. This is an entirely different thing from John's having a specific

girl in mind in the state of affairs described by (6). The ambiguity that

is claimed to reside in (10) is not the same one that surfaces in (6).

6. Another, supplementary mistake may also he operative here, viz, a tacit

assumption that the sentences in question. e.g.. (10) -.(12) are to be

thought of as asserted by the speaker. If so, their logical force will in

fact be tantamount to the following:

(10)* I assert that John married a girl his parents didn't approve of.

(11)* I assert that Bill caught a snipe.

(12)* I. assert that the man who murdered Smith is insane. .

4

Since "assert" is a modal verb, (10)* - (12) are indeed ambiguous. However,

there is no reason for thinking that the logic of (10) - (12) must be brought

out by considering them as asserted sentences. Hence the tacit assumption

is likely to be illicit.

7. What has probably misled many people here is the very fact illustrated by

Lakoff's claim, viz. the fact that surprisingly often modal notions are

tacitly being considered in apparently non-modal contexts. This important

fact would deserve some further attention, and it partly excuses the'kind

of mistake 1 have been criticizing.

8. In "Existential Presuppositions and Uniqueness Presuppositions" (Models

for Modalities pp. 112-147).

9. See "On the Logic of Perception"'in Models for Modalities. "Objects of

Knowledge and Belief", and "Knowledge by AcquaintanceIndividuation by

Acquaintance".
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DTHAT

David Kaplan

[Stream o. Consciousness Draft:. Errors, confusions and disorganizations are not to

be taken seriously]

Donnellan says "Using a definite description referentially a speaker may say

something true even though.:the de-cription correctly applies to nothing". His

example - taken from Linsky - has someone saying of a spinster,

Her husband is kind to her

after having had Mr. Jones - actually the spinster brother - mis-introduced as the

spinsters husband. And - to fill it out - having noticed Jones' solicitous attention

to his sister. The speaker used the non-denoting *description "Her husband" to refer to

Mr. Jones. And so, what he said was true.

There are a lot of entities associated with the utterance of "Her husband is kind

to her" which are comionly said to have been said: tokens, types, sentences, proposi-

tions, statements, etc. The something-true-said,-Donnellan calls a "statement".

On the other.hand, "If... the speaker has just met the lady and, noticing her

cheerfulness and radiant good health, made his remark from his conviction that these

attributes are always the result of having good husbands, he would be using the

definite description attributively."

After point4iZut that "In general, whether or not a definite description is used

referentially or attributively is a function of the speakers intentions in a particular

case", he mentions that according to Russell's theory of descriptions the use of the 0

might be thought of as involving reference "in a very weak sense" to whatever is the

one and only one 0, if there is any such. Donnellan then concludes, "Now this is

something we might well say about the attributive use of definite descriptions...

But this lack of particularity is absent from the referential use of definite descritpions

precisely because the description is here merely a device for getting one's audience .

to pick out or think of the thing to be spoken about, a device which may serve its

function even if the description is incorrect. More importantly perhaps, in the
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referential use as opposed to the attributive, there is a right thing is not simply

ita function of its fitting the description ."

Donnellan develops his theory by adducing a series of quite plausible examples

to help him answer certain theoretical questions, e.g. are there sentences in which

the contained definite description can only be used referentially (or only attributively)?,

can reference fail when a definite description is used referentially?, etc.

In my own reading and re-reading of Donnellan's article I always find it both

fascinating and maddening. Fascinating, becausethe fundamental distinction so

clearly reflects an accurate insight into language use, and maddening, because: first,

the examples seem to me to alternate between at least two clearly discriminable concepts

of referential use, second, the notion of having someone in mind is not analyzed but

used, and third, the connections with the developed body of knowledge concerning

intensional logics - their syntax and semantics - are not explicitly made, so we can

not immediately see what Donnellan and intensional logic have to offer each other, if

anything.

_As one of the body devlopers, I find this last snub especially inexcusable. This

is not a divergent perception for those of my ilk. Hintikka remarks (plaintively?)

"The only thing I miss in Donnellan's excellent paper is a clear realization that the

distMction he is talking about is only operative in contexts governed by propositional

attitudes or other modal terms".

Hintikka's remark at first seems surprising since none of Donnellan's examples

seem to have this form. But lls into place when we recognize that

Donnellan is concerned essentially with a given speaker who is asserting something,

asking something, or commanding something. And thus if we pull back and focus our

attention on the sentence describing the speech act:

John asserted that Mary's husband is kind to her.

the intensional operator appears.

Probably Hintikka wanted to argue that the sentence,

Her husband is kind to here
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is not itself ambiguous in the way that say,

Every boy kissed a girl.

is The fact that an ambiguous sentence is produced by embedding 0 in some

sentential context (for example, an intensional or temporal operator) should not

be construed to indicate.an ambiguity in 0. For were it so, (almost?) all sentences

would be ambiguous.

Donnellan's distinction is a contribution. to the re-development of an old,

and common-sensical theory about language that - at least in the philosophical

literature - has rather been in a decline during the ascendency of semantics over

epistemology of the 30's, 40's and 50's. The common sense the',ty is one that Russell

eitv6%
wrestled with in Principles of Math (1903) but seemed to reject in40n Denoting (1905).

This theory asserts roughtly that the correct analysis of a typical speech act, for

example,

John is tall.

distinguishes who is being talked about i.e. the individual under consideration, -

here, John - from how he is being characterized - here, as tall.

Russell's analysis of the proposition expressed by

John is tall,

provides it with two components: the property expressed by the predicate "is tall",

and the individual John. That's right, John himself, right there, trapped in a

proposition.

During the Golden Age of Pure Semantics we were developing a nice homogenious

theory with language, meanings, and entities of the world each properly segregated

and related one to another in rather smooth and comfortable ways. This development

probably came to its peak in Meaning and Necessity. Each 'designator' has both an

intension and an extension. Sentences have truth values as extensions and propositions

as intension, predicates have classes as extensions and properties as intension, terms

have individuals as extension and 'individual concepts' as intension, and so on. The
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intension of a compound is a function of the intensions of the parts and similarly

the extension. There is great beauty and power in this theory.

But there remained some nagging doubts: Proper names, demonstratives, and

quantification into intensional contexts.

Proper names may be a practical convenience in our mundane transactions, but they

are a theoretician's nightmare. They are like bicycles. Everyone easily learns to

ride, but no one can correctly explain how they do it. Completely new theories have

been proposed within the last few years, in spite of the fact that the subject has

received intense attention throughout this century, and in some portions of Tibet

people have had proper names for even longer than that.

The main difficulty has to do, I believe, with the special intimate relationship

between a proper name and it's bearer. Russell said that in contrast with a common

noun, like "Unicorn", a proper name means what it names. And if it names nothing,

it means nothing. In the case of "unicorn" we have a meaning, perhaps better a

"descriptive meaning", which we make use of in looking for such things. But in the

case of the name "Moravcsik" there is just Moravcsik.. There is no basis on which

to ask whether Moravcsik exists. Such:.a question is - for Russell - meaningless.

But people persist in asking this question. Maybe not this very question, but

analogous ones like

Does Santa Claus exist?

Then there were other apparent difficulties in Russelts theory. The Astrononical

discovery that Hesperus was identical with Phosphous became a triviality. It expressed

the same proposition as Hesperus is identical with Hesperus. Furthermore, although

the bearer of given proper name is the be-all and end-all of the name's semantic relate,

almost every proper name has dozens of bearers.

And then there are the unforgiveable distortions of the minimal descriptive content

of proper names. We all know of butchers named "Baker" and dogs named "Sir Walter".

The ultimate in such perversity occurs in titles of the top administrative officers

at UCLA. We have four vice-chancellor's at UCLA, one of whose title is "The Vice - Chancellor'

270
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All in all proper names are a mess and if it weren't for the problem of how

to get the kids to come in for dinner; I'd be inclined to just junk them.

At any rate the attempt during the Golden'Age was to whip proper names into line.

In fact into the line of common nouns. People do ask

Does Santa Claus exist?

So that must mean something like

Does a unicorn exist?.

They do ask

o
Is Hesperus identical to Phosphonus?

4

So that must mean something like

Are bachelors identical with college graduates?

Thus was waged a war of attrition against proper names. Many were unmasked as

disguised descriptions e.g. "Aristotle" means "The student of Plato and teacher of

An
Alexander who..." - not unreasonable proposal. -

(
4

Fg*everSome of these exposg's did seem a it oppressive. e.g. Russell's suggestion

that

Scott is Sir Walter.

really means

the person named 'Scott' is the person named 'Sir Walter'.

followed by his nonchalant remark: '.!This is a way in which names are frequently used

in practice, and there will, as a rule, be nothing in the phraseology to show whether

they are being used in this way or as names". But at least they isolated the few real

trouble makers - who turned out not to be our good old proper names at all but a handful

of determined outside demonstratives - 'Thisithat', etc.

to
In suMmary, the technique was first expose a proper name as a disguised

dispription (sometimes on tenuous and unreliable evidence) and then ruthlessly to

eliminate it.

We thus reduce the exciting uncertainties of,

Socrates is a mane

271.
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to the banality of,

All men are mortal

The demonstratives were still there but they were so gross they could be

ignored.

Lately, under the pressure of the new interest in singular propositions

generated by intensional logic, the verities of the Golden Age are breaking down.

Once logicians became interested in formalizing a logic of necessity, belief, knowledge,

assertion, etc., traditional syntactical ways quickly led to formulas like

John asserted that x is a spy

with free 'x', and then with 'x' bound to an anterior operator. Under what circum-

stances does a given individual, taken as value of 'x', satisfy this. formula? A6%444441".

th22, 9-n-2
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It seems that in at least certain speech acts, what I am trying to

express can't quite be put into words. It is that proposition of Russell's

with John trapped in it.

The property of being tall is exactly expressed by 'is tall', and the

concept of the unique spy who is shorter than all other spies is exactly

expressed by 'the shortest spy'; but no expression exactly expresses John.

An expression may express a concept or properiy whichvin reality, only John

satisfies. There, are many such distinct con,a.ts; none of which is John

himself.

I would like to distinguish between the kind of propositions which

were considered by Aristotle (all S is P, some S is not P, etc.) and the king'

of proposition considered by the early Russell. I call the former genera1

propositions and the latter singular propositionq. Suppose, just for

definiteness, that we fix attention on sentences of simple subject-predicate

form. The following are examples;

(0 A spy is auspicious

(ii) Every spy is suspicious.

(iii) The spy is suspicious.

(iv) J hn is suspicious.

Now let us think of the proposition associated with each sentence as baying

two components. Corresponding to the predicate we have the property of being

SUDDiCiOUS; and corresponding to the subject we have either what Russell called

a denoting concept, or an individual. Let us take the proposition to be the

ordered couple of these two comporw.ts.

Again, to flx ideas, let us provide a possible-world style of inter-

pretations for these notions. We think of each total of complete possible

_2:73
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state of affairs as a possible world. The possible worlds are each continuants

through time and may in fact overlap at for certain times. For example, a

possible world may agree with the actual world up to the time at which some

individual made a particular decision; the possible world may then represent

an outcome of a decision other than the one actually taken. (In science

fiction, such cases are called alternate time lines.)

Within this framework we can represent a cumber of the semantic notions

in gUestion. We might represent the property ofklizalaspiciouspby that

function P which assigns to each possible world w and each time t, the

set of all thcsE individuals of w which, in w, are suspicious at t. We might

represent the lenoting conceptseXpressed by the denoting phrases 'A spy',

'Every spy', and 'The spy' as, 'ay, the ordered couples: <IEvery 1

S) where S is the proLe-.:Ly (represented as above) of a La:
1

The fact: that the logical wores 'A', 'Every', and 'The' are just carried along

reflects our treatment of them as syncategoremat-lc; i.e. as having no independent

meaning but as indicators of how to combine the meaning bearing parts (hero'spy'

and the predicate) in determining the Leaning cf the whole. For (i), (it), (iii)

the corresponding propositions are now represented by:

(v) <('A's> P>

(vi) 4' Every' s),

(vii) <('The' P>

should be clear that each of (v) will determine a function which

assigns to each possible world w and time t a truth value. And in fact the

truth value so assigned to any wand t will be exactly the truth value of the

centence in w at t. For example: (Odetermines that function which assigns

Truth to a given w and t if and only if every member of S(w,t) is a member of

P(w,t). Notice that the function so determined by (vi) also correctly assigns

274



to each w t the truth value of (ii) in w at t. [For the purpose of

let us take * to be a 'truth value' which is assigned to w and t when S(w,t)

'contains other than a single member. 7

The proposition corresponding to (iv) would be:

(viii) <John, i>

not 4JohallE mind you, but (John,P). And (viii) will determine that

function F which assigns Truth to w and t if and only if John is a member

c'f P(w,t). If John is an individual of w'at the time t (i.e. John exists

in w and is alive at t) but is not a member of P(w,t), then F(w,t) is Falsehood;

and if John is not an individual of w at the time t, then F(w,t) is *.

This brief .4.xcursion into possible world semantics is only to se;

ideas in a simple way withiv that framework (I will later rake further use of

the framework) and is not put forward as an ideal (in any sense; generalizability,

elegance, etc.) representation of the semant1.1 Lotions of property, proposition,,

d..oting concept, etc. My main motivatioa is to present Al representation which

will clearly distinguish singular and general propositions.

It would, of course, have been possible to supply a representation

of the proposition expressed by (iv) which is, in a sense, formally equivalent

to (viii) and which blurs the distinction I wish to emphasize. I do it now lest

anyone think that the possibility is a relevan:- refutation of my later remarks.

Let us clearly depart from Russell by associating a denoting concept also with

the derv-ting phrase 'John'. We might use
.00

(ix) I0 Proper Name' J where .

J is what we might John's essence, the property carida4JoIal, namely

:-hat function which assigns to each possible world w and time t the set (Johni

if John is an individual of w and is alive in w at t and the empty set otherwise,

draimit The analogue to (viii) is now

275



It will be noted that we have now treated the proper name 'John'

rather like the definite description 'The John' in which the proper nar.e

plays the role of a common noun. Accordingly the function from possible

worlds and times to truth values which is determined by (x) is identical

with that determined by (xi) 4< 'The' T> 13)
C

There are certainly other representations of these propositions which

ally various subgroups. In fact once any formal structure is established,

the production of isomorphic structures satisfying specified 'internal'

conditions is largely a matter of logical ingenuity of thespures kind.2
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To return to the point, I have represented propositious in a way which emphasizes

the singular general distinction,because I want to reviVe a view of language

alternate to that of the Golden Age. The 1 ,ew of the Golden Age is, I believe,

undoubtedly correct for a large portion of language behavior, in particular,

communication by means of general propositious. But the alternate view accounts

for a portion Of language behavior not accommodated by the view of the Golden Age.

The alternate view isIthat some or all of the devoting phrases used in an

utterance should not be considered part of the content of what is said but should

rather be thou ht of as contextual factors which hel us to interpret the actual

physical utterance as having a certain content. The most typical of Bich cov:extual

factors is the fact that the speaker's utterance is to be taken as an utterance of

some specific language, say, English. When I utter "yes", which means yes in

English and No in Knoh, you must know I am speaking Knoh to know I have said No.

It is no part of what I have said that I am speaking Knoh, though Knoh being b.

compleat tongue I could add that by uttering "I am speaking English". Such an

utterance..is of doubtful utility in itself: but fortunately there are Other means

by which this fact can be ascertained by my auditor, e.g. by my general physical

appearance, or, if I am not a native Knoh, by my pointing to Knoh an a celestial

globe. A LJmelier example has a haberdasher utter to a banker "I am out of checks".

Whether the utterance takes place in the store or at the bank will help the banker

to c' ermine what the haberdasher has said. In either case it is no part of what

was said that the habedasher used "checks" to meen hc.nk checks rather than suits

with a rattern of chc.cks. of course the haberdasher g6 on, if he desir-4,

to so corm,n: on his past performance: but that would be 1- say something e? se.

Still cloaar to home is m' wife's utterance: "Its up to ycu to punish Jordan for

'iat harpened erday." it is by means of various subtle contextual clues that I

understand her to be charging me to administer discipline to our son and not to be

calling on me to act where the United Nations have failed. Again, should I exhibit

momentary confusion she might, by a comment, a gesture, or simply some more
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discourse on the relevant naughtiness, assist me in properly decoding her first

utterance so that I could understand what she wassin fact1saying. There are

other ways-more controversial than the intentional resolution of the reference

of proper name among the many persons so dubbed.-,in which contextual factors

determine the content of an utterance containing a proper name; but I am reserving

all but the most blarly obvious remarks for later.

Now let us narrow our attention to utterances containing singular denoting

phrases ( i.e. denoting phrases which purport to stand for a uniqu&individual, such

as " the spy", "John", "41:1", etc.).
2a

How can contextual factor determine that part of the content of an utterance

which corresponds to a singular denoting phrase? Two way have already been

mentioned: by determining what language is being spoken and by determing which of

the many persons so clubbed a proper name stands for. But the most striking way in

which such contextual factors enter is in connection with demonstratives: "This",

"This spy", "That book", etc. In at least some :typical uses of these phrases, it

is required that the utterance be accompanied by a demonstrAtK_ paradigmEtically,

a pointing which ind./xa,es the object for which the phrase stands.
3

I will speak

of a demonstrative use of a singular de oting phrase when the speaker ihtends that

the object for which the phrase stands be designated by an assocCited demonstration.

Now we can add another example of a subject-predicate sentence to those of (i)

(iv).

(xii) He he sneaker points at Johl is suspicious. I am adopting the

wr----
convention of enclosing a description of the relevant demonstration in square brackets.

immediately follow;..ng each denoting nhrase which is used demonstratively.'

What 011;11 we take as the proposition corresponding to (xii) (which I also cull

the conter 01: the utterance (xii))? In line with our program of studying contextual

factors which are not art 6f what is said-but whose role is rather to help us
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interpret the utterance as having a certain content, we shall take as the component

of the proposition which corresponds to the demonetrativeothe individual demonstrated.

Thus the varying 11r....2m. which such a demonstration can take are not reflected in the

content of the utterance the proposition). The demonstration 'gives us'

the element of the proposition corresponding to the demonstrative. But how the

demonstration gives that individual to us is here treated as irrelevant to the

content of the utterance just as the different was by which.I might have come tp

understand which Jordan was relevant to my wife's utteranceior the different ways

by which one might come to understand that a speaker is speaking Knoh rather

than Englishodo not alter the content of those utterances. Thus, for example, the

utterances (in English)

(xiii) He [the speaker points at Johnoas John stands on the demonstration

platform rudescleanshaven, and batched in light,' is suspicious.

(xiv) He [the speaker points at Johneas John lurks in the shadows

wearing a trenchcoat, bearded, with his hat pulled down over

his face= is suspicious.

are taken, along with -Aber' refinements of (xii), as expressing the same proposition,

namely:

(xv) <JohnoP)P.

'It. should immediately be apparent that we are in store for some delightful

anomalies. Erroneous beliefs may lead a speaker to put un a demonstration which

does not demonstrate what he thinks it does, with the result that he will be

under a misapprehension as to what he has said. Utterances of identity sentences

containing one or more demonstratives may express necessary propositions, though

neither the speaker nor his auditor9 are aware of that. In factowe get extreme

cases in which linguistic competence is simply insufficient to completely determine

the content of what is said. Of course this was already established by the case

of the KnohEnglish translation problem, but the situation is more dramatic using



the demonstratives.

The present treatment is not inevitable. An alternative is to incorporate

the demonstration in the proposition. We would argue as follows: Frege's sense

and denotation distinction can be extended to all kinds of indicative devices.

In each case we have the object indicated (the 'denotation') and the manner of

indication (the 'sense'). It is interesting to note that (at least in Feigl'a

translation) Frege wrote of "the sense (connotation, meaning) of the sign in which

is contained the manner and context of presentation of the denotation of the

sign ".6 / think it reasonable to interpret Frege as 'saying that the sense of,a

sign is what is grasped by the linguistically competent auditor, and it seems

natural to generalize and say that it is the 'sense' of the demonstration that is

grasped by the competant auditor of ut.Lerances containing demonstrative:1. Thus

we see how the drawn,mout English utterance.

(xvi) That Ehe speaker points at Phosporus in early morning] is the

same planet as that rthe speaker points at Hesperus in early evening]

could be both informalve and true.

Let is ca'l the 1.receding a rrevan treatment of demonstratives. It is worth.

developing which mean primarily working on the ontology (tetaphysics ?) of.

demonstrations and the semantics of lemonstration descriptions)buto/ believe, will

Otirely be unsatisfactory. For now Ill just outline some of the reasons. The

deL,nstrative use of demonstratives-plays an important role in language learning,

in general in the learning and use of proper names, in our misty use of de re

modalities, in our better grounded use of what Quine ells the relational senses

of epistemic verbes(i.e. the senses of these intensional verbs that permit

quantification in). Andoin generals! believe that we can sharpen our epistemological

insights in a number of areas by taken account of what I call the demonstrative

use of expression. Such uses are far more widespread than one imagined.

280
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I earlier called the Fregeam treatment of demonstratives "unsacisfactory".

I would be more cautious in saying that it was wrong (though I think an empirical

argument from linguistic behavior could be developed to show that it is wrong.

I take Donellan's study of the phenomenology of what he calls' referential use
4

to be an excellent start in that direction.) What I am confident of is that

A if we force all phenomena that suggest a special demonstrative use of language,

along with what I regard as a corresponding feature: a special singular form of

proposition into the Fregean mold of linguistic elements with a sense and a

denotation, the sense being the element which appears in the proposition (thus leaving

us with only general proposition), then important insights will be lost. I don't

deny that on a phenmempn by'phenomenon basis we can (in some sense) keep

stretching Frege' brilliant insights to cover. With a Link ingenuity I. think we

cal do that. But we shouldn't.M1

Now let me offer a slightly different and romewhat a priori justification for

studying the phenomena of demonstrative uses of expressions and singular propositi(ms.

I 1 -.:av1 aside the question of whether we have correctly rnalyzed any actual

benavior, whether concerned with the sop-called demonstrativ phrases

or otherwise. Paving explained so clearly and precisely what such a use of

language would amount to, in terms of a possible world semantics, I can simply

resolve to so use the word "that" in the futitre. At a minimum I could introduce

the new word "dthat" for the demonstrative use of "that". Couldn't I? I can, and

I will. In fact, I do.
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I like this intentional (i.e. stipulative) way of looking at the use

of "dthat" because I believe that in many cases where there are competing

Fregean and demonstrative analyses of some utterances or class of utterances

the matter can be resolved simply by the intentions of the speaker

(appropriately conveyed to the audit,,r?). Thus in the case of proper names

(to which I will return below) I might simply resolve to use them demonstratively

(i.e. as demonstrating the individual whom they are a name of, in the

nomenclature of an earlier paper)
7
on certain occasions and in a Fregean way

7a

on ether occasions. Of course one who did no have a clear understanding of

the alternatives might have difficulty in characterizing his own use, but

once we have explored each choice there is nothing to prevent us from choosing

either, 'unnatural' though the choice may be.

It should probably be noted tha'. aespite the accessibility of the

semantics of "dthat" our Arasp of the singular propositions so expressed is,

in John Per,l's apt phrase, a bit o..". knowledge by description as compar.d

with our rather more direct aecolaintance with the general propsitions

expressed by non-demonstrative utterances.

Armed with "dthat" we can now explore and pcisibly even extend the

frontiers of demonstrations.

When we considered the Fregean analysis of demonstrations, we attempted

to establish parallels between demonstrations and descriptions.
8

Insofar as

this aspect of the Fregean program is successful, it suggests the possibility

of a demonstrative analysis if descriptions. If pointing can be taken as a

form of describing, then why not take describing as a form of pointing?

Note that our demonstrative analysis of demonstrations need not, indeed should

not, deny or even ignore the fact that demonstrations have both a sense and

a demonstratum. It is just that according to the demonstrative analysis



the sense of the demonstrations does not appear in the proposition. Instead

the sense is used only to fix the demonstratum which itself appears directly

in the proposition. I propose now to do the same for descriptions. Instead

of taking the sense of the description as subject of the proposition, we use the

sense only to fix the denotation which we then take directly as subject com-

ponent of the proposition. I. now take the utterance of the descripcion as

a demonstration and describe it with the usua1 quotation devices, thus:

(xvii) Dthat £ "the spy' :.:7 is suspicious.

For fixity of ideas, let us supposetwhat is surely false, that in

fact, actuality, and cealitymthere is one and only one spy, and John is he.

9
W t express this so:(xviii) "the spy" denctes John. n the light

of (xviii), (xvii) expresse (xix) <John, P::: lalso known as (viii) and (xv)).

.., -...._.........

-% Recollecting and collecting we have:

5
(iii) The spy is suspicious.

.------- (iv) John is suspicion:..

(vii) ('The' S; Pe.

(xii) He rthe speaker pints at .1,7h9.7 is suspicious,
...........-- ...

cr, as we might now write (KM, yx) Dhe rthe spe-ker poLni.s at Johnj

is suspicious.
9a

Earlier we said that an utterance of (iii) expresses (vii), and only

an utterance of (xii) (i.e.(xx)) or possibly (iv) expresses (xix). I have

already suggested that an utterance of (iv) may sometimes be taken in a

Fregean way to express something like (vii), and now want to point out

that for want of "dthat" some speakers may be driven to utter (iii) when

they intend what is expressed by (xvii).

283
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If an utterance of (iii) may indeed sometimes express (xix), then

Donnellan was essentially correct in describing his referential and attributive

uses of definite descriptions as a "duality of function". And it might even

be correct to describe this duality as an ambiguity in the sentence type (iii).

I should note right here that my demonstrative use is not quite Donnellan's

referential use a deviation that I will expatiate on below but it is

close enough for present purposes.

The ambiguity in question here is of a rather special kind. For under

no circumstances could the choice of disambiguation for an utterance of (iii)

affect the truth value. Still there are two distinct propositions involved,

and even two distinct functions from possible worlds and times to truth

values determined by the two propositions.

Before continuing with the ambiguity in (iii). it would be well to

Lnt-.:ject some remarks on senter.,:e types nna sentLuce twv..ne (of which

utterances are one kinI) ef.pecial!v as they relate to ernonGcratives:

284
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Sentences types vary considerably in the degree to which they contain

implicit and explicit references to features of the context of utterance. The

references I have in mind here are those which affect the truth value of the

sentence type on a particular occasion of utterance. At one extreme stand

what Quine (in WordanlObject) called eternal sentence those in which the feature

linguists call tense does not really reflect a perspective from some point in

time, which contain no indexicals such as "now", "here", "I", etc., and whose

components names and definite descriptions are not understood to require

contextual determination as did the "Jordan" of our earlier example.

Quine describes such sentences as "those whose truth value stays fixed through

time Ind from speaker to speaker."
10

Bu I pr2fer my own vaguer formulation:

those sentence ..which do not e;:press a perspective from within space-time. Quine

and I would both count "In 1970 American women exceed American mer in wealth"

as et-enal; he would ( resn.4hly) .1so count "The UCLA football tccm always

has, Foes, and will continue to outclass the Stanford football Lc.um" as eternal,

I would not.

Truth values are awarded directly to eternal sentences withOut any

relativization to time, place, etc.
11 But foi the fugitive sentence no stable

truth value can awarded. Let us consider first tensed sentences, e.g.

(xxi) American men will come to exceed American women in

intelligence.

Without disputing the facts, if (xxi) were true at one time, it would fail to

be true at some later time. (Since one doesn't come to exceed what one already

exceeds)

Now let's dredge up the possible worlds. We associate with (xii) a functions

which assigns to each possible world and time a truth value. Such a. function
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seems to represent, for reasons which have been much discussed, at least part

of the meaning of (xxi) or part of what we grasp when we understand (xxi).
12

There is another kind of 'content' associated with a fugitive sentence like

(xxi), namely the content of a particular utterance of (xxi). In a sense, any

particular utterance (token) of a fugitive sentence (type) is an eternalization

of the fugitive sentence. The relativization to time is fixed by the time of

utterance. We can associate with each utterance of a fugitive sentence the

same kind of function from possible worlds to truth values that we associate

directly with cnternal sentences.

Before bei:oming completely loLt a vague no4enclature, let me make some

stipulations. I %ea call the function which assigns to a time and a possible

world tte truth value o' a riven fugitive sentence (type) at that time in that

world, the mean of the givtn sentence. The meaning of a sentence is wlat

a person who is linguistica....y competent grasps, it is common to '11 nttelances

of the sentence, and it is one of the components which goes into determing the

content of any particular utterance of the sentence. The content of an utterance

is that function which assigns to each possible world the trutL value which the

utterance would take if it were evaluated with respect to that world. There

is some unfortunate slack in the preceding characterizations, which I will try

to reduce.
13

Let 0 be a fugitive sentence like (xxi), letTbe the meaning of A, let

W be the set of possible worlds, let T be the set of times (I assume that all

possible worlds have the same temporal structure andoin factothe very same times.,

i.e. a given time in one world has a unique counterpart in all others), let U

be the set of possible utterances, for usU letAg(u) be the sentence uttered in

u, let '(u) be the time of u (when onlyj(u) and 9(u) are relevant, we might

identify u withO(u)Tu)) and let u be the content of u. The relation between

286
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the meaning of a sentence (whose only fugitive aspect is its temporality) and

the content of one of its possible uttcranc ; can now be concisely expressed

as felows.

(xxii) A t/ Air elAT (4) 4('e (11(04) Vr)

or, identifying u with <...02(14) 010.4);

("17C) Akr 61.7 A t (775. (te) = 'ep"' to.)).

To put it another way, an utterance of 0 fixes a tima, and the content of the

utterance takes account et the truth value of 0 in all p,sc'le worlds but only

at that time.

FrOm (xxii) and (xxiii) it would appear that the notions of meaning

and content are interJaanabl.. Therefore since we alreaey have begun developing

the theory of aning for fugitive senrerces (see especially the work of

Montague) why devote any special attention to the theory of content? Is i'.: not

simply a subtheory of a definitiohal extension of the theory of meaning: I

think not. But the reasons go beyond simple examples like (xxi) and take

UF hopefully back to the main track of this paper. It is wor11 looking more

deeply into the struct.dre of utterances than a simple definition of that notion

within the theory of meaning would suggest. stress simple because I have

not yet really investigated sophisticated definitions.)

First we have )roblems about the counterfactual status of possible utterances.

Are utterances in worlds, are

now", Jr perhaps more simply,

they assumed to occur
1Y

4.14 14844A:
.14181

iftmamark0 ;04.Aluto.

iii444:,404.
in the infamous "I anthere

IAAI% Co'ri""2
46%* orf 144J crtocAuuNsm6croi. !

(xxiv) An utterance is occurring.

Is the meaning of (xxiv) to assign to a time and world, the truth value which

an utterance of (xxiv) would take were it to occur in that would at that time?

Or does it assign simply the truth value of (xxiv) in that world at that time?

Presumably the latter.
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1' But this is to assume that utterances come complete, with the value of all of

their contextually determined features filled in (otherwise the utterance alone -

without being set in a world - would not have a content). I do not want to make

this assumption since I am particularly interested in the wa y in which a demonm

stration, for example, picks out its demonstratum.

And now we are back to the ambiguity in (iii). I would like to coqvt my

verbal demonstration, as in (xvii), as part of the sentence type. Then it seems

that an utterance of such a sentence either must'include a world, or else, what is

more plausible must be in a world. I guess what I want to say, what I should have

said, is that an utterance has to occur somewhere, in some world, and the world 1_1

which it occurs is a crucial factor in determining what the content is. This really

says something about how (I think) I want to treat (possible) demonstrations. I want

the same (possible) demonstrations (e.g. [lithe spy"]) to determine different demonstrata

in different worlds (or possibly even at different times in the same world). Nou

I see-why-I-was so taken with the Freoean treatment of demonstrations. We should be

able to represent demonstrations as something like functions from worlds, times, etc.

to demonstrata. Thus
)
just like the meaning of a definite description. The difference

lies in how the content of a particular utterance is computed.

I realize that the foregoing is mildly inconsistent, but let us push on. Let u

be an utterance of (xvii) in w at t, and let u' be an utterance of (iii) in w at t.

et's not worry, for now, about the possibility of a clash of utterances. If we look

at the content of u and the content of u' we will see that they differ - though they

will always agree in w. The content of u is like what I earlier called a singular

proposition (except that I should have fixed the time). Wheiltas the content of u' is

like what I earlier called a general proposition. For the content of u to assign truth

to a given world w', the individual who must be suspicious in w' at t is not the deno-

tation of "the spy" in w' at t, but rather the denotation of "the spy" in w at t. The

relevant individual is determined in the world in which the utterance takes place,
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and then that same individual is checked for suspicion in all other worlds. Whereas for th(

content of u'
A
we determine a (possibly) new relevant individual in each world.

14

What is especially interesting is that these two contents must agree in the world

w, the world in which the utterance took place.

Now note that the verbal form of (iii) might have been adopted by one who lacked

"dthat" to express what is expressed by (xvii). We seem to have here a kind of de dicto -

de re ambiguity in the verbal form of (iii) and without benefit of any intensional
.......

operator. No question of an utterer's intentions have been brought into play. There

is no question of an analysis in terms of scope, since there is no operator. The two

sentence types (iii) and(xvii) are such that when uttered in the same context they

have different contents but always the same truth value where uttered. Donnellan

vindicated! (Contrary to my own earlier expectations.)

I am beginning to suspect that I bungled things even worse than I thought in

talking about meanings, contents, etc. the meaning of a sentence type should probably

be a function from utterances to contents rather than from something like utterances

to truth values. If this correction were made then we could properly say that (iii)

and (xvii) differ in meaning.

It would also give a more satisfactory analysis of a sentence type like,

Dthat [ "the morning star "] is identical with

dthat ["the evening star"]

Although it expresses a true content on some occasions of use and a false content on

others,iTis not simply contingent. Since on all occasions its content is either

necessary or impossible. (I am assuming that distinct individuals don't merge.)

Even one who grasped the meaning of (xxv) would not of course know its truth value

simply on witnessing an utterance. Thus we answer the question of how an utterance

of an identity sentence can be informative though necessary.'

Another example on the question of necessity. Suppose I now utter:

(xxvi) I am more than 36 years old. ghat I have said is true. Is it necessary?

This may be arguable.(Could I be younger than I am at this very same time?) But the

289
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fact that the sentence, if uttered at an earlier time or by another person, could

express something false is certainly irrelevant. The point is: to simply look

at the spectrum of truth values of different utterances of (xxv) and(xxvi) and

not at the spectrum of contents of different utterances of (Cxv) and 4xxvi) is to

miss something interesting and important.

I earlier said that my demonstrative use is not quite Donnellan's referential

use, and I want now to return to that point. When a speaker uses an expression

demonstratively he usually has in mind - so to speak - an intended demonstratum,

and the demonstratior is thus teleological. Donnellan and I disagree on how to

bring the intended demonstratum into the picture. To put it crudely, Donnellan

believes that for most purposes we should take the demonstratum to be the intended

demonstratum. I believe that these are different notions that may wc,".1 involve

different objects.

From my point of view the situation is interesting precisely because we have

a case here in which a person can fail to say what he intended to say, and the

failure is not a linguistic error (such as using the wrong word) but a factual

one. It seems to me that such a situation can arise only in the demonstrative mode.

Suppose that without turning and looking I point to the place on my wall which

has long been occupied by a picture of Rudolf Carnap and I say,

(xxvii) Dthat [ I point as above] is a picture of one of the greatest

philosophers of theIrWentieth Century.

But unbeknownst to me" someone has replaced my picture of Carnap with one of

Spiro Agnew. I think:dt would simply be wrong to argue an 'ambiguity' in the

demonstration so great that it can be bent to my intended demonstratum. I have

said of a picture of Spiro Agnew that it pictures one of the greatest philosophers

of the Twentieth Century. And my speech and demonstration suggest no other natural

interpretation to the linguistically compethnt public observor.

Still, it would be perhaps equally wrong not to pursue the notion of the

intended demonstratum. Let me give three reasons for that pursuit. 290
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(1) The notion is epistemologically interesting in itself.

(2) It may well happen-as Donnellan has pointed out - that we succeed in

communicating what we intended to say in spite of our failure to say it.

(e.g. The mischevious fellow who switched pictures on me would understand

full well what I was intending to say.)

(3) There are situations where the demonstration is sufficiently ill - structured

in itself so that we would regularly take account of the intended demonstratum

as, within limits, a legitimate disambiguating or vagueness removing device.

I have two kinds of examples for this 3rd point. First there are the cases of vague

demonstrations by a casual waye of the hand. I suppose that ordinarily we would allow

that a demonstration had been successful if the intended object were roughly where the

speaker pointed. That is, we would not bring out surveying equipment to help determine

the content of the speakers assertion; much more relevant is what he intended to point

at. Second, whenever I point at something, from the surveyor's point of view I point

at many things. when I point at my son (and say "I love dthat"), I may also be

pointing at a book he is holding, his jacket, a button on his jacket, his skin, his

heart, and his dog standing behind him - from the surveyor's point of view. Lly point

is that if I intended to point at my son and it is true that I love him,' then what I

said is true. And the fact that I do not love his jacket does not make it equally

false. There are, of course, limits to what can be accomplished by. intentions (even

the best of them). No matter how hard I intend Carnap's picture, in the earlier

described case, I do not think it reasonable to call the content of my utterance true.

Another example where I would simply distinguish the content asserted and the

is
content intended

4
in the use of "1".

15
A person might utter,

(xxviii) I am a general,lntending - that is 'having in mind' - De Gaulle, and being

$11.46Aa

under the delusion that he wasa °De Gaulle. But the linguistic constraints on the
A

possible demonstrata of "I" will not allow anyone other than De Gaulle to so

demonstrate De Gaulle, no matter how hard they try.

All this familiarity with demonstratives has led me to believe that I was mistaken
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in "Quantifying In" in thinking that the most fundamental cases of what I might now

describe as a person having a propositional attitude (believing, asserting, etc.)

toward a singular proposition required that the person be en rapport with the

subject of the proposition. It is now clear that I can assert of the first child

to be born in the 21st Century that he will be bald, simply by assertively uttering,

(xxix) Dthat [ "the first child to be born in the'21st Century"] will be bald.

I do not now see exactly how the requirement of being en rapport with the

subject of a singular proposition fits in. Are the two kinds of singular propositions?
4

Or are there just two different ways to know them?

292
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EXCITING FUTURE EPISODES:

1. Making sense out of the foregoing.

2. Showing how nicely (iii) and (xvii) illustrate an early point about the possibility

of incorporating contextual factors (here, a demonstration) as part of.the content

of the utterance. Another example compares uses of "the person I am pointing at"

as demonstration and as subject.

3. ,astifying calling (xvii) a de re form by showing how it can be used to explicatedr. aw..

the notion of modality de re without depending on scope.

4. Extending the demonstrative notion to indefinite descriptions to see if it is

possible to so explicate the + specific idea. (It isn't.)

5. Improving (by starting all over) the analysis of the relation between Montague's

treatment of indexicals and my treatment of demonstratives.

6. Showing how the treatment of proper names in the Kripke-Kaplan-Donnellan way

. (if there is such) is akin (?) to demonstratives.

7. Discussion of the role of common noun phrases in connection with demonstratives,

as in:

(xxx) Dthat coat [the speaker points at a boy wearing a coat] is dirty.

8. Quine's contention that the content of any utterance can also be expressed by an

eternal sentence. Is it true?

9. Much more to say about the phenomenology of intending to demonstrate x, and also

about its truth conditions.

10. Demonstratives, dubbings, definitions, and other forms of language learning.

Common nouns: what they mean and how we learn it. This section will include such

pontifications as the following:

It is a mistake to believe that normal communication takes place
through the encoding and decoding of general propositions, by means
of our grasp of meanings.
It is a more serious mistake, because more pernicious, to believe that
other aspects of communication can be accounted for by a vague reference

to 'contextual features' of the utterance. Indeed, we first learn the
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meanings of almost all parts of our language by means quite different
from those of the formal definitions studied in metamathematics; and
the means used for first teaching the meanings of words, rather than
withering away, are regularly and perhaps even essentially employed
thereafter in all forms of communication.

294
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- Footnotes -

1. Both 'denoting concept' and 'denoting phrase' are Russell's terms used

in Russell's way.

2. An example is the possibility of producing set theoretical representations

of the system of natural numbers which make all even numbers alike in

certain set theoretical features, (distinct from such numerical features

as divisibility by two) and all odd numbers alike in other set

theoretical features, or which provide simple and elegant definitions

(i.e. representations) of certain basic numerical operations and relations

such as less than or plus, etc.

2A. It is not too easy to single out such phrases without the help of some theory

about logical frernor some semantial theory. I suppose what I am after is

what linguistE call syntactical criteri . But I have had difficulty in

finding one which will not let in phrases like "A spy". Another difficulty

is connected with phrases like "John's brother" which seem to vary in their

uniqueness suppositions. "John's brother is the man in dark glasses" carries,fm.

me, the supposition that John has just one brother; whereas "The,man in

dark glasses is John's brother" does not. In fact the latter seems the most

natural formulation when suppositions about the number of John's brothers

are completely absent, since both "the man in dark glasses is one of John's

brothers" and "The man in dark glasses is a brother of John's" suppose,

for me, that John has more than one brother.

!

.......
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3. The question of whether all uses of demonstratives are accompanied by

demonstrations depends on a number of factors, some empirical, some

stipulative, and some in the twilight zone of theoretical ingenuity.

The stipulative question is whether we use "demonstrative" to describe

certain phrases which might also be described by enumeration or some

such syntactical device, e.g. all phrases beginning with either "this"

or "that" and followed by a common noun phrase; or whether we use

"demonstrative" to describe a certain characteristic use of such phrases.

In the latter case it may be stipulatively true that an utterance con-

taining a demonstrative must be accompanied by a demonstration. In the

former case, the question turns both on how people in fact speak and on

how clever our theoretician is in producing recherche demonstrations

to account for apparent counter-examples.
~ _ -



Footnotes

4. This formulation probably needs sharpening. Don't take it as a definition.

5. It should not be supposed that my practice indicates any confidence as to

the nature and structure of what I call demonstrations or the proper form

for a demonstration - description, t" '`.eke. Indeed, these are difficult and

important questions which arise repeatedly in what follows.

6. From "her Sinn and Bedeutung", emphasis added.

7. T. will attempt below to press the case that this use of proper names, which

involves no waving of hands or fixing of glance, may be assim lated to the

more traditional forms of denoustrative use.

7A. In the case of genuinely proper names like 'Aristotle' opinions as regards

their sense may diverge. As such may, e.g., be suggested: Plato's

disciple and the teacher of Alexander the Creat. Whoever accepts this sense

will interpret the meaning of the statement 'Aristotle was born in Stagira'

differently from one who interpreted the sense of 'Aristotle' as the

Stagirite teacher of Alexander the Great." From Feigl's translation of

Frege's "lber Sinn and Bedeutung".

B. A third kind of indicative device is the picture. Consideration of pictures,

which to me lie somewhere between pointing and describing, may help to drive

home the parallels -- in te ms of the distinction between the object indicated

and the manner of indication -- between description, depiction, and

demonstration.

9. That all utterances are in English is a general and implicit assumption

except where it is explicitlyycalled into question.

9A. "Dhe" is really a combination of the demonstrative with a common noun phrase.

It stands for "Dthat male". More on such combinations below.

191
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Footnntes

10. From Word and Object p. 193.

11. There are, of course two hidden relativizationsinvolved even for eternal

sentences. One is to a language i.e. an association of meanings with

words. The Knoh a. English example was meant to dramatize this

relativization. The other is to a possible world. There is always the

implicit reference to the actual world when we just use the expression

"true". If the analogy between moments of time and possible world

holds -- as some philosophers think -- then maybe we should begin our

classificacion of sentences not with explicitly dated sentences like

"In 1970 - - -" but with "Bachelors are unmarried".

12. Rather than talking directly of these functions, I should really talk

first of eatit
-
ies like <<iThe",S> P' and only derivatively of the

functions. I will do so in the next draft.

13. This is aside from the inadequacy mentioned in the previous footnote,'

which continues to. bother me.

14. I am still bugged by the notion of an utterance att in w, where there

is not utterance atrin w.

15. "I" is, of course, a demonstrative; as opposed, e.g. to "the person

who is uttering this utterance" which only contains the demonstrative

"this utterance". Comparing utterances of

(a) I am exhausted.

(b) The person who is uttering this utterance is exhausted

uttered by s on the same occasion (!): ,Co find the truth value

of the content of (a) in another world w' we must determine whether

s is exhausted inw/ , but to find the truth value of the content

of (b) in w" we must first locate the same utterance in w' (if it

2qs
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eNiSLS t::11.'4.1 at .111) and see who, if anyone) is uttering it. Since L.: could

well be exhausted in wi silently, the two contents are not the same.

299
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AHE PROBLII: OF TIM SILItliTICi OF ILA :33 11M110 IN ENGLISH

Both linaulatn and phil000phers rocomize that torn like 'dirt', 'waters, etc.

differ in behaviour from thew like 'table', 'star', 'man', eta. The olif:.'orences have been coded

at time in cynatctio and at times in eeaantic terms, but at present we lack a coaprehensive

account. Let us consider the first clew under the description 'z ass termall. We can then Charac
terizo the task of this paper as the exploration of the seaanties end a;,#/tax of mass toms, and

the raining of the insane of how en adequate treataent could be incorporated into a General theory

of English.

'e Tat is a texts ) tern? Thoudi there is general aarcement in terms of exal:plos, there exists no

generally accedted and couprehennive definition of that a nape term 'is. In recent times the notion

Can be found as count in Cl onkoy's oubcatecorization system
2.

Chou, ky places this class

under the headinga of noun, comaon, and contrasts it not only with concrete count nouns, but also

with all abstract terms, and with aninate terns. Thus according to this provieione/ clanaiSication

all sass terms are nor on concrete inaninate nouns. Tho..41 thin classification captures the class

of terms that would be used norsa2.1y paradiaps, it is not clear that tho syntactic criteria

would bo in terms of which this class end this class only could be identified. A further attempt

at delineation is given in Parsons' paper3. This eccourt is 111:e Chonskar's in that it considers
all Mes terms nouns, but in its search for at least rough criteria it expands the class under

consideration. The two criteria that Parson s recomenda nret rasa term do not adnit of plurali

zation, and when they aae used in the required Gonne they can be preceSded by 'mach', Parsons recoa-

nizes exceptions to the first criterion, tamely 'potatoes', or 'beans' in the sense of "what do

we have for lunch? Potatoes. ". Peflexion on these criteria leads Parsons to tho correct conclusion

that tanking these as decisive allows D3L.10 mass terms like 'speed', or 'intonation' to be not

concrete.

A more detailed attempt at aiming a sound characterization than either of the two mentioned

so far is to be found in (Nine 'e IfOrk4. his characterization is partly syntactic and partly coaar

tic. Syntactically, be likens Lass terns to sinaular terms in no far as both Unds of expressions

resist pluralization and articles. Sozauatically they are distinguiahed by having the property of

cumulative reference. That its to sway, e.g. "any anus of parts which are water is water". In general,

if 'w' is a sans terra, then any SUM of parts that are *31 is itself w. For (chine the seaantio

characterization is more inportant. Though his further sugaentions are not in conflict with the

syntactic characterization (as long an one takes thee° en not noceseary conditions) it is the rera

tic characterization -that leads him to point out that since the separation into noun and adjective

has little to do with questions of reference, mass terms should not be conntrtaed as including nouns

only. Luine'n characterization, in tenon of cuaulative reference, fits a large clans of adjectives

as well en it fits nouns. For exaaple, any DUN of parts that are rod in itself red. Thus Quino

propene°
5
that the "term with divided reference vs. mass term" distinction (which is equivalent to



the count+. distinction as used by Iinctiets) be extended to cover adjective :0 as well..Color terms

) obviously ease adjeotives according to this division, and Ruin mentions 'epherical' as en exneale

of an adjective that dividne its reference and thus would have to be marked us count+ by the lineuist.

The extension of the dietinction to cover adjectives is made purely on the basis of the senantio

criterion. Indeed, it is an interesting question of the tudy of this topic au to uhether one can

find relevant cyntaotio distinctions alone adjectives that would mirror the division Chet Quin() nekes

solely on aeenntic eneeunds. complete this brief ctreeery. of Quine'e views tee mat add that Quin::

emphasizes what ho takes to be the dual role of mese term. They can appear either before or after

the 'is' of predication; e.g. 'water is a liquid', and 'that puddle is water% rAili.3 dual role in for es

of (WE:311,atical roles is given en important function in Quire's propeecd seeantice for ease terms,

The extenoion of count- to abstract terms is one of the key features of the proposed revioion
.

of the subcategorization eget= by kbravcelk
6. In this proposal abstract count nouns like 'virtue',

'aciencet, and 'objection' are contrasted with such abutroct muss terse as 'nonsense',

'Itzeinese', 'vacua:es:1', 'ciolificanco', etc. &tee; the differentiations proposed we

find aGain the mntter of teking and not teldng articles as well as pluralization respectively, and

two udLitional points. Cne of these is that of items denoted by count+ expressions we can ask

"how mart ?" while ue cannot asks "how rush?". in the case of mass tot a we find the revere° sieletteee

e other differentiation proposed is in tome of co- occurrence restrictions. It is clefered that
some adjectives such as 'nuemoue can go 4th count+ nouns but not with count- expressions. It is

also cleeireed a verb like 'count' can take as object only Demethine denoted by count+ erpreseions.

An an aloe distinction holds with reeterd to subjects that verbs can take, Thus, e.G.p Tells' or
'think' Lust have count+ as subject (I do not share the claim that 01:10 lineuist made that the zebject

of such a verb must be claneified animate) while a verb like 'flow', or 'melt' can take count-, or.

mass terms, as subject.

In addition to this way of elaseifying verbs in connection with the oount+- dichotonor, it

may be that an even sharper division is possible. According to a recent proposal Lade by G.N. Leech

verbs can be divided on purely semantic exound into count+- depending on whether the verb denotes

7
events or a state Verbs like 'kick', 'open', '()start', and 'fall' denote events according to Leech

and are thus clezaified as count+ and contruatect with those verbs that denote states. (E.g. 'enjoy'),

Having sureeerized these proposals, let us turn to owe critical reea.rks. If one agrees with

Wine that eoee adjectives are also rose torus, then the fact that Parsons' eu)eeested mark does not

apply to adjectives will be re carded as a flaw in that account. (Parsons hieself regards only nouns

as candidates for mess terms; he does not discuss the facta that lead Quire to take the other position.

(eels one might try to teke Quine's purely eeeantio criterion as the decisive mark of FASS ter e. It

rea
seeau t o me, however, that we e n c o u n t e r t w o difficulties here. One of these is the

ane
eeLeeneemtios

n
of the

criterion to all adjectives. Consider 'largo' and 'mall' and then again 'Heavy' and 'light'. Both

001
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'large and 'heavy' CC; to qeell fy as MOOS terms sOcX)rd.i.216 to Quine's eenantic criterion. For

the sun of any parte that PXO largO or heavy is itself large, or heavy. Ile would expect then

to have 'mall' end Law to behave as muse texas; but it is not clear that they elect

Quine's condition. is the uzui of any parte that are small or light reepoctivel,y itself mall or

light? Perhaps one could rule out there) exasplen on the ground that these adjectivos admit the

comparative form; tees we have heavier, lighter, (roller, taller, etc. One mikdit propose that

terns ads it the cooperative form are not ass terse, but alweye implicit dyadic pred.icatoo.

It in not clear how satisfactory thin proposal would be ulnae the colour tome too semi to admit

in some ouzo conperatives. Could not one thing be more red or Lore 'blue thin another? In order

to defend Quine's pmposal alone; the lines nue:Jested above, these locutions will have to be ex-

plained, or, rather, explained rum'.

The other diffJcultzr is encountered when we *he" to ap,Iy 0:Imo's criterion to abstract

mese term. This is not Quine's dif2iculty, one night say, since he does not advocate mach appLi-

catione. ler mese tome are defined in terns of noreolojmal concoptd. (1. :ore on these later.)

rut it ie not clear how ono apelike notione like 'part', 'anus', and 'overlap' to abstract entities;

nor is it clear that when in the use of ordinary English such ap.,lications tee nude, that these

reflect the oenson intended when the torus are applied to concrete entities. This difaculty

can be taken as one wawa; affects prolx.seals ouch as er/ earlier ono referred to above. Fett if that

to
proposal jo.ebandoreel, cone other way Lust be found 2411: account-mg for the syntactic sileilverit::.e.e

that cut across the abstract - concrete achotoror. Another flaw of rot propoeal is that it does

not anseer the following tiro questions that are relevent to eneeeeing the claims made about

co-occumence relations between verbs and cub cot eeineaeviontho Odell the counts- diotinction is

relevant. One of these questione is: what is the full range of verbs that require count+ telbjects

without these being matted as enieate? ccusaples Lentioned, such as 'think' or 'believe' aro

not beyond controversy. Perhepe exaeoilos lilacs 'unto', 'work', %%motion', will turn out to be

more pereuasive. The other question iss two there any muceverbe that require as their subject a

V18.83 tOna? The exaeples quoted above, such as 9selt' and 'MOW are verbs that can take either

cotmt+ or count- subjects;, ice elate, but no can statues, and water flows but no do rivers.

It would be interesting to chow either that there are verbs that :ust have CIP.1313 OUltOeta or that

any verb that can take a rams subject can take also a count+ subject.

Lot us briefly slaty arize the current etate of work on the topic under consideration. The ratter:;

to give a general definition of what a naps tar: ie encounters four problons. First, there is tho

question of whether to construe muse terms tie a cot of nouns, or to extend the classification to

cover adjectives and verbs as well. Decision on this natter cleverly depends on finding adequate

criteria for each oyntactic class and finding sufficiently ioportant coLeen elements azong these
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to warrant a :lore inclusive doLincation. Secondly, there is the pzublon of whethor rasa tort:a

should bo rostrioted to those that have oancreto entities u eleriento of their denotation or note

By tooncroto in thin oontoxt wo neon 'that which has opatiotenporal location, is oxtondod, and
can bo oboervod by the Bensons. Amin, the docirrion depend on the availability of criteria;
either ountactic, or in toms of an adequate intorprotation of raeroolocical notions for nbotraot
ontitioo. She third problem in that of finding genoral arid reliable syntactic criteria. The extent
of generality depends on the choices nado with record to tho two .problono tentioned above. We caw

that plurnlioation not n watardtidit criterion, and oug,:eutions such as the addition of 'radii
*quantity of an woli no the titumtion: "how moll?" cover oily itevn in the cat000ry noun. There
are no proposaln for the syntactic clarroi.ficatioz) o8 adjoctives along those linos, end Leech's
very recent cruf;:,-ostions concerninl vertu requires further study. Tho fourth problen is that of
finding' a 0.:r oral notlantio chartioterisation, depanding on tho delineation chosen, The roost

proidsing lino scene to be the further crxtencion of Quino's criterion. 1:er (ample, it would bo
worth investigating that connections there are bottom Leech's distinction of events end states,
and Quino's di unction botwoon cizrilative end di-rided roferenoo.

iiefore wo leave this topic trap points 2iced tc+ bo rade. So far we talked about the (Kr>.

tinction rat issue as one bstweon two clas000 of expressions. 'ibis is, holdover, an ovozsimplifiontio:

It has 'boon pointed out by Quinoa. Cartrridot
9,

and Pa::00 /13
10

that vasky terns have both a count+

as well as a count rien3o, or trpo of application. }.g. 'I dram% sow watorc and '...fron the land

of the elzrblue waters', or 'I ate sone &Jolson', and 'I chased a thicken', This raises BOLIO cpooti,

that are of interest to tho linguist as well as those philosophers who are concerned with the otruo

turo of a lood.con. Tho difference under consideration cannot bo asoinilated to the nom al use of

"di:fro:come in .en e" or anbit;iiity. On the other hand, ono can hardly list the relevant pairs as tip

independent and unrelated items in the dictionary. Tho situation is anal otpus to the ono holding

botween abntract insular terms and the corrospondinc emoral tents (e.g. 'chaste' and 'chastity').

lanally, a word about the need and utility of Laso toms. Quino seems to ougc,est
11
that

this is en "archaic category", not very suitable to nor° cophiotiosted clitioautoo, virLoring the no.

riantica of the child's early vocabulary. It DOer.:1 to PO that this observation should be supple:::en.

tea by the realisation that it is the availnbilit-y of marl toms that allotts the quantitative

lysin of concopts and tlazn tho Lowing sophistication of the applied sciences. 1'1011611y aperddng

terms with count+ specification invite qualitative onal.ysio (ire don't masure con, or tables, bat

we do noastiro lont:;thi weidIt, etc.) whilo rase toms invites quanti.taUvo analysis. It in difficult

if not inporssiblo to concave of the lanciaGe of the sciences without Lions terns. Heedless

to say, this is aceorpaniod by netisureLiwit and the concopto of nuLiber, while in the child's emix

use of uses toms those add.itionnl notions do not yot o%oriPes
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'mire ;ash for the Sor eintice of I'v) Tome. The wet detailed proposal for the semantic° of loose
terms has been made by Wine. As woo pointed out above, a mans tona, aceonkIng to thin proposal,

refers curulatively. This meane that the EMUS torn 'water' refora to that individual that is

scattered throual time and place and whose pa4t3 ere all the weter that ever was, is, end will be.

The reference, or denotation, of all saws three is to be tsuleotood in the same way. The objects

referred to are to be understood according to the calculus of individuals, cse explained e.g. by

N. Goodman
2.

The varioue relations as well as diutinctneos of individuals can be explained and

defined rigorouoly within this eyetera with the aid of the primitive 'overlap', symbolized by '0'.
This allows us to concrete the reference of complex nets:.* terms out of the references of their parts.

the serte of
For caw:plc the reeerenoe of 'wood furniture' is the individual r.,eeressreei which are the overlappi

parts of the individual wood and the individual Atnetture. The reference of i 'w .ter and iron'

will be the sum of the individual water and the individnal iron.

This account of the reference of masa to is, however, qualified by Quirts with the help of

graneatical notions. 1.'or the interpretation ste:Larined above applies to radE terms only when these

are in uabject position, or as quino jute it - before the 'is' of preeication13. Were proceeds to

sageest that the "slae,leat plan" is to treat the ease tern as described ;,hen before the 'is', but

psi a genera torn when it is after the 'is' of predication. It is difficult to give an adequate

interpretation of this :AV,*:;(1143.071 119 it etands. What is it to tent a word 'w' SOL:0 tines ao a sin-

cuter tern, end in other oontexte as a general tere;:- .b far we have been given only an interprotatio:

of the eeetaltics of those t011:1:3 when they function as singular tome; if we are to interpret then

in ewe contexts as general terms, what are the entities that these tern are true of? E.g. what is

'water' true of when used as a genera term? The peraeraph following
14

vaeeests the interpretation

that according to Quine ease taros when used as general terns are elliptical. For ho suggests that

'in sugar' and 'is fterniture' (an e.g. in 'the white part is Lugar' and 'the rest of the cargo is

fUrniture9 should be read as 'is a bit of maw' and 'is a batch of furaiture' respectively. ACCOr-

ding to this interpretation Quino does not really mean that e.g. 'water' can bo both a singular
term and a geeeral tern, but rather, that 'water' is a rasa term when in subject position, and when

in predicate position, then it is always a part of come complex predicate expression such as

'bit 'batch etc. U01/3 in the nail analysis no maas terra is also construable as a

genera tern, bit rather as a part er a collection of complex umeral terms. his interpretation

of the proposal .faa3les reasonably good se lirie; the aerite of the proposal would then depend on how

well we can account for expreseions like 'bit of water' as general terns. tnfortunately, it is not

clear that this interpretation of cuine'a proposal is sound. For in the sera paratemph he writes

also: "...in general a Llasn tern in predicative position nter be viewed as a general torn which is
t cona

true of each portion of the &tuff iaz question.." This dues not sound as m'.,fmeebtA
trued

VASS

terms in predicative positions as elliptical. I fail, however, to mks teach name of a torus being
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"truo of each portion". Mut is the definition of 'portion'? What are criteria of identity? Eou rvg"

portions of stuff area there, e.g. of water? Of course, Si thin eentence about portions is merely

it chart -hand for e.e.,C;tnYof complex general terms, then thin sentence is in heemeny with the inter.

protation of Quino's proposal deem above. if it in not, its oxaot moaning reeains unclear to nt

loaat ono reader.

it in not a trivial teed: to find out that Ottne =am be "treating a maze term au a general

term", nince it figures in several parts of Quino's proposal. For exemple, Oen he turns to the

conaideration ofi." ss eoeplex roared by the deeenutrative 'this' amid a mass tern Quinn scam recoee.end

teating the ease to an a general tarn 5. Again, however, we are eiVen a paraphrase. " 'Water' no

used amounts to the general term 'body of water' ". In harem/ with the above, I take Quin° to be

saying that in the combination Domonstrative-er,sse Teem, the latter is elliptical, mud in to be read

in fully analyzed form en part of a complex general tern. (Lodies of eater - unlike portions do

have relatively clear criteria of identity through ti :e and apace; the reaeon for this in that

unlike 'portion', in clearly count+.)

As noted above, Qui.no ruearda nano adjectives Haw as rasa terms. Hie treatment of these is

analogous to the treatent of the coerenpondine; nouns. talus 'red' refers to that scattered indivi-

dual that has as its parts all that ever eau, in or will bo reed. The "computation of oemelexce"

parallels that of coo ;-lox noun expreseions, and apearently no does the treateent of adjectiveu

depending whether these arc in eubject or predicate poeition. :his last enaloey, however, eeems

not to be without difaculties. If my interpretation of Quinn's proposal io correct, then in

'see() black bears are brown' brown' is to be treated an a general term, since it coon after the

'in' of predication. We eau above, however, that thin umounte to raying that 'brown' in this con-

text is elliptical; it in really part of a conplee general term. I find it dif:icult to cupely the

required Lenore]. tern. Will 'bit of brown' fit here? If, on the other hand, 'brown' in the sentence

cited is to be treated by iteolf as a general term, it is not clear that the entities are that

thin teri is true of.

The meet interesting part of Quino'e tree:Wont of ndjectiveu
16

- and preeueably pert of the

rationale of the proposal - is his ceeeeteual of the oenantica of complex noun phrases that are

made up of noun and adjective. In a complex in which the noun in count+ euch as 'rod Dune' Quine

proposes to treat 'red' tin a goners' tore, and thus, of course, the whole noun phrase as count+.

In caees where the adjective modifies a WW1 that is a 11183 torn, Quino propeeen to treat the ad-

jective ale° as a ease term, and the whole comelex in the wee uny. camas hypothesizes that ad-

joctives that are not nano terms, such an e.g. 'spherical' will never modify a noun that is a

mass tone. Ono night summarize these snug e:Aims by saying that in COLIptItinz: the steeeltics of

an EP that is N and Mj, the noun dominates and deter nines the interpretation of the adjective as

well an the whole complex.
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'rho dual treat,tent of LattOLI torus e.ey etriko one no odd, laid no would the remark that thin in thr,

"ainplest" plan. L'ut there are good reeeone for both claira. Tor Nine does take up the poueibility

of a unified treatcAmt of the aeraantios of as torus mutt that they iould refer cumulatively re-
gardless of gr,e,atical rule. This would involvo treat-ire; the copula nu nainitoun; in 'thia object

is a atatue' the 'is' utande for claim nenborehip, $;hile in 'the white part in Lucre the 'in' could
stand for the 'in a part of relation as explained in tents) of the calculus of individuals. (Luino
thinke that the 1.;eroolo.cal interpretation fails because not all parts of water, auz;ar, etc, tiro

water, wear, etc. 17. lloroover, Quin° Dees that there is no general rule for all rase tome that
determines ehich parts are too wall to count as a part that is still IN:Awl.Ai to by lho nano of the
substance in queetion. consider the parts that are no lote,er water, and the mrte that are no
lore;'er furni'aire, the parts that 11:(3 no lonvr mow, etc.. has he concludett that no lia.ltation with

general ap.lication can to woreed into the relevant definition of 'is a part of', and consequently

he feels carp lied to t.eat L'ASti torus n predicative position nu emeriti ter -,:a - or poneibly as

parts of Leru co..plex gt-reral taus. If wo asnune that thin: procedure is intelligible, there

in something coned by it, and this helps use to underetand why Quino can call this tho "aieplest"

plan. For it allows a unitary treatneirt of the copula; it alwrkye etands for clime ner.feemhip, and

thin helps ehen trentalatine Lnaish into hat (nine eallu cnnonical notation - in effect, the first

order predicate calculus.
order to see clearly the various points Linde, and to facilitate co:.perisone 4th other

propoaale es well no to underetend the, limbic= of Llert;ine, this proposal with traneforL:ational

e,raellar, Quine's prtgosal will be preuented in nchc,:irtio form.

In the se.h...eie etands for noun that can 1.)c 'eterpreted L.ercoloLeicelly, and;lAdj is given
.1.

the same interpretation. '1:count' is mutt noun, and el.rdlarly for 'Adj couut and iiniPeount', etc.

1) 11 IT = limes. (if the 1,1:13:J tern is in subject position, it is interpreted mereologically
2) ....+V4..+10 o lieount (with coetpleL,ent?). (if the Lassa term it, in procaeative porAtion,

3) 1:aeoustr. + is 1MIT!. ((wits the denonetrative a mite tetet terra.3) to:

4) + 1;2(...+Adj) Adjoount. (retno itdjcctive in predicate ubot la taki:11 es ceneral ter r.

5) IX(1:count+Adj) iiimunt(1;count + Adjeount). (if adjective Lodifica a count noun, then it
6) If 11 + Adjcount, then 11 also tarot be count. (at lettliti.

7) neaso + Adj ts 11113(11taaau a+ Adjulan). (if an adjective codifieo a vane terra, it is takes
)6) The copula alweye stands for 'is a Lieltber of the at,. term.

It follows fro:, these rules that if an UP colapc)led. of I1 + Adj is in the predicate clot, then
it rust be interpreted as I;Pcount(licount+leljoount).

It also follows that one does not Istow how to ,Ave a uoiantio interpretation to certain
nowt phrases until one woe what higher node doninate theso.Ve ohall return to this point later
in our dincus...ion.
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1. To recapitulnto Quino'a roasoning underlying his interprotation of adjectives, the following
t three olaimn haw to bo conoiderod. llrut, that the syntactic role of an oxpreonion an a notion, or

VALatcird000 not affect its referential (or denotative) role; eccondly, that from tho roforential
point of viow 'red' is on par with 'iron'; and thirdly, that wo need to be able to work out the
eminntioa of coLiplox noun ph rauon on the basis of the eLantico of its parts.

We shall turn now to a brief ouriAry of Paroono' proposal. Persona construes mans terian when

in oubjoot position as singular term nemind oubotancos. Ho does not think, however, that what ho

calls substances can bo Oxon a mereologdcal interpretation10. ddi.s reason for thin is that aceor&tr
to bin viow spatio-toL;poral coincidence otween two rubotancee coos not guarantee identity. One

of bin =maples eupdort of this thesis in that evon if in the fictual world all and only 11traitm.

wore cozposod of wood, the identity of the two aubotantwo would not follow since parts of *lire
might be wood nithout boing flarnituro19. Thuo, on thie view, when a moue torn °tends by itself
in subject position it is oonitruod an the nail.) of n eubutance which is an abstract entity - thus
the masa term functions in of oct as on abstract ain4,11er term.

For tho canes in which r.t.a terms stand in prodicotive position, ouch as old', Parsons
ansiexe to thou =interpretation that agtkes thou elliEtical for a complex general tern, 'Alia gene--
ral term is relational, and its relate ere what Parsons calls "bite of water" and most-nces. The
relation is introduced as a primitive, under the rmark, of "quantity of situs, e.g. to tehe Quinn',;
exaLple, 'the white pa ,t is mow' becoLue on itullons view 'the white part in a bit of rz:tter thrd
is a quantity of 'road'. bits of metter are construed an entities ,:everned by the calculus; of indi
viduals2°. This sine interpretation in riven of rzaou terns when they are precodod by deronotrative:

or quantifiers. Than, e.g. 'Dome ink' b000ren tx,ro quantity of ink', 'all rub:)ert boco:...en

quantities of rab.or', etc. M.th the staLe strictures holding as above. In this way on &arsons'

ar.alynia the copula meal= always the equivalent of the oitoi for olaau nouborahip.

In order to undid, stand knroonn' treatment of oomplex mans terms, we Lust note that for lnirn

no adjootive is a mass tors; the distinction counts- is applied only to nouns. As long as one acct..

his troatr:ent of mans nouns in subject position, this troatuent of adjectives does not result in

diffioultice - est leant on the fennel For the torus that the adjectives modify ore not
referring to t.oreolobl.cal unics, but to abstract entities. Tho name oonniderntIon applies to eon..

ploxos when they ap;3ear in predicate position, since vu acv - in this context tho couplex

becomes part of a cm:pica relational amoral term.
shore in an ailtitional featuro of Parsons' treatuent of cor,plexes. nor ho is also concerned

to givo a oexantiost that will rofloct certain inferences that all os us would accept as valid.

Thus, e.g. the au:unties should ahow how 'all blue wator in water' cones out an a valid inference.

Parsons aceompliehos this by construing the inference to be about quantities - and thus, I tray© it

ultiLately about bits of um,ter. Our us:Aple sentence is then construed as 'ovorythinc that is blue
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and is a quantity of water, is a quantity of rater'. The symbolization of this and other aen-

tenees is obvinus. In the case of other $ypeo of complexes oich as 'muddy water in widespread'

,

(Parsons' exauple)
21

Parsons gives an analysis in terms of complex aubatance names end adjectives

construed as regular general terms, In this cane under consideration wo would have the complex

substance-name - if I underntand taroons correctly 'the substance constituted by bitts of matter

that are muddy and aro quantities of water'.

In insisting that certain inferences that we take to bo valid should also bo accounted

for, Persona adds an important criterion of adequacy, in addition to the ones that Quine implicitly

sets, and sere presented in this) palsa. schematically.

In order to complete this account, we rust attempt a ousary of Parsons' explanation of

the primitive 'quantity of!. The explanation is uaid to be only rough and in need of qualificationo,

We are told that to be a quantity og gold is to be a bit of matter that sakes up tho substance

gold which in scattered around the universe. Ile are aloo told that "if it in true to Day of en

bject (phyoical object) that it "is gold", then the matter maing it up will be a qualtity.of

goldh..This latter account is qualified no as to rule out canes where we describe something as

'gold' only in view of its color or other perceptual quality, or something that is only pertly

sold, etc. and we are told that not all parts of matter that are quantities of gold are gold -

a reference to the prlineiple Quine already stated.

The fellouing i9 a eehomatio summary of earsons, analogous to the one constructed for

Quino's proposal.

7) N + VP Nabstr.sing. (in oubject alot, N behaves as a name ;.)f a substance, not exten-

2) ....+VP(...N) = in a quantity of E (in predgaTiliKonnarENduce primitive 'quanity

of')
3) Desonstr. + 11 = like 2) above.

4) No adjective is treated as a mass term.

5) identical with Quinn's treatment.

6) ( except that abstract singular terms will be introduced

as interpretations of Lamm where Gino would not.)
7) no analogue to WW1) needed.

8) identical with Qmine'a condition.

9) In order to exhibit certain inferences, reference to masses is construed as reference

to quantities of substances.

We shall now consider pooaibie criticisms of the two proposals before us. The following

four points DOOM to no to chow flays in Parsons' account. His treatment of adjectives does not

consider, and thus does not answer any of the claims and hypotheses that Wine gives in support

( of his interpretation of adjectives. An a result of this, as far as I can see, .e..,..!..sona' account

shows no difference between 'red' and 'spherical' from the seoantio point of view, and does not

exhibit whatever similarities) there are between 'red' or 'heavy' and nouns like 'ink', or 'water.
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Secondly, his treatment of substance terns seers to leave elm open ends. We eau already that
substanceo cannot be, strictly apealdng parts of etch other. It some intuitively clear to me that

the Out:AL:no° red ink should be a part of the substence ink. In Par:ions' eystem both sule:eances ere

abstraot entities, and the relation in quostion will have to be described by eaying that all quanti-

ties of one are quantities of the other an well. Likewiao, what Dee liko direct attrilaations of
qualities to a r.ubstance will have to be reinterpreted by fareono as indirect attributions:). 3er one

_

plo in crying that 'iron is heavy' I cannot attribute heaviness on this account - to the substance
itself, the substance being an abstract entity, but will have to attribute it to the quantities of

the substance iron. This mew odd, at least to this reader.

What seem aat leant to me somewhat forced readina of certain sentences involving reference

- at least on the caulace - to feel-Jet/Incest leads, us to a reconsideration of i'areons' reasons for

not taldre; albstances to be mereoloeical units. Zia support for this claim involved the poseible

situation in which tee substances overlap each other spa tio-temporally in the actual world and

nevertheloae we would no want to my that they are identical. It seeree to me that instead of taldne

Parsons' wey out, one night try the following solution. Lot us consider a nelatenee as a nereoloca-

cal unit - ca "ecattered particular" but not only in the actual world, but also in all possible
worlds. It seems to me that one could then retard as the condition of identity for two eubstanees

that they should overlap epatio-temporally not only in the actual world but Lazo in all poesiblo

worlds. ate way we could avoid the undesirable consequencoa that 4-arsons points out, and still

retain the idea that has iatuitive, a (=tattier and syntactic bacIdeng, and 1,182 first forratlated by

Wine and Coved en (in /adorn tines; Aristotle had the eaae idea quite a bit earlier), that thew

masa teras denote nereological units. Of course, given this proposal, one would hevels even rare

reasons to reconsider i'arsone suguation about adjectives, and Quane's proposal would look again

noro attractive.

The third and fourth difficulties in *mans' view concern the two prinitivea that are

invoked in his account of mass terve in predicative position. In cm:Teri:an with Csuine, it seems the

all of the difficulties that arise in the attempt to explain how terse with zereallogical denotatione

can combine with terms that have sots as denotations, and the dual role of certain terms, are swept

under the rug by the introduction of the primitive 'queekity of'. Thus whatever is gained in forreal

sinplicity is lost in teriIf explanatory power and philosophic perspicuity. Wino is driven to

salzing use of a whole collection of predicates 'Latch of ilumiture', 'bit of iron', etc. in view

of the fact that there in no general condition in terau of which one could explain what the minima

parts of each substance-stuff are. It is not at all ale r te ^eo how we menage to laypeoe this pleb-

lea by the introduction of the pried, time 'quantity of'. Will this primitive have different senses
depending on whether we tall: about batches, bits, or regional?

The. ooepanion of this primitive does not seem to ae any clearer, though tar criticism night
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seen idiasynckratio. The basic weakneue of the notion of 'bits of matter' eeen to me questions of

individuation. Of oourso, different philesophera nie,ht require pinoiplos of individuation of

different strength. According to ny view what we quantify over could be entities that can be

identified across possible worlds. Given this assueption, a theory in which vs quantify over bits

of matter will not be attreiltive, since it is not at all clear how ono weuld identify biitof matter

across possible worlds.

Turning to Quine's proposal, we should note that itu aueeesmant depends not only on how

yell the se: antica works out, but also on how it can be fitted within an adoeuate syntactic frame-

work. In this connection I would like to raise what seems to me a problem. We noted that in the

predicate position an adjectite will be treated as a general term, and thus has a set as its rano'

of denotation, but when it coubines with a mass noun as subject, then it is treated as referring

to a mereological unit. fhus, for example, in 'this ink is red', 'red' is retarded as a (;eneral

term while in 'red ink is hard to read', it is iesTxded as referring cumulatively. But it is plausib:

to regard the combinations N + VP (be+Adj) and 111)(14/4j) as traneformationally related. We would pie

eaunlly derive the latter froe the former (e,sa 'red ink' from 'ink is red'). If we try to combine

Quines eenantic proposals with this part of transformtional (eaelear, we arrive at the conclusion

(_

that 'red' will have one eeeantic interpretation in the deep structure, and another after the trans-

fornation that recults in the complex noun phrase. I du not object to this consequence on the (ene-`V
ral ground that-transfornatons should be moaning preserving ancfpis violates that alleged prig

ciple, for I an not convinced that sufficient justifications have been given to accept that prin-

ciple without qualifications. But in this type of caeo it does seem odd to uuppoue that a tranefor-

nation of this kind should enact u change in swantic interpretation.

This flaw, if it is a flaw, hinges on what Quin e calls the dual role of nass terms, and in

this connection sone doubts haS to be ruined concerning the intelligibility og the claie that mass

terns, elliptical or not, can be treated as general terms. (Hines more than any other contemporary

philosopher of language alueys insists on the importance of distinguishing singular from general

tome; partly because of the different roles that thole. expressions play when we assess the ontolo-

gical comeitnent of a theory expreueed by r lanceige with these terms. The distinction is emphaeized

by Wine in connection with general terms and abstract singular terms; but presueably the diatinctio:

is just ne crucial in connection with non -ab street singular terms, and mass toms aro just that

on Quine's account. Thus if 'rod', or 'water' has two uses, an a general term and as a non-abstract

singular term, then these uses are no nom connected than 'redness' or 'waterhood' are connected

with 'red' and 'water' respectively. Apparently it is a mere historical accident that in one cane

we can use diferent expreseions and in the other we can not do that. Now Quin() may bo right about

thin, but I for one would hope that an account should be available that avoids having to poutulete

such utrango accidents. The real problem in any case uoemu to be thus alleged use of muss terms as
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General tormn. If we conaider paradinal canes of prodUcal es containing general terms cuch as

'is a Lam', 'is a atar,, we see that those allow the intelii0.ble foratlation of expresnione liko

'in the vane star', 'is not the tetra° star', 'is that star', eta, with clear criteria of apilication.

Indeed, this is the srar7 feature of general term a that Quinn emplaiaized in his own account. lihen uo

consider the allegedly analocous canes involving lat1013 terns Ito face two alternatives. On one alter-

native, the IlnalCk:011:3 expression ere coaplexes cue?: us 'tho name bit of water', 'not the new bit
of /later', and in these conplexes the burden of dividing reference in carried by the auxiliary

exproseion 'is a bit of (or 'batch', 'recion' eta.). So quite apart from the question of how clear

the criteria of application are for these conplex,:s, tho relevant referential functions are not

carried kr the vane terms. On the other interpretation tome like 'is water', 'in etc.

function e:3 general term by theneolveo. But thoui we can Lek° sense of such as 0:41ree8:40SS as

'is the sac water', 'is not the sane eater', 'is a dif'erent iron', they do not carry the rerri.d.red

sense. Different irons are different Idnde of iron - or different golfing irons; different waters

are dif:.nront kinds of water, or brands of water (e.g. uinoral liter, boiled eater?). On either inter

pretation the alleged role of 11/136 ter an as general toms remains quite obecure.

1:ven if these qualus concerning intellieAbility taa) not altered by the reader, we run into

difficulty Idhen we try to exhibit internal structure within Wine's interpretation. Lot us con-

eider the sentence: 'red ink is ink'. Under an adequate interpretation thin should (X)Ile; out ea a

tautoloa. Thus, for exanple, whatever flaws there sight be in Parsons' account, ho can show this

to be a tautology by interpreting it a8 'every quantity of ink that is red, is a quantity of ink'

( (x) (Ix -1 Ix) ). Now shall we formulate this on quine's interpretation? 'nod ink' before the

is of preacation boconea a airnatler tern, nay, 'r'. 'Ink' behind the 'is' of predication becomes

the general term 'is a bit of ink', nay 'Ix'. So the whole sentence becomes: 'Ir' which is not a

tautoloa. Perhaps one could reformulate the sentence in question as being about an. parts (of the

required bort) of tho oblsect red ink. Then the sentence becones 'every part of the object red ink

is a bit of ink'; but this again is not it tautology. Thus unless better accounts of this sentence

within :wines': seaantics are proposed, I conclude that Quine'a mrultics for axles tern does not

allow us to exhibit enough internal structure.

keforo we turn to sone constructive sue cations, let us recapitulate the conditions of

adequacy for Ln analysis of rasa torus that emerged from this paper. First, the analysis must

give an interpretation to the nine uchenes under which we sunearized the different accounts.

Secondly, the ervalynis should reflect and account for the deep eemantic differences between

mass teran and term: with divided reference; i,e, it should account for the fact that 'the Dow

can' is well-fomed, but 'the ueze red' is well famed only on a different type of interpretation.

(Or 'the Larne stare, but not 'the e.r.Z.le gold', or 'Law golds vs. 'nzwy stars'.) Thirdly, the

aonantic analysis Lust be ouch that one can incorporate it into a transfornational craw:aro Fourthly



the analysis :met nake it possible to account for the denotation ranges of complex expresaiona

on the basis of the denotation rangea of airiple elemonto. Thin last condition is oometimes identi-

fied with the task of d.vint!; Tarot . -typo truth definitiona for aentences, or with the task of

symbolizinis the oentences to be analyzed in first-order predicate calculus, but we shall see below

that such identifications need not to made,

The key to the constructive proposal to be rlade ie the treatment of tests tome ea emulative-

ly referring expreoalons both before told after the 'is' of predication. 'do have seen, however,

that this involves treatizo; the mettle, in sone context as equivalent not to clash-meaborship but

to the "part of"-relation, and (juin° has given son e artxienta against such identification. Thus
any attenpt of this port :at meet Quineca objections. Suppose la3 take the seatence 'this pudIle is

water' and interpret it as 'thin pudJ.e is a part of the spatio-temporally ocuttered individual

Water/. Then we are tad the 'is' of predication to be equivalent to 'is a part of'. Cuine

objection is that this equivolenee will not work, bccauee thouc,h 'x is water' entails 'x is a part

of the individual Waterci, tho mtailerant does not hold the other way around; not every part of water

is itself water. The minima parts that are water, however, can be specified as parts of eater with

certain structure/ prop(otiea (let us abbreviate these Oh 3?). Thu same can be done for all other

mass term. To be sure, what ooes into the SP-set will differ from term to term, but we still have

a con.on ashen for the analysis of all of these wrest:Amos Slam my proposal involves treating

'x is PI where is a 11.0131; term as equivalent to 'x is a part with the required a of r
If thin analysis is adequate and meta Quire's objection, then we have open to as a way of

analyzing the aeLantice of muse terms that d.ifcera from each of the two propoeals consider ©d so

fer. it is now possible for us to treat 'ink' in all contexts as the maple of the scattered

particular that tia?..es up ink (all the in!: there is, was, or will be), and treat 'is ink' in all

contexts as 'is a part (with required EP) of the individual ink'. To show how this proposal works

in detail, let us coupe= it in ter as of cur sehenate with the previous proilosale, and let us then

see how it meets the other criteria of adequacy.

1) Il + VP = Masa. (nies term in subject position is interpreted mereologically. E.g. 'water

is ic liquid' 32 'the spatio-temporal individual 'water is as liquid' )
2) + laant; 41:31. torn in predicate position is interpreted v.ereologically;

e.g. 'the layer on -,:he top is chocolate' is 'the layer on the top is

a part (with LIP) of the individual chocolate.;

3) romonstr. + N !bass (E.g. in 'this ink', or 'this is ink', the first refers to a part of
ink, the second Bays of aosiothilk; that it is a part of ink (+:3P).1

4) + VP(...+Adj) tal Adj mos. (A mass adjective in predicate slot its interpreted -
cally. 'thin house is red' is 'This house is a part of the
individual Redc.)

5) liP(Ncount +Adj) = liPcount. (if a count noun is uodifiod by a adjective, then the whole

la, is a count phrase. 1.g. 'red house' has as its denotation range the
class of all those houses that are also parts (with LW) of the individual

o Red. U) Loy oyatesystems too, the noun doninates.n _
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0A) N + VP(...t.djcount) rt limase. (E.g. 'Bono

individual. Water

goddto drink.)

61B) Hp(Ii+Adicoturt) o Mans. (In a noun phrase if then adjective is count+, than so must the
noun be tee well.)

7) Unarm + Adj lal(Nrass+Adjnass). (E.g. 'red ink' is a noun phrase that denoted the overlap of

the parts of the individual Ink the individual Red.)

8) The copula stands in cone contexts for the V of clams neebership and in others for the

relation (part with SP) of'. (E.&. 'this is a house' and 'This is water'.)

9) Internal structure can be exhibited in the following way: e.g. 'red ink is ink' is interpre-

ted as 'the overlap of rod-parts and ink- parts is an ink-:part', end this is a tautology.

It is easily seen that i0.ven this cereartice the kind of difficulty involving Leveling chnnge

and transformation will not arise, and that one can interpret the aceeantics of li"s without loole.i.ree

at the higher nodes that domineto them.

I hope to have shown that two of our four criteria of adequacy is net by the proposal at

hand. Given 8), it is easy to see that the proposal a/eo neots the condition that it should
exhibit in Gone illunineting way the difference between the semantics of mass toms and count

terms, According to thiE proposal the difference cen be. seen in the fact that the principles of
composition for the denotation of coeplex LIUB:J terms drier from those of count terms. At this

stage, htwever, we encoenter a difficulty. for someone might object that the proposal neets this

condition only too well. What the addition of t.3) gains for the proposal in terns of showing the

difi'erence between count and saw terra, it loses from the loi0.eal point of view, since we ero

no longer able to express the whole sevantice in terseLlaf predicate calculus. A reply to this pousib2
objection lende us to this fourth condition of adequacy. For though nereolotAcal relations are

distinct from set-theoretical notions, in terns of computing the denotations of conploxcs from

the denotations of !simples, the additional relations that I introduced ware just as effective as

the set-theoretical ones. In terms of 'overlap', eta. we can always show how the denotation

of a complex breaks down into the denotations of oinplea e. analogously to the way in which we

can do the sew in terms of notions like 'intersection', 'union', etc. Thus we have to separate

the iseues; if the deeand is to chow how the couplexes are dope ndont on the parts, then the pro-
Focal is adequate on that account; the cane is true - as far as I can sea - if the dexand is

for an analysis that allows us to state truth-conditions for sentences or propositions. If the

demand is for aletnalyeis expressible solely in tense of the notions of the predicate calculus, then

our proposal fails on that count. But I do not see why the last demand should be made; what is

peered about the predicate calculus? If the introduction of additional notions preserve effective-

ness and help to illuminate the leneeuene that is the object of our analOysiu, nary should we refrain

from such introductions?

water is Good to drink' is /IMO puts of the
are efehers of the colas of entities that are

Stanford University
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1.4 Introduction. Several asrects of the sliAdy of

language acquisition are very Intriguing for their

potential arplicatton to other studies. As language

acquisition is one of the very few primary, non-mediated

forms of human learning, it should contribute significantly

to the psychological study of learning. As it is also

one of the few bodies of data on the English languar,e

from non-literate informants, it cannot be ignored in

the formulation of linguistic theories. This parer discusre::

a new approach to the study of language acquisiton data

and draws some conclusions relevant to the fields of

learning and linguistics.

Lingalstic science has always dit with units in

the investigation of language structure: nhonemes,

distinctive features, words, sentences, to name a few.

Such units are static entitles used to describe (s7stematicall,r

and economically) the language of adult speakers. The

economy of a child's linguistic system is of a different

nature From that of the adult system - it must be

economical not only from the point of view of a speaker

but also from that of a learner (possibly opposing points

of view) - and is thus subject to different constraints

entirely. The child's linguistic system is also not

static, but instead is very dynamic. This we must remain

open to the Possibility that units different from those

of the adult gramar may be necessary in the descrintion

of child grammar. Such units ideally are revealed by the

data itself and their atilization In a Unguistio.



description should enable us to see more clearly the

actual processes by which language is learned.

Most child language studies of the last several

years have utilized the framework and the methodology

of generative grammar to trace the expanding language

of the child. Although the framework here is quite

different, it is not in opposition:- different arrrouches

to data always reveEl different asects of their

potentlal. This approach is complementary to other's

and is worth pursuing for the unique conclusions it

offers.

A 'unit' is the smallest section of the sneech

chain which the child uses distinctively. It is not

defined by the investigator's recognition of distinction,

but rather by the child's evidencing in some significant

way that he has achieved an ability to organize his

grammar on the basis of that unit. The foregoing is

not meant as a definition, but does serve to limit the

definition of 'unit' which we probably all share. in

the course of the discussion of phonology acquisition,

the concept of unit will be used extensively and its

delimitation should be clear. Subsequently the aprlica-

bility of the concept of unit to. syntax and semantics

will be discussed.

George Miller's study, "The magionl number seven

plus or minus two" is very relevant to the concept of

unit. Miller's Paper deals principally with the idea

that adults can encode larger amounts of informatlon
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when they chunk information into larger blocks since

short-term memory will handle apnroximately seven blocks.

Increased memory canacity thus depends on the ability to

augment the size of a black rather than expand the number

of blocks to be handled. The theory of language acquisition

presented here depends on an across-time process which

is essentially the same as the one that Miller describes,

As the child's sophistication increases, he is able to

chunk more information into a block of sneech. The way

the child accomplishes this goal is by decreasing the

size of the units of his speech, while often retaining

and sometimes even increasing the time-length of utterances

as they occurred when the previous unit was employed as

the basitf system.organization. Thus while the child

is maturing toward the goal of seven blocks of information

in his speech he is simultaneously develorAng his ability

to chunk more information into each blockl.

'To illustrate this point, let us look at a few sample
negative 'sentences from Erica's speech. At age 2.0
she uses few negatives, all of the form

"No.'
or

Won't
Don't Verb.

Examples of the second are 'Don't do that' and 'Don't
know.' 'Do that' seems to be one word for Erica at
this time and always occurs without a naute in the
acoustic signal. The most sophisticated form of
negative sentence then at this stage consists of a
negative unit plus a verbal unit. Six months later
Erica uses more complex negative sentences, such as

'He doesn't like egg.'
'I don't want to touch off sparklinu.'
'He's not jumping over.'
'I'm not gonna eat sore egg.'
'Don't fit Stephanie.'
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The structure of her negative sentences at this pointcan be described as
Pro Neg Verbal

where Pro is optional, am can be 'don tl, 'doesn't',or 'not', and Verbal is an expanded form of the unitVerb of six
moriTETTarlier. Whereas before her negativesentences consisted of two units, here they consist ofthree. While only one unit (a single word) could fitinto the Verb slot eLrlier, several words can fit intothe VerbalEnt, and that can be viewed as a largeramount of information chunked into one block, a blockwhich happens to have been a unit at an earlier time.At 2.9 Erica uses sentences like'That bee must not do that.'

'No, niggy, you better not hit people.''He is not doing it.'
which suggest that she is expanding the negative unitinto two units which encompass an auxiliary verb anda negative which are chunked together into one block.
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2. Cutline of phonology requisitIon. Roman Jakobson,

in his extremely important work, Child Language, Anhasia

and Phonological Universals, made four important points

which have been summarized by Charles A. Ferguson as

follows:

1. At any given synchronic stage during the process
of language acquisition, the child's sneech has
a structure of its own.

2. In addition to this central, systematic,
structural core of sneech there are some
marginal (extra-systematic) elements.

3. At any given stage, the child's speech will
exAibit systematic corresnondances to the
adult model.

4. Across all children and all languages, there
is a regular order in the acquisition of
phonological distinctions.

These four noints must form the basis of any theory of

phonology acquisition. Jakobsonos work' is devoted largely

to an exnosition of the fourth noint: many diary

studies have indicated the accuracy of the third. Most

of section 2 of this paper is devoted to a descrintion

of the structure mentioned In point 1. At the end of

the section the second point, which has until now been

largely overlooked, is discussed: it is an extremely

important aspect of the study of language acquisition.

Much of the earlier literature makes a distinction

between a 'are - linguistic stage' and a 'linguistic stage',

the separation occuring at the point when the child acquires

his first word. The evidence for thvt acquisit'on may

be either the production of that first word, or the
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contrastive production of the first two wards. This

distinction between two stages is arbitrarily based

on the criterion of the adult's reco6nition of an overt

manifestation Which happens to be explainable in terms

of adult speech, and is thus not only not necessarily

justifiable in terms of the child's linguistic capacity

at any one noint but also may be extremely misleading,

in that it implies that this is the one major step 4

mates in linguistic knowledge. The theory nresented

here assumes that there aro 8 large number of interrelated

stages, representing various degrees of sophistication,

which cannot, be strictly isolated from one another in

any nch neat manner. It also assumes that the child,

from fairly soon after birth, begins his linguistic

development, and therefore manifests no pre-linguistic

stage as 31101. The pre-verbal stage is very short, and

is followed by babbling, the significance of which has

just been guessed at prior to this time.

The bubbling period begins with the nroducticn of

short utterances and Progresses eventually to include

production of vite long utterances which on be

characterized as Bounding subjectively very much more

language-like thvn their precedessors. Early in this

period the child is aware of the difference between

human and non-human sounds in his enviroment, an innate

endoWMent: during the babbling stage he in addition

develops a linguistic identity of his own, i.e., the
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closer he can match his sound nroductions to his perceptions

of human sound, the more he can identify himself as a

member of the species lommunity. He is surrounded,

moreover, by an incredible diversity of saind, for he

is able to hear phonetic distinctions with great accuracy

(although there is no reason to assume consistency) but

he has no concept of the potentiality of a system

underlying that array of sounds -- the system is deduction

he will make much later on the basis of his own speech

behavior. Therefore those perceptions which his production

is compelled to match are pretty random.

The first of the child's endeavors which we notice

is the increase in the length of the strings he nroduces:

together with this is an increase in the total amount of

verbal output per time segment. The increase in output

is probably in part liaturational result and in part a

behavioval evidence of the child's increasing awareness

that the speech of the adults in his environment consists

of longish but finite strings of random sound: the child's

earlier short utterances havegiven him the practice

necessary fer these longer outputs, which are more

rewarding precisely because they more closely aprroximate

what he hears as language, namely long random string6.

In other words, within the child's world, he is beginning

to satisfactorily participate in the process of linguistic

exchange known as communication. This constitutes a

first major step in socialization (or the learning of
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semantics) by Its suggestion of a unit which can carry

meaning, namely a long finite string of sound senarated

by pauses, known as 'sentence'. In fact the sentence

in this way becomes the first linguistic unit for the

child.

A significant thing which is occurring during this

time is the initiation of a process which is described

in detail by Braine in "On two types of models of the

internalization of grammars". Briefly summarized, this

process inyclves the operation of a series of storage

device-, within the, brain. These storage devices, or

black boxes, are ordered with respect to the stregth

bf the learning they represent. All linguistic data

enters the first black box, and all data which cannot

be shifted fairly soon to the next box is eliminated

from the first box by forgetting; data shifted to the

second box last a little longer before they must be

shifted to the third box -- where they will last even

longer -- or else returned to the first box where they

are subjeA to the same time restrictions as any new

data entering that box. In very simplified terms, data

are shifted to a higher box when enough ins%ances of a

paricular type of data are collected in a particular brx

to warrant such a shift; they are shifted to a lower

box if additional occurences are not found. This model

is proposed by Brains to account for grammar learning,

but it works just as well for the sound system. The

process requires no negative feedback whatSpevernnd
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indeed there is strong evidence that negative feedback

about either pronunciation or syntax is not utilized

by the child.) It provides us with a picture whose

implication is that that which occurs most generally

in the input will be sorted out first by the child and

will therefore occur first in the output; that which

is more limited in detail which the -child can afford

to turn his attention to when he has mastered the control

of the more general aspects of grammar or phonology.

r.4.1.v:: manner in which this process works during the

late babbling stage is quite stmple. The child ia still

listening to a vast amount of phonetic input which sounds

reasonably'random. But the grossest features of the

input -- namely the supersegmental i?eatures which we

call intonetion -- move rapidly from box to box and are

learned before any other aspects of the sound system. In

'conjunction with the increasing length of his babbling

utterances, we would-expect the child to make use of

this new knowledge of intonational structure by imno6ing

a small 1/Umber of recognized patterns on his babbling

utterances to make them sound once more like his

perceptions of the utterances of adults -- longish strings

of random sounds with supermoosed intonational structure.

There is some evidence that children do exhibit intonation

Patterns characteristic of the adult language in their

late babbling, although the evidence is certainly
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inconclusive as yet and the matv: %meds more investigation2.

The preoccupation with intonation which the child

exhibits in his late babbling stage has distinct ramifications

in the subsequent step in phonology acquisition. Before

we can examine this we must backtrack slightly to examine

two concepts which the child has developed. The first

is the concept of unit, which has to-far had its only

manifestation (in nroduction) as the sentence-unit. The

only relevant phonetic feature of the sentence-unit

is the intonation Which it carries. We may therefore

suspect that, when the child begins to look for a unit

smaller that the sentence, he will be nredisposed toward

finding one Which is still a carrier of intonation. The

second concept as yet exists only in the child's precention;

his overt behavioral evidence of this concept is purely

non-linguisitc. Specifically, he is able to recognize

the name of a game (such as 'patty-cake') or other

similar label which obviously elicits from him a fixed

behavior pattern. He may not be reacting to the expct

words in toto which the adults Use to label the game,

but he can recognize some part of it (as wan true of the

child who produced the correct behavioral response which

was expected for 'clap hands' when he recognized the

word 'hands' .embedded In his father's sentence, a

sentence addressed to another adult and dealing with a

2A study of the intonation of infants in English-,
itussian-, and Chinese-speaking homes is being:, conducted
now.
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different topic.) Labelled games of this tine arparently

exist in a large variety of cultures and are usually

aimed at the 'pre-verbal' child. When the child is able

to react consistently to such'a stimulus, we may conclude

that he has learned that a particular subsequence of

the sentence-unit may have meaning by itself and, in

particular, that a linguisitic string may havermeaningl.

Whether this represents the acquisition of the concept

of 'word' is actually still an open question; certainly

this if! at least a precursor of that concept, but the

amount of generalization necessary from this pattern

to the concept of 'word' is elniftcant, and may still

be in the future. Unquestionably, however, this step

represents the child's new awareness that some of the

vast number of phonetic differences in the sounds around

him are inconsequential. His tolerance of the small

differences in subsequent adult productions -of that label

indicates that he has made the first giant ntep in the

acquisiti6n of phonetics -- the realization that some

but not all sound differences are inconsequential, and

particularly that certain slight phonetic variations

are !free'. It is probably often true that a game

name or other such label will typically, be offered to

the child in a higher-than-normal pitch or with an

exclamation intonation, thus making the child's job

of recognition somewhat easier than it might otherwise

be. In addition, acquisition is facilitated by the

many reproductions of the word or phrase, often in
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isolation, and by the fact that it is one of the few

bits of linguistic input which is directed at the child

in particular.

As we have said, this focus on intonation has

important ramifications. Again following Brainels

model, we see that once the child has mastered some of

the salient aspects of intonation he is free to turn

his attention to the Phonetic qualities of sentences

once Again. In grammar acquisition, we see that after

the child has gone. through a stage of holophrastic

sentencesthe deduces from.the model a particular type

of two-word relationship, ignoring all other aspects of

word combination. Similarly, during sound acqusition,

the dlild who has operated with a sentence-unit for a

while is ready to abstract out of the model a more

salient unit: his experience has taught him that a

limited number of contrasting sentence-intonations do

not suffice to express all possible meanings that this

verbal environment. seems to offer, and so he knows that

he still has a job to do, although he is not aware of

the incredible magnitude oP the job. There are two

significant factors which: determine the precise nature

of the next linguistic concepts he will master:

(1) he still can hear a huge variety of Phonetic

differences, and he has no possible way of sorting out

from this mass which differences are inconsequential --

indeed he does not yet realize in any pervasive way

that most of the differences are inconsequential (and
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certainly has no suspicion of the variety of ways in

which a difference may be inconsequential) -- and he

has no semantic or syntactic clues which will aid him

in developing a relevant discovery Procedure; and (2)

he has previously worked with only one tyre of unit,

and that unit has signficantly been one which carries

intonation. Thus his search for a smaller unit than

the sentence is, in effect, a narrowing-down nrocess

which can carry intonation; there is absolutely no

reason to suspect that the child would be able to achieve

the understanding of a unit as mall as the segment,

and all of the evidence presented so far indicates that

this next significant unit is the syllable.

Once this notion of the syllable has been arrived

at, further babbling may or may not continue; if it

does continue, its function is not entirely clear

!it may just be a remnant of 'fun' vocal activity; if

it does not continue; it may be that the child has

realized the magnitude (partially) of the Job before

him, and cie is embarking on the-activity of devoting

much of his attention to the solution.

The initial syllables are all CV t7pes3; this

phenomenon, together with the facts that almost all

languages have CV syllables, and that CV syllables are

3A detailed discussion of the acquisitirm of syllable
structure is given in "The Acquisition of Phonology"
1,131, Working Paper No. 34
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statistically the most prevalen .monk; the different

syllables of a given language, are all due to the same

cause: that they are phonetically simnlicity4. (Since

we have, no evaluative way of defining 'phonetic simplicity'

in linguistics, vie have avoided using the notion for a

long time now, which has actually been a good ster in

the direction of not over-using and mis-using the notion.

We see ia child language data, however, a good criterion

for defining this notion: however, we soain must not

over-use the argument, because the facts of phonetic

simplicity are interfered with by the concurrent phono-

logical learning.)

The phonetic realizations of these first syllables

may be extremely varied, except thtt they all have

features of stress and/or pitch. At about this game

time, wit the help of both his new-found short unit

and labelling activity of the adults around him , but

also with the aid of other devices which we know nothing

about, the child develons the semantic notion of the

'word,' it linguistic concept of great consequence.

4'
Jakobson ("Why Mama and Pena") speaks of this tendency:
"During the babbling period in the infant's development,
many of the uttered syllables consist of a vocalic sound
succeeded by a consonantal articulation. The most
natural order of sound production is an opening of the
mouth followed by its closure....As soon as the child
moves from his babbling activities to the first acquisition
of conventional sneech, he at once clings to the model
'consonant plus vowel'. The sounds assume a rhonemic
value and thus need to be correctly identified by the
Listener. , and since the best graspable clue in discerning
consonants is their transition to the following vowels,
the sequence 'consonant plus vowel' nroves to be the
bptirlal sequence ..."
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Tne word and the unit become equated, ann the child's

perception of the minor phonetic variations of the

wor0s of his environment leads him to the conclusion

that a certain amount of phonetic variation Is permissible

within the definition of a word (syllable) which still

retains its identity as opposed to all of the other

words of his voca'mlary. He may ascribe to riuch

leeway to this phonetic variation, and will have to

correct that lato14 through counternotions of phonetic

invariance.

In his ear)y inventory of syllables (which constitutes

both the syliabary -- the phonological inventory -- and

the lexicon -- the vocabulary inventory) the child will

of necessity utinze some distinction:, to !ceep these

words apart. They are not always successful distinctions,

and the result is that it is often difficult for adults

'to tell when the 'first words' have been introduced Into

the child's langaage. 'If they are succescful, and the

child will soon find a way of making them so, they may

depend on distinct intonations5'or nay depend on the

embodiment of a phonetic distinction which happens to

be incorporated phonemically into the adAt language,

such as La vs. ka. This second type of distinction

will eventually be added, if not immediately, and it is

this which is most interesting for our nunore. The

5For example, Leopold reports that Hildeg4rds's first
distinction was that of ?.Z"

350
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child's strategy is quite simply to select and use a

variety of different syllables, the repetitioni of

which enable the practice of two necessary types of

learning: by practicing different syllables, the child

begins to grasp the notion of phonetic contrast, and,

particularly, consistent contrast: by practicing different

repetitions of the same syllable at =different tires,

the child begins to grasp the notion of phonetic simi-

larity and identity, .together with the limits of the

absolute free variation which is an inherent part of

any phonetic series of like phonetic manifestations.

Through the necessary processes which result from

the syllable's place as the elenentexy unit of speech,

the child develops notions of rules in phonology,

directionality of rules, and elementary phonotactics.

Through his practice of syllables, the child develops

the specific motor-coordinations and brain directions

to the muscles which will be an unconscious cart of his

language-use for the rest of his life. Through this

Process he supnresses all those extre!lely similar but

not exactly the same possible sets of neural comranc-As

which would produce slightly different acoustic results,

and this may be the reason why correct pronunciatlon in

second language learning is so difficult: fact, it

predicts that such learning will be core difficult if

it involves neural comrand patterns which had to be

explicitly suppressed, as opi:osed to those which were

irrelevant and therefore neither Practiced nor necessarily
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suppressed. To give a concrete example, sup'ose that

the child incorporates into his syllabary yi and ki.

Let us look closely at what the child both learns and

suppresses in the nrocess.

First he learns the cozrect front vs. back Productions

of /k/ not as allophonic variants of the same phoneme,

but as the distinctly different onsets which these two

phones represent before the two different rowels; it

will not be until much later that he 'realizes' that

these two different k 's are variants of the same

phoneme, a fact which will come considerably after the

understanding of 'complementary distribution'. ]'or

now, he is simply learning a set of neural cemmands

which determines the salient features of an entire

syllable ka and an entire syllable 11A, including the

specific chang(s in formants which determine the connections

'between k and a, between k and i, as well as the targets

for formants at the onset of the syllable and at its

end (the latter also including a prtrtion of time before

the end) and as well Cis the time .relationships which

connect these targets in an acceptable pattern. In the

process he learns the anoint of variation which may be

tolerated for the result to be a correct rroduct!.on, and

must suppress those configurations which result in

productions which are just beyond the limits. He need

not suppreSs those p-ssibilities which are sufficiently

beyond the limits to bo excluded autom.tically once the

limiting posLibilities have been excluded. In addition,
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'he must learn to produce these ayllables with aspiration

on the initial part, or onset; 'ae learns to produce the

'correct, amount of aspiration Ly surTressing the

slightly different poasibilities of too much or too

little aspiration, but he does not have to suppress the

extremely different possibilities of lack of aspiration

or extreme plosion. It is later, when he must learn

to control both the unaspirated k 's of other syllable

positions and the unreleased k 's of still others, that

he will have to suprress those as possibilities for the

allophones of /k/ which occur in the environrent V. I!!e

would suspect that sine he does not ever have to sunpress

extreme release, he would be bible to learn a distinction

of /k1/ with the de6ree of aspiration acceptable in

English vs. /k2/ with an extreme explos.on with reasonable

ease in a foreign language. The presentation of this

' paragrapb.is, of course, over-simplifled, omitting

both detail of the processes mentioned and also additional

processes involved in the same picture, but the idea is

a significant one: the child learns t!'e constraints

of phonetic representation automatically as part of

the pracice of the syllable acquiliton stage, and long

before those constraints play any part In the phonological

aspect of langua;:e. Thus we can conclude that these

phonetic details rightly do no( belong to the structure

of languile in any way, and allophonic statements havr

no place in a linguistic descripti,,n of nhonolo6y.

353



In relation to the concept of unit, it is imortant

to no\ice that, although the syllable will be replaced

by more sophisticated units as the bLsIs of phonology,

the fact that is wus of on4ime the basic unit of

phonological organization leaves its Tr.,nrint forever

on the adult system. the neural encodings which ore

developed at this erirly stage imnose the articulatory

restraints, which cannot be accounted for in any other

systematic way.

Inherent in the syllabic function of sound learning

are the two opposing and complementary processes of

Igroupin6' several phonetically similar manifestations

into one unit (i.e., building up units by means of losing

distinctions) and of sdegrcuping' ('t.e., extracting

out from a vast number of different sounds some distinctions

which Iwor10). These luurned distinct;ons,we must remember,

are at the level of the syllable, the only significant

unit the child has so far: All such distinctions,

throughout the entire process of occra,sition of ;,n And

system, will continue to be 11,rned at the; level of the

syllable. Cnce the child hus begun the process of

deducihg segments and distinctive features from their

syllable context, that process will slov,ly transfer

the function of phonological elementary unit from the

syllable to the segment and/or distinctive feature.

As the transfer process becomys more rapid, ono its

results therefore more pervasive, information about

distinctions, acquired at the syllable level, t.s raridly

subject to the transfer process. 35 4
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We can now view tho child who has a reasonably

large syllabary and has begun the deductive process of

judging some small phonetic differences to be non-distinctive

and certain other gross phonetic differences to be

distinctive, and can view him in the light of the

acquisition nodel which we have proposed. As he sorts

this data of his syllabary through. the black boxes of

memory, he slowly but surely discovers the significant
i

generalization of the processes of judginent of phonetic

sameness and phonetic difference, that}

(I

being that the judgment need not be c nfined to individual

syllables. Although on the level of neural and motor

control, anc'
(

thereby production, the exact phonetic

qualities of segments are still controlled by eirlier

syllable learning, on the level of segmental encoding

the differences between the several different is before

' distinct vowels become insignificant. The child 'realizes'

that these are in some sense the s:..ne t (because the

transfer of the more miniscule phonetic differences

to higher boxes has ]eft the lower ones free to deal with

these larger differences) , and thus the concept of a

phonological unit smaller that the syllable is dlscovered.

At the very beginning of this process, just one or

a very few segments are thusly extracted from the data

of the syllabary. But there is a chain-reaction through

the syllabary which insures that eventually all (or

almost all) of it will be reanalyzed this way. Suppose,



for example, that consonant X is first discovered as a

segment in this manner; that implies that there are in

the syllabary several syllables in which consonant X

occurs, end the new status of consonant X leaves all of

these syllables in an unusual position, partially devoid

of their earlier integrity. The vowels A, B, C, of

these syllables which involve X as onset will then be

subjeot to immediate reanalysis as segments, too. Those

which occur with reasonable frequency in the syllabary

will in turn realize this potential reanallsis (while

a few nay not) and will therefore instigate reanalysis

of other consonants, Y, Z,....with which they occur in

syllables. Through this process, then, a large number

of segments will eventually be developed as independent

units of the phonology.

(It is important to interpose here a brief explanation

of the precise meaning of Iseillent' in th5E, context.

The notion is only vaguely similar to the Mee o: the

taxonomic 'phoneme'. The segmenl; Is limited to only

one possible poL;ition with reonet to other consonant

or vowel segments and word (syllz.b1e) bovndaries. In

the above example, consonant X it3 limited to the

environment V. In other words,, the segment is limited

to the environment from which it is extracted. In

addition, the setiment does not necessarily include all

of the reflexes of a pbrticular 'phoneme' -- the child

might, for examnle, have two different k segments, for

obvious reasons.)
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It is now apparent that a child will have a larger

repertoire of distinctions ariona consonants in word-initial

Position them in word-final position throughout most

of the acquisition period precisely because segments first

are discovered through thelr occurrences in CV syllables,

and later in °VC syllables -- the chain reaction takes

much longer to affect final segments.

The order in which .individual segments are acquired

varies mtly from child to child. The order in which

distinctive features ore acquired, however, is regular,

as has already been pointed out by Jakobson; and the

expected regularities are precisely those which Jakobson

has described as general properties of the nature of

language.

Soon after the child begins extracting segments

from his syllables, he is in a position to compare

these segment_.; and derive from them a still more elementary

unit. This unit is the distinctive feature, and its

earliestpccurrences will be of a general nature, e.g.,

consonantal vs. vocalic. Later, nnfinerents such as the

division of one feature into two -- consonantal vs.

non-consonantal and vocalic vs. non-vocalic -- will take

place. As these features represent the ultimate units

for which the child has been searchinb, no further

learning beyond the refinement of this system Itself

(except for the insignificant furter generalization

of segments previously discussed) is-predicated upon it.
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One further generalization will eventually occur

in this process of extending notions of phonetic sameness

and phonetic difference. This last sten requLres even

greater tolerance for phonetic diversity than the previous

one, and it is reserved probably for a much later stage

since it is not a necessary sten in the sense that it is

not prerequisite for the development of a linguistic

concert, nor is it an ordinary step in the series of

reanalysis that the child experiences. In fact, it is

nothing more than a logs :al conclusion to the distinctive

feature accuisition process which is bound up with the

segmental rccoding This generalization is that which

identifies some segments as being 'same' and lumps

them together, resulting in a limited inventory of segments

which is close to the inventory of the systematic

phonetic level as proposed by Chomsky and Halle. By

means of this generalization, the child is able to lump

together the contextually-conditioned veic,nts of a

segment, such as t-/ V, -t-/V V, , and the

several segments t which occur in various positions in

various clusters. In addition the child is now able to,

if he has not already done so, group together 'allophones'

which are conditioned by specific and more limited

q saities of the context -- an example being I( before

front vowels, and k before beck vowels.

The child's attention is now focused on discovering

the complete system upon which is based the structur
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of phonology. Schvachkinls experiment with Russian

children indicates that there is evidence in perception

that this ordering is both neat and explicit. Evidence

in production is not nearly so neat, indicating interference

from phonetics and possibly also from that property of

language which we designate by the term 'marking'.

The interference of phonetics-iI a two-fold one,

and is deeply embedded in the pervasive conflict between

rhonetics and phonology which the child has spent so

much effort resolving. At early stages, phonetic

ability is considerably greater than can be displayed

through the structural seive of phonology -- thus we

can often find that the child's very first production

of a particular word is phonetically quite accurate,

while subsequent productions are mediated by the

existent phonology and seem therefore to be phonetically

much less sophisticated. (This fact, incidentally,

.indicates that all child sound system data which have

been collected in limitation, situations are probably

unreliable and even misleading.) At later stages -- when

phonetic suppressions may have been falsely overgeneralized,

when phonetically 'difficult, segments such as A are

being encountered, or when segments are sufficiently

infrequent to make the appropriate feature generalizations

less than obvious -- interference from phonetics has

precisely the opposite effect: nariely, certain phonological

distinctions which have been acquired may be inobvious

with respect to certain segments because there is no phonetic
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distinction by means of which the child is able to show

us that he does in fact control the relevant phonological

distinction. A very good example of this situation is

the status of the fricative consonants in the speech of

two of the children discussed in the paper "The Two-Year-Old

Stage....".

MaCkie and Erica had acquired-aIl of the relevant

features for the complete set of English fricatives, as

evidenced by the operation of those features in other

parts of their systems. Their treatment of those

fricatives which they partially or completely lacked

(phonetically), in terms of the patterns of substitutions

and omissions which we observe for those segments, indicates

that their p'aonological systems have 'slots' reserved

for these segments. To give one example, Erica correctly

pronounces [3 when it occurs in an extremely limited

environment -- immediately after a segment marlf.ed-f[nasal):

in all other environments, Plis either omitted entirely

or [d1 substitutes for it -- these two possibilities

each occurring approximately 505 of the time. As this

pattern is quite different from that of any of her other

segments, we can conclude that she has acquired a /V

which is distinctive from other segments; phonetic

interference prevents the consistent phonological

evidence of her learning. In the limiting case, we can

imagine a situation in which a relevant piece of phonological

learning is completely obscured in producti.on data by

even more subxtantial phonetic interference.

360
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The data on acquisiton of fricatives present in the

corpora from Erica and Mackie, together with data from

a half dozen other children at various ages, indicates

that of the four pairs,f:v, s:z, gd, and 8: t, the

voiceless consonant is acquired before the corresponding

voiced on each of the first three rairs, while is

acquired before 9. In addition:, the we have

for these four pairs indicates that the second merber

is acquired quite differently for each. The entire

matter of marking has not been investigated sufficiently

for a conclusion any stronger than: markedness may be

a factor of this strange situation. Markedness is even

more obviously involved in phonology learning when we

realize that some features are quite skewed in terms

of the child's control of them, as specifically exemplified

in the child's considerably later control of C4 cont] than

c_cont3. The theory of marking may, in fact, benefit

considerably Nom the evidence offered by sound acquisition

data, and vice-versa.

The theory as outlined so far indicates a oath from

babbling to a state where phonological or6anizat!on

involves segments roughly of the systematic phonetic

level and which can be designated at least in part by

distinctive features. It remain:: to be shown how the

systematic phonemic level is reached from this stage.

Data relevant to this last step is not really to be

found in free-speech data of pre-school children and I

intend in the future to carry out controlled experiments
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with children ages 4 to 10. A detailed at of the

processes in the syllable stage provid:,:s evidence for

the child's developing the concept o; rule directly

from the data he has; evidence from the systematic

phonetic stage (see "The Two-Year-Old Stage...") indicates

that children experiment with a variety of rules in their

efforts to find correct, usable ones-. On the evidence

of Leila Gleitman's study of noun-compounding in EnE,lish,

we may assume that some but not all speakers of English

learn a complete set of systematic phonological rules,

and the majority learn those roles to some degree.

One of the most interesting (and unique) predictions

of this theory is that of idiomaticity. Several types

of idioms arise .during the acquisition process, some of

them temporary and others peri'anent.

(1) The most short-lived idion are the phonetic

' idioms which arise during the early :,yllabic stage.

Frequently a child will prono,Ince a word with great

accuracy on his first attempt, and subsequenay reduce

it to a CV syllable which comrlies with the constraints

of his system.

(2) Phonetic idioms also crine, early in the ttcquislt!.on

process, which retain their idiomatic form for a long

period. Preliminary evidence suggests thbt these Idioms

muy be semantically favored, but exactly why they exist

is still unknown. They are 'memorized' as entities and

much later are brought back Into the constraints or the

system -- 1.c., are later analyzed. Considerably more



common than has been suspected, these idioms are

frequently overlooked because either (a) they can be

analyzed as a part of the system without modifying the

system at all or (b) they are of sufficiently small

deviation from the system that they can be accounted

for by slight modifications incorporated into the system.

(Notice that the second alterntive, in practice means

that the investigation, by not being able to identify

the idioms, has done some injustice to the child's system

in his description of it.)

A clear example of this type of idiom comes

from Leopold's data for his daughter Hildegard. At 0.9

she began using 4)1rai'a a word which remained one of

her favorites for a long time. Her system at that time

included only simrle CV syllables and reduplicated CVOV

words. At 1.1 and 1.3 her system expanded to include

complex CV syllables (at 1.1 she begun to use partial

reduplications and at 1.c. rpraii3 changed to [pill,

her first word combining four different segments. Other

four-segment words soon followed, indicatng th.t the

simplification of 'pretty' was nctually a reanalysi s of

a phonetic idiom to allow -it _Coy the first Mire to conniy

with her phonological system.

(3) The two idiom types described above are progressive

idioms,. Pore interesting are the regressive idioms,

those which account for elements f hll:Du:go which do

not 'catch up' with the rest of the system -- i.c., which

remain encoded In a form which utilzes a unit of an
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earlier stage than that utilize,' by the remainder of the

utterances.

At the point when the child begins to use a new

unit::, the vast majority of his utterances will then be

idioms until they are reanalyzed into the new framework.

(For example, the child who continues to babble after

using a few syllabic words with reasonably consistent

meaning earri:b&viewed as having a repertoire of idioms

in the sentence unit.) Yore interesting are those few

idioms which remain unreanalyzed %hen everything else

has been incorporated into the new system. Some of these

may never be reanalyzed and thus remain as phonological

idioms in the adult system, pieces of data which cannot

and should not be analyzed in the same manner as the

rest of the data.

There are two types of phonological idioms, those

which are culturally shared and those which are idiosymoratic.

Examples of the first are syllabic idioms such as [?a?-?a?3
and Cm:?mi,3, 'no' and eyes?, which are learned early

by chidren and not reanalyzed. The stylized hissing

noise of a teakettle and other sounds produced by

protrucked fricatives come under this category too.

Idiosyncratic idioMs are less easy to cite for obvious

reasons. In my own speech I find imitations of an!mal

noises (which differ from phonemicized versions like

'bow - wow'), a variety of isolated foreign-lunguage

words, and some baby-talk Itens (whlch can be used only
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with a unique pitch pattern) as some examples: doubtless

itthere are many more, some of which wfll be very difficult

to discover because of their seemin6 compliancwith the

rules of my system. For those people who learn a second

dialect well, the few revealing words which show distinct

signs of the first dialect nrobably come under this

category also.

The concert of unit, which is very powerful In

phonology, can be extended to discussions of frt.ax

and semantics. It has not been persued in as k:.;reat

detail,there, but its usefullness has only bin to

be explored.
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3. Applications to Lirammatical analysis. The oxnansionApplication

of the number of chunks of information in a child's

utterances Is due In cart to maturational processes and

in part to his expanding ability to encode more information

in a given chunk.

The earliest stage of syntactic development is that

of holophrastic sentences, when the child utilizes a

single syllable as the basic unit on all levels and equates

it as a soumi, a syllable, a phrase, a sentence, and an

idea. Just as the child learns to put together two

syllables to form a larger word, he puts together two

words to form a larger sentence. The sten which the child

takes when he begins to use two-word sentences is one of

the most cmcial he will have to make during the entire

process of syntax acquisition. It is tho first tine

that he has concatenated. two chunks of information, i.e.,

utilized a syntactic function. (It Is significant

that no children have been reported to go through a

(three -word) stage: the essence of the two-word stage

is the concatenation fort it offers.) After this stage

is over, ae find that some of the concatenations which

have been developed will serve as a basis for chunkin6;
1

e.g..sif the child uses a sentence A4-3 during the two-word

stage, he may use X4-(A+13) later. An alternative method

for lengthening sentences is to exnand one of the

elements; e.g. to use (A4- X)443 or (X+A)+B;etc. In this

way he can build up sentence length without any longer

limiting himself to a specific len6th as an ury,er limit

for all sentences. 366
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At age 2.0 the majority of Erica's utterances were

still one- or two-word sentences. A few sentences were

longer. Those which were answers to questions were

amorg the longest samples because they utilized repetitions

from the questions. We might sunt)ose then that a sequence

repeGed from a question constitutes no more than one

uni.. The two-word sentences larriot be described by

a pivot grammar: Erica has a very large vocabulary,

talks a lot, and has incorporated Into her sentences a

large variety of syntactic combinations. For example:

'Fall down;'
'On knee.'
''My frog.'
'Eye big.'
'Put on.'
'Got eyes.'
'There eyes.'
'Shoes off.'

'I'm finish.'
'The leaf.'
'Whole banana.'
'See grandma.'
'Ply allgone.'
'Need help.'
'Erica's stockings.'
'Going night-night.'

In other wcrds, despite the apparent short length of

, most of her sentences, a fairly simile grammar could

not account for Erica's speech at this time. Although

we will not present a complete grammar for Erica at this

stage, tht following guidelines would be used as constraints

on such a grammar:

(1) Most of the rules of this grammar describe the

internal structure of the unit, the two-word sequence.

For example,

U 4 V 4" N
obj

which accounts for such sentences as 'Got eyes.', 'See

grandma.', and 'Need help.'. A rule of this tyre is
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expected to later expund to permit other two-word

sequences to occur in either the V or Nobi positions.

(2) A few of the two-word cequences can still be

accounted for a single unit. , along with all othor one-word

utterances. 'Fall down.1, for example, also occurs in

the two-word sentence, 'I fall down.'. Neither 'fall'

nor 'down' occurs without the other._ Later we wo'lld

expect one of these words to begin combining with still

other words; when the second does so also there is

absolute evidence that they are distinct itemc, although

even then in the sequence 'fall down' they may still

constitute an idiom.

(3) Some two-word sequences may not be describable

by a rule such as proposes under (1) because they are

semantically unique -- a general rule would in fact

account for only one utterance. 'On knee.', for example,

its obviously the prototype for a large number of two-word

sequences which will apnear later, but it is now the

only such phrase. By accounting for it as a progressive

idiom, we luso prepare in the grammar the Path of development

we expect to account for in the future.

(4) One-word sentences can be considered as idioms

(regressive) and do not have to be accounted for by the

grammar per se as long as the grammar is considered to be

a reflection of the child's current linguistic knowledge

rather than a description of all utterances.

(5) Longer sentences, which seem to culi for complex

grammatical description, can be handled as nrogrestAve

368
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idioms, in part, and can largely be explained as extensions

of Erica's two-word combinations. Some examples are

'I don't want want the clothes on.'
'Come see choo choo train.'
'Watch him, let's watch.'
'I catch a fly.'
'He going home for breakfast.'

The first example is particularly interesting in light

of Dan Slobin's experimental data, which indicate that

when asked to repeat sentences .hildren delete unnecessary

word repetitions which occurred in sample sentences. The

voluntary inclusion of such a repetition here seems to

indicate that the sentence 'I don't want the clothes on'

would be tce much for Erica to handla grammatically; the

two shOrter utterances 'I don't want' and 'want the clothes

on' are more reasonable in terms of her current grammatical

ability and they can ba m.oncatenated together as if each

were a unit. Neither of the two shorter sentences could

'be used alone without the word 'want': therefore each

must include it. 'I don't want' follows the pattern of

Erien's other negative sentences, where 'don't' plus verb

seems to At as a single unit, 'a negative verb. 'Want

the clothes on' is a response to the mother's prior question

'Do you want to nut the clothes on?', an idiom of immediate

epetition. In the second example, 'Come see' functions as

a single word. The third sentence is an even clearer

examnle of the explanation given above for the first sentence.

The fourth is probably representative of the extreme

limits of the cor:tcity of Erica's grammar at this tine.

The firth is unusual and difficult to explain. Its

369
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occurrence was preceded by 'He going home.' but the

entire sentence is reasonably thought of as a progressive

idiom, particularly since 'for breakfast' is unique,

both semantically and syntactically, in the corpus.

When Erica was 2.6 we began a 20-ho.lr tape series

which covered a short poriod of time, provirling us with

a large corpus for a fairly uniform period. At this time

Erica's grammar was considerably more complex than six

months earlier.

Mother: What do you want for lunch?
Erica : Peam.t butter and jelly:
!other: What do you want to drink?
Erica : I want to drink peanut butter.
Mother: You want to drink peanut butter?
Erica : No.
Mother: That's pretty silly, isn't it
Erica ! Uh I'm gonna eat oran6e juice.
Mother: Orange juice?
Etica : Uh Not gonna spill it.

Erica was trying to say something quite distinct from her

culinary preferences -- that she no longer knew two words

(lest' and 'drink') each of which occurred ieiomatl3ally

with a subset of ingestable objects, but instead knew

two words and s semantic rule which determined appropriateness.

In effect, she had before a large net of semantic .(loms.

At some point probably.shortly before the above conversation,

the rule developed which eliminated all of those idioms.

From the several examples given no far emerges a

pattern involving the child's use first of progressive

idioms, then of generalized rules based on narticular units

of grammar and finally of regressive idioms which hive not

been reanalyzed and which need not be accounted for in a

more specific way when the grammar is described in a more

sophisticated form. 3'"0
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4. The process of learni. The learning processlowl

exemplified in language acquisition is unique among; the

learning situations which have been investigated. The

few attempts which have been made to develop a psychological

theory of learning which can account for language

acquisition have been encumbered by the frameworks of

stimulus ----- response and various 'traditionally recognized

tdrivesl. Language has often been said to be that

which distinguishes man from all other animals, but I

suspect that there are several other distLnguishing

charac,eristics and that some of them contribute to

make language possible for man. Among them are such

drives as axploration, curiosity, and self-fulfillment,

and nossibly even a learning drive. There are atrong

----1-needs for variety and an antithesis to boredom.y The

prime reinforcement accounted for by this theory,

namely the constant.succeseRni, is sufficient to allow

the activity of language learning to satisfy these

drives.

It is Possible that the more closely we can adapt

teachin6 situations to duplicate this natural learning

the easier will be the job of teaching. The learning

outlined above requires no previous knowledge, no innat

intuitions; there is not even the need to assume that

the child has any idea of the enormity of the job he

has undertaken or of the complexity of the end product.

He procedes step by step, 'Mowing each step to grow

out of precisely that which he het mastered to date,

n p-f
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never knowing that the next step won't be his last.

All of the concepts necessary for final mastery grow

out of the learning process itself.

A feature of this form of learning is the stable

system of development which in shared by4 all children;

the order of steps and the essential character of each

step is dictated by the nature of the data. Within

this framework, however, there is much room for vast

idiosyncratic differences which in no way interfere

with the attainment of the final goal. Perhaps the

teaching of such broad frameworks is the only goal

which education cvn usefully attain. Machine teaching

programs which allow students to deduce their own

generalizations after lar6e nuribers of instances of

data are a sten in the direction of this tyre of

education.
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0. Introduction

115x-1111:11.=1 in 1951 r:,'0.(:;1;es'i ,d that EczTt3a1 tic lopnd wdch

logieiv.ns a:3 Tysi:i and (::?:m had s.ohieved epa developLd appos

s
uhich na.ght aro':itebly ri.1]-cc use of for the anallis of nat.:.1

language. The 1o6 n trO!.in& up Br-11.1.11::ol's has otImeg

in part from the rojection by so!.:e linEuists Chemy [1955}) of the

claimed relevance of fornal to natural scrgntiy.1, '.nd in from t)'e .ore-

occupation of linguits uith the more traCtoble syntax and T.Ilonolot7y of

natural language to the alost total e:,:ciion of serious t.:.t.2ntion to

tics. Within the 1p.st few years, howevr, linst.,s have bec,un to be morQ

concerned with somantics, and t give more tUan 1ii er:ice to the p7,Incifle

that semantic (.onsiderations sho.1.1d have eclual weicl;t with syntactic cues In

.

evaluatinE comr.etinrE theories or ;-:rammarH.,, yho present r.,-ty is a pre-
.

limlnary inveslAgation into the mutual v'elevanez: of some fo=a1 scmantical

notions develai:ed by Carimp and the netul'al-languar,7a t%leory

developed by Chonsky, with consideration of .:.ozsible mo5ifications of c-;,eb,

The problem a:f.crand u!...ich this ntr, revolver,, is the c.na%isis of sn-

tences wil3o main verbs .t.L%7.o ol:jects or coments

distinctioL) sent noes .11ronozicns (c. philoo?hl..rst Estinetioa,) and in

1%)tti

particular, the ;A'tolz of ii clozely thy merOvg of nuch a sintence is tied

to the 14.nsuist1c form cml.etried r:rye: The verb bclio- is

of central Eisf:o,2ica1 inpo-t3.r.-c 'or such vn it 14:73

4LC vnalysis of bel-sonte.lc-::, that .cd CaLTap *%,-, the inpori.a.1, notion of

intensional i:c:lorphism, but it '3L(X3 1%...7q:JIWP".3t, to investigt,te cs wide a

rani!-1 of sue ve*.'bs zi bo,eausn they Lo.ho,J crent in

Tolerant scman%:c



L gill beein with CtIznap7 notion oV intensional imomol.phism, and

then discuss belief-sentc.nces in the li:t of his proposals, Th2n I will

backtrack to raske seine informal remrks Fbout the Chomskyan notion of

deep structure, and to sngrest how it mIcht be applied to such sentences.

Since it gill ba readily eppaat that neither intensional isomer7)hism

nor deep structure provide satiF,fr.ctory lotions of equivalt:nce for

belief-sentences, the problem will then te to suzgest alternatives

A numbar of other predicates 1)111 be e%mined before any eeneralizatiena

axe sugested,

1. Carnap's notion of intnsional iscmorDhim,,

The notion of intensional isemornhi:,m wls introduced by Carnep in

Meaning_ and ilecessitv in an attempt to handle_ some problematical aspects

of the semantiQs of belief-sentences. In this section, with apolOgies to

philosophers aid logicians, I will recapitulate some preliminary features of

Csrnap's semanilca? systers, leading up to his statement of the poblem

_ of belief sentences and his siA,ested approach to its solution,
f
1.1. Equivalence cnd 1,--couivalence0

For Carnap, thr specification of a semantical system S typically

includes syntactic rules c: formationp.sentical rules of desiolation

for the aesriptive constants of the system, and semantical rules of

truth for sentences In Carnap's examples the metalaneuaee is Enelish,

and the rules of designation :or tilt.: individual constants and predicates

are translations into English; likewise the sample rule of troth for

atomic sentences siktply re-7!uires that "the individual to which the in-

dividual E..)-.whic11-1.--14c--1-rfezi-..q.,:114:3 constant refers possesses the property

to which the predicat refers" The fact that English is taken as the

31k
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metrlanguaL;e with its own senantics presuDposed raises i4modievely the

question of the relaNwnee of this hind of se:aentios to the analysis 7

of natural ltmsua,se, but for the )oment we will brush this problem under

the rug.

Two sentences A and B are said to be ecuivalt.mt in a semantical

system S if they are both true or both falze in S, Le, if AiF B in true

in S. Two sentences A and B are Ti-ecIllivnlent in a semantical system S

if B is L- -true in S, i.e. f, 'B holds il ev.:ry state description

(possible wc..1d) in S, The notion of L-tru;:i (in S), intended as an

explication of necessary or analytic truth, amounts to truth vtAch can

be established on the basis of the semantic:'! rules (of S) alone, he

concepts of eqivalenee and L-equivalence ax-: extended in aSnatural wpr

from sentences to other desi6nators such es predicates and individual

expressions.

1.2. ExJ.ensionAand intersion

Two dc,,,ignators are said to hive the extension in a semantics1

system S iff they are equivalent in S. Two desiEroators ho,ve thc_siv,

irltension in S 1ff they are L-equivalent in S.

The extension of a sentence is tsken be its truth-value; of a

predicate, the class it designates; and of an individual, expression,

the indiviiVal to which it referi (token as a special Individual such

as the null set or the nv;T:bar zero in case the individual expression is

a description whose uniqueness condition TrAls to hold).

The, intension of a sentence is taken to be the proposition expressed by

it; the intension of a predicate is the property it designates; the inten-

sion of an indival expression is what Carnap calls an "indivild2tal

concept." These terms are made precise by tha conditions for sameness

-stated aboveo.



1.30 Etenninnsj and fintensionril cont0.4ts.,.,.. ---
Two expretAsions occurrin!, within a sentence are said to be illIf.0:-

chanc if substitnion of one for the other prel.:ervcs the truth-

value of tht: sentence. If sub:;tituion noreover preserves the intension

of the sentence, the two expressions are said to be L-interchanp,eable,

A sentence A is callr:d_ ;;,?!.) i t) 1 re 1? PC` p1.11-TV.1C e
, ;

it.!? e'^
r . . .:, !.

of B within it if the occurrence of 41 pith any expression

B2 which is equivalent to Bl. 11) Is then said to occur in A in an extensioDd

context.

A sentence is intcnsiona:Lwi.th Tegreef tc? p_ecrt:ljn otleNrrpnr.(1 of

a subexpressiol if (a) the sentence 13 not extensional with respect to

the subexpresslon and (b) the subexpress:I.on is L-interchanges ble with any

L-equivalent c;:pre3sion. The subezpression is then seid to occur 41, an

intensj,oial coLitext.

For examp1,1, a sentence constructed with any ',24!o the standard connectivOs

AJ0/,:), etc., js e-tension!.) ',ith respect to its components. A sentence

constricted of c predicate lettel ruin sn individual constant is ex-

teniona/ with respect Fl!±to beat' tho predicate and the individual constant,

On the A7aer bend, a sentence ..:enstructld with a nodal operator such

as the necessity operator is not extencional, but is intensional, with

respect to the expression within the scope of the modal operator.

1.h. Belief-sentences end intensionctd isomorchism

In first-order mcdicat.e loi7ic, all sentences are extensioral with

respect to all their sulmart.s; when the modal operator. for necessity is

added, all sentences are either e:rtensional or intensional with resnect

to their subparts. But not all conteNts are either extensional or in-

tensional, and anions the important exceptions are sentence:; about beliefs,
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Carnap's argumer0- for the non-intrsic:/ality of bclief-sentences leads from

a consideration of ansmplas like the follus-ing:

(1) John belioars D

(2) John bejievos that,F1I'

Carnap invites us to take as d4Lict language S a part of English that

includes the predisat.e1;1 'believes that' and some mathematical teams, end

to tyke jcha's responses to qmstions about his beliefs as acceptable

evidenca for his beliefs, Then ons can find sc,7:s L-true'sentence for which

John professes boliec, which can be .kGn as D (e,g. "Neoti., is either hinmn

or not human.") On the other hand, as Carna:) says, "since John is a

creature with limited abilities, we shall find some 14,-trup sente;:ces in

1"
S fcr New.:Jh John cannot -orofess belief" Then we take as,D- scne such

sentence, Then D end D', both being L-true, are equivalent and L,cquivalent;

yet since (1) is true and (2) false, D and D' are neither interchawall

nor L-interche.2%seanle in the cont:,:t of (1). Hence the belief-sentence

4.s nither extensional nor intensional With re: -act to its subsentence

Carnap proposes the notion of "intens5-nal iso7(rphism" ts a

possible way to capture a relation eu::::e'aV much stronger than

equit7,2&1ce to guarantee interchangPability in belief contexts. Two

senteneea are intensionally isonorpaie if they are contructed 5n the same

way cut of elements that are L..equivalent down to the smallest units. (Carnap

gives a fuller definition though not an exact one, since an exact one

would require a fully specified sennntical system or systc us within or

between which inomorphism could he defined.) Carnap then suggests that

the sentence 'john belie/es that D' in S can be interpreted by the

folloyrins semamtical sentence:



(3) [15-1J "There is a sentenc4, in a remantical system S' such

that (a) yi in S' in intenzionelly isomorphic to 'D' in S and (b) John

is disposed to an alfirmtitiee response to
s 1, es a sentence of Stoll (P. 62).

Then if D and D' are two intensionally inonorohic sentences, (1) and (2)

are equivalent in S and furthermore L-qquivalent in S since their equivalence

follows fron [15-1], which is a rule of S.

Carnap suggests that his analysis of belief sentences might be regarded

an a first step in the 1.(%ical anabrsis of propositional attitudes, To

extend the ant: ysis to include tpl'erms about ionbt, hope, fear, surprise,

etc., would simply require the develonment and refinement of other dis-

positional notions snalo(i;ous to the notion of "disposition to assent to

a sentence" suggested for belief-sentences!?

2. Problem:: about 6clief-sentenees
aCt L-0 . as7,

A number of distinct though interconnected. prCaems arise in tilt.

enelysis of be:lief-sentences and other sentences about propositional

nttitudes. The one I ae nest interested in here in the question of why',

kind of equivalence between two sentences will suffice to make them

interchangeable in a belief-ennteut, An examination of soma objections

to Camas solution will lead us to the question of what count: as

evidence for the truth of a beliefsentence and the question jof whether

the object of believe should be construed ea a sentence or a proposition.

2.1. The substitution ureblem

Mates (1950) constructed a counterexample to Carnap's analysis,

using an argument quite similar to Carnap's F.):rginiient (stated above,

1.4) for the non-intensienality of belief- contexts, Mates considers sen-

tences like the following:
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basin of purely observational daLa in order for a person's he.liefs to

be so determinable.

y
(b) DoE E. If "John believes that D' means that John is disposed to

assent to c certain sentence, then wr would never be allowed to assert

of a dog, at least of a non-talking dog, n A3f, believes that his mistress

is in this uuilding" This might not be too consequential a limits.-

tien, since I for one would be willing to be limited to .asses lions like

11that dog is acting as if he believed that, But even that sentence

does not represent anything I would want to assert under Carna:,'s

explication, since it would. mean "that dog is acting as if he were

disposed to an affirr,tive respo ;e to ", which is not at 01 wh!-..t I

have in mind ir I say tht that (1(,g, is acting as if he bel!_eved such-and-suac

The things that. I take a& evidence for what a dog believes kor for tii.lkrit

that he believca anything' include only marginally his rel,, eles to

presented linguistic stimulia much more typical bit ci el:.eence for

the ex anp:te cited would be his refusal to be budged from the doorway

until htr mistress emerged, An adeousteotheory of evidence for beliefs

must at least allow someone to be able to claim that dogs have beliefs

vithceat thereby ascribing to them any linguistic =potence,

(e; Transparency, The assent criterio2 is manifestly inadequate for

examples liLe the following, which exhibit what Russell and Quine call

the transparent reading of the verb_

(6) The students believe that the chancellor has more power than

he really does,

(7) Tom believes that you and I urc sisters,

(8) Jones believes that thaynew mistress of Smith's is Smith's

wife,
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In such cases the belief-scOltence does not provide an extractable embedded

sentence appropriate for presentation to the all(Ted believer, nor does

there seem to be any uniformly effective procedure for recenstrucirw, an

appropriate presentation sentence, Hence any accourt fox of belief-

sentences that attempts to i!,clude the transparent cases (which are in

other respects considered logically simpler than the opaque cases) in

doomed if it require; belief to inve s:-;,!et to the actual embedded

sentence (rr a sentence intensionally isomorphic to it.)

2.2,2, Pellet' as a theoretical construct

Carnap's ;.ester position (1954) is that ')elief is a theoretie31

construct for lelich evidence such as disposition to assent offers in

ductive support but not ccnclusive indicatioln He there leaves open the

question of whnt other evidence count as relevant, and app'

1

';,c,

leave room for a reasonable account o liar-, do;;;), end those of us who

tend to confuse "stalagmite" and "stalactite". lie also, and explicitly,

leaves open the question of whether a proposition /or r. sentence is the

more appropriate object of belief. The main condition he imposes en the

notion of belief in the later article is that the problematical Mates

sentence,

(5) Whoever believes that D, believes that D',

should count as logically true when D and D' are synonymous, Any psycho

hogical evidence to the contrary would ipso facto be untrustworthy

evidence,

Such a stipulation is quite appropriate for the philosopher encaged in

rational reconstruction But the linguist, although he may agree whole-

heartedly that "believes" is a term for whose correct application no single



kind ,,',of observational evidence is c.-.terial, is not thereby free to

discount a priori %atever observational evidence happens to conflict with

his favorite hypothesia- Hence as a ling-aistg::) 1 am simply unable to

accept Carnap's out of :4ates's problem, since I am unablJ to dismiss the

apparent eountereviOcnee (Putnam, [19W) that not everyone rho believes,

for !nstanze, that all Greeks are Greeks believe: z Lhlt all Greeks are

Pellenes. (It ma: be possible to argue one's w of such oaunterevi-

dence, as Ocilla.. (l955) attempts to do, but I cannot simply discount it

as Carnap is preps_red to do,)

2.3, Inconsist:at, btli.fs,

Carnap's approach aliws the possibilit of a person's holding

incons!:;stent beliefss. He makes this explicit in his discusEon of the

example of aohn believing that D but not believing that D', for Narious

sentences D' I-ecuivalent to D: He says, 'This does not necessarily mean

that he coemits the error of believing their negations,' Some logicians

vould prefer narrow the concept of belief: by putt:_ng a requirement of

cons)btency on a Person's beliefs. Certainly if someone persisted in

making statemehts like "I believe that Scott is the author of Waverly and

alEo that Scstt is not the author of Waverly", "I believe that 2 is not

equal to 2", and the like, we would quesbion either his sincerity or his

understanding of Cie word "believe". On the other hand, it is not so

difficult to imagine a person sanely and sincerely asserting something

like "I believe that taxes should be lowered, that welfare and Medicate

benefits should be increase;.; that more atate aid should be given to schools

and to freeway construction; and that the government should %cep a

balanced budget," along with whatever unstated assumptions it might take

to make those beliefs inconsistent (I do :Lot know anything aboitthe

ati A

logic of "should" but I am assuming that sentences v&tth "Aould" can



inconsiUent.) Since belief is a paradigm case of a pslicholop.ical

predicate, perhaps, it sould net be stret,ching etymology too much to suggest

that sme people tend. to be more logical and others tend to be more "psycho,"

The decision one makes on the question of whether to admit incon-

sistent beliefs will of course affect one analysis, A formal system

which allows a person to be acrid to hold inconsistent beliefs without

thereby believing everything cannot be as simple as a system which

disallows such a possibility can he, particularly if one wants to allow

some inconsistent beliefs, but not admit that someone can, e,gv, believe

a proposition of the form "s: and not-A". But if all inconsistent beliefs

are ruled out the correspondence Sof the formal system to its purported

.e.tirl:reation in natural language becomes moot: if a person professes to

believe a set of sentences which are independent (in the sense that no

one of them can be deduced from the remainder of them) but inconsistent,

it is hard to see how one would tell which one(s) he "really doesn't

believe". I can readily imagine getting him to Eye uz one of his

beliefs, but that very phraseology suggests that it was previously indeed

a belief of his.

The decision one favors on the inconsistency question is likely

to correlate with one's intuitions about that substitutions in belief.

contexts preserve truth and whether the logical consequences of a persons

beliefs are automatically also beliefs of his, For instance, if all the

logical consequences of John's beliefs are also John's beliefs, then

(a) a person who has inconsistent beliefs munt believe everything, and

(b) logical equivalence is a sufficient condition for substitution in

a belief-context, However, the inconsistency question and the sub-
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stitution question appear to be logically independent, at least if the

consequences of A's beliefs are not necessarily A's beliefs,

2.4. Sentences or propositions,

The question of whether belief is a relation between a person and

a sentence or between a person and a proposition is fundamental for the

substitution problem and has ramifications fax beyond it besides. Carnap

is inclined to take the object of belief to be a sentence (in a sementical

system) but acknowledges Church's suggestion that it might be treated as

a proposition, and leaves the issue open, Carnap's own notion of

intensional isomorphism is applicable only to the analysis of ofjects of

belief as sentences,

Som. of the points that were raised coecerning evidence for belief are

relevant here. For instance, -whatever it is that I might mean if I talk

about whet a dug believes, it certainly does not inviove any system of

canine semantics. Hence for dogs the appropriate object of belief would

be a proposition and not a sentence.

The total Carnapian exclusion of inexplicit or une,:pressable beliefs

does not seem to me to be a very serious matter; a complete account of how

"believes" is used inioeordinary langeage ought to include them, but it

would not seem unreasonable if they had to be treated quite differently

from verbally expressable beliefs, That does seem to sumi of a concern

for the analysis of natural languages is the extent to which the notion

of intensional isomorphism leads to a kind of accidenal language-de-

pendence in the acciptlon of belief. Take a sentence like "Jones believes

that Smith is hungey": this could be true if Jones is an English-speaker,

but not if Jones speaks, say, Spanish or French or German, where the noun

for "hunger" is used with the verb for "have". The same sorts of nor: -
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isomorphism crop up with many other expressions which have no morpheme-

by-morpheme translations between varlous pa.1.rs of lengurges. In fact if

"b t!" and "haves' are taken as primitives in English, and their neerRut

equivalents in other languages are also naken as primitiues, their designation

rules would undoubtedly be different in every lengneree. Then no belief-

sentence involving "be" or "have", including "Jones believes that the

earth is round", would be true if the believer's language was different

from the language in which the belief sentence was stated..

At least a partial solutOon to this problem would be to say that terns

like "be" and "have" which have a wide range of use are actually multiply

ambiguous, with the number of distinct subterms to be determined by inter-

linguistic comperizons. Most prpposil:ions and the most common verbs

would no doubt have to be split up into many subterms if there was to be

any hope of achieving real universality; and even theel it is only cases

like "the earth is round" which would be handled, not those like "Smith

is hungry." The seggested partial solution is unsatisfactory on linguistic

grounds as well. It is artifical to determine ambiguity within a language

on tha basis of cross-language comparisons, since a naive langgage-

learner (e.g. a 'child) has in general no access to data from outside his

S.
own languages and his internally constupted system therefore takeet no

account of such dce:a (except for linguistic universals which can be

regarded as in some sense /programmed" into his innate competence.)

In any case, there are other arguments, such as the existence of

trensnarent readings as in examples (6) - (8) where there is no appropriate

contained sentence, which suggest that the object of belief must be a

proposition and not a sentence.
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at suppoact z the bacis o: such c.ousie:orationl ire were to t5lze

the object of al-yr<ra as a proposition: and sup-pose NM take the

4:idel-theoretic de.f2.nition of a p.roposition ac a function from possible

worlds to t3mt2z-valtte 13 Then fl ince cny two logically equivalent Sent.:neec

denote the awn, proossition, we would irnediately be forced into

that logical equivcacnce L'ufficoa for Substitntica, so that "believes t.:71.

0." is after all an intensional context°

Since I find myself unwilling to give up trcnsperent exe:rplas like

(6)(e) but equ.Illy unwilling to accept the conclusion of the preceding

pai. acraphs, I am fo,7eed to conclude that ther'.. are two distinct uses of

the term "believes" (or possibly a continuum between two poles.) If

stcte that aohn thfxt Bill is in charge here, I luay be doing either

of two thing., I erc.,7 be doing something very close to quoting au statement

John made, in which cash the object of "belicves" is a sontence and I

lat3ht gust 1311 well have stated, albeit unidimatically, that Rohn be eves

"Dill is in chwce here" On the other hend, I may bi; treating John like

a dogthat is, I tar be no more re3,ying on any of John's utterances Gr

reactions to utterEnces than X would be in ascribing belief to a dog; in as S.:1

ce-sesi. the object cf "believes" is a proposition and substitution of 3..cgical
.equivalents indeed. prk7:ic:^..rves truth°

I think that la one sense the recognition of this daality of use is

not at all new since it is very closely tied to the onbiguity of exnvple3

like(9):

(9) Jo/u believes that one of the girls will fai.1 the testa

But it is.perbs.ps worth makine, the connections "Dog-belie' :'. traasat,-0-

ent beliefr-tpropositiona-object belief; substitution of logic-XL equivaleDts

presenres truth, aid actual sentences have no srecial status among types of
0,!437:4;

evidctIc "(111.0'2.:atf.nze-belief =
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opaque beliefe-sententialeobjeet belief; not even intentional iseeoreiwt

provides a strong enough condition for truth-preserving substitutiviey,

and actual sentences, either pronounced or assented to are partieulerly

important if not indispensable as evidence.

Quine in Word and Object (p 200ff) suggess that the noton

of proposition is to have any usefulness at all, it should be al object of:

the propositional attitudes. But then he uses arguments like hates ":; to

show that it is futile to try to find any reasonable criterion foe

identity of propositions, apparently conflating propositional-object and

sentential-object belief,

The two uses of "believes" can lead to semantic atbiguity, as in the

case of (9) above, but it seems probably to me that in many cases the

two uses amount to the same thing (if, for lbstance, ox' evidence fee a

person's belief is in fact4something he said, and we haopen to use theSumYTift

same wording in reporting his belief), Therefore for cdony examples of

belief-sentences it will not be possible to decide from the sentence elone

whch use of belief is involved, and there may be no (semantic ambifwity,

lik;A:k
But T do not believe that th,existence of a body of ""ne7,atel cases f i.nveld-

ates the distinction.

Before turning to the consideration of linguiseic "deep struet-eees''

for belief-sentences, T want to expand the discussion to include voml othee

examples of itpositional attitudes,

3. Other predicetesAsnAlmassftswomi0aweeroonwva.,,.

Verbs and other predicates which take sentences or propositions ns

one of their arguments exhibit a wide range of behavior with eespc to

the kinds of matters examined above in connection with ?believes," 7/e.

examine here for number of predicates whether the uorAing of the 2:lbee16.rd

sentence is taken to reflect the actual wording of come prior dismeeee;



whether the predicertn can be a2olied to dogs owl other non-linferietLa

species; what kinds of mbstitueions preserve teuth; and yhether the

predicate seems to have two ere more well-defined seeses (or Toehvp% uses) ,

3.10 1!,lotives Certain verbs aid edjectives exnross a eeletion bit.7-eo

an animate being and what eertenly eppears to be a proposition eether

than a sentence. The Kiparskys (1968) call thee "emtives" an1 poiet

cut that the embedded sentence is elways presup..2osed to be n fret

Examples of emotive predicates, all taking :thr.ic.e.iox. ;es, incl-ed3 Yq7.*cet.e,

be surprised, be emmed, be sad, be glad, be.upeet, deliehted, (Thee

predicates easo tyke infinitival complements, and so ue of them 31vc e.ake

gerundives , but we will be concerned only with thateclauses) The

emotives all seem to ba cleael y. at the propooitionaleobject end of the

scale: doss cen be sueprised, et.c; there is no implication freT

tence like (10)

J10) Andy wae. glad that the job opening had al:cliaCei been

that the stbject either uttered or heard any eentanc:: resge''oling the

embedded one; and substitution requires only logice equiwleace,

3,20 Vertx of ineerence. At tile other end of the eale, but equal:ler

clear-cut, are verbs like deduc, prove, este.Oeliall .4hce..~ 6.ie,cove, -which

we might call "verbs of inference,"

(11) John preyed in 3 lines that all lefeeinveI3ee in a ,ereep ere

right-ieverses.,

Here the embedded sente:1 2i.! is virtually a direct cu althouch the

pronoun-shifts ane other treesfornations aseeciated iedirect

dist:mune do apple), and the evidence for the truth of the vhole 3cei:ence

crucially involve:, an overt occurrence of (somethine very cl000 to) the

embedded sentence . For truthpreserving substitutica, loglcel egli'valence
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is bletently to weak. This in a case where intensional isomorphism might

be the right ntrength,eathough the allowable differences due to "merely

syntactic de:aces" would have to be restricted to those syntactic differences

which did not count as differences within any formal system.

Some verbs of inference can take as subject a noun phrase denoting

some kind of evidence as an alternative to a sub)ect which, as in (11),

deyotes the agent of the inference.
Fvekb

( 12 ) The fact that the bullets p%rced the door lei.'eshows that lehey
couldn't see who they were shooting.

In pillmorels case grammar terms, we can say that such verbs take a

sentential object and either an agent or an instrument (perhaps stretching

that term slightly), and either of the latter two can be the subddct. In

some sentences like (13) below, an animate subject way in fact seem more

en If instrument" than an agent.

(13)
Sdmv

(13) -.SZ proved that he wan involved when he referred to Miss Faust
as "!Maisie."

In (12) and (13) the sentential objects of the verbs of inference

are Lot understood as related to any °Vert occurrence of related sentences,

as VITS the case in (11) . The uses of "show" and "prove" in (12) and

(13) seem to appeal to a commonsensical notinn of what follows from what,

rather than to a formal system of deduction as in (11). It is hard to

formulate reasonable qndidates for substkional criteria for cases like
46

(12) and (13). Perhaps logical equivalence might do, but it is hard to

be certain, since commonsensical analogues of formal notions like deducibility

tend to break down when confronted with non-standard cases, For example,

I am not sure whether (14) should count as equivalent to (13) or not:
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(14) Sam proved that he was involved and (that ) Bill either

was or was not at the scene the previots day, when he referred

to Miss Faust as "Maisie."

Perhaps the clearest verb of the class is deduce, which always re-

quires an agentive subject and for which logical equivalence is definitely

too weak to guarantee substitutivity. Infer, surprisingly, cannot be

included in this class, because its object-clauses seem to be propositions

rather than sentences. Thus (15) is ambiguous, but if infer were replaced

by deduce, establish, or the like, only the self-contradictory sense of

the embedded clause would be possible.

(L5) Jones inferred that your yacht was longer then it was.

It is interesting that infer is non-factive, while all the verbs that I have

called 'verbs of inference' are factive; infer seems to denote a more

subjective prec3ss of inference than the otsers. Compare the normalcy

of (16a) with the oddity of (16b).

(16) Because he considered only Mary's remarks, he incorrectly

S(a) inferred
(b) established that Sam was to blame.

An incorrect inference (in the subjective sense) is an inference; an

incorrect proof is not a proof.

In sum, then, the herbs of inference (excluding infer) in their

strictest use take sentences as object and have very strong stibstitutivity

requirements; they thus occupy the opposite pole from the emotives.

Thei,two classes between them rovide relatively unambiguous examples of the

two uses of an ambiguous verb like believe.
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3.3. Verbs of communicat4onx

One would expect that a verb or tell would be even more

literally quotative than a verb like jgpluge, but that is not the case

when the verbs arc used with thatclauses, or what is normally called

indirect quotation. All of the verbs lay, ..asmor.t,IspcTt, allrpe,

tell, suggest, hint, imply can fit naturally Into the frame of example

(15) above without forcing the contradictory reading ofthe embedded

clause. In fact, while for nay and most of the others the embedded

clause can be a quotation except cfr mandatory shifts in indexicals, for

hint and imply, such a near-quotative reading seems to be impossible,

For example, a sentence like (17) would be regarded as false, or at least

misleading) if what Nixon actually said was "the new South Vietnamese

government will include Communists."

(17) Nixon hinted that the new Sotth Vietnamese government would
include Communists.

(The-situation is complicated by the fact, pointed out to me by Larry

Horn, that if the embedded clause has might in it, the hint can be a near-

quotation.)

It appears thht these verbs, when used with a that-clause, are used

to report the content of a communication;, and not its verbatim form. But

there are other verbs of communication, which could be called "manner-

verbs of communication", which take that-elauses that seem to be what

I have been calling "near-quotes", i.b. quotations except for shifts in

indexicalso Sentences (18) and (19) exemplify this class, which includes

shout, whiner, scream, hiss, hoot, glimlel bark, etc.

(18) Jed hollered that them bro-m cows vas back in the corn patch again,
(19) She giggled that she could feel just too, too liberated if she
drank another of those naughty martinis.

Since these verbs emphasize the manner of the communication, it is not
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t, surprising that the form as well na the content of the embedded clause

in significant. Note that the verbs cannot be analyzed as "communicate

by giggling ", etc., since (20) and the like are quite odd, unless the

dog is asaumed to have a bark-language:

(20) Fido barked that someone wan in the front yard.

Al] of the verbs of communication refer, by virtue of their central

meaningv to some overt utterance or other overt communication; but only

for the manner-verbs of communication is it the came that the embedded

Ibat-clause rust be a near-quotation of the overt utterance, Thus

it would seem that the normal verbs of communication take propositions Es

objects, but the manner-verbs of communication sentential ones.

3.4. Epistemic predicates.

atlieve shares important semantic properties with Eau.; realize,

forget, remember, be certain, think, suppose, doubt, be aware. Amo75

other things, it seems to share its ambivalence in usage between a

sentential and a propositional embedded clause. Thus although Chomsky

[WAS, and SI' cites examples with realize that fit Mates"s schema for

non-subatitutivity of synonyms, it would be wrong to conclude that the

object of realize is always a sentence rather than a proposition, because

realize also passes the dog-test:

(21) Fido finally realized that the children were nowhere around
the house.

And although (22) is odd, the oddness is due to the (activity of realize,

and not to a rquirement that the embedded clause be regarded as a
A

sentence. Hence (23), which avoids purporting an factive a falsity, is

perfiectly acceptable with its that- clause interpreted as en embedded

proposition.
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(22) I realized that your yacht was longer than it is.

(23) I dienit realize that your yacht wan as long cc it is,

With thin brief attcant to put bel,ievq1; into perspective among varba

that take thrytclauses, let us turn to the questien of the linguistic

Ideop structure" for such construetions,

4. Deep Struetnre.

In Chomehy's earlierit. formulatiens of transformntientl grammar,

e.g. Cheme%y (1957), it was emphasized that in postulating underlying

representatdinne and transformations, the juetificetion mmot always be

purely syntactic. Emamples abound of resulting syntactic analyses

that are quite unwieldy as bases for senentic interpretation. For

example: (a) Syntactically the contrast between definite and indefinite

noun phrases vas alsiayo regarded as sinply t minimal contrast in the anti :le

poeition. (b) Quantifiers, demonstratives :like this and ti t, the articles,

and words lihc onlz and ether, were all simply introduced Yy phrase

structure mace as components of the "determiner" of a noun phrase.

(c) All adjectiv^es were introduced in predicate position, so that the

attributive use in (24) vould be derived from (25):

(24) Small elephants are 13ig.

(25) Elephants which are amall are big.

Furthermore, since the e;ormation of relative pronouns wan assumed to in

volve deletion of a noun identical to the head noun, (25) would itself be

derived from the semantically ineppropriete pair of sentences (26):

(26) Elephants ere small.

Elephants are big.

(d) In the earliest treatments, negative sentences were optional transforms

of positive ones, Mira (1964) showed purely syntactic motivation for



postulating a deep structure 1dE0 .,corphme for negative senctences, but

his system included an optional son.10-am surplotion tressformation (limited

primarily to :locative contexts) Voich allcued (27) and (28) to be derived

from the name undarlyisg reprosentstion:

(27) Joan couldn't solve some of the problems.

(28) John couldn't :wive :ray of the problems.

Deqpstructurn smuntics,

gy the tine of Chomsky (1965), Chomshy hed been convinced by the

arguments of Katz and Postal (1964) that deep structure as established by

"purely syntactic motivations" would turn out to be the only level of

syntactic stru6mre rel6vant to semantic interpretation, That hypothesis

rapidly gained savor to the point of becoming widely regarded as criterial

ser than tun ;rival: so that transformations like Klima's soli:a-au rule

came to be regat'cled is untenable.

Although semantically inappropriate analyses li."`c those mentioned above

were not immediately replaced, the general ncbion of deep structure did and

does look basically quite promising as a way of coming close in many cases

to the spirit of Cernap's "mreely syntactic devices% Thus if one con-

siders the problem of defining intensional isomorphism for natural languages,

deel, otructurd would be the appropriate level to require sameness of structure

on. The following pairs are typical cases of superficially distinct

structures with identinal underlying representations:

(29) (a) That Mary wore a vie eurprised Timothy,

(b) It surprised Timothy that Mzzry wore twig.

(30) (a) Sam turned out the light,

(b) San turned the light out.
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But it has been videly dispued of late whether the Kate-Postal

hypothesis really holde (for a emrvey of come of the aanuments see Parted

(1969) 0 The folloving seta, which would classically be regarded as trans-

formailionally related, illuetrete the problems:

(31) (a) Few mice are ceplicit and few rules are easy to read.
(b) Few rules are both explicit and eaey to read.

(32) (a) It is particularly easy to get this baby into these overall&
(b) This baby is partiee:erly easy to get into these cveralls.
(e) These overalls aee particularly easy to get this bcby into.

Sentences 'pith believe iu fact offer an interesting ease in point.

There ie a (disputed) transformation familiarly Ynovn as "subject - raising"

which would transform (33) into (34).

(33) Tom believes that Cicero denounced Catiline.

(3l) To believes Cicero to have denounced Cateline.

But :'Quine argues in Word and. Object (pp. ])45 -50) that (33) and (34) are

not synonymous, in partinular that only in (34) is Cicero in purely refer-

eatial poeitial. Yet the syntactic evidence for subject-raising is strong;

among other things, it provides the cnly reasonably accot'nt for sentences

like (35) and (36).

(35) Tom believes there to have been an earthquake recently*

(36) Susen telieves it to be likely that no one will show up.

Sentences like those two eimultaaeously sue, eat that lamine's semantic

intuielon may bo wrong; since there end it certainly cannot be taken as

referential. My own feelings about (34) are not strong, though I em inclined

to regard it as ambiguous, with a slightly greater tendency for Cicero to be

regarded as referential than in (33). But (37) below seem to me definttely

embiguoues, which again argues against Nine's interpretation.
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ZIA v%

(37) aoyn belirsree a Commaniet to have 'ecen at the heart of the plot.

4.2. Generative ementics.

The theoretics' approach which is associated with the names of. MeCevley,

Lakoff Ross, Postal, and Beth, and which often goes under the name of

"generative semantics", can be thought of se a deep structure semantics

pushed to deeper structures. Within the framework e model theoretic

semantice it pekes no sense to call those deeper sts-octures "semantic"A":

that tereinology is probably just a carryover from fatz-type semantics.

At any rate, the proponents of the generative semantics approach saggests,

among other things, hai"ing very difSerent deep structures for definite

and indefinite noun phrases, aesfugniag the scene deep structure to syntacti-

cally disparate (putative) paraphrages such .s "Seymour sliced tim:imNellsieze

the salami with a knife" and "Seymour used s knife to slice the salamt;"

assigning appropriately different deep structures to sets like (31) and

(32); etc. One of the hey differences between Chomskse t deep structure and

Lskovan abstract structure i. thst Choms!.y regards deep structure as the

level at which virtually al3. actual lexical items are inserted, but the

corresponding terminal elements in Lakoff's system are e:etract semantic

primitives, sith lexical insertion a complex traesformational process.

Actual lexical itemsA are thus part of relatively superficial structure

in Lakoff's system. Since the notion of 'intensional isomorphieth' is

relative to the Smallest units of a system, it would have quite different

intrpretatione in the two systens.

It is impossible to do justice in a short space to the prolific and

stimulating flow of ideas that has resulted from the generative semantics

approach. Let me then overgenealize and say that it looked most plausible
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when it presented "~emetic-looking" dbntract deep structures for classi-

cally difficult ceses, accompanied by argnisents for independent syntactic

justification of those semantically appropriate structures. Some basic

problems arose in attempting to seive the problem of how the syntactic

transformations would be restricted to guarantee that a given abstract deep

structure would be mapped only onto the right surface structure. For instance,

sentences (31)(a) and (b) would have the seme deep structure in the "clas-

sical" theory; it was suggested in Partee (1970) that if a generative

semanticist assigned them different deep etructures, he would still have to

separately pre rent the usual conjunction-realction eransformation from

mapping (31a) onto (31b). Lekoff's response (Lekoff (1969)) was in part to

add the notion of ''global constraint" to hie-system, so that certain aspects

of the "semantic" deep structure could in effect control the subsequent

syntactic processes. Whether and how' the resulting system differs from

alternative theories is debetsble and debated,

4.3. Interpretive eementilcs, Again oversimplifyLng, one mitht describe

the "interpretive semantics" approach of Jackendo:f, recent Chomsky, and others

as en attempt to rectify the deficiencies of the Katz-Postal type of deep-

structure semantics, not by pushing syntactic deep structure deeper, but by

letting semantic rules take account of. surface structure as well as.deep

structure, with the latter determined on. the basis of "purely syntactic

arguments" as in the earlier theory, Then sets like (31a,b) and (32a,b,c)

could still have single deep structures, but those structures would no

longer be purported to be the sole detcrmivants of meaning. Interpretive
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semantics, or the "surfacist° approaa does not mean using on1:1 surface

structure; and on some accounts it may .tu allow all levels of structure to

be involved -- e.g. some semantic rules might operate in the transformational

cycle It is partly. for this reason that it is difficult to establish

uhethencrative semantics (uith global constraints) and interpretive

semantics night be different.

404c. Apnlications to Terbs of ivorositin tioal attu des,.v...cormnevracornevea.....+37

In the first place, it seems to me that ouatation presents a

serious problem to standard deep structure semantics, and likewise to

generative semantics The reason is that part of the meaning of a sen

tence with a direct quotation in it involvs the surface form of the

quoted sentence, so that one might want to regard the quoted sentence as

phonological or graphic string and represent it directly as

such in the deep structure. For instance, one might consider representing

the deep sturcture of (38) along the lines (very roughly) of (39):

(33) Rey said "Seymour sliced the salami with a knife."

S

(39)

NP VP

N V NP

\
Rey said N[4]

/siymor slayst (la salamiy wit. a nayf/

I have no idea chat category could be suixested for the quotation; the

essential feature is that it would not be given internal syntactic structure.



Such a proposal loo particularly approariate, by tie way, for sente3cm

like (40):

(140) The little engine went, "Puff-puffs chug-Chug, tort -tcc..n
3

But then the quotation is of ne English sentence, tho syntac

and semantic content of the quoted pc::tence is also relevant tc the

moaning of the total sentence, e,g0, for the underst%ading of she is

one in (42), the ellipsis in (43)9 and tha word or:Do-Ate in (44).

(41) When the nurgeon shouted, "1 nned the nursei", caw!:
right in.

(42) laten the wargeon sold, "Give me the scalpol!", she haaCei
hint the vong qne.

(43) When he nail, "Leaver, she vouldn°t [OIMIlee.7:01.11310

(44) When he seid "Turn right," she did the orcosite.

_Renee a structure in the style of (39) is in.ulequate for lacy: Jae

structure; but as soon ra t. p1ionologic9.1 string is replaced by n.r.;.c-

tural description, there :Is no woy of distinguishing the original q1.1,-, a

tion froia any nynonfmous non-identical quotation, e.g., on La:0)!V3 a

of synonymy, (38) liould then have the selae deer, structure as (45):

(45) Ray said, "Seyitour used a knife to slice: the salmi."

If the subsentences of (38) and (45) were synonymous (I don't t-

would be
are, but arT syncnylcus pair yould do), then there vey to su:Ail

different deep structures vithoat soweho,0 including ne phonological w

other surface inncripticnal fern as pert of the deep itructuce, in Wit .cal

cf.se that ntructuro cce2. hardly be called "deep";, ,.ibc..;ro,-;t", or lscit):: tie",

have cone on at lenf:th abeut quettion becauas I thi:lk it

simply a clearer form of the sentential-object :Jae of verbs 111.o bell..v:

also exemplified by indirect quotation with verbs lika shout, ani
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verbs of infe:'..ence. I think that the generative semlntics approach 1..es

shed interesting light on the proposittnnal-object cases which seemod

the viewpoint of the clessical theory mch harder to give semanticaly

appropriate deep v;ructure,7 for. lInt it appears that in the procese the

it 10easler rentantial-object ceses were mde impossible to account ford.

Ae a corellau to this observation, it follows that aMbiguities whch

depend on the distinction beticen propositional and sentnetial object are

not going to be uniformly representchle in a generative semantica frfmesor.

AO a sample problen, I would pose the Russellian colaratives like (15);

this is a doubly difficult problembecarse comparative 4$ 6 construetic=

in general have proved very difficult to analyze eyntactically. But the

analysis meat in principle to be of the sere kind as: the analysis W.'

"John didn°t kaew that py brother was my bruther" and the like.

Another woblva for standard decp-structure ventice is reifed

as soon as we shift from direct to indivect cuotation. I think. it hfs lon-;

been assumed that there are certain "inirect-discourse transformaticas

which mske sev.enco-of-teases adjustments and other chaLges in indexical

tCrUIZe It world c.:Ttsinly be vissing important regularities not to Telate

(46)(0 John saidl, "I em right".

(b) John said (that) ho vas right.

But if there are sl:ch transfemationsm they hav2 no source to a3nply to

examples like (47), assuming a principle prohibiting unrecoverale

(47) Tam a(!id th..:rt you and I were sisters.

Various suzgorti eh;; be made about (47), bl.t the SDMS su:7p:astiors 3;C'..1



then be applied to (46b)0 Feesibly 06,b) could be treated as ambiguous,

with one derivation feom (46.a) and another analogous to (47), But if

(46.b) is not derived from (46.a), there must be some semantic rules to

shoe their relation,

And it is by no reans self-evident that semantic and syntactic

distinctions should alwsys parallel one another, As far. es I can see,

the distinction between sentnetial and propositional that-clause objects is

not at all a syntactic one. The semantic distinctions concernig subeti-

tutivity, the dog-teet, etc°, discueeed in section 3 above, do not appear to

have any independent syntactic correlates (though I may simply not have

looked hard enc4h). The linguist has generally used the symbol "S"

without distinanishieg sentences from propositions, because there have

been no syntactic grounds for proliferating categories in that way,

A related point is that the substitutivity conditions in parti-

cular do not lend themselves to natural statements in any framework in which

"semantic interpretations" are conceived of as "objects" representable by

anything like a tree structure, A given sentence will participate in a

great many semantic relations ulth innumerable other sentences; all of these

relations are part of our underntandingSM of the sentence, as are the

truth-conditions for the sentence, To look for "the semantic represen-

tation" of a sentence seems to me misguided; questions like the question

of the conditions for truth-preserving substitutions of that- clauses

in belief-sentences seem to require a much richer notion of semantics, and

therefore seem to me worth pursuing much farther than I have managed to

take them here,
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FOOTNOTES

1. A linguist would, however, teRe issue with Montagne's opinion that

syntax is of no great interest except as a preliminexy to semantics (Montag

gue (1970)). In spite of the notorious difficulty of making the notion

of "well-formed sentence" precise for natural languages, it is a striking

nad well fact that all natural languages share many highly specific

syntactic properties that lead the linguist toward the postulation of a

notion of "possible natural language" that is much narrower and more

'highly (structured than the general notion of "possible language". I would

not es a linguist argue against the complaint voiced by Montague and by

Dana Scott among others that transformatial linguists have not made much

progress toward a rigorous formalization of their theories of grammar; there

are still too merry unresolved problems at a pre-formal level. I would argue

only against making an inference therefrom that the aims and mthode of

linguistics are misguided.

2. Possible world semantics makes the interpretation of embedded proposi-

tions like "your yacht is longer than it ion clear; the sentence can be

regarded en semantically equivalent to "your yacht is longer than it is in

the real world." Then if in the real world your yacht is 30 feet long,

the sentence is true in all worlds in which your yacht is more than 30 feet

long, and false in all those in which it is not (I leave aside the question

of worlds without your yacht.) So "I thought that ..." means roughly that

I thought this world was one of those long-yacht worlds.

4 3
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3. It is sentences like these that can make first-grade readers and the

like very difficult to analyze syntactically, Joyce Friedman and I no-

ticed, when she vas starting to write a transformational grammar for

%vela sample text Engineer Small, that the verb go as used in (4o) seems

to allow an its complement any phonetic sequence that is not anti ordi-

nary sentence of English; it's hard to characterise that restriction in a

grammar of English, (A generation younger than mine has dropped that

restriction on go.)

4. Let me hasten to add that I am singling out the generative semantics

approach for criticism because it's the only one in which any attempt has

been made to account for any of these problems, as far as I know.
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the effects of placing various restrictuions on the

base component of a transformational grannnar as defined by Chomsky (1965).

It is shown that by utilizing the so-called filter function of trans-

formations the descriptive power of transformational grammars ,can be

preserved unreduced even when their base components arc subjected to

drastic restrictuions.
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1. Int rodmt iron

In Pete;., and Ritchie (19 ) we del inc:d in ci n-lathemat ically

precise fashion the notion tram_dormational grammar, modeling

essential features of thes;e grammars as diticus-..sed informally in

Chomsky (1965). Such a gramar was there defined to contain a

base component consisting 7,C a phrase structure grammat- -- an

unordered set of rewriting rules of the type A --).-1;/co (the

symbol A may be rewritten as the (non-null) string ',1) if it appears

between ct*.,;..). These roles allow one to derive strings of terminal

symbols from the initial string #5# and to assign one or more

labeled bracketings to each derived string <3howing its composition

as a sequence of phrases. 1 he resulting set of labeled bracketings

(Phrase-markers) serves as input to the trant-,formational component

of a transforn-bational grammar, which consists of a linear sequence

of grammat cal transformations each of which converts labeled

bracketings into labeled bracketings in a manner we briefly summarize

here. A grammatical transformation consists of a structural

condition and a set of elementary transformations. An input labeled

bracketing is first factored into a sequence of subparts so that the

factorization satisfies the structural condition; such a factorization

is called a proper analysis of the labeled bracketing for the trans-

formation. If the input labeled bracketing has no proper analysis,

the transformation gives as output the input labeled bracketing.

Given a proper analysis of W.: input, the elementary transformations

are applied to its facte_-.. Fachelei-nentary transformation will
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either a) ciLqe.tcb !,equunce cif fart,irLs., b) sof,.;titute one sequence of

factors for another or c) Idiom one sequence of factors to the right

(left) of another. A structural condition ,-ind set of elementary trans-

formations must meet a condition of compatibility called the condition

of recoverability of deletions in order to be a transformation. Given

zi labeled bracketing produced by the base, transformations are applied

cyclically to the subsentences of the labeled bracketing beginning with

the, most deeply embedded sentence, i.e. the subsentence which terminates

with the leftmost in the labeled bracketing. In accordance with the

principle of the transformational cycle, all transformations are applied

in order to this subsentence and, after con-tplet ion of each cycle, the

transformations are applied next to the .,:-.ubsc.:ntence terminating with the

next ] to the right. This process is iterated until the cycle has operated

upon the outermost subsentence. The resulting labeled bracketing is

a surface structure if it meets a condition of well-formedness, namely

that it. contain no occurrences or the boundary symbol # . A labeled

bracketing produced by the be is said to be a deep structure under-

lying the surface structure ; if 7: can be converted by the transforma-

tional component into y . The pair (T, is a structural description

generated by the grammar and is assigned by the grammar to the sequence

of terminal symbols which results from deleting the labeled brackets

in .;1. The set of strings of terminal E;ymbols to which the grammar assigns

Ftructural descriptions is called the lanquarte generated by the grammar,

4C9



and the strings in the language are called sentences...

Notice that not eve-y labeled bracketirig produced by the base

need be a deep structure. The base rule y. may introduce the boundary

symbol # into a labeled bracketing from which it cannot be deleted

in the course of a transformational derivation. The trz-insformational

component is said to have.: filtered out. such a labeled bracketing from

the set of labeled braicetings produced by the base component. Thus

the deep structures are precisely those labeled bracketings produced by

fhe base component which are rot Filtered out by the transformational

component (see Figure 1). Theorem 5.1 of Peters and Ritchie (19 )

tells us that the class of transforryiational grammars genera.te.s all the

recursively enumerable leriguages-. In the proof of this theorem, context-

sensitive grammars whose rules did net introduce # were used as

base components of the grammars constructed. Thus no use need

be made of the filter function of transformations in order to generate

all recursively enure erable languages it the base component is allowed

to be any context-sensitive grammar. In this paper we investigate the

effects of restricting try base component of transformational grammars,

heavily exploiting the filter function of transformations. We do not

consider here the interesting question whether the theory of

transformational grammars would be essentially different. if the

filter function of transformations were elcriin.aied (i.e. if base rules

were not allowed to introduce the boundary symbol).
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The major results of Peters and Ritchie (19 ) concerned the

sets of :anguages generated by certain classes of transformational

grammars. In that paper the base component. was allowed to be an

arbitrary context-sensitive grammar and restrictions were placed on

the transformational component, after noting that the full class of

transformational grammars generates; exactly the recursively enumerable

languages. The class of grammars having (total) recursive cycling

functions (cf. Definition 6.5 of that paper) was shown to generate exactly

the recursive languages. The stronger restriction that a grammar have

a cycling function belonging to a certain class (primitive recursive,

elementary recursive, etc.) yields grammars which generate only

languages with characteristic functions in the same class. We are now

able to show, examining the converse queE.stion, that each member of

these classes of languages is generated by a transformational grammar

whose cycling function is in the same class (cf. Theorem 2).

As we turn to restrictin.:4 the base component, several natural

possibilities suggest themselves. We might ask, for example, what

class of languages can be generated by transformational grammars with

context-free bases, with minimal linear bases or with one-sided linear

bases. We might even ask whether a class of transformational grammars

having a I ixed base component can generate an interesting class of

languages. A curtostty of our proof"::, ot the: res,ult!; surr-Imar1;zi:c1 abovc!
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was that a single, fixed transfnrmationit component. sufficed for

the generation of all languages in the Ah ich we obtained

characterizations;, each di.tinrt langisIgc' r-eguiring a different base

component in its grammar. While dues not appear to have

any, linguistic: significance, a parallel c.;ue- ton, known as the Universal

Base Hypothesis, is of considerable linDui.-.tic importance. Some

linguists hypothesize that transformation.'11;irammars of all natural

languages have the same base component. Our results of this paper

bear on this hypothesis because they show that restricting the base

component, even very stringcAly, doer: not restrict the class of

languages generated by transformational grammars.

2. Preliminary Results

The fundamental observation frog, which our results follow is

that a sequence of transformations can be. used to carry out a compu-

tation by an arbitrary Turing machine. This fact is established in

Lemma 1, for which it will be convenient to have in mind a specific

model of Turing machines. A Turing machine Z over the alphabet

A = ta
1

... an' bi (b is the "blank" symbol) is taken as in Davis

(1958, pp. 4-7) to be a finite set of quadruples each of which has

the form (sp, c, d, s ) or (sp, c, P, sq) or (sp, c, L, sq), where

there is a positive integer r (the number of states) such that

I s p, q s r ({si,...,sr} is the set of states and si is the initial

state), c, d A and for every pair (s , c), there is at most one

quadruple beginning with thin pair. 'rile three forms of quadruple

mean that when in states scanning c tr;t.!
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machine will enter state s and caner print d, !:-.11ift right one square,

or shift: left one square. The Turing machine started in state s
1

scanning the leftmost nonblank symbol of byb when y [al , ...,an1* goes through,

a series of steps (one instantaneous description yielding another in

the terminology of Davis p. T.D and if this :sequence reaches a

configuration in which no quadruple of 2 is applicablela computation

has been performed. The output tape is a s.equence, possible the empty

sequence, of symbols of with interspersed. The sequence of a.'s

which results from the deletion of the b's is denoted Z(y), and we

define the language enumerated by Z to be the, of all x r A* for

which there is a y=
1

,a 1* such that x = Z(y).

Our desire is to shift much as possible of the complexity

required to generate arbitrary recursively enumerable languages to

the transformational component of grammars So that the base component

can be greatly restricted. In Lemma l we chow that transformations can

perform a step-by-step simulation of the computations of an arbitrary

Turing machine and, since every recursively enumerable language is

enumerated by a Turing machine, the base component need only set up

the input tape and thus can be a linear grammar. Lemma 2 establishes

that the transformational component can even set up the input tape, if

the base component makes a copy of the alphabet available. Theorem 1

combines Lemmas I and 2 and shows that as a result the base component

can be made extremely simple.
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For purely technical purposes it L..)nvenient in the statements

of both lemmas to refer to the same spec r. l 1.),:)perty of labeled

bracket ingc;. Because of this property'.c, ,:,:.11ed occurrence and

rather lenothy r! ascription, we designate it Lis the "subsentence property" for

purposes of reference in this paper. A lx,eled bracketing co is said

to possess the F.ubsentence property if it f 1 leftmost subsentence (i.e, a

subseotence whose [ is to the left of all I symbols in co)

which either ends with the sequence #4#4:-.b of terminals and contains

exactly one occurrence of b to the left of this; string or has as its

only terminal symbol a single occurrence cif

Lemma II lo every T..ir ng machine Z there is a linear seCig, of

labeled bracketings and a sequence ,. of transformations such that a

string x is in the language enumerated by if and only if

(I) x does not contain the symbol .4* and

(2) x is the debracketization of the last line of some transformational

derivation with respect to,j having a member of-0'as its first line.

In fact, 12 and....1, may be chosen so that (a) k. is the set of all labeled

bracketings of the form

(3) [ [ [ # . . # a ... an b##*44::,z b... . . #3 ft]
S S I S S

where r is the number of states of Z, (a1 , ,a , b) is the alphabet of
n

Z with b being the "blank" symbol, y is an arbitrary nonempty string
1

over [a
1

, ...,a11, and u and v are positive integers; . and (b) every

transformation of.s.;._, ' effects the identity mapping on any labeled bracketing
subsentence

such that. i he :,:Llbsent ence bein;.: cycled on d,.Jes not pry-;.-L:ess the fr., property;



and (c) there is a HI association between computations of Z on the

one hand and transformational derivations with respect beginning

with a member of is, and terminating with a .1-free bracketing on the

other hand such that a computation is as with a derivation

which has the output of the cornputation as tile debracketization of its

last line and which involves k m + 2 cycles, where k is the number

of steps in the associated c-)i-nputalion and m is the length of tape used.

Proof: We begin by showing that the first sentence of the lemma is a

consequence of the second. Note that the set of all labeled bracketings

of form (3) is a linear set, so that it remains to show that the existence

of the I-I association asserted as (c) implies that properties (1) and (2)

hold of a string x if and only if it is enumerated by Z. But if x is

enumerated by 2, then tt-e re is a computation of Z with x as output

and a transformational der ivat 1::"1 associated with the computation as

desired. Conversely, if x is r. -tree and is the debrac:ketization of the

last line of a derivation from a string in la_ , then the associated compu-

tation by Z has x as output so that x is in the language enumerated by Z.

It suffices then to takeli to be the set of all labeled bracketings

of the form (3 ) and to construct: a sequence of transformations

satisfying conditions (b) and (c).

The sequence be constructed so that the computation of

Turing machine Z given input y will be mimicked step by step in the
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transformat ional derivation with (3) as First line. F.;imulation of
2

Z on (3) is ac.cornplished by the single transformation T7. The typical

Phrase-marker during thy, course of the action of transformation T

will have the form (4))

7

(4) rsis #...0 a1... bli....44-)] by
1

.#..#cy_ b ]S S#]_ ...#]s#]s
2

where y1cy2 is the tape of the "luring machine at the step being imitated

and Z is in its pth state, s , (amung its slates , ,sr) scanning the

symbol c indicated and where t 7-1 4, 5, 6, or 7. In simulating an elementary

step by Z, the transformation T must replace #...# in (4) by #...#
7

p q

(changing the state from s to s ) and perform the one of the three other

operations allowed which is determined by the quadruple of Z in question.

A hint of the structural condition and a specification of the elementary

transformations of T7 are

7
7

: -U
1

-U
2
-U

3
-(#(#(#))):###b]s-X-LJ4-e-Ur.-#...#-e-U 6-U 7-U

q p

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1;

substitute 13 for 8

substitute 1 for 10

substitute 9 for 11

substitute 3 for 14

delete 9

delete 12

delete 17

416
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The values of the "dummy variable:.-;" 1), are determined by the quadruples

of Z. We will employ the following convention in describing the structural

condition of T : the predicate =-
J7 x (cf. Peters and Ritchie,

7

19 , Definition 2.12) will be abbreviated as i = x. The structural

condition is the conjunction of the six sentences "c-:
17 "5 = ####b or

5= #41.4t#7:rb or 5= =#*###b or 5= r:itl.4.4:###b", "A = o", "11 = e", "16 = b",

and "17= #" with a long disjunction containing one disjunct for each

quadruple in Z. We now describe how to obtain the disjuncts.
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Case I: If the quadruple is a print iny,tru(;;.,

=b and i such that d =a. 1ht.:! dr- IIsetting an+1

, c, d, s ), then

"1 = .# and
q

10 = #...# and 2 = #...# and 3 .11-)cl = ai.o...an+1 and
r-q

14 = c and 13 = e and 0 = e and 12 = e and (7 = ai or ... or 7 = an

or 7 = b)"; i.e. U2 = d (the symbol ti)1-:( pnnt;:d), Un = c (the symbol

to be overprinted) and UT = e, t
I

= and U is one of a1 ,...,an, b.

('a,e If the quadruple is a move rig, t ; ruction , c, P, s ),

ti :en the disjunct is " 1 = #...# and 10 = and 13 =1 c and
q 1)

=
1

a ...a
n+1

anti = e and .1 e grid 14 = e and 9 =, e and 12 = e
.)r-c;

and (/ = a
1

or or 7 = a or 7 = b)" i.e. 1_17 = c (the symbol to be moved

right off of) and U2 =
8

= e, 1.'15 = = e and 1_1 4 is one of

Case If the quadruple is a move left instruction , c, L, s ),

then the disjunct is "1 = #...# and 10= and 12 = c and
q I)

(9 = a or ... or 9 = a or 9 = bland 2= a . .a arid 3 = e
1 1 . n+1

r.1-q

and 4 = e and 14 = e and 13 = e and 7 = e"; i.e. L15 = c (the symbol to be

moved lett df of) and U5 is one of
1

, , a
11

, b and U2 = U8 = e,

7
= e and U4 = e.

In deciphering 1 it it mny he helpful to notice that U6' U7 and

U3 are respectively the scanned square in simulating mcv es of the types

"left", "right" and "print" nnd that U4 is present to assure both that

the sequence of p It's in term 11 is riot a proper substring of the string

representing the state of Z (hence the state of Z really is s ) and

also that no move is made if 'Wu leftmost 1, of the tape is under scan.
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Term IN simply cy.larantees that no move is roade II' the rightmost 1)

of the tape is being scanned, term 17 with its asi:,.neiated deletion

elementary transformation accomplishes the erasure of the new

boundary symbol which appears al.:i each cycle b taken in the transforma-

tional derivation and terms 1 ,And 10 accomplish the state change. A

print instruction is accomplished by the replacement of term 14 (U,) by

term 3 (1'2), a move right instruction by the replacement of term 0 (e)

by 13 (Up and a move left instruction by the replacement of term 11 (e)

by term 0 (l1,,).

It is straightforward to check that 1
7

imitates Z when applied

to Phrase-markers such as (4), except in the moves labeled (3) and

(5) by Davis (1958, p. 7), which add new tape squares if the edge of

the tape is reached. If the end of ti-le input tape as set up in (3) is

reached, the structural condition of T7 is not satisfied and the reader

can easily check that it and each of the transformations , -10 , T8 , T9

and T10 defined below apply vacuously on all remaining cycles so that

the Phrase-marker produced contains #'s. We now introduce T5 and T6

which utilize the value of t in labeled bracketings of the form (4) to record

whether or notTlIscomputation uses all the tape provided except the

leftmost and rightmost squares. The value of t, initially 4, is increased

by 1 when the leftmost usable square of tape is reached for the first

time (T5) and by 2 when the rightmost usable square is reached for the

first time so that t equals 7 just t.,oth ends but for one square

have been reached.
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: f. . . a t).4--## # - (4401.)jcz 1)# - #
5 -

4 5 6
1+2 2 4 5 6

c: [c. . . n . . - 4# (#)1)1 Y

1

an
\t,

4 5

1+2 2 5

When a configuration of form (4) i:- reached representing an

instantaneous description of Z in which Z halts and in which all the tape provided

has been used, then the clean-up transformations 78, T9, and Tio become applicable.

Transformation T9 , which will not zipply on any cycle on which T7 has applied

(non vacuously) since T8 required # as rightmost symbol and T7 deletes the

rightmost #, checks that the squares at each end of the tape are not being scanned--

guaranteeing that the inapplicability of T was not occasioned by Z's running off the

edge of the tape--and also checks that t=7, insuring that no excess tape was

provided. If these conditions are net, then T8 erases the

b in the right end square and the sequence of #'s representing the state in which Z

halted, replaces the deepest subsentence by #, and positions a single # on the tape

to signal applicability of 7 9. T
9

passe,-, a # across the tape from left to right, one

square at a time erasing each b encountered. After T9 has passed the # across all

of the tape but the rightmobc symbol, 1 erases this # (and the rightmost symbol if
10

it is b), leaving exactly the string on output by Z .
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7 i # . . . # 0 . . . a b #frs.,..#4# - # _i.,)] _,.... : .. -4*. .4._ I -Y -b#

8' -s .,.. 1 n 5.; 1.. . a 1r . LP ) 1 jr'..c.T..--.:. ci.;)I;

1 2 c.. 8 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 2 . 0 244 5 0 7 8 0

b e )
I

T I 4 ] -X # - - a - 1' - #
c.....9' -c- .1i .

e
. cin

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

l 2 0 0 5+ i 6 0

Condition 6 e.
b

T [ #] -X - # - a #
10. S

e

2 3 4 5 6
0 2 0 0 5

Returning to the statement of Lemma 1, we recall that we have taken

1::) to be the set. of labeled bracket ings of the form (3) as promised in (a).

We now takej. to be the .sequence (-1-5 , T6 , T7 , T8 , T9 , T10)

of trannforrnations just constructed, note that (b) is satisfied and complete

the proof by showing that (c) also holds.

Note first that to every ,lbeled bracketing in .x there is a unique

transformational derivation with respect to:T. having pas its first line.

We now associate with each computation by Z the unique derivation

with respect to4 beginning with the labeled bracketing (poi the form

(3) in which

( ) y is the input beginning the computation by Z

(L) u tnci ctre the number or I..quaeF to the left

and right of the input y used in this computation, and
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(hi) there aria exactly k +v + 2 sk.11w.ent.o.nces of r;

where k i s the nun she: of :.;t CPS in le C..OrryLlt at inn and

where A (y) is the length of y.

Note Oat, by the construction of , this derivation will have a #-free

last line, since 1 will apply nonvacuously on the 1.4. 3rd cycle and exactly

m-I cycles later 1
10

will apply deletily; the final where m = ul-v+/_(y);

further the debracketization of this, 1,15t line is lust the output of the

computation. We must now show the converse to establish the 1-1

association asserted to exist in part (c) of the lemma; !lamely that to

each derivation which begins on a 7, of the form (3) and which has its last

line #-free there is an associated computation ray Z z..ich that (i), (ii), and (iii)

hold. to slow this, observe that the last line of the derivation begun on any

of the form (3) is #-free if and only if T
10

applied nonvacuously on the final

cycle; for each member of ti'contains a # and the existence of the #'s is

preserved by 1 ,T . But this happens if and only if T applied non-
5 g 8

vacuously m-1 cycles earlier. Further, T8 applies nonvacuously if and

only if there is a preceding sequence of some number, k, of cycles beginning

with the 3rd cycle of the derivation
)
in which 7

7
imitated step by step the

unique sequence of steps by Z begun on input. y and this sequence is an imita-

tion of a computation by Z satisfying (I) and (ii). The number of subsenterices
atter two initial vacuous cycles

is exactly k + m + 2 as desired, sinceAk cycles imitating the computation

precede the nonvacuous application of T
8

and m-1 cycles follow it, hence

part (c) of the lemma is proved and the lemma has been established.
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'The ner.es,aly of .ienerot in(J the labeled brocketinw-. of

doe!, not require n)uch complexity of tre 1...10 con yonent. taut the

role of thh, component ear, he reduced even further since the transfor-

mation,; can be made to -,etup t "input tape ", well as carry out

a "computation" or . den.or,:.trote thi! tr, l_roma 2.

Lrnml c): There h. a minimal linco of labeled bracketings and

a sequence tran4ormot ions suet, that every labeled bracketing of

the form (:3) is the last line of o I P. oformltional derivation whose first

line h-.; in and further, ever brocf.e! mg which is the last line of such a derivi

tirlt1 I I.! is n.3t of the form (.) cli,!ains at least ...)ne r a.-:d also fails to possess

subsentence prope:'y. In f.x .l, and. may be chosen so that (a)

is the set of all labeled bracket of the form (5))

(5) Js[s ,Sa1 . . ami.m]s4:1s .. .115; #11s

(b) every lronsformat ion in ;* effects the identity mapping on each

labeled bracketing which pos;e!se,-, the subi,entence property; and (c) in

every transformational derivation fron, a labeled bracketing of type (5)

to a labeled bracketing of the form (3), at least one transformation

applies nonvacuously on each cit the first m+1 cycles,where m= uiv+I(y).

Proof; We taker he the set of strings of form (5) and construct the

four transformations which con.,,t ie ute . "Iran:4formation T
1

produces

the r boundaries for the innermost subsentence and T2 positions them

thE



correctly, and adds a I) rightmol-A symbol. l?oth apply rlOnVaCUOUSly

only on the first: cycle of e derivation.

a ...a e e - h
1 n

1 2 r+1 r-f2 r+3
1 r-R3 r -f2 r+3

-1-2" . . .a # . b - j.

3 4

2+1 C 4+3

Transformations T3 and T4 produce tie other three #'s in the innermost

v
subsentence and the string b z:1/

T
-4

[
S

#-#
r-1

e...a - (##-) b - X - #
n e ]s.

1 2 ;--t 4 5
4 4+52 -It1

,-)

Condition: 1 is not an S.

7 8

3+7 0

T4:( ... a at b- e- X - #0-
+1r-1

r#
e.

3 4 5 0 7 6 9

2 4 5 6+6 '; 3+8 0

Condition: 1 is not an c=
On the second cycle and an arbitrary number of following cycles, T3

will apply producing the string h" in v cycle.L;. On all but the last of these

cycles, tle four thfactor of proper analyses for T3 will be the empty string. As

soon asthel,,t.irth, factor is taken as #, a second boundary is added in the

innermost :-uose.ntence and T
3

becomes temporarily inapplicable. Trans-

formation "1-4 iE; applicable a; long as the innermost subsentence contains

two #ts at its right and applies on the v+2nd and following cycles until

term 5 of its proper analy!-;is is taken At this point a third

is added to the inne:rrnost sub.,i;entence, tiny E,tring 4;--y has been positioned
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to the left of bv and T,, once agair. Transforination

T
;3

can produce b and acid the fourth ;,t. in the innermost subsentence in u

more cycles. .1 bus if k; any labeled bracketing of the type (3) then,

letting L, be the number of ;Lib5..entences of there is clearly a transfor-

mational derivation begun on the labeled bracketing of the type (5) with

exactly subsentencet:, such that is the last line of the derivation,

and nonvacuous applications of tram-...formatiorv; occur on exactly the first

m-H,cycles)establishing property (c).That;,- satisfies (b) is immediate

by inspection cf T
1

,...,T4. Finally, notice that. every line in every deri-

vation contains at least one and fails to t y the subsentence property

until an application of T:3 ;s made to a labeled bracketing in which the

leftmost subsentence ends in 4.-#4*b and in which term 4 of its proper

analysis is -#. Since this results in a string of form (3), we see that

if the !a,t line of a,derivation pf)r".sesscs the sutx,-;t-.mtence property, then it

is also a line of form (3) as de..:;ired, completing the proof.

3. Restricted Bases

We now have the tools to attack the questions we have raised

regarding restrictions on the base component. Our first result exhibits

a highly restricted base component which is universal in the sense that

every language that can be generated by a transformational grammar is

generated by a grammar with this particular, fixed base component.

This theorem also el-..tabli.hes the re.,ult anno,..:ced at hc,or-13.--n-i in

Peters and Ritchie (19 ).
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Theorem I: 1 he following five comfit icu t ecii.ilvalent:

(r) 1... it; a recursively e!.-Iumerable ..:. uver the alphabet, ,an}

(ii) Lis generated by a context-free tran,formational grammar

(iii) L is generated by a minimal 1 transformational gramrnar

(iv) L is generated by a one-. .-,ided I ..1.eci transformational

grammar

(v) L is generated by a transforn-iationl grammar with the base com-

ponent having rules .5;)S4,, ..a b#, where b and # are

terminal symbols not in 'La 1, ,an}, # being the boundary symbol.

Proof: It is claar that (v) implies each or (tip and (iv) and that they

each imply (ii). That Oil implies (i) a fortiori from Theorem 5.1

of Peters and Ritchie ). It remains ()nly to show that (i) implies (v)

to complete t:-:e proof,so let LIE, (v:,sun;e that L is an r.e. language and

construct a transformational grammar generating L with base component

as in (v). Since L is r.e., there is a Turing machine Z enumerating L.

Let ) be the set of all labeled t.racketings of the form (3) and let;
be the sequence of transformations guaranteed by Lemma 1 to derive L

from 12) . Further, let:4 be the sequence of transformations given by

Lemma 2 which produces all the labeled bracketings of the form (3)

from those of the form (5), i.e. from those strongly generated by the

base component S--3>S#,. ai...a b#. We shall show that the
n

transformational grammar with this base and with transformational

componentP consisting of the transformations of-,4. followed by those
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ot%'..r generate-, exactly b.. Let x lg.: 11 of L and let

Z. generate x from an input striry:i y i.ufat ion involving k steps,

u squareF; to the left of y and v square'. right..) he transformational

grammar generatef,, x followi;. 'f he ha ; ,.,cinent, produces the

bracketing of the form (5) with exactly ,1,-.cntenc.es. where m

it, the :.uin of u,v and the length 01 y. 1 I 2, the sequence4. of

t ormat ,.:an produce 1:r..-)rn this 11,, labeled bracketing of the

form (3) with f.ubsentences

I I # . a . ..a
S S

f.;ut then so can .,ince at each of the cycles in this derivation,

the subsentence property c.-innot be pc.F..y,e' ,.ed by the labeled bracketing

acted upon (or else the derivation by 'would not continue, by Lemma

2 (b) ) so that each transformation the identity mapping, by Lemma

1 (b). But therii applied to this labeled nr:icketing yields a ,= -free

string whose debracketization is x, by Lemma 1 (c), and-4. acts in

exactly the same fashion since now the subsentence property is possessed

by each line (by Lemma 1 (b) ) so that each transformation in 4,4. acts

vacuously at each of these steps, by Lemma 2 (b). Hence every string

in L is generated by the transformational grammar . For the converse,
...,_ Sr

consider an arbitrary derivation try "S- from any labeled bracketing of

the form (5). Since any string in (5) fails to possess the subsentence
f

property, the derivation is identical to one by until either a labeled

br;ICket trig Is produced which the ....ut.entence property or
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thu du''INA:1! ion to rroinnnef:;. By Len' ( 1., clJd hra(,:keting prodt.iced

at this point is either off.lrm(3)or ci,;(; the sub sentence

property. If has form (:3), then thc. 0-) continues identically

with the derivation from -1 I; concludes with

a tt-free labeled bracketing only if !t:: t,.,::;:ation is an element of

L hy Lerrma 1. On the other hand, if is not of form (3),

then the derivation in a stair:; ?if -tell contains a #,

hence is not a surface structure. Thus the only sentences generated are

in L.

Thus if transformational componenV. of grammars are allowed to

vary freely, then restricting ba,--;e components to contain only

context-free rules, only left-linear rule.: or only right-linear 3 rules

does not diminish the set of languages that. can be generated. .Transforma-

tions are such powerful devices that they can map highly restricted

sets generated by very impoverished base components into arbitrary

recursively enumerable languages. In fact transformations are so

powerful they can generate any recursively enumerable language from

certain fixed sets of Phrase-rnarker, the outputs of certain particular

grammars. Such universal base components are highly nonunique;

some are trivial as in Theorem 1 (v) - and some are very

complex.

One infinite class of universal base components contains all

linear grammars atisfying three conditions: a) every Phrase-marker
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generated contains at least one occurrence of the boundary symbol #, b)

for every positive integer n. Phrase-marker is generated containing

at least n subsentences and c) nIl symbols of the alphabet over which

recursively enumerable lalguages are to be generated appear in each

member of ci set of Phrase-markers satisfying b) in such a way that

the same structural condition can be used to identify them in each subsentence of

every merrs-)er of this set ;the grammar of Theorem I (v) is a member

of this class. While none. of these grammars is linguistically natural,

there rtre infinitely many universal base components which are not

in this class. C-amrnars proposed by Anderson, Ross

and Lakoff as universal base components suffice for the generation of

every recursively enumerable language. It is likely, therefore, that every

natural language can be generated from each of them (cf. Peters and Ritchie,

19 ,v7). This fact points up the difficulty in empirically supporting or

disconfirming the claim th,_it all natural languages have the same base

structure.

Turning now to a consideration of the transformational component

one should note that the number of transformations in the grammar of

the proof of Theorem 1 is of no particular significance. With minor

alterations the ten transformations used in the proof can be collapsed
1

to one. Clarity of presentation was the sole motive for using more.

It is worth remarking that even with a fixed base component all

recursively enumerable languages can be generated with very little

variability in the tran,7,forn-,ationa1 componont of grammars. Only T7
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above depends in any essential way the particular language to be

generated. By changing the set-up part of the grammor, we can have

T simulate a fixed universal Turing machine and all the variability

in the grammar can be confined to specifying the exact value of one

constant term in the structural condition of one transformation. Thus

the base and the transformational components can simultaneously be

made universal in this way.

From the standpoint. of empirical adequacy, a grammar must do

more than simply generate the ricjht strings as sentences. It must also,

for example, assign the correct number of structural descriptions

(degree of ambiguity) to each sentence. 1 ransformational grammars

have a remarkable flexibility in this regard also.

Remark: For any alphabet A, there is a oac-sided linear grammar B...

with the following property. Given any recursively enumerable language L

over A and any recursive function f into [ 1, 2, 3, ...) U (t.0) with LQ
4

Domain (f), there is a transformational grammar which has base

component B, which generates L and which assigns every string x in L

exactly f(x) structural descriptions.

Since L is recursively enurnerable, it is the range of some 1-1

recursive function g from the natural numbers into A*. Thus there is a

recursive function h the value of which is (a) g(n) on 2 3 if 14: m<f (g(n))

and (b) undefined on every othi-:.r argument. The function h has the same

range as g and maps onto a string x exactly f(x) inputs. Taking Z as a

luring machine which computes h , we obtain the desired grammar

by Lernn-la 1, since for each



labeled bracketing in L.' there exact ly !

derivation with respect to` . An immcd!,11,.. ,.:.,,;n,ccAuence is that

every recursively enumerable language ho!.., r,n unambiguous trans-

formational grammar. Clearly the other constraints on

grammars deserve similar study.

4. Transformational Oramrnars

With Bounded Cyclin,:;

Let us conclude with some results about the effect of restric-

ting the cycling function f of a transformc:tikpnal grammar Na, .

Recall that if x is in L (,-1 ), then f., (x) is the smallest number s

such that some deep Phrase-marker underlying x has exactly s

subsentences, and fj (x) = 0 if x is not in L ). In Corollary 6.7

of Peters and Ritchie (19 ) we showed that if f was bounded by a function

which is elementary recursive (or primitive recursive, or in anyone of

Grzegorczyk's classes n), then L ) is an elementary recursive

language (primitive recursive language, language in L.',n), but we

left open the converse. In Corollary 6.6 we showed that was bounded

by a recursive function if and only if L ( d.) was recursive, but noted

that the proof did not extend to subrecursive classes.. Since the class

of elementary recursive functions was shown to be equivalent to the

class of "predictably computable" functions in Ritchie (1063), the

converse question has a natural interpretation; namely, it excludes

the existence. of language;": in which decir,ion7, of grammaticality can
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be made predictably, but in whic.h.the5c duel:Aim-v., can not be

reached by recreating the: deep r.t rliCtUre., which has unpredictably

deep nesting of subsentences. NA e now prove two theorems which

show that for every elernent:.,ry ecurfiive language, there is a

grammar with elernentar,/ recur:.ivc cycling function (hence

predictable deep -,tructures), and also another grammar in which

the cycling function is arbitrarily large (and hence the deep struc-

tur.e has unpredictably deep not-ting).

Theorem 2: The following three conditions are equivalent

for any language L:

(i) L is elementary recursive

(ii) there exists a transformational grarnmar.i such that

L= L ) and f is elementary recursive

(iii) there exists a tran-_,formational gran-imar such that

L = L ( ) and f ; pointwise biunded by an elementary

recursive function.

The s;arne holds if elementary recursive is replaced by primitive

recursive or . n for any n> 3, where n . cleftned in

Grzegorczyk (1953).

Proof: We shall show the theorem for the elementary recursive

case; the other cases being entirely similar. That (ii) implies (iii) is

trivial since any elementary recursive function bounds itself. That
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(iii) implies (r) i, proved in Corollary ..)1 r v.:ern-Ritchie (1909) .

Thus we need only show that (i) ,,rd to do so let us now

assume that L. is an elementary recursive et., i.e. that the character-

istic function y or Lis elen-entary rec7u. ive, where xL(x) = 1 if

L and X (x) = 0 otherwise. If L ervi We result is trivial,

so ar-,sume that L nonempty ,And that x o I_. Let f. be the elementary

function that enumerates L follows: on input >:, f(x) = xo if x L,

while f(x) = x if x L . (To see tnat f is clef; entany recursive, one might

define f formally as f(x) = x L(x) + xo (1 = X ESx)) and

appeal to the kncmin closure properties of the elementary recursive

functions as established in Grzcgorczyk (1!.35'3).) Let Z be a Turing

machine which computes f predictably, and let be the transformational

grammar for Z given by Lemma 1. Since Z computes predictably, the

m and k given in part (c) of the lemma are elementary recursive functions

of x (see Ritchie (1963) and Cobham (1965)). Thus f, (x), which is in this case

lust k+m+2, is elementary recursive, completing the proof.

This theorem cont .-a is with Corollary 6.7 of Peters and Ritchie

(19 )which showed that in the case of the class of all recursive func-

tions, the three conditions

(i) L (tit ) is recursive

(ii) f is recursive, and

(iii) f, is pointwise IDunded by a recursive function

were equivalent for- ectch tr;;...n,r.Form.-ttional qr.-ImmAr. Theorem 2 only



asserts for the lariquacie L that elernc:ol,kry ,,.:u,..:iveness it.; equivalent.

to the existence of at least one grammar r r t. with appropriate

f, . Theorem 3 shows that it is impossible t trengthen this result
.3

so that: it become,.; a statement about. all qt'...H.1%1,0r: generating an

elementary recursive F, et .

Tle1.-)ren-, 3: To every elementary , (:cur :.1VEI. set L, there is a

transfcrmational grammar such that L. = L ) and f is not

bounded by any elementary recursive function. In fact, to every r.e.

set L (including very simple r.e. !,ets, for example regular sets), and

to every recursive function f(x) (no matter how complex and rapidly

growing, for example Ackermann's function(Ritchie 1963, p. 272)),

there is a t ransformational grammar such that L = L(' -f ) and

fJ (x).'= f (x) for all x in L.

Proof: The first assertion of this theorem follows from the

second since, for example, any function g such that g(x) .'..f(x) for all x,

where f(x) is Ackermann's function, is not primitive recursive (Ritchie,

1963, p. 272),hence certainly not elementary. To prove the second

assertion, let L and f be given, and let Z be the Turing machine which

enumerates L as follows. Let h be a recursive function having as range the
f(h(Y))+1

r. e. set L. On input y compute h(y) and p where p is the cardinality of Z'
f(h(y)) +l

alphabet. Then erase the number p preserving the output f(x) and halt.
Lemma 1 produces a
ransformational grammar generating L for which the value of the

cycling function is greater at each clement x h(y) of L than the
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nurilhE..-.r of stx,,ps taken by in the computation de-.1cribed above, But

this involves more than 1(x) :;teps (since p
f(x)-il occupies at least

f(x)+l :quare i tape and hence its erasure requires more than f(x)

so r ( x)>f(x) a!-; der:,irod.,j



I\Jote!--,

1

1 he contents of the innerma,;t re pre :.,erit for

technical convenience, and the # to the lei .. !iciralf--; that 2 is

;canning the leftmost symbol or yin irit i...1 s , Labeled bracket-

ing!,. of the form (3) will underlie ra c- ...-marker only if

u and v are the number-, of tape -qi.rice:. u left and right respec-

tively of the input y used hy 2 in it con-ipt.);,tion. These points will

be clarified in the subsequent discu,ion of the tr..in.Jorn-kational rules.

2 The first transformation in'; which we it ,cup is called T7 because

six transformations will eventually precede it; two will be discussed

soon and four others will not be introduced until Lemma 2.

'Clearly the reflections of all recursively c.:nurnerable languages can be

generated by grammars with a fixed right-linear base component and

appropriate transformational components (simply reverse all base and

transformational rules discuf:sed in the proof of Theorem 1). But this is

sufficient since the set of recur,;:ively enurnerable languages is closed urvier

the operation of reflection.

4
One may interpret the strings of At as p-adc

representations of natural numbers, where p is the cardinality of A.

To avoid any aura of iny:-AiciE.rn or abrAt f ar, a value, note tit

may rephtce No in the remark by 0 if we y natural ordering

just so that r- 0 for any natural number n.
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11/20/70

Comnents oa nontan...1.3's Pacer,.......

Beeause eforts at Lnalyzing the somatics and syntax of

natural language ":.ye probab2.y been &,veloped more e:;:tensIvely than any

otner now available: it is to raire come quertions, not so much

abut the paper .tpelf but abut his own rerspective on the future of

the kind of anulysls he has given us. I raise these questions partly

beause they have :97zzled me about my own woAt, which seems to have a

saaewhat different objective them his.

Let ma begin with a very general queL'6ioa about the empirical character

of his analysis. Vrom listening to the present paper and reading some

related papers by :;:entaguo (1970, '1971) it i3 not eleax to me whether

Nontagua regards the rroblem of providing a semantics cad ski of

natural lane as az empirical problufa. Since thin question :Cu at the

heart of NJ .&a, let me try to expand upon it acting if the analysis

of formal lanvase in Lie CI.W;C: i meant to be an erLiiricl matter, I do

not have in mind sole subtle and obscure astiaction between elfoirical and

lozical I have in mil.nd a rathcr crude distinction, oae that '4e

cannot always exay but one that we recogdze in many applications. The

kind of distinction I h in mind iE'y *J:.02 example, the ristinctioi between

ancient geometry as set forth by Euclid and ancient astronomy as sot forth

by Ptolemy. in one clear sense, It seems to me, Euclid alms to he mathe-

maUcal and not empirical, and Ptolemy is to be empirical, although of

course he uses in en extraordinarily successful way ultheuatical methods.

For Euclid the criterion of success is primarily the proofs of theorems;

for PtolemY it is fundament:Illy the fit of theory to data.
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NV first question to Montague is this. Does ho feel a closer affinity

to the methods and implicit criteria of Euclid or of Ptolemy?

I would like to go on to assume, for additional remarks, that he will

accept as appropriate for his hind of enterprise neo-Ptolemaic questions

about the fit of theory to data, and I would like to set forth several

theses, come of which I am rather certain he will reject and others that

he will probably accept. What I am asking of him is clarification about

how he stands on these theses, and I won't reveal my own guesses as to what

I think his aneere will be.

Thesis 1. Tile I!ontngue semantics enl syntax of ordinary English as

net forth in the current paper and in onZacue (1m, 1971) can be extended

by a reenonelly eeall number of additional. rules, including additional

basic sets of exoressions, etc., and with this extension, substantial texts

or substantial corpuses of spoken socech can be analyzed. In this formula-

tion it is understood that, although the general sort of text might be

known in advance, the text itself is not looked at in setting forth the

full set of rules, etc. In other words, a machinery of analysis is set

up that cati be applied withcut change to any of a wide variety of texts.

In this connection, a cannot resist asking a probabilistic sort of

question. In terms of my own approach to these matters T would want to

introduce genOzative probabilities into Yontague's rules no that an

estimate could be given of the goodness of fit of the model of the theory

to the data of the text. I am not at all certain that NOntague would

want to accept this kind of approach. I ask him what kind of criterion

of goodness of fit he would want to use.
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Thesis 2. The weaker thesis in that the text or corpus must be

examined in order to specify the new besie sets of esspressions, some new

syntactic rules, some new rules of functional application, and so forth,

but that relative to a very large corpus, fcr example: one of a million

utterances, a relatively small number of additional :stiles can be added

in order to provide an analysis of the text, My osn work on probabilistic

graramrs (1970) falls under this weaer thesis. The grammars were not

written without crssmining the corpus, and the probabilistic parameters

were written only by analyzing the corpus. The scientific respectability

of the enterprise was preserved as in othe.s such application of probabi-

listic models, by the relatively small number of parameters estimated

from the date in relation to the number of-utterances considered. Agal,

however, I am not at all certain that kontague would be satisfied with

such a probabilistic criterion.

Criterion of successful analysis. In connection with everything that

I have said thus fax, also am not clear what he would regard as a way of

stating the menedology of analyzing a given sentence in natural language

in the sense of how agreement is to be got that the semantic analysis is

the correct one. I must say that I am dissatisfied with my cwn methodology

as reflected in my own paper on this matter. I feel relatively happy with

the objectivity of the grammatical analysis. I do not feel nearly as

satisfied with the objectivity of the semantic analysis. It seems to me

that my analysis of the semantics of Adam I, whatever its other defects,

certainly suffers from the defect of depending upon vy own rough and ready

intuitions about what Adam meant to say in uttering the phrases he did.

It does not seem to me that in my own work I have specified at all a



really good criterion for making objective the semantic analysis. In

stating the above theses I have talked about the ana?.yeis of sentences

or of utterances but again I have left deliberately vague spelling out

what is to be regarded as an analysis. I have in mind here of course

not the kind of model that Montague stated but whether the criterion

for deciding whether or not the model has correctly accounted for the

structure of a given sentence. How does he feel about this problem of

evaluation?

Possible evidence agaivet MontarAne'n theory. The problem of making

objective the criterion is related to the problem of trying to get a

clear sense of what evidence Montague would count V,3 proving his concep-

tion of the proper way to analyze the cemantics and syntax of natural

language is wrong. Of course, this question is not cne tbat is meant to

have a simple answer. In my own work I would distinguish between giving

evidence to x efute the general theory and evidence that counts against a

particular model with particular probabilistic parameters. In the latter

case the characterization of evidence that cclu count decisively or strongly

against the correctness of a particular model is easy to give. The corre.

spending problem for the general theory is more difficult. It world be

interesting to hear how Montague feels about this standard and ubiquitous

problem for the case of his own theory.

Machine language translation. Yost linuists and computer scientists

are discouraged about the prospects for mechanical language translation in

any immediate future. A good many people feel that the early overly sanguine

and optimistic predictions and claims in this field foil through precisely

because of the absence of any serious theoretical underpinnings for the
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premature atoempts that were made. Although Yontague as far as T know has

indicated no special interest in problems e mechanleal language transla-

tion, because of the extensive technical an lysis of fragments of natural

language he has given us, it is natural to csk him to express his views

on the problems and prospects of machine trEnsintion, and T suppose my

real point in asking him for his views is my feeling that his answer will

provide a further perspective on the extent to which he views his theoretical

analyses as empirical or quasi-empirical in character.
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Semantics of Context-free Fragments of Natural Languages*

Patrick Suppes

1. Introduction

The search for a rigorous and explicit semantics of any significant

portion of a natural language is now intensive and far-flung--far-flung in

the sense that wide varieties of approaches are being taken. Yet It, is

agreed by almost everyone that at the present time the semantics of natural

languages are less satisfactorily formulated than the grammars, even though

a complete grammar for any significant fragment of natural language is

yet to be written.

A line of thought especially popular in the last couple of years is

expressed in the idea that the semantics of a natural language can be

reduced to the semantics of first -order logic. One way of fitting this

scheme into the general approach of generative grammars is to think of

the deep structure as being essentially identical with the structure of

first-order logic. The central difficulty with this approach is that

now as before it is still unclear how the semantics of the surface grammar

is to be formulated. In other words, how are explicit formal relations

to be established between first-order logic and the structure of natural

languages? Without the outlines of a formal theory, this line of approach

has moved no further than the classical stance of introductory teaching

in logic, which for many years has concentrated on the translation of

English sentences into first-order logical notation. The method of

translation, of course, is left at an intuitive and ill-defined level.

*This research has been supported by
under grant NSFGJ-443X. I am indebted to
computer analysis and organization of the
I am indebted to Dr. Elizabeth Gammon for
with the analysis in Section 4.

the National Science Foundation
Pentti Kanerva for help in the
data presented in Section 4, and
several useful ideas in connection
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The strength of the first-order logic approach is that it represents

essentially the only semantical theory with any systematic or deep develop-

ment, namely) model-theoretic semantics as developed in mathematical logic

since the early 1930's, especially since the appearance of Tarski (1935).

The semantical approaches developed by linguists or others whose viewpoint

is that of generative grammar have been lacking in the formal precision

and depth of model-theoretic semantics. Indeed) some of the most important

and significant results in the foundations of mathematics belong to the

general theory of models. I shall not attempt here to review the approaches

to semantics that start from a generative-grammar viewpoint, but I.have in

mind the work of Fodor, Katz, Lakoff, McCawley and others.

The objective of the present paper is to combine the viewpoint of

model-theoretic semantics and generative graumar, to define semantics

_____for_o_ontext-free languages, and to apply the results to some fragments

of natural language, especially to the corpus of speech of a young child.

The ideas contained in the present article were developed while I was

working with Helene Bestougeff on the semantical theory of question-

answering systems. Later some earlier similar work by Knuth (1969)

came to my attention. The developments here are rather different from

those of Knuth, especially because my objective is to provide tools for

the analysis of fragments of natural language, whereas Knuth is concerned

with programming languages.

Although on the surface the viewpoint seems different, I have also

benefited from a study of Montague's interesting and important work (1969)

on the analysis of English as a formal language. My purely extensional

line of attack is simpler than Montague's. I have adopted it for reasons



of expediency, not correctness. I wanted an apparatus that could be

applied in a fairly direct way to empirical analysis of a corpus. I

have begun, as in my work on probabilistic grammars (Suppes 1970), with

the speech of a young child, but without doubt, many of the semantical

problems that are the center of Montague's concern will need to be dealt

with in analyzing slightly more complex speech. Indeed, some of them

already arise in the corpus studied here. As in the case of my earlier

work on probabilistic grammars, I have found a full-scale analytic

attack on a corpus of speech a humbling and bedeviling experience. The

results reported here hopefully chart one possible course, in no serce

are they more than preliminary.

This paper is organized in the following fashion. In Section 2,

I describe a simple artificial example to illustrate how a semantic

valuation function is added to the generative mechanisms of a context-

free grammar. The relevant formal definitions are given in Section 3.

The reader who wants a quick survey of what can be done with the methods,

but who is not really interested in formal matters, can skip ahead to

Section 4, which contains the detailed empirical results. On the other

hand, it will probably be somewhat difficult to comprehend fully the

machinery used in the empirical analysis without some perusal of Section 3,

unless the reader is already quite familiar with model-theoretic semantics.

3
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2. A Simple Example

To illustrate the semantic methods described formally below, I

shall use as an example the same simple language I used in Suppes (1970).

As remarked there, this example is not meant to be complex enough to fit

any actual corpus; its context-free grammar can easily be rewritten as a

regular grammar. The five syntactic categories are V
1
y V

2
0 Adj, PN

and N, where V1 is the class of intransitive verbs, V2 the class

of transitive verbs or two-place predicates, Adj the class of adjectives,

PN the class of proper nouns and N the class of common nouns. Additional

non-terminal vocabulary consists of the symbols S, NP, VP and AdjP.

The set P of production rules consists of the following seven rules,

plus the rewrite rules for terminal vocabulary belonging to one of the

five categories.

1.

Production Rule Semantic Function

S ) N2 + VP Truth-function

2. VP ) V
1

Identity

3. VP ) V2 + NP Image of the converse relation

4. NP ) PN Identity

5. NP ) AdjP + N Intersection

6. AdjP ) AdjP + Adj Intersection

7. AdjP Adj Identity

If Adj
n

is understood to denote a string of n adjectives, then the

possible grammatical types (infinite in number) all fall under one of

the following schemes.



Grarninutical Type

1. PN + V
1

2. PN + V
2
+ PN

3. Adjn + N + Vi

4. PN + V
2
+ Ade + N

5. Adjn + N + V
2
+ PN

6. Adjm + N + V
2
+ Aden + N

What needs explaining are the semantic functions to the right of

each production rule. For this purpose it will be desirable to look at

each production rule and then to consider some examples of sentences

generated by this grammar. The intuitive idea is that we define a

valuation function v over V, and as is standard in model-theoretic

semantics, v takes values in sane relational structure.

Suppose the speaker wants to say that John hit Mary. On the left

we write the derivation and on the right the valuations.

1. S

2. NP + VP

3. NP + V
2
+ NP'

4. PN + V
2

+ NP'

5. PN + V
2

+ PN'

6. John + V
2
+ PN'

7. John + hit + PN'

8. John + hit + Mary

v(S) = True

v(NP) c v(VP)

v(NP) c v(V2)"v(NP')

v(PN) c v(V2)"v(NP')

v(PN) c v(V2)"v(PN')

v(John) c: v(V2)"v(PN' )

v(John) c v(hit)"v(PN')

v(John) c:v(hit) "v(MarY)

We could illustrate these ideas just es well by using a derivation tree

rather than a derivation. In either case, the intuitively important



point is that the valuation function v shows how a simple thought or

idea can be carried through a derivation. In line (2), "v(NP)" already

denotes John and "v(VP)" denotes the act of hitting Mary. With the

semantics explicitly in front of us, a probabilistic mechanism for

generating the actual utterance, as described in Suppes (1970), assumes

its natural place. With high probability, NP, for example, will ter-

minate either in a proper name or a description sufficient to discriminate

the object v(NP) from immediate competitors for attention. Only with

low probability will NP terminate in a much longer conceptually or

perceptually redundant terminal string.

This last point needs expanding. To go outside our simple language,

suppose John and Mary are walking, and John notices a spider close to

Mary's shoulder. He says, "Watch out for that spider." He does not

say, "Watch out for the black, half-inch long spider that has a green

dot in its center and is about six inches from your left shoulder at a

vertical angle of about sixty degrees." The principle that selects the

first utterance and not the second I call the Principle of Minimal

Discrimination. I return later to the problems associated with giving

the principle a formally precise statement.

Let us return now to the semantic functions listed for each production

rule. The first rule reads as follows:

if v(NP) c v(VP)
v(S) =

False otherwise,

or put a slightly different way, still more Fregean in spirit,

v(S) = [v(NP) c v(VP)) ,

6



where, of course, the two possible values of v(S) are true and false.

The rest of the rules have a straightforward denotative interpretation.

Thus, for Rule 2

v(VP) = v(V )
1 ,

i.e., the set - theoretical semantic function is just the identity function.

For Rule 3

v(VP) = v(V2rv(NP) ,

which defines a standard set-theoretical function for relations. The

remaining four rules are even more obvious

Ii. v(NP) = v(PN)

5. v(NP) = v(AdjP) fl v(N) :

6. v(AdjP) = v(AdjP) n v(Adj)

q. v(AdjP) = v(Adj)

'Identity

. .Intersection

Intersection

Identity .

One point should be emphasized. I am not claiming that the set-

theoretical semantic functions of actual speech are as simple as these.

Consider Rule 5, for instance. Intersection is fine for old dictators,

but not for alleged dictators. One standard mathematical approach to

this kind of difficulty is to generalize the semantic function to cover

the meaning of both sorts of cases. In the present case of adjectives,

we could require that v(AdjP) be a function mapping sets of objects

into sets of objects. In this vein, Rule 5 would now be represented by

v(NP) = v(AdjP)"v(NP) .

Fortunately, generalizations of this kind that rule out the familiar

simple functions as semantic functions do not seem to occur early in

children's speech. Some tentative empirical evidence on this point is

presented in Section Ii.



In the formal definition given in the next section, I admit the

possibility tl-at a given production rule has more than one set-theoretical

semantic function. Here is a simple example. We might want diplomatic

relations or economic relations to denote as a two-word phrase, and not

have a relatively abstract renotation for relation intersected by the

denotation of diplomatic or economic. Of course, in our conception of

the ultimately satisfactory semantics for English we may want to exclude

phrases that are not single words denoting as a unit, but whatever the

proper ultima-L view may be, the present impracticality of insisting on

only single worcls denoting irreducibly seems apparent to me. In mapy

analyses the class of relational structures or models we must consider

is broadened une.esirably if words like diplomhtic and relations must

each denote separately.



3. Denoting Grammars

I turn now to formal developments. Some standard grammatical concepts

are defined in the interest of completeness. First, if V is a set, V*

is the set of all finite sequences whose elements are members of V. The

empty sequence, 0, is in V*; we define V
+

= V* - (0). A structure

G = (V
1
V
NI

P
'
S) is a phrase-structure grammar if and only if V and P

are finite, nonempty sets, VN is a subset of V, S is in VN and

P V* X V
+

. Following the usual terminology
'

V
N

is the nonterminal

vocabulary and VT = V - VN the terminal vocabulary. S is the star-.

Symbol or the single axiom from whfel we derive strings or words in the

language generated by G. The set P is the set of production or rewrite

rules. If (a,p) c P, we write a -4 p,. which we read: from .a we

may produce or derive p (immediately).

A phrase-structure grammar G = (V,VNIP,S) is context-free if and

onl:: if PcV
N

X V
+

i.e., if a -) p is in P then a E VN and

p E V. These ideas may be illustrated by considering the simple language

of the previous section. Although it is intended that N, PN, Adj, V,

and V
2

be nonterminals in any application, we can treat them as terminals

for purposes of illustration, for they do not occur on the left of any of

the seven production rules. With this understanding

V
N

= (S,NP,VP,AdjP)

VT = (NIPN,Adj,V11V2)

and P J3 defined by the production rules already given. It is obvious

from looking at the production rules that the grammar is contextfree,

for only elements of VN appear on the left-hand side of any of the seven

production rules.



We now define derivations. Let G = (V,VN,P,S) be a phrase-structure

grammar. First, if a 3 is a production of P, and y and 5 are

strings in V*, then .7410 3 7p8. We say that p is derivable from a

in G, .f.n symbols, a p if there are Ftrings al,...,an in V* such

that a = al,
al 3 a2, an-1 Gan

p. The sequence (all...lan)

is a derivation in G. (Formally I shall define semantic structures or

evaluation functions on derivations, but it is just as natural to use

derivation trees. In view of the unique correspondence between derivations

and derivation trees in the case of context-free languages, I shall occa-

sionally draw tree diagrams and use the language of trees without introducing

the relevant formal definitions.)

As the last purely grammatical concept, 'the language L(G) generated

by G is (a : a e VT & S re a). In other words, L(G) is all strings

that are made up of terminal vocabulary and that may be derived from S.

We now go on to semantics proper by introducing the set 0 of set-

theoretical functions. We shall let the domains of these functions be

n-tuples of any sets (with some appropriate restriction understood to

avoid set-theoretical paradoxes).

Definition 1. Let (V,VN,P,S) be a context-free grammar. Let 0

be a function defined on P, which assigns to each production p in P

a finite, possibly empty set of set-theoretical functions subject to the

restriction that if the right member of production p has n terms of V,

then an function of 0(p) has at most n arguments. Then G = (V,VNIP,S10)

is a potentially denoting context-free grammar.

The simplicity and abstractness of the definition may be misleading. In

the case of a formal language, e.g., a context-free programming language,

10



the creators of the language must specify the semantics by defining 0.

Matters are much more complicated in applying the same idea of capturing

the semantics by such a function for fragments of a natural language.

Perhaps the greatest single problem in applying this idea is that of giving

a straightforward set-theoretical interpretation of intensional contexts,

especially to those generated by the expression of propositional attitudes

of believing, wanting, seeking and so forth. I shall not attempt to deal

with these subtle matters in the present paper.

How the set-theoretical functions in 0(p) work has been illustrated

in the preceding section; sane empirical examples follow in the next section.

The problem; of identifying and verifying 0 even in the simplest sort of

context are discussed there. In one sense the definition should be

strengthened to permit only one function in 0(p) of a

given number of arguments. The intuitive idea behind the restriction is

clear. In a given application we try first to assign denotations at the

individual word level, and we proceed to two- and three-word phrases only

when necessary. The concept of such hierarchical parsing is familiar in

computer programming, and a detailed example in the ccntext of a question-

answering program is worked out in a joint paper with Helene Bestougeff

(1970). However, as the examples in the next section show, this restriction

seems to be too severe for natural languages.

A clear separation of the generality of 0 and an evaluation function

v is intended. The functions in 0 should be constant over many different

uses of a word, phrase or statement. The valuation v, on the other hand,

can change sharply from one occasion of use to the next. For this reason

v is defined for a given derivation, not the whole grammar. In the formal

11
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definition, as opposed to the intuitive example given in the preceding

section, it is necessary to introduce an explicit device for differen-

tiating one NP, N, V, etc., from another, and so it is required that

v be a partial function on VN X w, where w is the set of natural

numbers. The point of w is to keep track of the occurrences of non-

terminal vocabulary, so that, for instance, one occurrence of NP need

not denote the same object as another. On the other hand, it is natural

to require that in a given derivation each terminal word denote in all

occurrences the same object.

In the remaining definitions in this section a context-free potentially

denoting grammar G = (V,VN,P,S00) is always assumed without explicit

mention, unless the contrary is noted. I fir.st define semantic structures

for terminal vocabulary only, and then for nonterminal vocabulary relative

to a given derivation. The final definition is for the general concept

of denotation.

Definition 2. Let D be a norempty set and v a partial function

on V
+

T
such that

(i) If v is defined for a in V
T'

it is defined on no sub-

sequence of a;

(ii) If a is in the domain of v, then v(a) is an element of D,

an n- relation on D, or a function from D
m

to D
n

for some m and n.

Then 60-= (D,v) is a semantic structure for L(G).

We also say that v is a valuation function for L(G). The concept

defined here is obviously closely related to the idea of a semantic

*Inclusion in the domain of v of sets or functions constructed from
D but higher in the natural hierarchy is actually needed in the detailed
empirical analysis of the next section. Extension of this clause of the
definition to cover these cases is straightforward.

12
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structure or a possible realization of a theory formulated in first-order

predicate logic. ,The generality of assumption prohibits us from defining

any powerful notions like those of truth or ccnsequence at this point.

For the next definition we need the concept of the n
th

occurrence

of a nonterminal word a in a derivation. For this purpose we introduce

an occurrence function Q. Let b. =
11

...
1
a
n

) be a derivation in G.

We may regard S as a sequence of words from V, rather than as a sequence

of length n of sequences. The former point of view is convenient for

counting purposes. In this case each term xm of S is an element 0'

of V, and so we define (16 as a mapping from S to VN X w such that

if x
m
= a then Q (x

m
) = (a,m). It is not necessary to count occurrences

of terminal vocabulary in a derivation, because, as already stated, it is

assumed that their denotation is constant throughout a given derivation.

__Because the nature of the occurrence function Q is obvious, we shall

refer rather informally to occurrence numbers of nonterminal words and

like matters in the sequel.

Definition 3. Let S = (al,...,an) be a derivation in G, let D

be a nonemRty set and let v be a partial function on V; U (ITN X w).

Then oer. 0,0 is a semantic structure for S if and only if:

(i) oO (D
' T
vIV+) is a semantic structure for L(G), (where vIV+

+,
is the partial function v restricted to the domain V

T
)
'

(ii) If (a,m) is in the domain of v then v(a,m) is an element

l

of D an n-lny relation on D, or a function from D
m

to Dn for

some m' and n.

I turn now to the basic definition of denoting. Because of the

syntactic ambiguity of expressions derived in a context-free grammar,



the fundamental object that denotes is taken to be a pair (006) where

p is a terminal string and 6 is a derivation of p. I deliberately

refrained from saying that p is a sentence of L(G), because in the

applications considered in the next section and others planned for the

future, restricted grammars for noun phrases or verb phrases are considered,

and in such cases, p would ordinarily not be a sentence.

Definition 4. Let 0EV, let a
1
eVN-VN, let 6 = (c/

11
a2" '

.. a
m

)
T ---

be a derivation of p in G, and let 0.0.=-- (D,v) be a semantic structure

for 6. Then OM denotes X in if and only if:

(i) v(a1,1) = X,

(ii) If ah is derived from ah la the production p = y -4 e

in P applied to the ntoh occurrence of y in 6 and if (y,n0) is

in the domain of v, then for some p in 0(p)

(a) v(y.no) = p(v(Tk nk),...,v(Ty cink))

where nO'nk ""'nk
are the occurrence numbers in D of the words

1

in V, and (T, ,...,Tk ) is a subsequence of 7;

" 1 Al

(b) if *(...,v(y,n0),...) is the denotation of am then

*(10400,T(V(rk ynk ),401140,1r(Tk ynk )),111011)

1 1 q q

is the denotation of ale

(iii) On the other hand, if (y,n0) is not in the domain of v, then

the denotation of a
m

is the same as the deno+qtion of am-l.

This definition may be looked upon as defining recursively the denotation

*
For uniformity and therefore simplicity of notation, occurrence

numbers have'been assigned to terminal as well as nonerminal vocabulary,
and v has been defined over VT X w rather than Vm alone, but vacilla-

tion on this point is harmless, and I shall follow whichever notation is
more convenient in a given context. On the other hand, it is essential
that v be defined on V

N
x col not V

N
alone.

14



of each line of a derivation. If we wish to make the denotation function

* notationally explicit for line 1, we have

=41(v(aill)) =x .

I remarked earlier after the first characterization of semantic

structures that further assumptions were needed to define truth for L(G).

Indeed, it is important to emphasize that often truth is not the funda-

mental c ,cept, in fact, it is usually not, in the case of programming

languages. All the same, I accept completely the importance of the

concept of truth for a wide variety of uses of language. It may be

instructive to see how the definition of truth is given as a special case

of Definition 4 for the simple language of the preceding section.

In the standard definition of truth for sentences of first-order

predicate logic, recursion on the basic properties of sentential connectives

and quantifiers forms the core of the characterization. We need something

similarly "concrete" to use as a basis for an appropriate truth definition

for other languages. This is a simple matter for the language of the

preceding section. Using Definition 4, we say that if p is a sentence

of L(G) and S is a derivation of p from S, then (p,$) is true

if and only if v(S,1) = T and in the case of the mandatory line (2)

/MT if v(NP,1) c v(VP,1)
10(NP11),v(NP11)) =

( F otherwise

and the rest of the details follow from what has already been said about

the language. I do note that in defining truth I have included the two

distinguished objects T and F in D, the domain of the semantic

structure. The characterization of line (2) is needad to distinguish

truth from falsity. The remaining set-theoretical functions in 0 have

15
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already been described in Section 2. There is, of course, nothing sacred

about T and F, or the symbols denoting them. I could just as well

have used the numbers 1 and 0, which is often done.

I emphasized at the beginning of this paper that the extensional

semantic theory developed here is not adequate for a proper account of

the expression of propositional attitudes or modalities. . I have

deliberately kept the theory extensional and therefore too simple

in order to have a less complex setup for our first semantic 8:1!,lyses

of children's speech, which I discuss next.
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4. Noun-Phrase Semantics of Adam I

In Suppes (1970) I proposed and tested a probabilistic noun-phrase

grammar for Adam II a well-known corpus of the speech of a young boy

(about 26 months old) collected by Roger Brown and his associates- -and

once again I wish to record my indebtedness to Roger Brown for generously

making his transcribed records available for analysis. Eliminating imme-
I,

diate repetitions of utterances, we have a corpus of 61 19 word occurrences

with a vocabulary of 673 different words and 3497 utterances. Noun phrases

dominate the corpus. Of the 3497 utterances, we have classified 936 as

single occurrences of nouns, another 192 as occurrences of two nouns in

sequence, 147 as adjective followed by noun, and 138 as adjectives alone.

The context-free grammar for the noun phrases of Adam I has seven produc-

tion rules and the theoretical probabili4 of using each rule in a deriva-

tion is also shown, for purposes of later discussion. From a probabilistic

standpoint the grammar has five free parameters: the sum of the fligE

isonelsotheai 's contribute four parameters and bl + b2 = 1,

whence the bi's contribute one more parameter. To the right are also

shown the main set-theoretical functions which make the grammar potentially

denoting. These semantic functions, as it is convenient to call them in

the present context, are discussed extensively below. I especially call

attention to the semantic function for Rule 5, which is formally defined

below.



Noun-Phrase Grammar for Adam I

Production Rule Probability Semantic Function

1. NP -+N a
1

Identity

2. NP -+AdjP a
2

Identity

3. NP -0AdjP + N a, Intersection

4. NP -.Pro a
4

_Identity

5. NP -.NP + NP a
5

Choice function

6. AdjP -+AdjP + Adj b
1

Intersection

7. AdjP -+ Add b
2

Identity

As I remarked in the earlier article, except for Rule 5, the

production rules seem standard and an expected part of a noun-phrase

grammar for standard English. The new symbol introduced in V
N

beyond

those introduced already in Section 2 is Pro for pronoun) inflection

of pronouns has been ignored. On the other hand, the special category,

PN, for proper nouns is not used in the grammar of Adam I.

The'basic grammatical data are shown in Table 1. The first column

gives the types of noun phrases actually occurring in the corpus in

Insert Table 1 about here

decreasing order of frequency. To shorten notation, some obvious abbre-

viations are used: A for Add, P for Pro. The grammr- defined will

generate an infinite number of types of utterances, but, of course, all

except a small finite number have a small probability of being generated.

The second column lists the numerical observed frequencies of the utter-

ances (with immediate repetition of utterances deleted from the frequency

18
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TABLE 1

Probabilistic Noun-Phrase Grammar for Adam I

Noun Observed Theoretical Stand. Semantic

phrase frequency frequency function

N 1445 1555.6 1445

P 388 350.1 388

NN 231 113.7 154

AN 135 124.o 91

A 114 121.3 114

PN 31 25.6

NA 19 8.9

NNN 12 8.3

AA 10 7.1

NAN 8 8.3

AP 6 2.0

PPN .4

ANN 5 8.3

AAN 4 6.6

PA 4 2.0

ANA 3 .7

APN 3 .1

AAA 2 .4

APA 2 .0

NPP 2 .4

PAA 2 .1

PAN 2 1.9



count). The third column lists the theoretical or predicted frequencies

when a maximum-likelihood estimate of the five parameters made (for

details on this see the earlier article). The impact of semantics on

these theoretical frequencies is discussed later.

The fourth column lists the observed frequency with which the

"standard" semantic function shown above seems to provide the correct

interpretation for the five most frequent types. Of course, in the case

of the identity function, there is not much to dispute, and so I shall

concentrate entirely on the other two cases. First of all, if the deriva-

tion uses more than o,P rule, then by standard interpretation I mean the

derivation that only uses Rule 5 if it is necessary and that interpr_ts

each production rule used in terms of its standard semantic function.

Since none of the derivations is ve "y complex, I shall not spend much

time on this point.

The fundamental ideas of denoting grammars as defined in the pre-

ceding section come naturally into play when a detailed analysis is

undertaken of the data summarized in Table 1. The most important step

is to identify the additional semantic functions if any in 0(p) for

each of the seven production rules. A simple way to look at this, I

believe, is to examine the various types of utterances listed in Table 1,

summarize the production rules and semantic functions used for each type,

and then collect All of this evidence in a new summary table for the

production rules.

I therefore shall now discuss the types of noun phrases listed in

Table 1 and consider in detail the data for the five most frequent.

20



Types N and P, the first two, need little comment. The identity

function, and no other function, serves for them. It should be clearly

understood, of course, that the nouns and pronouns listed in these first

two lines--a total of 1833 without i"nediate repetition--do not occur as

parts of a larger noun phrase. The derivation of N uses only P1

(Production Rule 1), and the derivation of P uses only P4.

The data on type NN are much richer and more complex. The deriva-

tion is unique; it uses P5 then P1 twice, as shown in the tree. As before,

NP

Nf NP

the semantir! function for P1 is just the identity function, so all the

analysis of type NN centers around the interpretation of P5. To begin

with, I nAd to explain what I mean by the choice function shown above as

the standard semantic function of P5. This is a set-theoretical function

of A and B that for each A is a function selecting an element of B

when B is the argument of f. Thus

cp(A,B) = fA(B)

Here I have used 'A' rather than an individual variable to make the

notation general, but in all standard cases A will be a unit set.

(I emphasize again that I do not distinguish unit sets from thed, members.

A standard set-theoretical choice function, i.e., a function f such that

if B is in the domain of f and B is nonempty then f(B) E B, is a

natural device for expressing possession. Intuitively, each of the

21
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possessors named by Adam has such a.function and the function selects

his (or hers or its) object from the class of like objects. Thus

Daddy chair denotes that chair in the class of chairs within Adam's

purview that belongs to or is used especially by Daddy. If we restrict

our possessors to individuals, then in terms of the semantic structure

01j-= (D0v) cp(A,B) is just a partial function from D X P(D) to D,

where P(D) is the power set of D, i.e., the set of all subsets of D.*

The complete clussification of all noun phrases of type NN is

given in Table 2. A the data in Table 2 show, the choice function is

Insert Table 2 about here

justly labeled the standard semantic function'for P5, but at least four

other semantic functions belong in 105). One of these is the converse

of cp(A,B) as defined above, i.e.;

iic(A,B) = fB(A)

wh-'_ch means the possessor is named after the thing possessed. Here are

examples from Adam I for which this interpretation seems correct: part

trailer (meaning part of trailer), part towtruck, book boy, name man,

ladder firetruck, taperecorder Ursula. The complete list is given in

Table 2.

The third semantic function is a choice function on the Cartesian

prcdact of two sets, often the sets' being unit sets as in t:-le case of

*Other possibilities exist for the set-theoretical characterization
of possession. In fact, there is an undesirable asymmetry between the
choice function for Adam hat and the intersection function for truer hat,
but it is also clear that v(m) can in a straightforward sense be the
set of Adam's possessions but v(Adam) is Adam, not the set of Adam's
possessions.

22
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TABLE 2

Semantic Classification of Noun Phrases

of Type NN*

Choice function

Adam checker
Adam hat
Adam bike
Moocow tractor
Catherine dinner
Newmi book
Daddy briefcase
Adam book
Daddy chair
Mommy tea
Tuffy boat
Adam tractor
Judy buzz
Ursu)a pocketbook
Daddy name
Daddy Bozo
Daddy name
Catherine Bozo
Adam glIve
Adam locomotive
Daddy racket
Adam pencil
Joshua foot
Robie nail
Train track
Daddy suitcase
Adam suitcase
Adam doggie
Choochoo track
Adam water
Ursula car
Hobo truck
Doctordan circus
Da.O.dy paper

Cromer coat
Adam pillow
Adam pillow
Dan circus

Adam horn
Adam hat
Adam pillow
Moocow truck
Car mosquito
Newmi bulldozer
Adam book
Adam paper
Daddy tea
Tuffy boat
Adam pencil
Tuffy boat
Judy buzz
Ursula pocket
Daddy name
Daddy Johnbuzzhart
Adam light
Monroe suitcase
Adam ball
Daddy racket
Adam racket
Joshua shirt
Adam busybulldozer
Adam busybulldozer
Adam Daddy
Cromer suitcase
Daddy suitcase
Adam doggie
Daddy Adam
Ursula water
Adam hoLse
DoPtorclan circus
Joshua book
Adam Cromer
Adam pencil
Mommy pilled
Daddy pillow
Doctor:Ian circus

Whenever the type NN appeared in the context of a longer
utterance, the entire utterance.is printed.
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Adam ladder
Adam mouth
Doctordan circus
Adam horn
Adam piece
Adam playtoy
Doggie car
Adam book
Adam shirt
Adam ball
Cromer suitcase
Adam letter
Adam firetruck
Bambi wagon
Like Adam bookshelf
Pull Adam bike
Write Daddy name
Hit Mommy wall
Hit Adam roadgrader (?)
Spill Mommy face
Bite Cromer mouth
Hit Mommy ball
Get Adam ball
Write Cromer shoe
Sit Missmonroe car
Walk Adam Bambi
Adam Panda march (?)
Oh Adam Lelt
Adam bite ri6litthere (?)
'wish water iahere
Put Adam bandaid on
Put Missmonioe towtrck (?)
Mommy tea yeah
Adam school. tomorrow
Daddy suitcase goget it
Take off Adam paper
No Adam Lamb'
T111-, Adam baby

Po.ershoveL pick 'lam dirt up

'tart

Book boy
Ladder,firetruck
Part head
Foot Adam
Car train
Taperecorder Ursula

Adam mouth
Daddy desk
Adam sky
Adam baby
Adam candy
Kitchen playtoy
Man Texacostar (?)
Adam paper
Adam pocketbook
Daddy suitcase
Adam suitcase
Adam pencil
Adam firetruck
See Daddy car
Give doggie paper
Read Doctor circus
Write Daddy name
Hit Mommy rug
See Adam ball
Bite Mommy mouth
Bite Ursula mouth
Take Adam car
Sit Adam chair
Sit Monroe car
Walk Adam Bambi
Going Cromer suitcase
Doggies tummy hurt
Yeah locomotive caboose
Adam shoe rightthere
Take lion nose off
Pick roadgrader dirt (?)
Put Adam boot
Adam pencil yeah
Becky star tonight
Adam pocket no
Big -31 ruck pick Joshua ddrt up
Loo) bambi Adam nencil
Break Cromer suitcase Mommy
Whei record fplder

Converse of choice function

Q14
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Part towtruck
Name man
Record Daddy
Part game
Track train
Part broom
Circus Dan



fib

Speghetti Cromer
Part basket
Game Adam
Take piece candy
Excuseme Ursula part broom

Part apple
Piece candy
Time bed (?)
Paper kitty open

Choice function on Cartesian product

Pencil paper
Mommy Daddy
Mommy Daddy
Pencil roadgrader (?)
Busybulldozcr truck (?)
jack Jill come

Lady elephant
Lady Ursula
Toy train

Pin Game
Daddy Cromer (?)
Doctor Poctordan

Intersection

Identity

Unclassified

Joshua home
Train train (Repetition?)
Dog pepper
Suitcase water
Doggie pepper
Daddy home (S)
Door l)ok
Pumpkin tomato
Chew apple mouth (2)
Hit door head (2)
Hit head trash (2)
Show Ursula Bambi (2)

,Look car mosquito-(2)
Pick dirt shovel up (2)
Ohno put hand glo,re (2)

Note.--230 utterances of type NN are
in Table 1, because one of the
an NN.

Paper pencil
Towtruck fire
Record taperecorder
Jack Jill
Give paper pencil
Adam wipeoff Cromer Ursula

Lady Ursula
Lady elephant
Record box

Babar Pig

Mc- Cromer (?)

Pencil doggie
Adam Adam (Repetition?)
Kangaroo bear
Doggie doggie (Repetition ?)
Kangaroo marchingbear
Ball playtoy (?)
Fumpkin tomato
Put truck window (2)
Hit towtruck knee (2)
Make Cromer Doctordan (2)
Hurt knee chair (2)
Show Ursula Bambi (2)
Daddy Daddy work (Repetition?)
Mommy time bed
Time bed Mommy

shown instead of the 231 shown
231 was incorrectly classified



Mammy Daddy. Formally, we have

T(A,B) = f(A X B)

and f(A X B) e A X B. Other examples are Daddy Adam and pencil paper.

The frequency of use of this function is low, however--only 12 out of

230 instances according to the classification shown in Table 2.

The fourth semantic function proposed for 0(P5) is the intersection

function,

9(A,B) = A n B .

Examples are lady elephant and lady Ursula. Here the first noun is func-

tioning as an adjective.

The fifth semantic function, fo:low:ng in frequency the choice

function and its converse, is the identity function. It seems clear

from the transcription that some pairs of nouns are simply being used as

a proper name or a simple description, even though each noun is used in

other combinations. (By a simple description I mc:tn a phrase such that

no suosequence of it Aenotes (see (i) of Definition 2).) Some examples

are pin game and Daddy Cromer.
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Abstract

Identifiability in the limit is studied, with special reference

to transformational languages on a given base. First a theorem is

proved which gives necessary conditions for a class of languages to

be identifies` 1e in the limit. With added assumptions, these conditions

become sufficient for identifiability. The question of whether the

class of transformational languages on a fixed context-free base is

identifiable is studied. Counter-examples, that is context-free

grammars for which the set of transformational languages is not iden-
,

-Linable, are !xhibited. One of th-se lx3mlles involves no deleton,

th? use of the transformational cycle and only binary transfoLmations.



If one claims to understand a particular phenomenon, then, in

order to check that claim, we must decide what it is to understand

that phenomenon. Another way of saying this is that we must decide

for what the claimant is accountable.

Note that what the theorizer says about his accountability is

not necessarily a criterion. For if he says that he is explaining

this but not that, it may nevertheless be the case that we cannot

understand this without understanding that.

In particular, suppose a claim is made that one understands

language competence. That is, one puts forth a theory of linguistic

,".

competence. We can then ask whether this t-eory is accountable for

an explardcion of the acquis,_t'on of language.

We d..# not argue that a theory of linguisdc competence -aust

include a theory of language acquisition. It does possible that

one c:n understand language and its use by humans without understand-

ing how it was acquired.

But matters are not so simple. Suppose we agree that language

competence is acquired. That is, early in e child's life he cannot

speak and later on he can. Suppose, in addition, that we have a theory

of mechanism which we believe is as powerful as anything the human mind

could be. Then, if this mechanism can be shown incapable of acquiring

language as conceived by the theory of linguistic competence, then

there is a lapse in our understanding for which we must account. The

present work is undertaken in the spirit of demonstrating and illustrat-

ing this gap in our understanding.
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Identifiability in the Limit

A grammar is a general rewriting system (see, for example, Hoperoft

and Ullman, 1969). If G is a grammar, then L(G) is the language gener-

ated by G.

Golu (1967) defined a notion cf learnability of language in the

following way. Suppose time is discrete and at each time the learner

receives a piece of inforwItion about the language which he is learrtng.

At each time the learner guesses the identity of 7:le /anguage. A class

of langua;es is said to be identifiable in the limit if there is an

algorithm such that, given any language in the class, there is a finite

tiLa after which the guesses will a/1 be correct.

Gold considered 7,ethods of infemat_on presentation. Tn

text presentation, only posit3-. instance:7 of sentences in a language

-----axe-allowed in informal t preseati=tion, negative instances (identified

as such) are allowed. Cold showed that informant presentation

a far wider class of langtrves to be identified. Hy/ever, there is some

reason to consider text presentation as a ) tter model of the octual

situation faced by the child as he acquires 1A, ,page. At first sight, al:

least, there appears to be a far larger number of positive instances

given to a child. Also, whit empirical evidence there is (Brown, and

Hanlon, 19 ) supports this

An information sequene I(L) of a language L is a sequence of

sentences of L such that e- my sentence of the language appears in the

sequence. 1(L) denotes th.e set of all information sequences of L. Let

I(L) = a
l'

a2, . . be is information sequence. Then a sample of I is

St(I) = (a
1,

., d
t

1.. Thus a sampl. is an unordered set.
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A learning device D is a function from the set of samples (that

is, the set of finite sub-.,ets of E*) into the set of 4rammars in

some class C. We conceive of D(S
t
(I)) as being the guess that D makes

at time t wLen presentcd with the information sequence I.

We say that the class of languages L(C) is identifiable in the

limit if there is an effective function D such that for any G E C and

any information sequence I(L(G)) there exists a T such that t > T

implies both

a) D(St(T)) = D(S (-)),

b) L(S u(G).

;old has shown that not of the usual classes of languages are

idental Jle in the limit. Thi.s inc) ides the finite-state and coDtext

free grammars. In fact, any class of languages which includes a2J the

--finite languages onu at least one infinite language is not identifiable.

This result le::/es us in the following dilemma. If none of the

classes of languages normally taken as models fol natural languages can

be identified, how then is language learned? Bcfore attempting an answer

to this questijn, we will first find it useful to characte -'ize some iden-

tifiable languages in tae following way. We assume that a class of lan-

guages only includes recursive languages.

THEOREM. If a class of languages K is identifiable in the limit then K

does not contain an infinite subset of languages K' = (Lo, Li, L2,. . .)

such that

1) L = t anc.

1=1 4

2) for every finite subset F of L
0'

there are an infinite number

of Li E K' such That F c L..
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PROOF. We show that if K contains such a K' then K is not identifiable.

Since it is well known that a superset of a non-identifiable class is

not identifiable, it will be sufficient to show that K' is not identifiable.

We construct an information sequence I(L) 7 a
l'

a2, . . . of elements

of L
o

such that an infinite number of changes 'All be made in the guessed

language. Let D be 1 function from samples into a class of grammars such

that K' is identified in the limit by D (We suppress I(L) wheL the infor-

mation sequence is fixed).

To construct the sequence I(L), first present a finite sequence

T
1

= a
1,

a2, . a
t

such thE L(o(St)) = L
l'

where L L2,. . . is

1

an enumeration of K'- (L0). That is, after this sequence the learni-g

devce guesses a grammar for L
1.

We know that such sequence exists

because D identifies K'. We next want to present a sequence that wil]

make D guess another language. But we have to make sure that every

sentence in L
0

appears in the information sequence. We can effectively

enumerate the sentences of LO, obtaining b . b
0' 1 2'

. . . . After each

of the sequences which causes D to change Its guess we will add the

sentence of this enumeration, thus assuring that every sentence in Lo

appears at least once in the information sequence. Thus I(L) starts with

T1,b1. Let i
1
=1

Now by assumption 2, S
1+1

is a subset of infinitely many Li. Let

i
2
be the smallest i f 1 su.:11 that St+1 . Since St

+1
is finite

1 1
and each L. is recursive, 'here is an effective procedure for calculating

i2. Now let T,
a

. . sequenceat be a sequee of strings from Li
t +2'
1 2 2

such that L(D(St )) Li . Next we list b2. This the information sequence
2 J.

up to t
2
+1 is T b T

2'



I
We continue in this manner. The general rale is: after the

sequence has been constructed up to time t2+1, add a sequence of strip;.;

from suchsuch that a grammar of L
i,

is guessed after. that sequence,

3

where L. is the firs'. language in the enumeration of the L. which

3

ContainstnesarrIplellptotilleyl and such that for ii(51

D(Si)oiD(S.), that is, tll Dressed grammar is not one of those guessed
1.

at an earlier time ik. The reason we can always choose a new grammar

whose language contains t%,.: sam11( is that property 2 holds.

In this manner weconstruct the sequence

I(L) = T b 1lT2' '

b
2' "Ti'bi'

At each time t. a grammar is guessed Ifhich is different frOm the grammar

guessed at a;l earlier t.,, i5i. Thus by definition D does not identify

W. Thus we have shown that if K is identifiable, no such K'

Thfs proves the theorem.

As far as we know, this theorem is new. The following examples

illustrate the theorem.

Example 1. (Feldman et 31, 1969). Let L0 = aftec.

For each i > 0, let

L :15 alb*,
j =1

where al means.a sequence of j b's and a/b* = (a3b,aibb,a/bbb,..)

as in regular language terrinology.

Then K (L0,L1, . . .} me is conditions 1 and 2 of the theorem and thus K

is riot identifiable in the limit.

ILExample 2. Let K = 111042, . . .) where I. is as in the preceding example.

In other words, L
0

is excluded. Then K has no subset which satisfies the
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conditions of the theorem. This does not, of course, prove that K is

identifable, but it turns out that it is. A successful ali-orithm is

the following: Guess a grammar which generates the smallest language

in K which is compatible with (i.e. generates) the sample to date.

Eventually this will be the correct grammar.

Example 3. This example shows that a nested infinite sequence of sets

L1CL2L . is not necessary for non-identifiability. For any vocab-

ulary T, enumerate the strings in T*, obtaining a . Let

L..= {T* - a.} for i>0 and let L
0

The K={ L
0'

L
1,

. .} is not

identifiable since it meets the conditions of the theorem. But there
,

is no infinite nested sequence of sets in E.

Example 4. If LozT* is left out of X in the preceding example, K becomes

identifiable. Enumerate the grammars and at each time pick the first

compatible grammar.

Example 5. To see that cbndition 1 of the theorem may not be omitted,

consider the languages L of example 1 and add a string c to each ofL.

them, obtaining LI = LiUfcl. Since c is not in Lo, the union of the

L. is not equal to Lo. Thus K fLo, Li, L2, . . .1 does not meet,

condition 1. In fact, K is identifiable. Guess a grammar for L
o

until

c appears and then guess a grammar for the smallest compatible language.

Example'6. To see that condition 2 of the theorem may not be omitted,

letL0=a*be:ariciletL.,, lib*. Then K {L3,L1, . . .} does not meet

condition 2 of the theorem, since, for example, {abb, aab} is a finite

subset of L
o
which is not a subset of infinitely many of the L..

In fact itis a subset only of L0. K is identifiable by guessing
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L.
1

if the first string presented is aibl and changing the guess to

k f

L
0

Cwhenever a string of the form a , i-k, is encountered.
)

The reason we have gone ever so many examples is to motivate /

the conjecture that, in fact, the conditions of the theorem are not

only sufficient. but necessary, that is if K1,1.< meeting conditions

1 and 2 does not exist, then K is identifiable. In all our examples

where K' failed to meet conditions 1 and 2, it turned out to be iden-
/-

tifiable. All the examples we have round in tha literature conform

to this hypothesis. In fact we have proved the following, weaker,

theorem.

THEOREM. If K is a class of recursive language such that ,there is an

effective procedure for enumerating the elements of K. and if there is

an effective procedure for deciding for any 2 grammars Ga. .,G.
3

of lan-

guages in K, whether
3.

then K is identifiable in the limit if it

does not contain an infinite subset K'

1) L
0 1

,rl L. and
1-1

L
13

. .} such that.

2) for every finite subset F of L
0

there are an infinite number

of L.EK' such that FLL..
1 1

SKETCH OF PROOF. tTe construct an algorithm ') which will identify any

language in K. Enumerate tie grammars for V obtaining %,(12. .

The information sequence is a1. a2, . . . At tine t, D guesses a

grammar from At :Gi, . . qt}. First form the set CtLItlt of "compatible"

grammars, that is, grammars which generate the strings al, . . at.

.Next, form the set .1
t t

of minimal grammars, that is, q.(C
t

is minimal

/.
if there is no !I

j
C
t

suer, that L(G )( L(G ). Then T) guesses that grammar

in
t

which is first in the enumeration, that is, which has the smallest i.

LSI
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Our assumption makes ') effective. We show that eventually G.
1

is

guessed taken L(Gi) is presented. Suppose tha ,L(Gi) noes not contain

an infinite subset. Then then, 5s some tine t' such that for all t>t',

no subset of L(G ) is in C
t

. Thus, for each Gj . 1<i, Gi1i will be elimin-

ated from C
t

for t>t", as long ns n
i

is not a superset of G
i

. Thus for

r.

t>t",Dguesses,1 ..Thus we consider only 1,
o

such that L
0
'contains

an infinite number of languages L1 .

ClearlY,L07Fut then
1=1 1

1

when a appear, at time t, only grammars for Lo will be in C. Thus

D will guess a grammar for Lo. Thus we can consider only cases where

L Ii L..
0

i =1
1

Suppose condition 2 does not hold, that is, there is a subset F

of L0 SuchthatFiscentainediuenlyafinitellumberoftheL..11ut

then once F has been presented, there are only a finite number of

grammarsG.which are compatible with L,. Each of these (except for

supersets of the correct language) is eventually eliminated From Ct, and

thus M
t

contains only the correct arammar, ano T) identifies the grammar.

This proves the theorem.

The "recursive" and "enumeration" conditions will nerheps b2 necessary

to prove the theorem, and are not very restrictive From our point of view;"

since they are met, for ex: mole by the set of context-sensitive languages.

The condition that we hope to eliminate is the one which requires decidability

of the subset problem. Or current proof reouires this condition because the

algorithm 1 must cleterm'ne chat languages in a finite set are minimal. Tt

is an open problem whetier this condition can be eliminated.

1. C 11
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Transformational Gramm on a Universal Base

It has been known since Gold's orginal i'ormulation that the classes

of languages which are usually studied are not identifiable in the limit.

This is true of the finiteLstate, context-free and context-sensitive

This result is an immeliate corallary of our first theorem

applied to the class of languages defined in Example 1 'of the preceding
-J

section.

This result leads to an attempt to restrict the class of possible

languages in such a way that the class is identifiable. It would be

particularly insightful if this restriction could be done in a linguis-

tically intemsting way. A strong interpretation of one ve,r;sion of lin-

guistic theory (Chomsky, 1965) is that then: is a single universal

context-free base, and every natural language is defined by a transfor-

mational grammar on that base. At first sight it might appear that if

we fixed the base and considered the class of languages to be the set of

transformational languages on the base, then, since all the languages

were related by virtue of having a common base, this class of languages

might be identifiable in the limit.

It is important to realize that we are suggesting the class of

transformational languages on a given base, not the set of all transfor- .

mational languages. That is, let B be a context-free grammar and Ti a

finite set of transformation:. Then we are con-Y.dering the class of

languages K = U T.(B), and lot the class U U T. (B). This latter
i 1 B i 1

class is clearly not identifiable since it includes all the context-free

languages, which may be obtained by taking the identity transformation on

each base language.
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Peters and Ritchie (1970) have shown that the set of transformational

languages on a fixed base is equal to the set of recursively enumerable

languages. Thus this set is not identifiable. However, it is still inter-

esting to see whether we obtain identifiable classes of languages when we

use only tranformational models of limited power.

In the following examples we will have to use some. notation from

transformational theory. When the transformations get a little complex and

we want to be precise, re will use notation from the transformational

model developed by Ginsburg and Partee (1969). The reader unfamiliar with

these notions is referred to this paper. Here we only recall that a trans-

formational rule is a pair consisting of an "analysis" or a "domain state-

ment" and a "structural change" on that domain statement.

A Non-identifiable Class of Transformational Languages

If B is a context-free grammar, let T(B) be the set of transformational

languages on B. We will exhibit a context-free grammar B such that T(B)

contains all the finite languages on a vocabulary and an infinite language.

Gold showed that such a "superfinite" class was not identifiable and such

a result follows easily from our first theorem.

We take as the base the grammar B which has the following rules:

S cS'

S' aS'

S' bS'

S' -0- a

S' b

where S is the starting symb)1 and {a,b,c} is the terminal vocabulary. Thus

the generated language L(B) = c(a,b)*. 'Now, to show that any finite lan-

guage on {a,b} may be gene:'ated from B by a finite set of transformations,

we will define the transformations.
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Suppose F={s
l'

...,s
n

} is a finite set of strings on (a,b)* and supposc

x.
x.

...s.1 =c,x.where x..= a or b. Then for each s.
1
we define the11 12 in. 1D

1

transformation T. in the following way.
1

Ti: domain statement I) = c
'

x
il'''''xin '

structural change C = 0, 1,...,ni.

Note that is the symbol for the empty string. The effect of Ti is to

erasethecfroms.1 ,and to leave all other sentences untouched. Define

the transformation

T
o

: domain statement D = c,S'

structural change C = 0, 0.

T
o

deletes any string in L(B) which has a c in it. Now to generate F we

simply take the n+1 transformations T1iT2,...,Tn,To in that order, i.e.,

in particular, T
0
must apply last. mien the effect of T

1,
...,T

n
is to

deletetheefromeachs.1 in F. To then deletes all strings except those

in F. Thus F is the generated language.

Now, L(B) is also a transformational language on B since we can define

a transformation T with domain statement c,S' and structural change 0,2,

which simply deletes c from each string. The grammar consisting only of T

thus generates (a,b)*. Thus every finite language and at least one infinite

language is in T(B), which thus not identifiable in the limit.

A More Satisfying Non - identifiable Class of Transformational Languages

One reason that we are not happy with the preceding example is that

it depends so heavily on deletion, and, in fact, filtering, that is,

base sentences which never reach the surface. In our search for non-

identifiable classes of transformational languages, we can use the first
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theorem which we proved, If we require that each base sentence correspond

to only one surface sentence, then the base grammar must generate an

infinite language (or else all languages in T(B) would be finite and thus

the class would be identifiable). But if we do not want to use deletion

(or filtering of sentences) then aI infinite base language will yield an

infinite transformed language. Thus we need classes of languages in which

each language is infinite. The theorem tells us that if we find a class

with certain properties then it is not identifiable in the limit.

The class of languages we will generate from a universal base is

K = {L
o
,L.,...} , where

'

L
o

= {ajcbj 1 j = 1,2,...} U {bjaj+lcb ( j=1,2,...}, and for

i > 0, Li={ajcbj1 j=1,2,...} U {bjai+lcb 1 Clearly conditions

1 and 2 of the theorem hold, and K is not identifiable in-the limit.

The base grammar B is defined by the following rules:

S-aSb
S-4-acb

S-4abc.

Note that the strings in L(B) can be classified according to whether the

last rule applied yielded acb or abc The former will yield all strings of

the form ajcbj. No transformations will apply to these strings and thus

they will account for the fir ;t part'of each Li. The other kind of string

ends with a rule yielding abc. For the language L0, every string of the

form aj+lbcbj will be mapped into the string blaj+lcb, thus yielding the

other strings in L0. For the language Li, every string of the form

aj+lbcbj will be mapped into bjaj+lcb if ji, but if j>i then the string

will be mapped into a
j-0.

cb
j+1

whichisalreadyin.L.and thus nothing new
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willbeaddecitothellusfori>0, a finite number of

the "non-central c" strings will. hJ mapped into a new string, and all the

rest will be mapped into string: which were already directly generated by

B.NotethatL.,i>0, is an ambiguous R.nguage since L. contains strings

which have 2 derivations.

We assume in this example the principle of the transformational cycle,

that is, transformations first apply to the most ciceply embedded S, then

the next highest, and so on. Ginsburg and Partee write this ordering

restriction into the definition of each tr,nsformation, but for simplicity

we will take it as a meta-rule.

The transformations will operate in the following manner. Suppose lie

want to generate language Li. First T
o

operates by bringing a b in the

most deeply embedded S up front in the next highest S-dominated sub-tree

Then T
1
brings this b and another b from the rear to the front in the

next'highest sub-tree. In other words, with each new transformation applied,

an additional b is added to the front of the nevi (transformed) terminal

string. Thus the ahility to generate these kinds of strings in L.. But. if

the phrase-marker on whi-ch the- transformations are working has more than

i S's, i.e., more than i a's and b's, then if this process continues a-string

with more t.ian i b's in front will ')e in the language contrary to its defi-

nition. And if the transformations just stop applying, a sentence with a

number of a's, then a number cf b's, then more a's will he generated. This

sentence is also not in L.. Thus we apply the transfo:mations Ti. This

transformation counts the n:,mber of b's at the front of the string, and as

soon as this number become.; greater than i the entire string of beginning b's

is shifted to the end of he sentence, thus producing a sentence already
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in the language (directly from the base) and not allowing any more trans-

formations to apply.

The language Li w11 generted by a grammar with i+2 obligatory

transformations, To, T1,...,T;,t.. Before we define these transformations,

consider L
1
as an example. Let D be the domain stateldent and C the

structural change.

T. D=aabcb. C = - (E; (11)

Tl. D=abaSbb C = (1) 05

T. D=abbaSbb C = (1 0 0 C`?; C.

The operation of these transformations on the base phrase-marker P is

shown in Figure 1. P
o
,P

1
and P1 are the resulting phrase-Markers after the

application T0, T1 and T1, respectively. Figure 2 attempts to diagram

the example in another way.

The'definitions of the needed transformations is as follows.:,

T
o

. As above. For i>0,

T.. D=abiaSbb. C =® 2.1-L0(1)- 11) - . . 0 - Q.1-2 - .

i

T .. D=abi+laSbb. C =(.17.,- 0 ... i+1 - (i+1-- ri.+5\ - (37E)r,(3) .. i+2) .(--
1 .....,

\...._,/ \.......i

i+1

The language Li, then, is generate.. by the transformations

It remains only to define th,, transformations for Lo. Lo is generated by

the previously d2f:'.ned To tr -ether with T.

T. D= aXaSbb. C= 2, (5): ) 0
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TaccmplishesthesaileoperationasT.does, but without bound. That

is, T. raises the string of b's at. the beginning of the string and

adds to them one from the end, and it does this no matter how long the

string of b's. A variable (X) was used for the first time in the defi-

niton of T. This is also the first place in which we have departed from

the Ginsburg and Partee model, because X was moved to a different position

in the structural change, contrary to the Ginsburg and Partee assumption.

These grammars, then, generate the class K, which is thus a sub-set

of the class of transformational languages on the fixed base B. But K

is not identifiable in the limit. Thus L(B), the set of transformational

languages on B, is not identifiable.

The properties of our grammar are inter*'sting. First, we have not

used deletion at all, and yet have obtained non-identifiablity. Also, we

have applied the transformational cycle. All transformations are binary,

that is, they analyze only 2 depths (of S's) down. Only one transforma-

tion applies to each S-dominated sub-tree.

Hamburger and Wexler (1970) investigated the possibility of identify-

ing the transformational mapping when (base, surface) pairs were presented.

With transformations with exactly the above properties (with one exception,

to be discussed below), a positive answer was obtained: the mapping is

identifiable. Thus, with ve,y similar grammars we have found in one case

that the languages are not J entifiable with only surface information pre-

sented, but that they are ioentifiable when pairs of base and surface were

presented.

The one exception infolves restriction on "raising" in the Hamburger

and Wexler study which we-e not made here, and on which, in fact, our
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grammars fail. If we could find an ,nwmple of non-identifiable (in our

sense, from surface information) languages which also met the raising

restriction, or, equivalently, if we could eliminate the raising restric-

tion from the set of assumptions in the base, surface pair case, then

we could conclude formally that base information was necessary for the

class of transformational languages on a univo:._;a1 base to be

identifiable.
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